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COVER LETTER 
March 16, 2020 
  
Mr. Bryan Burgett  
Director   
Guidehouse  
150 North Riverside Plaza, Suite 2100  
Chicago, Illinois 60606  
 

Dear Mr. Burgett:  

We are delighted to provide our response to New Hanover County (the “County”) and New Hanover Regional Medical 
Center’s (“NHRMC”) strategic partnership Request for Proposal (the “RFP”). Our board members, executive team, and 
physician/clinical leaders at the highest levels within the organization have collaborated and carefully considered this 
request, giving this initiative our fullest attention. We know the effort and time that was put forth by the County and 
NHRMC in reaching the point of soliciting such proposals and by the Partnership Advisory Group (“PAG”) in its ongoing 
assessment process, and we believe that there is a unique opportunity for a partnership between our two 
organizations. On behalf of the entire Duke enterprise, we are thrilled to have the chance to work with NHRMC to build 
on its already impressive accomplishments by advancing the health and well-being of the residents of New Hanover 
County and beyond. We believe an aligned and collaborative relationship between our organizations is unequaled, and 
the opportunity to work together for our communities would be transformational.  

Our proposal is built upon the vision of accelerating NHRMC’s role as a regional destination medical center and a 
catalyst for community health improvement across southeastern North Carolina and the broader region. Together, and 
in collaboration with NHRMC’s independent physician and community partners, we will continue to increase NHRMC’s 
community focused programs and initiatives, while also expanding and enhancing its clinical services. With a full suite 
of capabilities and enhanced ambulatory/outpatient, acute, and post-acute access, NHRMC will be able to provide even 
more care locally. We believe these fundamental tenets strongly align with NHRMC’s goals and objectives, and we are 
confident that Duke is the best strategic partner for NHRMC to create sustainability that ensures the local delivery of 
high quality, efficient, and accessible care long into the future.  

We plan to dedicate significant resources and investments in programs, technology, and facilities to achieve our shared 
vision. We are confident our proposed financial commitments will support this growth and development. While that is 
critical, we further believe our non-capital strengths and ability to support and enhance NHRMC are even more 
important. Strategies and initiatives driven by the infrastructure and resources of the full Duke enterprise, including its 
focus on community/population health, academics and clinical education (physicians, advance practice providers, 
nurses, and ancillary providers), and research resources and capabilities will reinforce the NHRMC position as a leader 
in healthcare, an integrated member of its communities, and the provider of choice to those it serves.  

Each of these matters is detailed within our response to NHRMC’s request for proposal. However, please do not hesitate 
to reach out to either of us should you have any questions or wish to discuss any of these topics further. We cannot 
reiterate enough our enthusiasm about a NHRMC/Duke partnership and the opportunities we believe it presents for 
the community and patients served by NHRMC.  

We thank NHRMC, the County, and the PAG for considering Duke as NHRMC’s strategic partner. We hope to have the 
privilege of additional discussions, and we stand ready to move forward promptly to pursue our strategic partnership. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As highlighted in the cover letter and throughout this document, Duke has created what it believes to be a comprehensive and compelling proposal that 
provides solutions to the concerns and opportunities identified in the RFP. This executive summary highlights the key aspects of Duke’s proposal that 
address New Hanover County’s and NHRMC’s goals and objectives through a collaborative framework that complements the spirit and success that NHRMC 
has built in its communities.  

This non-binding proposal is being submitted by Duke University Health System (DUHS), a private, nonprofit corporation exempt from federal and state 
taxation, and related commitments are being made by Duke University Health System. 

As an academic enterprise, Duke functionally integrates Duke University (the parent entity), the School of Medicine, the School of Nursing, and Duke 
University Health System, which includes Duke University Hospital, Duke Raleigh Hospital, Duke Regional Hospital, Watts College of Nursing, and various 
other ambulatory services and related entities. These Duke clinical and academic units are marketed as “Duke Health”. Except in those cases where 
specifying a commitment or similar aspect of the proposed strategic partnership, “Duke” is defined as this broader integrated enterprise. 

Goals and Objectives NHRMC/Duke Strategic Partnership (reference location for additional details) 

1. Improving Access to 
Care and Wellness 

• Building on Duke’s and NHRMC’s adjacent and complementary footprints, NHRMC will be a platform for growth in 
southeastern North Carolina and the broader region and will continue to expand its position as a regional destination 
medical center that leverages the combined strength of the organizations’ brands. (Question 1.1) 

• To promote NHRMC as a destination medical center, Duke believes that it is critical to expand access to primary and 
specialty care. To accomplish this objective, Duke will deploy a variety of tactics such as extending its significant array of 
Graduate Medical Education programs to NHRMC to promote local education of the next generation of providers. Duke 
would also devote significant resources to fulfill the provider recruitment needs of the local community. (Question 1.2.1, 
5.1, and 5.2.4) 

• Expanding on NHRMC’s capabilities in emerging methods of providing care such as the Home Care Telehealth Program, 
Duke and NHRMC will increase access to care throughout southeastern North Carolina by utilizing best-in-class, 
consumer-centric telemedicine programs. (Question 1.9) 
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Goals and Objectives NHRMC/Duke Strategic Partnership (reference location for additional details) 

2. Advancing the Value of 
Care 

• NHRMC and Duke share the mission of leading their communities to outstanding health. Together, NHRMC and Duke 
will advance population health strategies and accelerate the transition to a value-based care environment. Sharing 
operational and clinical best practices across both organizations will drive success while preserving the opportunity to 
jointly expand insurance capabilities geographically and commercially, specifically with regard to Medicare Advantage 
products. (Question 2.1.2 and 2.1.2.1) 

• Together, NHRMC and Duke can create an industry-leading regional network with the foundation grounded in each 
organization’s quality, patient safety, and care management programs and infrastructure that will drive better outcomes, 
superior satisfaction, and cost efficiencies throughout southeastern North Carolina. (Question 2.2, 2.3, and 6.1) 

• Duke’s primary objective when evaluating synergies is to first minimize any potential disruption to ongoing operations 
at NHRMC. Duke has a variety of transformational capabilities that will be made available to NHRMC on a mutually 
agreed upon timeline to fuel its position as a regional destination medical center. (Question 8.5) 

3. Achieving Health Equity • Duke provided nearly $600 million in community benefit in 2019 and would seek to continue, if not expand, NHRMC’s 
programs to provide care to those in need. Similarly, Duke has made significant investments in a variety of services such 
as behavioral health and would welcome the opportunity to identify equivalent strategies to address the needs of 
NHRMC’s communities. (Question 3.1 and Duke Regional Case Study) 

• As an active partner in community programs with patients, neighborhoods, schools, health and human services entities 
(governmental and community-based), businesses, and faith communities, Duke utilizes a collaborative approach with 
the community to address key concerns such as the opioid epidemic and behavioral health access. Through the Durham 
Crisis Collaborative, Opioid Safety Committee, and COMET Program, Duke works with community members and 
independent health service organizations to provide services to combat the opioid epidemic. Duke’s behavioral health 
clinics and programs will be supplemented by the ongoing investment in a behavioral health center at Duke Regional 
Hospital. (Question 3.2, 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.1.3) 

• Duke’s convening role in its Healthy Durham 20/20 partnership provides valuable experience in engaging the local 
government, employers, and community members to eliminate disparate health outcomes. These capabilities and 
knowledge can be translated to NHRMC to assist it in doing the same, thereby further advancing health equity in 
southeastern North Carolina. (Question 2.3.3) 

• NHRMC and Duke will collaboratively expand NHRMC’s existing patient engagement infrastructure, driving community 
support and involvement in the strategic partnership and the future of NHRMC. Duke’s Patient Family Advisory Council 
program has been invaluable in actively engaging community members to inform quality and patient satisfaction 
improvement initiatives and influence other care delivery initiatives. (Question 2.2) 
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Goals and Objectives NHRMC/Duke Strategic Partnership (reference location for additional details) 

4. Engaging Staff • Duke acknowledges the exemplary employee base at NHRMC and their critical role in fostering NHRMC’s mission. As 
such, Duke intends to limit disruption to NHRMC employees and retain all NHRMC employees in good standing for a 
period of at least 12 months. In addition, NHRMC compensation and benefits will be substantially similar, in the 
aggregate, for a period of at least 12 months following the transaction close and will remain market-competitive in the 
future. Duke supports NHRMC’s future growth in services and capabilities as a regional destination medical center. 
(Question 4.2.1 and 4.3.3) 

• To support NHRMC’s employee base, Duke commits to offer its recruitment, retention, career development, health and 
wellness, and leadership training programs to NHRMC, while preserving NHRMC’s status as one of the top healthcare 
places to work in the country. (Question 4.1) 

• Utilizing Duke’s multifaceted, internationally-renowned education programs as a primary driver of healthcare-related 
job recruitment, NHRMC and Duke will collaborate to develop talent pipelines to address NHRMC’s recruitment gaps 
across the organization. Extension of Duke’s predictive hiring model and recruitment resources will allow NHRMC to 
focus efforts on key needs such as nurses. (Question 4.1 and 4.1.2) 

5. Partnering with 
Providers 

• Educating the next generation of healthcare leaders is a pillar of Duke’s strategy, and this is anchored by a Graduate 
Medical Education program that is among the largest in the state and the country. Collaborating with NHRMC to enhance 
the educational programs available locally will provide significant opportunities to increase the overall provider base and 
to augment the spectrum of services currently available. As part of the strategic partnership, Duke will evaluate locating 
a satellite campus in Wilmington. (Question 5.2.4) 

• Recruitment and retention of providers is an important success factor for any healthcare organization, and Duke has an 
extensive infrastructure to support NHRMC as it seeks to meet the needs of its community. (Question 5.1) 

• Collaboration with independent physicians is critical to promote the health of those communities Duke serves. To that 
end, Duke does not intend to disrupt or alter existing NHRMC relationships with independent physicians. Rather, Duke 
will collaborate with NHRMC to provide support and further enhance these relationships. (Questions 5.4-5.4.2 and 5.4.5)  
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Goals and Objectives NHRMC/Duke Strategic Partnership (reference location for additional details) 

6. Driving Quality of Care 
Throughout Continuum 

• Nationally recognized for quality and patient safety across the care continuum, Duke invests heavily in the Duke Quality 
System, care coordination efforts through its Population Health Management Office, and innovative technologies to 
drive quality improvement throughout the organization. Duke intends to collaborate with NHRMC to share best practices 
and to develop a best-of-breed platform that ensures the NHRMC and Duke regional network is a national leader in 
quality and patient safety. (Question 6.1, 6.2, and 6.5) 

• Engagement and empowerment of nurses as leaders who drive excellence in quality and patient safety are hallmarks of 
Duke’s professional practice model. Predicated on the advancement of nurses in all settings across the care continuum, 
Duke empowers nurses through a robust and long-held shared governance structure focused on quality and patient 
safety. Duke maintains significant nursing representation on numerous councils and committees to address these 
matters across the system. Duke’s robust nursing model has formed the basis for its successful Magnet designations, 
beginning with its individual hospitals and ultimately at the system level. NHRMC will be offered participation in the 
nursing practice model, and NHRMC and Duke will collaborate to share best practices. (Question 6.3) 

• Duke is at the forefront of utilizing an interprofessional care model, which empowers advanced practice providers 
through team-based care and learning. Through this model, advanced practice providers work in parallel with physicians 
rather than in sequence, which improves access to care, enhances the quality of care, and improves patient and provider 
engagement. (Question 1.2) 

7. Improving Level and 
Scope of Care 

• Duke’s overarching vision for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is to further accelerate NHRMC’s growth as a regional 
destination medical center and keep care local in the NHRMC communities. In instances where NHRMC patients require 
quaternary or advanced care not provided by NHRMC, Duke and NHRMC will collaborate to ensure patients receive care 
in a timely and efficient manner and in the appropriate setting. Duke and NHRMC will collaboratively develop processes 
to transition patients back to NHRMC in an orderly manner. (Question 7.1, 7.1.4 and 7.2) 

• Duke anticipates the promotion of advanced education programs will strengthen NHRMC’s clinical capabilities to ensure 
a broad and deep array of services are available to NHRMC’s communities. The expansion of such services may also 
include a range of quaternary services to further promote NHRMC as a regional destination medical center. (Questions 
7.2-7.2.1, 7.4.2, and 7.5-7.5.2)  

• In collaboration with Duke, NHRMC can advance its role as a preeminent regional destination medical center with 
enhanced academic capabilities and support. Duke’s educational offerings, clinical research programs, and extensive 
quaternary services will support and fuel NHRMC’s capabilities. (Questions 7.4.2 and 7.5-7.5.2) 
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Goals and Objectives NHRMC/Duke Strategic Partnership (reference location for additional details) 

8. Investing to Ensure 
Long-Term Financial 
Security 

• Duke commits to invest significant capital and capabilities at NHRMC to promote the development of its status as a 
regional destination medical center. To do so, Duke and NHRMC will collaboratively identify, review, and execute on 
opportunities to ensure achievement of this objective, as well as NHRMC’s broader goals and objectives. To that end, 
Duke commits to ensure funding for NHRMC’s 12-year capital plan ($1.9 billion), which would serve as the minimum 
capital expenditures during the time period. (Question 11.2) 

• A primary objective of the joint business planning approach is to minimize any potential disruption to NHRMC and its 
key stakeholders. This will be a guiding principle to evaluate any potential synergies within the context of developing a 
vibrant health system to serve NHRMC’s and Duke’s collective and individual communities. (Question 8.4 and 8.5) 

• In addition to the above referenced capital commitment, NHRMC/New Hanover County will keep NHRMC’s net cash 
(preliminarily estimated to be $451 million) which, when combined with additional proposed economic consideration to 
be paid by Duke at closing of $500 million, can be used to fund an independent, local healthcare foundation to benefit 
the community, or other purposes. Alternatively, if an all cash at close structure is preferred by New Hanover County 
and NHRMC (i.e., excluding a capital commitment), Duke proposes economic consideration to be paid by Duke at closing 
of $1.35 to $1.40 billion, as detailed further herein. (Question 11.2, 11.2.1 and 11.2.2) 

9. Strategic Positioning • To accelerate growth as a regional destination medical center, Duke believes NHRMC’s strategic and master plans align 
with the vision for the strategic partnership. Importantly, future business planning efforts will be joint and collaborative 
in nature between NHRMC and Duke. Duke believes there are several strategic initiatives that will be valuable to NHRMC 
and would seek to collaboratively evaluate how best to deploy them at NHRMC. (Question 9.1) 

• Recognizing NHRMC’s status as a regional destination medical center, Duke proposes to maintain NHRMC’s existing 
relationships with healthcare providers in southeastern North Carolina. To further the vision for the strategic 
partnership, NHRMC and Duke will augment existing partnerships when possible and expand with new partnerships in 
the region. (Question 9.3) 

• Duke is committed to the economic well-being of the communities it serves. This is supported not only by its clinically 
focused activities, but also through commitments to employees, investment in and growth of NHRMC, economic 
consideration provided at closing that can fund a local healthcare foundation or other purposes, and other drivers of 
positive economic impact. (Question 9.3) 
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Goals and Objectives NHRMC/Duke Strategic Partnership (reference location for additional details) 

10. Governance • The NHRMC Board will continue to maintain fiduciary responsibilities for the deployment and preservation of NHRMC's 
assets (managerial and operational), oversight of the quality of care rendered within NHRMC facilities, and oversight of 
medical staff affairs. (Question 10.1) 

• Duke’s strategic partnership with NHRMC will, through meaningful local governance, promote a high level of structural, 
functional, and clinical integration with the entire Duke enterprise while taking advantage of the critical element of "local 
perspective". This includes the local NHRMC Board being populated by a majority of members which will be residents of 
NHRMC’s service area, local physician representatives, and other local ex-officio voting members. (Question 10.1.2 and 
10.1.3) 

• Given the significant and critical role NHRMC will have within the Duke enterprise, the NHRMC Board would nominate 
(subject to approval by Duke University) two individuals to serve on the Duke University Health System Board of 
Directors. (Question 10.2) 
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DUKE RALEIGH HOSPITAL CASE STUDY 

Duke Raleigh Hospital joined the Duke family in 1998 when Duke acquired then-Raleigh Community Hospital from 
Hospital Corporation of America. In 2000, Duke Raleigh Hospital was a 186-bed community hospital providing select 
community-based services. Duke has invested significant capital to promote Duke Raleigh Hospital as a vibrant 
community member providing a comprehensive array of services.   

 

 

These benefits have been shared by the local community, as employment has grown by 60% to the 1,600 team members currently 
providing and supporting local care. Although much of this increase has been fueled by Duke Raleigh Hospital’s growth, it also has 
been supported by significant advancements in workforce retention, despite an increasingly competitive environment. Moreover, the 
hospital’s case mix index (CMI) has increased significantly to its currently level of 1.98, which indicates the acuity of its  cases far 
exceeds similarly situated hospitals due to the development of prominent specialty programs not typically available in community-
based settings.  

Key to the hospital’s overall growth is Duke’s investment in developing Duke Raleigh Hospital’s medical staff, which over two decades 
has grown from approximately 230 to over 1,000 physicians and advanced practice providers. This has been accomplished through 
recruitment efforts and the strengthening of relationships  with independent providers in the community to ensure access to a 
complete set of services.  To complement the provider platform growth, Duke also has invested to promote patient and provider 
satisfaction. Duke Raleigh Hospital obtained Magnet designation in 2009, and has since maintained this achievement through system 
level designation since 2014. In recognition of the excellent care provided, Duke Raleigh Hospital was the first hospital in North 
Carolina to receive the Hallmarks of Healthy Workplaces Distinction from the North Carolina Nurses Association. All of these efforts 
have positioned Duke Raleigh Hospital as a true leader in quality. The hospital has maintained an “A” Leapfrog rating for the past 
seven years, and currently has a five-star rating from CMS, the combination of which has been earned by only seven North Carolina   
hospitals (also including Duke Regional Hospital). 

Duke has also facilitated investment in key projects and programs at Duke Raleigh Hospital, some of which may not have otherwise been available. Select projects and programs include:  

✓ $196 million 214,000 square foot extension of the hospital campus that will include 92 private rooms, including 28 ICU rooms, 9 state-of-the-art operating rooms, and enhanced  
amenities for patients and families, including a new main entrance and café, which are expected to be completed in July 2021. 

✓ Expansion and renovation of on-campus ambulatory services for clinics and outpatient procedural services, including ambulatory surgery, endoscopy, and vascular lab. 

✓ Significant imaging expansion, including MRI, CT and PET scanner, expected to open in 2020. 

✓ Distributed ambulatory services at multiple locations in Wake County, including midtown, Knightdale, Wake Forest, and Holly Springs, with radiology and rehab services. 

As a member of the Duke family of providers, Duke Raleigh Hospital has access to a variety of resources and capabilities that have augmented the hospital’s clinical care profile. Two 
relatively recent examples, each of which was implemented to improve access to high-quality care in local communities, are described on  the following page.  

2

23

31

24

13

North Carolina Hospitals by CMS Star Rating
Duke Raleigh Rating

Select Statistics FY 2000 FY 2019 Growth%

Net Patient 
Revenue ($M)

$79.1 $502.4 535%

Patient Visits 61,571 276,174 349%

All Payor CMIA 1.075 1.979 84%

Note: (A) Fiscal year 2000 data not available, so fiscal year 2002 data is presented.
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Specialized Oncology Program 

In 2015, Cancer Centers of North Carolina closed after providing generalized oncology 

services to the Raleigh community for 35 years. After the closure, many of the former 

Cancer Center providers elected to join Duke, which also acquired two infusion centers 

and two linear accelerators to support the practice. Although it was important to continue 

providing general oncology care to the community, Duke recognized a need for 

specialized services, including clinical research, and support services for patients and 

families, such as navigation, social work and palliative care. To that end, Duke committed 

significant resources that included the following: 

• Capital Investment: Duke invested heavily to support the provision of the specialized 

care.  

✓ Replacement of all four linear accelerators in Wake County and the addition of 

radiosurgery 

✓ Implementation of Epic EMR 

✓ Extensive renovation of existing facilities 

✓ Creation of research infrastructure to support clinical trials 

• Institutional Practices: Former Cancer Center providers gained access to Duke’s full 

suite of clinical best practices, protocols, and improvement initiatives, which 

augmented their training and operations, and the providers were fully integrated into 

the Duke Cancer Institute (DCI), including participation in the DCI disease groups and 

access to the DCI tumor boards. These practices were implemented through 

deliberate partnership and have led to increases in both patient and provider 

satisfaction, which currently is in the top decile of CG CAHPS. 

Advanced Thrombectomy-Capable Stroke Center 

Duke Raleigh Hospital recognized the increasing morbidity and mortality from stroke and 

the need to provide the highest quality care for this important population in Wake 

County. Duke has a variety of system capabilities such as a 24/7 telestroke network, an 

inpatient neurohospitalist program, a virtual neurocritical care program as well as 

translational research to support these and other critically ill patients in the ICU.   As a 

result of Duke’s focus to build the highest quality stroke program in Raleigh, Duke Raleigh 

Hospital received the American Heart Association Gold Plus and Target: Stroke Elite Plus 

Honor Roll designations. To earn the Gold Plus award, hospitals must meet quality 

measurements for the diagnosis and treatment of stroke patients. 

Most recently, Duke Raleigh Hospital earned The Joint Commission’s Advanced 

Thrombectomy-Capable Stroke Center certification, a designation that was earned by 

only 13 hospitals in the nation at the time. Duke Raleigh Hospital is the only hospital in 

North Carolina certified as Advanced Thrombectomy Capable. Standards to achieve the 

certification include: 

✓ Ability to perform mechanical thrombectomy at any time of day, and a specialized 

staff and clinicians with extensive training available 

✓ Routinely exceeding the minimum volume of such procedures performed in the 

previous year, and achieving the highest quality outcomes 

Hospitals similar to Duke Raleigh Hospital would rarely make the investments needed to 

achieve Advanced Thrombectomy-Capable Stroke Center certification due to the costs 

and specialized requirements. Through its affiliation with Duke, however, Duke Raleigh 

Hospital is able to invest in programs critical to the health and wellness of the local 

communities. 

 

 

Duke’s approach to and relationship with independent physicians facilitated the 

opportunity to have the Cancer Center physicians more formally join the Duke 

practice, which has led to exponential growth in the local oncology program. 

Oncology treatments and visits have grown by 175% and 126%, respectively, over 

the past five years.  

As a leader in stroke-related care, Duke has the capabilities to scale its platform, 

which is a unique proposition for community-based providers. Despite the 

necessary investments and requirements of the advanced thrombectomy–capable 

stroke program, Duke recognized a community need to improve access to 

advanced stroke services and invested in developing the program.  
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DUKE REGIONAL HOSPITAL CASE STUDY 

Duke Regional Hospital is a 369-bed hospital offering a comprehensive range of medical, surgical, and 
diagnostic services. The hospital is owned by Durham County and leased to Duke. When the partnership first 
began, Duke Regional Hospital had been struggling financially, and studies indicated that it was unlikely to 
survive without significant cuts in programs or meaningful support from the county. Over the last 20 years, 
however, the partnership has facilitated substantial investments at Duke Regional Hospital. Furthermore, 
the community has increased access to a variety of high-quality services, including those not traditionally 
available in community settings. The growth has expanded Duke Regional Hospital’s average daily census by 
30% since the partnership began to its current level of 247.  

Duke Regional Hospital (then known as Durham Regional) became a part of Duke in 1998; however, the organizations’ incentives were not fully aligned under the original lease structure. 

While Duke maintained all of its commitments and made a number of additional investments at the hospital, the organizations were challenged to operate as a true system. Duke recognized 

the service area’s need for a community-based alternative to Duke University Hospital and worked with the county to adjust the lease structure to more tightly align incentives in 2009. 

Since then, Duke Regional Hospital and Duke University Hospital have transformed into true complements, and the county subsequently agreed to rebrand the hospital as Duke Regional 

Hospital in 2013.  

Service Expansion and Commitment to Quality  

As with the rest of Duke, the foundation of Duke Regional Hospital’s growth and development are the providers. In the two 
decades of this partnership, the medical staff has grown from approximately 600 to 1,100+ physicians and advanced practice 
providers. Duke Regional Hospital also continues to improve provider engagement, which results in some of the lowest turnover 
(staff and providers) in the system. Furthermore, Duke Regional Hospital achieved Magnet designation in 2008, a status 
afforded to only 8% of hospitals in the nation, and has maintained this recognition as part of the system level designation since 
2014. Historically, Duke Regional Hospital also operated the Watts School of Nursing, the precursor to the Watts College of 

Nursing, underscoring Duke’s commitment to the development of nurses more 
broadly. 

Duke has also invested to significantly expand the services and capabilities available at 

Duke Regional Hospital based on the needs of the community. In addition to scaling 

the breadth and the depth of its programs, Duke Regional Hospital has increased the 

quality of care its patients receive. In the two most recent measurement years, Duke 

Regional Hospital received a five-star rating from CMS and an “A” safety rating from 

Leapfrog, the combination of which has been earned by only seven North Carolina 

hospitals (also including Duke Raleigh Hospital). Duke Regional Hospital is also rated 

as a top 50 hospital in patient safety by Healthgrades. 

Community Impacts 

In conjunction with Duke Regional Hospital’s growth, the work force has grown by 48% over the nearly two decades of partnership. Duke Regional Hospital also invests significantly in the 
community, providing more than $27 million per year in no-cost or discounted urgent or emergency services to patients unable to pay in fiscal year 2019.

Overview of Select Expanded Services 

Service Line Description 

Bariatric 
Surgery 

Duke Regional Hospital serves as the center 
of excellence for the Duke system as a whole, 
performing more than 500 such surgeries 
per year. 

Behavioral 
Health 

$102.4 million expansion began in 2018 that 
includes the development of a 
comprehensive behavioral health center. 

Open Heart 
Surgery 

Such programs are typically reserved for 
tertiary/quaternary providers; Duke 
recognized the community’s need for the 
service and has grown it at Duke Regional 
Hospital. 

24/7 Intensivist Although atypical for like-sized 
organizations, Duke Regional Hospital 
implemented 24/7 intensivist service in 
response to community need. 

Select Statistics FY 2000 FY 2019 Growth%

Net Patient 
Revenue ($M)

$141.2 $373.5 165%

Provider Staff 600 1,100+ 83%

Outpatient Visits 133,539 195,253 46%
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 Behavioral Health Facility Development 

In 2018, Duke began a $102.4 million expansion at Duke Regional Hospital that updates 

and enlarges the emergency department, plus adds separate emergency, outpatient and 

inpatient space for a comprehensive behavioral health center. The project is expected to 

take three years to complete. 

The behavioral health addition is designed to improve access and to better coordinate 

care by having emergency, inpatient, and outpatient services in a single location. Care will 

also be enhanced with a modern therapeutic environment designed to meet behavioral 

health patients’ specific needs. 

 The new behavioral health facility will consist of: 

• 50,000 square feet of outpatient space and 45,500 square feet of inpatient space 

• A separate behavioral health emergency department with 18 private treatment 

spaces specifically designed to meet the short-term needs of patients undergoing 

psychiatric crises 

• 42 private inpatient rooms 

• Expanded clinical space to support behavioral health procedures 

• 30 behavioral health outpatient clinic offices 

The project demonstrates Duke’s commitment to behavioral health care in the 

community and to ensuring access in 

a specific environment designed to 

meet the unique needs of its patients. 

The expansion will further bolster the 

only hospital in the region with 

inpatient beds dedicated to 

behavioral health. 

 Lincoln Community Health Center 

Lincoln Community Health Center (LCHC) is a preventive and primary healthcare facility 

serving the Durham community since 1971. Today, LCHC is a Federally Qualified Health 

Center that is accredited and certified as a Primary Care Medical Home (PCMH) by The 

Joint Commission to offer a wide range of services, including pediatrics, adolescent 

health, adult medicine, family medicine, dental care, and behavioral health. 

As a PCMH, LCHC uses a primary care delivery model in which patients partner with a care 

team to coordinate and manage their care. In the PCMH model, the team applies 

research-based care and information technology to assist with decisions. This model 

enhances patient experience, improves access to care, reduces the cost of care, provides 

better communication, promotes team-based care, and improves the overall quality of 

care delivered to the patients. 

Although LCHC is an independent 501(c)(3) organization, Duke Regional Hospital provides 

substantial support to bolster the center’s capabilities to care for the community. In fiscal 

year 2019, Duke Regional Hospital provided $8.4 million in cash and in-kind support to 

LCHC, in addition to previously deploying and currently supporting Epic Community 

Connect at LCHC. Epic Community Connect allows LCHC to exchange information with 

Duke and its provider community in order to maintain connectivity throughout the care 

continuum. Duke Regional Hospital provides numerous services to support LCHC including 

radiology and laboratory services, pharmacy services, routine maintenance, 

housekeeping, and security. 
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EXHIBIT C: BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON RESPONDENT 

Section 1: Address of Headquarters  

Duke University Health System 

3100 Tower Blvd., Suite 1310 

Durham, NC 27707 

Section 2: Designated Contact for Communications from NHRMC 

Paul Lindia, Vice President, Duke Network Services  
3100 Tower Blvd., Suite 1310 
Durham, NC 27707 
Paul.Lindia@duke.edu; 919-419-5061 

Section 3: System Profile 

3a. Background and History 

As an academic enterprise, “Duke” functionally integrates Duke University (the parent entity), School of Medicine, 
School of Nursing, and Duke University Health System, which includes Duke University Hospital, Duke Raleigh 
Hospital, Duke Regional Hospital, Watts College of Nursing, and various other ambulatory services and related 
entities (further details provided in 4a of this Exhibit C).  

Duke University Hospital was established in 1930 and continues to serve as anchor of Duke University Health 
System, which was founded by Duke University (the “University”) in 1998. Duke is supported by renowned 
physicians, advanced practice providers, nurses, and care teams who are all dedicated to providing efficient, 
effective, and compassionate patient care and employing Duke University’s strengths in education and research 
to enhance and improve healthcare in the communities it serves. Duke’s services span the full continuum of care, 
ranging from primary care to medical and surgical specialties and subspecialties to post-acute care.  

Duke is a leader in healthcare, as highlighted by the following select distinctions: 

• Duke University Hospital was ranked as one of the top 50 hospitals in the country by U.S. News and World 
Report in 2019 and 2020.  

• Duke University Hospital was ranked 1st and Duke Regional Hospital was ranked 11th among best hospitals 
in North Carolina by U.S. News and World Report in 2019 and 2020. 

• Duke University Hospital was ranked 1st and Duke Regional Hospital was ranked 4th among the best 
hospitals in the Raleigh-Durham Metro by U.S. News and World Report in 2019 and 2020. 

• U.S. News and World Report ranked Duke University Hospital nationally in 20 adult specialties and nine 
children’s specialties in 2019 and 2020.  

• Duke University Hospital, Duke Regional Hospital, and Duke Raleigh Hospital each earned Magnet 
designation, awarded by the American Nurses Credentialing Center for nursing excellence. Each hospital 
individually received the award prior to Duke achieving it twice as a system, including re-designation in 
2018. 

• Duke Raleigh Hospital was the first hospital to earn the North Carolina Nurses Association Hallmarks of 
Healthy Workplaces distinction. 

• Duke was ranked 8th out of 500 companies in the country for Best Employers of Diversity in 2020 by Forbes. 
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3b. Mission, Vision and Values  

The following mission, vision, and values statements are reflective of the overarching Duke clinical enterprise. In 
addition, each entity within Duke has developed complementary mission, vision, and values statements 
individualized for its respective workforce, community, and strategic direction. Please see Questions 4.5-4.5.2 for 
additional details. 

• Mission: Advancing Health Together 

• Vision: Deliver tomorrow’s healthcare today, accelerate discovery and its translation, create education 
that is transforming, build healthy communities, and connect with the world to improve health globally 

• Values:  

 

3c. Description of Facilities  

Duke University Hospital, a 979-licensed bed quaternary care hospital located in Durham, North Carolina, is 
Duke’s flagship hospital. Located primarily on Duke University's campus, which encompasses 68 buildings on 210 
acres, Duke University Hospital consists of approximately 1.6 million square feet of space. A majority of the 
inpatient and surgical activities are performed in the main part of the hospital known as "Duke North", which was 
completed and occupied in 1980 and has been frequently updated, and in the Duke Medicine Pavilion, an 
approximately 600,000 square foot addition placed in service in July 2013. Other recent additions to the Duke 
University Hospital campus include the Duke Cancer Center, designed to centralize ambulatory cancer care 
delivery, and the Hudson building at the Duke Eye Center. In 2017, Duke University Hospital began construction 
of Duke Central Tower, a 350-bed inpatient facility that is expected to open in spring 2021.  

Duke University Hospital houses comprehensive diagnostic and therapeutic facilities, including a regional 
emergency/trauma center, a major surgery suite containing 51 operating rooms, 10 endoscopy rooms, an 
ambulatory surgery center with nine operating rooms, an eye center with five operating rooms, and an extensive 
diagnostic and interventional radiology area. Duke University Hospital is a research hospital where medical 
advances are achieved and applied, and a teaching hospital for students of medicine, nursing, and the allied health 
sciences. Duke University Hospital provides care for North Carolina residents but also attracts patients from across 
the country and around the world. Duke is a national leader in the care and treatment of advanced heart and 
pulmonary diseases, including ventricular assist devices and transplantation, advanced kidney and liver diseases 
including transplantation, brain and spine tumors/metastases, as well as the diagnosis and treatment of rare 
diseases. Duke University Hospital is consistently rated by U.S. News and World Report as one of the top 50 
hospitals in the United States. 
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Duke Raleigh Hospital, acquired by Duke University in 1998, is a 186-licensed bed general acute care community 
hospital providing secondary and tertiary care primarily to residents of Wake County, North Carolina. The hospital 
is located in Raleigh, North Carolina, approximately 28 miles from Duke University Hospital. Duke Raleigh 
Hospital's campus consists of 17 buildings on 29 acres, totaling approximately 543,000 square feet. Originally 
completed and occupied in 1978, Duke Raleigh Hospital has been extensively renovated and expanded through 
several projects completed in 2005, 2006, 2011, and 2016. In 2017, Duke Raleigh Hospital began construction of 
a new, six-story bed tower structure that will add 214,000 square feet of patient care and support services space; 
over 38,000 square feet of existing space is also being renovated. The project is on schedule to open in fall 2021. 
Further information regarding Duke Raleigh Hospital can be found in the Duke Raleigh Hospital Case Study. 

Duke Raleigh Hospital blends Duke providers with community-based physicians who work collaboratively to 
optimize outcomes across a growing number of specialized services. Duke Raleigh Hospital offers high-quality 
diagnostic, therapeutic, rehabilitation, prevention, support, and health education services within an intimate, 
patient-friendly atmosphere. The hospital provides a comprehensive array of services including cardiovascular, 
orthopaedic and spine, outpatient imaging, intensive and progressive care, telemetry, pain, same-day surgery, 
neurosciences (including the Duke Raleigh Skull Base and Cerebrovascular Center), advanced digestive care, 
disease management and prevention, wound healing, community outreach and educational programs, emergency 
department, and oncology (including the Duke Raleigh Cancer Center).  

Duke Regional Hospital is a 369-licensed-bed general acute care community hospital located in Durham, North 
Carolina, approximately four miles from Duke University Hospital. Duke Regional Hospital's 100.5-acre campus 
contains eight buildings comprising approximately 460,000 square feet. Duke Regional Hospital opened in 1976 
and was extensively renovated and expanded through several projects completed in 1985, 1998, and 2001. In 
2018, Duke Regional Hospital began renovation and expansion of the emergency department and construction of 
a behavioral health addition. The project will open new clinical treatment space in stages beginning in spring 2021. 
Further information regarding Duke Regional Hospital can be found in the Duke Regional Hospital Case Study. 

Duke Regional Hospital provides secondary and tertiary care primarily to residents of Durham, Alamance, Orange, 
Person, and Granville counties and surrounding communities. Duke Regional Hospital focuses on providing 
outstanding medical care with compassionate, personalized service in a comfortable community hospital setting. 
The hospital offers a comprehensive range of medical, surgical, and diagnostic services, including orthopaedics, 
weight loss surgery, women's services, and heart and vascular disease services. Duke Regional Hospital also offers 
care at the Duke Rehabilitation Institute and Davis Ambulatory Surgical Center and historically has operated the 
Watts School of Nursing, the precursor to the Watts College of Nursing. 

Duke Regional Hospital is owned by Durham County, North Carolina, leased to the Durham County Hospital 
Corporation, and subleased to Duke University Health System under a 40-year "evergreen" lease.  

The table below provides the number of licensed beds, staffed beds, operating rooms, birthing rooms, and 
endoscopy rooms at each of the three hospitals as of September 2019: 

Bed/Facilities 
Duke University 

Hospital 
Duke Regional 

Hospital 
Duke Raleigh 

Hospital 
Total 

Licensed Beds 979 369 186 1,534 

Staffed Beds 975 353 186 1,514 
Operating Rooms 65 15 15 95 

Birthing Rooms 20 8 0 28 

Endoscopy Rooms 10 4 3 17 
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In addition to Duke’s inpatient hospitals, Duke has an extensive, geographically dispersed network of outpatient 
facilities that include primary care offices, urgent care centers, multispecialty clinics, outpatient surgery centers, 
and home health and hospice.  

3d. Map of Facilities/Service Areas  

Duke’s three inpatient hospitals and extensive ambulatory/ 
outpatient footprint reach across central and eastern North Carolina 
and into southern Virginia. Duke serves a primary service area 
covering approximately 2 million residents of North Carolina, and its 
secondary service area encompasses an additional 15 counties in 
North Carolina and Virginia. 

3e. Number of Employees/Breakout of Employees by Type  

Duke is the largest employer in Durham County and the second-
largest private employer in North Carolina. Duke has 41,000 
employees, with 21,600 of these employees working across the 
clinical enterprise. A breakout of select employees is provided 
below:  

• The School of Medicine comprises approximately 2,500 faculty physicians and researchers, and the School 
of Nursing comprises approximately 80 faculty members. 

• Duke Primary Care, Duke’s primary care practice, consists of approximately 1,440 physicians, advanced 
practice providers and employees. 

• Duke’s HomeCare & Hospice operations have approximately 275 employees. 

• The Duke Clinical Research Institute, the world's largest academic research organization, has more than 
130 faculty and 900 staff. 

• Duke University and the National University of Singapore (Duke-NUS) Medical School has more than 1,500 
full-time and adjunct faculty in research and education. The Duke-NUS Medical School is a collaboration 
between Duke University and the National University of Singapore. The school serves as a graduate-entry 
medical school. 

• The Duke Global Health Institute has approximately 95 faculty members, 60 affiliate faculty, 20 adjunct 
faculty, and 100 staff members. 

3f. Number of Providers on Hospital Medical Staffs  

The combined medical staffs of the three Duke hospitals totals 2,299 physicians. Of these physicians, 1,907 are 
credentialed at Duke University Hospital, 866 at Duke Regional Hospital, and 770 at Duke Raleigh Hospital 
(including physicians credentialed at multiple hospitals). These physicians span a comprehensive set of primary, 
specialty, and sub-specialty services. 
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3g. Number of Employed Providers and Faculty Members  

Duke employs providers in Duke Primary Care and the Duke Hospitalist program. 

• Duke Primary Care consists of approximately 280 physicians and advanced practice providers. 

• The Duke Hospitalist program includes approximately 200 physicians and advanced practice providers 
across the three hospitals. 

Private Diagnostic Clinic1 including its operating division, Community Private Diagnostic Clinic, has approximately 
1,800 physicians and 340 advanced practice providers. 

Combined, Duke and its clinical partner and aligned faculty practice plan, the Private Diagnostic Clinic, consist of 
2,600+ providers.  

3h. Description of any Health Plans  

Duke and Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina have a 50/50 joint venture called Experience Health, a Medicare 
Advantage health plan that began serving members January 1, 2020. For additional information regarding 
Experience Health and Duke’s health plan activity and related organizational strategy, please see Question 2.1.2.  

3i. Description of Affordable Care Organizations (ACOs)/Clinically Integrated Networks (CINs)  

Duke Connected Care, Duke’s clinically integrated network, qualifies as an accountable care organization (ACO) 
under the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) and is dedicated to improving health outcomes and 
addressing the national challenge of rising healthcare costs. In 2017, Duke Connected Care saved Medicare $21.1 
million, the most among all of North Carolina’s ACOs participating in the MSSP. It also exceeded evidence-based 
quality standards. Only 34% of MSSP ACOs nationally and 6 of 19 North Carolina ACOs generated cost savings and 
met Medicare’s quality standards in the reporting year. In 2018, Duke Connected Care generated $4.2 million in 
MSSP savings. 

Please refer to Question 2.1.3 for additional information regarding Duke’s ACO and CIN activity. 

  

                                                           
1 Private Diagnostic Clinic physicians are employees of Duke University by virtue of their faculty appointments to the School 
of Medicine. Private Diagnostic Clinic is the faculty practice plan of Duke University, but is neither owned nor controlled by 
DUHS or the University.  
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Section 4: Organization and Leadership  

4a. Legal Organization Chart 

Duke University Health System is a private, nonprofit corporation exempt from federal and state taxation. Duke 
University established the Duke healthcare network in March 1998 and leased or transferred its health system 
assets to Duke University Health System in April 1999. Under the arrangement, Duke University Health System 
is a corporation separate and distinct from Duke University, and its articles of incorporation and bylaws vest 
certain controls over its affairs in Duke University.  

 

  

Notes: 1.) DUHS is the sole member of the Obligated Group 2.) Gothic HSP Corporation is a Designated Member of the Combined Group. Gothic Corporation, which is a 

controlled affiliate of Duke University, is not shown on the organization chart above, but is a Designated Member of the Combined Group pursuant to an Obligating Contract. 

= Denotes member of Obligated Group

Duke University

Duke University Health 
System, Inc.1 including 

Duke University Hospital 
Duke Raleigh Hospital

Duke Regional Hospital
Duke HomeCare & Hospice

Associated 
Health 

Services, Inc.

Duke 
Integrated 

Network, Inc.

Duke Quality 
Network, Inc.

Health 
System 
Medical 

Strategies, 
Inc.

Duke 
Affiliations 

Network, Inc.

Duke 
University 
Affiliated 

Physicians, Inc. 
d/b/a Duke 

Primary Care

Watts College 
of Nursing, 

Inc.

Duke 
Connected 
Care, LLC

Duke PRMO, 
LLC

Durham 
Casualty 

Company, 
Ltd. 

DUHS Global, 
LLC

Triangle 
Endoscopy 
Center, LLC 

(51% interest)

Gothic HSP 
Corporation2

= Denotes members of Combined Group
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4b. Management Organization Chart     

Partnership among Duke’s administrators and physician leaders facilitates a collaborative approach to 
management, ensuring that multiple perspectives are brought to the table during strategic and operational 
decision-making. This unique partnership resides not only at the executive management level but also extends 
down to Duke’s market leadership teams. Please see below for more detail regarding the Duke management 
organizational structure and extensive physician participation.   

 

   

  

Notes: 1) Jointly reporting to the Office of Provost

Chancellor for Health Affairs 
President/CEO 

(Eugene Washington, MD)

School of Medicine 
Dean VC Academic 

Affairs 
(Mary Klotman, 

MD)

Duke University 
Health System 
Executive VP 

(William Fulkerson, 
MD)

School of Nursing 
Dean 

VC Nursing Affairs 
(Marion Broome)

Duke-NUS Dean 
Graduate Medical 

School 
(Thomas Coffman, 

MD)

Duke Margolis 
Center for Health 
Policy Director1

(Mark McClellan 
MD)

Duke Global Health 
Institute Director1

(Chris Plowe, MD)

• DUHS Corporate Finance 
(Morris)

• Chief Clinical Officer (Owens, 
MD)

• Chief Patient Care, System CNE 
(Fuchs)

• Chief Medical Officer (Rogers, 
MD)

• Acute Care Services 
• Duke University Hospital 

(Owens, MD)
• Durham Regional Hospital 

(Galbraith) 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital (Zaas, 

MD) 
• DUHS Heart Center (Sondej) 
• DUHS Oncology/DCI 

(Famiglietti) 
• DUHS Musculoskeletal 

(Shelton)
• DUHS Neurosciences (Unger)
• DUHS Lab Svcs. (Datto, MD) 
• DUHS Imaging (Vacant)

• Administrative Svcs. 
• Performance Svcs. (Burton) 
• Strategic Planning (Jones) 
• Risk Management (Adams) 
• Duke Institute for Health 

Innovation (Balu)
•Network Svcs. (Lindia) 

•Exec. Vice Dean 
(Gibson) 
•Vice Deans 
•Education (Buckley, 
MD) 
•Basic Science (Duckett) 
•Clinical Research 
(Hernandez, MD)
•Translational Research 
(Boulware, MD) 
•Finance (Newton)
•Medical Affairs 
(Pappas, MD) 
•Faculty (A. Brown, MD) 
•Chief Diversity Officer 
(Seidenstein) 
•Academic Informatics 
(Pencina)

•Dept. Chairs 
•Center/Institute 

Directors 

•Assoc. Deans 
•Research Affairs (Im & 
Tanabe) 
•Academic Affairs 
(Howard) 
•Administration and 
Finance (Bowersox) 
•Global & Community 
Health Initiatives (Relf) 
Development & 
Alumni Relations 
(Stallings) 
•Diversity & Inclusion 
(Carter)

•Sr. Vice Deans 
•Research(Casey)
•Corporate Services 
(Chang)

•Vice Deans 
•Education (Curran) 
•Academic & Clinical 
Development (Wong) 
•Innovation & 
Entrepreneurship 
(Epstein) 

• Administration & Facilities (M. Brown, MD)
• Information Technology (Ferranti, MD)
• Human Resources (Brandon)
• Compliance (C. Shannon)
• Quality (R. Shannon, MD)

• Legal (Gustafson) 
• Development & Alumni Affairs (Medearis)
• Government Relations (Liao)
• Community Relations (Black)
• Communications & Marketing (interim-Janney)

Chief of Staff 
(Rukmini Balu) 
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4c. Leadership Biographies (Including Those Directly Involved in and Responsible for the Ongoing NHRMC 
Relationship)  

Brief descriptions of the backgrounds for the principal executive, operational, financial, and business officers 
and personnel of Duke are provided below. 

 

Eugene Washington, MD 

Chancellor for Health Affairs, Duke 
University and President and Chief 

Executive Officer, DUHS 

Over the past 25 years, Dr. Washington has held academic 
leadership positions and senior executive posts with increasing 
levels of responsibilities in three prominent academic health 
systems. In April of 2015, Dr. Washington was appointed Chancellor 
for Health Affairs at Duke University and President and CEO of 
DUHS. Previously, he served from 2010-2015 as Vice Chancellor of 
Health Sciences, Dean of the David Geffen School of Medicine at 
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), and Chief Executive 
Officer of the UCLA Health System. He was also a Distinguished 
Professor of Gynecology and Health Policy at UCLA. Before UCLA, 
Dr. Washington worked at his alma mater, the University of 
California, San Francisco, where Dr. Washington took on 
progressively senior roles, including serving as Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost from 2004 to 2010. 

 

William J. Fulkerson, Jr., MD 

Executive Vice President, DUHS and 
Professor of Medicine in the Duke 

University School of Medicine 

As Executive Vice President, Dr. Fulkerson is responsible for DUHS's 
clinical enterprise: acute, ambulatory, home care and hospice 
services. Dr. Fulkerson is a North Carolina native and received his 
undergraduate and medical degrees from the University of North 
Carolina. Dr. Fulkerson completed his internship and residency at 
Vanderbilt University where he also completed a fellowship in 
pulmonary and critical care medicine. Dr. Fulkerson earned his MBA 
from Duke University Fuqua School of Business in 2002. Dr. 
Fulkerson has served previously as CEO of Duke University Hospital, 
and VP of DUHS. He is a nationally recognized specialist in 
pulmonary and critical care medicine and has authored/co-
authored numerous books, chapters, and peer reviewed 
publications. Dr. Fulkerson has been active in the North Carolina 
Healthcare Association, having served on its Policy Development 
Committee and Board of Trustees as a member and as Chair. Dr. 
Fulkerson has served on the American Hospital Association's 
Regional Policy Board. 
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Rhonda Brandon 

Chief Human Resources Officer 
and Sr. Vice President, DUHS 

In her role, Ms. Brandon oversees efforts to advance a world-class 
workforce that positions the health system to meet our long-term 
strategic goals. Ms. Brandon is a key driver of our initiatives to 
improve performance measurement, professional development 
and our work culture. Ms. Brandon offers trusted counsel to senior 
staff, advocating on behalf of all of our employees. 

Ms. Brandon was most recently the Senior Vice President and Chief 
Human Resources Officer for BJC Healthcare in St. Louis, MO. Ms. 
Brandon joined BJC Healthcare in 2006 as Vice President of Human 
Resources for Missouri Baptist Medical Center and was named Vice 
President of Operations for BJC’s Shared Services Human Resources 
team in 2010. 

Prior to her service to BJC Healthcare, Ms. Brandon served as Vice 
President of Human Resources for Colonial Pipeline Company and 
prior to that, as Director of Human Resources and Global 
Information Technology for Nike. Ms. Brandon is a cum 
laude graduate of Hampton University (BA, mass communications) 
and American University (MS, organization development). 

 

Kenneth C. Morris 

Senior Vice President, Chief 
Financial Officer and Treasurer, 

DUHS 

Mr. Morris has served as Senior Vice President, Chief Financial 
Officer and Treasurer since joining Duke University Health System 
in 1999. He is a graduate of the University of Rhode Island and holds 
a Master of Public Administration degree from the University of 
Colorado. Prior to joining Duke, he served as Chief Financial Officer 
at both Loyola University Health System in Chicago and Mission-St. 
Joseph’s Health System in Asheville, North Carolina.  He began his 
career in health care finance at Tulane University in New Orleans in 
1980 after serving as an officer in the United States Army for six 
years.  

Over the nearly twenty-one years of his tenure, Mr. Morris has led 
all financial and business functions and processes including clinical 
unit financial support, treasury, accounting, financial planning, 
revenue cycle, supply chain and real estate. In addition, he has 
served as Chairman and Treasurer of Durham Casualty Company, 
Duke University Health System’s Bermuda domiciled offshore 
captive insurance company and has served on numerous boards. 
Mr. Morris announced his retirement effective June 30, 2020.  A 
national search is underway to identify his successor.  
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Thomas A. Owens, MD 

Senior Vice President, DUHS and 
President, Duke University Hospital 

Thomas Owens, MD, is the President of the Duke University 
Hospital, Senior Vice President for Duke University Health System, 
and an Associate Professor of Medicine and Pediatrics at the Duke 
University School of Medicine. 

Over the past decade, Dr. Owens has made important and varied 
contributions to the success of DUH and DUHS. He led the work to 
redesign, realign and in some cases reinvent the way we deliver 
care in many areas of clinical practice. This work has already 
resulted in significant reductions in readmissions and lengths of stay 
and enhanced patient experience.  He also served in a critically 
important leadership role with clinical providers and leaders in the 
planning, preparation and implementation of Maestro Care, one of 
the most fundamental transformations across DUHS since its 
inception in 1998.  

Dr. Owens’ leadership in patient safety and quality management 
has resulted in marked quantifiable improvements across multiple 
clinical quality measures and CMS core measures.  In addition, 
under Dr. Owens’ leadership, Duke Primary Care (DPC) has become 
the leading primary care network in the greater Triangle area while 
consistently exceeding quality, growth and financial targets. He has 
also played a pivotal role in helping shape our approach and 
capabilities in population health improvement. 

Dr. Owens received his MD with honors from the University at 
Buffalo School of Medicine & Biomedical Sciences in 1995. He 
completed an Internal Medicine and Pediatrics internship and 
residency at Duke in 1999, a General Internal Medicine fellowship 
in 2000, and served as Chief Resident in 2001. He has held a number 
of positions of increased responsibility over the years including 
Chief Medical Officer for DUH and chief of the DUHS Hospital 
Medicine program prior to being named Chief Medical Officer for 
DUHS in 2012.   

Dr. Owens has received numerous awards and honors including the 
Eugene A. Stead, Jr. Award for Outstanding Teaching Faculty (2004, 
2008), Samuel L. Katz Faculty Award for Excellence in Teaching 
(2002) and the Duke University Presidential Award for Executive 
Leadership (2006). 
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Mary Klotman, MD 

Dean, Duke University School of 
Medicine and Vice Chancellor for 
Health Affairs, Duke University 
and Chief Academic Officer for 

Duke’s Clinical Enterprise 

 

A nationally recognized leader in academic medicine, Dr. Klotman, 
is the Chief Academic Officer of the Duke Clinical Enterprise and 
was named Dean of the Duke University School of Medicine and 
vice chancellor for health affairs at Duke University in January 2017. 
Dr. Klotman assumed her new role on July 1, 2017. Prior to her 
appointment as dean, Dr. Klotman served with distinction as chair 
of the Department of Medicine in the Duke University School of 
Medicine for seven years. 

Dr. Klotman earned her undergraduate and medical degrees from 
Duke University. Dr. Klotman completed her internal medicine 
residency and a fellowship in Infectious Diseases in the Department 
of Medicine at Duke before joining the faculty as assistant professor 
of medicine. Dr. Klotman joined the National Institutes of Health in 
1991, where she was a member of the Public Health Service and 
trained and worked in the Laboratory of Tumor Cell Biology under 
the direction of Robert C. Gallo, MD. 

Before returning to Duke in 2010, Dr. Klotman joined Mount Sinai 
School of Medicine where she was the Irene and Dr. Arthur M. 
Fishberg Professor of Medicine and served as chief of the Division 
of Infectious Diseases for 13 years. Dr. Klotman was also co-director 
of Mount Sinai’s Global Health and Emerging Pathogens Institute, a 
program designed to translate basic science discoveries into clinical 
therapeutics for newly emerging and re-emerging infectious 
diseases.  

A pioneering physician-scientist, Dr. Klotman’s research interests 
are focused on the molecular pathogenesis of Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus 1 (HIV-1) infection. Among many 
important contributions to this field, Dr. Klotman and her team 
demonstrated that HIV resides in and evolves separately in kidney 
cells, a critical step in HIV-associated kidney disease. Most recently, 
her group has been defining the role of integrase-defective 
lentiviral vectors for the delivery of an HIV vaccine. 

Dr. Klotman is president of the Association of American Physicians 
and past president of the Association of Professors of Medicine. She 
was elected to membership in the Academy of Medicine in 2014. 
Dr. Klotman is a former president of the Duke Medical Alumni 
Association and received a Duke University School of Medicine 
Distinguished Alumni Award in 2015. 
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Marion E. Broome, PhD, RN, 
FAAN 

Dean, Duke University School of 
Nursing, Vice Chancellor for 

Nursing Affairs, Duke University, 
and Associate Vice President for 

Academic Affairs for Nursing, 
DUHS 

Marion E. Broome, PhD, RN, FAAN, is dean and Ruby Wilson 
Professor of Nursing at the Duke University School of Nursing, Vice 
Chancellor for Nursing Affairs at Duke University, and Associate 
Vice President for Academic Affairs for Nursing at Duke University 
Health System. Prior to joining Duke, Dr. Broome was dean of the 
Indiana University School of Nursing, where she was awarded the 
rank of Distinguished Professor. 

Widely regarded as an expert, scholar and leader in pediatric 
nursing research and practice, Dr. Broome has been funded 
externally by the American Cancer Society and the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH), as well as private foundations for more 
than 15 years to conduct research in which she developed and 
tested interventions designed to assist children to cope with acute 
and chronic pain. In 2000, Dr. Broome extended her research into 
the area of research ethics related to informed consent and assent 
for children in research, research misconduct in clinical trials and, 
most recently, ethical dilemmas in publishing. Her research is 
published in more than 100 papers in 50 refereed nursing, medicine 
and interdisciplinary journals. Dr. Broome also has published five 
books and 15 chapters in books and consumer publications. 

Dr. Broome served a four-year term as an appointed member of the 
Nursing Science Study Section at the NIH, from 2008 to 2012. Prior 
to that time, she served as a permanent member of Study Section 
in the Center for Scientific Review at NIH. Dr. Broome also has 
served as president of the Society for Pediatric Nurses and has been 
on the boards of the Association for the Care of Children's Health 
and the Midwest Nursing Research Society. Currently, Dr. Broome 
is editor-in-chief of Nursing Outlook, the official journal of the 
American Academy of Nursing (AAN) and the Council for the 
Advancement of Nursing Science. Dr. Broome has been a Fellow of 
the American Academy of Nursing since 1994. Dr. Broome was 
inducted into the Sigma Theta Tau International Researcher Hall of 
Fame in 2010. Selected honors include Outstanding Alumnus for 
Georgia Health Sciences University and the University of South 
Carolina. In 2012, she was selected to receive the National League 
of Nursing Award for Outstanding Leadership in Nursing Education. 
In 2014, she was awarded the President’s Medal for Excellence at 
Indiana University. 

Dr. Broome currently consults with a variety of schools of nursing 
and Magnet-designated hospitals related to evidence-based 
practice programs, research implementation and professional 
development programs for nurses and faculty. In June 2014, the 
Friends of the National Institute of Nursing Research (FNINR) 
named Dr. Broome is one of 12 nursing leaders nationwide for 
the inaugural FNINR Ambassadors for Scientific Advancement 
Program. 

Dr. Broome earned her BSN degree from the Medical College of 
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Georgia, her MSN from the University of South Carolina and her 
PhD from the University of Georgia. 

 

Monte D. Brown, MD 

Secretary and Vice President for 
DUHS, and Associate Dean of 
Veterans Affairs for the Duke 
University School of Medicine 

In addition to coordinating all DUHS Board activity, Dr. Brown 
directs facilities planning, design & construction, maintenance, 
occupational and environmental health for DUHS and is the liaison 
between DUHS and the Durham VA Medical Center. Dr. Brown 
previously served as chief operating officer of Private Diagnostic 
Clinic, and before coming to DUHS he spent eight years on the 
faculty of Harvard Medical School and served as vice chairman of 
the Department of Medicine at Brigham and Women's Hospital, 
Boston. Dr. Brown earned his medical degree from Baylor College 
of Medicine in 1986 and completed training in internal medicine 
and cardiology at Stanford University in 1995. Dr. Brown spent six 
years in various roles on the Stanford faculty at the Palo Alto 
Veterans Administration Medical Center, including medical director 
of the medical intensive care unit and associate chief of staff for 
ambulatory care. Dr. Brown then spent two years as the associate 
chief medical officer at Stanford before moving to Harvard in 1997. 

 

Jeffrey M. Ferranti, MD, MS 

Chief Information Officer and Vice 
President for DUHS 

Dr. Ferranti is responsible for the visioning, strategic planning, and 
effective adoption of integrated technology and information 
solutions that enable high quality clinical care, research, and 
education. Dr. Ferranti also serves as an informatics thought leader, 
both internal and external to DUHS, and, in partnership with our 
wider medical community, develops the overarching informatics 
strategy in support of the Duke mission. Since 2006, Dr. Ferranti has 
served in leadership roles with increasing responsibility throughout 
the health system and was the leader of the DUHS enterprise wide 
Epic installation, deploying a single seamless electronic health 
record across three hospitals and 300+ ambulatory clinics. Dr. 
Ferranti received his medical degree from McGill University, 
Montreal, Quebec and earned a master's degree in Biomedical 
Engineering and Medical Informatics from the Duke Pratt School of 
Engineering. Dr. Ferranti completed both his Pediatric Residency 
and Neonatology Fellowship at Duke University Health System and 
maintains an active practice in neonatal critical care at Duke 
University Hospital. 
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Mary Ann Fuchs, DNP, RN, NEA-
BC, FAAN 

Vice President of Patient Care and 
System Chief Nurse Executive, 
DUHS, and Associate Dean of 

Clinical Affairs, Duke University 
School of Nursing 

As Vice President of Patient Care and System Chief Nurse Executive, 
Dr. Mary Ann Fuchs is responsible for the practice of nursing by 
ensuring consistency in the standard of practice across clinical settings.  
As a member of the health system executive team, Dr. Fuchs supports 
and facilitates an interdisciplinary team approach to the delivery of 
care. This includes creating a nursing environment in which 
collaboration is valued and excellence in clinical care education and 
research is promoted and achieved.  She leads the health system in its 
endeavor to attain Magnet designation through the American Nurses 
Credentialing Center.  Duke University Health System achieved Magnet 
status in 2014, redesignated 2018. Duke University Hospital (2006, 
redesignated 2011), Duke Regional Hospital (2008) and Duke Raleigh 
Hospital (2009) had previously been awarded Magnet status.  She is 
the System leader for the Duke Graduate Demonstration Nurse 
Education Project, one of five funded by CMMI. Dr. Fuchs provides 
leadership for the patient experience, education services, care 
management, ancillary professional services as well as centralized 
nursing services such as recruitment, flexible staffing, and staff 
promotion programs. Dr. Fuchs also provides leadership for the Duke 
University Health Systems’ Friends of Nursing Program, an endowed 
program for the recognition of excellence and support of nurses. 

Dr. Fuchs was promoted to chief nursing and patient care services 
officer of Duke University Hospital in June of 1999.  In September of 
2001, her role was expanded to serve as the Vice President of Patient 
Care and System Chief Nurse Executive to include all of Duke University 
Health System. From ‘97-99, Dr. Fuchs served as the service line 
administrator for oncology services.  Prior to this she led the 
development of Duke’s stem cell transplant programs and served in 
various clinical nursing roles. 

Dr. Fuchs earned a doctorate in nursing practice, a post master’s 
certificate in education and her master’s degree in oncology 
nursing from Duke University and received her Bachelor of Science 
degree in nursing from the State University of New York at 
Binghamton. Dr. Fuchs was inducted as a Fellow in the American 
Academy of Nursing in 2011. Dr. Fuchs is a fellow in the Wharton 
Fellows Program in Management for Nurse Executives, a Robert 
Wood Johnson Executive Nurse Fellow and clinical associate with 
the Duke University School of Nursing. Dr. Fuchs was honored as a 
Distinguished Alumna by the Duke University School of Nursing for her 
contributions to the nursing profession, community health and the 
School. Dr. Fuchs served as Region 3 Director on the American 
Organization of Nurse Executives Board of Directors and is President 
of the American Organization for Nursing Leadership. Dr. Fuchs is also 
a member of the Oncology Nursing Society, American Nurses 
Association, North Carolina Nurses Association and Sigma Theta Tau 
and served as the nurse administrator on the North Carolina Board of 
Nursing. 
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Katie Galbraith 

President, Duke Regional Hospital 

Ms. Galbraith is President of Duke Regional Hospital. Ms. Galbraith 
has successfully built a culture of inclusion and respect through 
more than 19 years of progressive experience in hospital 
operations, strategic planning, marketing and corporate 
communications within a world-class academic health system. 
Since 2001, she has held various responsibilities at Duke Regional 
Hospital, from marketing and business development to hospital 
operations, serving as vice president before being named president 
in May 2014. 

In her role, Ms. Galbraith oversees Duke Regional Hospital, a 369-
bed community hospital with 17,000 annual admissions and 63,000 
annual emergency visits. Duke Regional has a strong tradition of 
caring for Durham and the surrounding communities and has been 
part of Duke University Health System since 1998. For the past four 
years, Duke Regional has ranked among the top 10 hospitals in the 
state by U.S. News & World Report.  

Prior to joining Duke Regional Hospital, Ms. Galbraith was the 
public relations manager for Duke Children’s Hospital and Health 
Center. She has also worked in media relations for the Jamestown-
Yorktown Foundation in Williamsburg, Va.; as a reporter and 
freelance writer for The Cape Cod Times, The Virginian-Pilot, and 
Navy Times; and as a studio guide for Universal Studios Florida. 

Ms. Galbraith earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism from 
Northwestern University and an MBA from Elon University. She is a 
member of the Elon University Love School of Business Board of 
Advisors, North Carolina Center for Nonprofits Board of Directors, 
Durham YMCA Advisory Board, Durham Chamber of Commerce 
Board, North Carolina Hospital Association Policy Development 
Committee and NC New Schools Triangle Industry Innovation 
Council. Ms. Galbraith is co-chair of the 2016 Triangle March of 
Dimes March for Babies and is also a fellow of the American College 
of Healthcare Executives and a member of the American Hospital 
Association’s Society for Healthcare Strategy & Market 
Development. Ms. Galbraith previously served on the board of 
directors of Lincoln Community Health Center from 2007 to 2013 
and as president of the board from 2009 to 2013. 
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Mark D. Gustafson 

Deputy General Counsel for 
Health Affairs, Duke University 

and Health System Counsel, DUHS 

In 1991, Mr. Gustafson accepted an offer to return to DUHS as a 
member of the University Counsel’s Office and assumed 
responsibility for various regulatory and transactional matters 
involving Duke University Hospital and the School of Medicine. 

Mr. Gustafson has been involved in all phases of the development 
of the Duke University Health System, including the formation of 
Duke University Affiliated Physicians, the acquisition of the home 
infusion and hospice components of Duke Health Community Care, 
and the transactions that added Duke Regional Hospital and Duke 
Raleigh Hospital to the health system.  

Mr. Gustafson is a member of Duke’s Executive Management 
Committee and has served as a member of the Board of Directors 
of Durham Casualty Company and as a member of Duke’s 
Institutional Review Board (relating to oversight of medical 
research involving human subjects). He is a past member of the 
Board of Directors of the North Carolina Association for Biomedical 
Research and is a member of the Bar in Maryland, Virginia, the 
District of Columbia and North Carolina. 

From 1986 until 1991, Mr. Gustafson practiced law with Fulbright 
& Jaworski in Washington, D.C. During that period, Mr. Gustafson 
specialized in health care regulatory issues and served as a member 
of the Board of Governors of the Health Law Section of the Virginia 
State Bar.  

Mr. Gustafson was born and raised in Los Angeles, California. Mr. 
Gustafson received his undergraduate degree from the University 
of California at Los Angeles in 1982 and his law degree from the 
Duke University School of Law in 1986. 
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Paul Lindia 

Vice President, Network Services, 
DUHS 

Mr. Lindia is Vice President for Network Services at DUHS and has 
been a part of DUHS for more than 30 years. Mr. Lindia oversees 
DUHS’s business development and community hospital-based 
clinical affiliations programs as well as the Duke LifePoint 
Healthcare relationship. Prior to assuming his current role in 2001, 
Mr. Lindia served as chief operating officer at Duke Raleigh Hospital 
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Mr. Lindia also served as Duke Senior 
Director, Hospitals’ Operations Integration where he led the 
organization through restructuring initiatives including system-
wide alignment of various operational departments. Mr. Lindia led 
efforts to integrate major clinical and departmental systems and 
programs across the health system using business plans and 
business case reports to support the integration projects. Mr. 
Lindia has also served as Assistant Chief Operating Officer for 
Surgical and Professional Services at Duke University Hospital. Mr. 
Lindia was responsible for leading operational efforts in all areas of 
surgical and peri-operative services along with traditional hospital 
non-clinical departments. Mr. Lindia is a graduate of Yale University 
and received a Master of Public Health in healthcare 
administration. Mr. Lindia received his Bachelor of Science degree 
in business administration/accounting from Central Connecticut 
State University. 

 

Joseph G. Rogers, MD 

Chief Medical Officer, DUHS 

Dr. Rogers reports directly to the Executive Vice President for Duke 
University Health System and is responsible for providing clinical 
and strategic direction for physician activities across all DUHS 
clinical entities. Dr. Rogers also serves as a key strategic health 
system liaison with the Private Diagnostic Clinic. 

In addition to championing innovations in safety and quality across 
the health system, Dr. Rogers leads the implementation and 
evaluation of ongoing Duke care redesign work, value-based care 
initiatives, and delivery and implementation of care management 
and population health strategies. 

Dr. Rogers is a nationally recognized and widely published thought 
leader in heart failure and heart transplantation. Dr. Rogers has 
served in many important physician leadership roles with Duke. He 
has also served as the associate chief medical officer for strategic 
growth and implementation for Private Diagnostic Clinic, and as a 
member of the Private Diagnostic Clinic Board of Managers. Within 
the Duke University School of Medicine, Dr. Rogers served for one 
year as interim chair of the school’s Department of Medicine. Dr. 
Rogers also served on the Board of Managers for Duke Connected 
Care, the health system’s Accountable Care Organization. 
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Colleen Shannon 

Chief Compliance and Privacy 
Officer, DUHS 

Ms. Shannon is responsible for implementing and overseeing the 
Health System’s compliance and privacy programs and facilitating 
the DUHS enterprise risk management process. Ms. Shannon 
reports to the DUHS Compliance/Audit Committee of the Board of 
Directors and Health Affairs Chancellor and Duke President and 
CEO. Ms. Shannon co-chairs the Duke Privacy and Security Steering 
Committee and administers various facilities’ compliance 
committees.  

Ms. Shannon joined DUHS in July 2007 and has 26 years of health 
care regulatory experience. Prior to joining Duke, Ms. Shannon was 
the Chief Compliance and Privacy Officer for OhioHealth, an 
integrated multi-hospital health system in Columbus, Ohio. Ms. 
Shannon served as a Regulatory and Licensing Attorney for Cole 
Managed Vision, a 50-state vision benefit administrator, 
developing its privacy program at the inception of HIPAA privacy 
regulations. Ms. Shannon also served in multiple positions within 
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, including staff counsel, Chief 
Operating Officer of Lakewood Hospital and Chief Integration 
Officer, Western Region, Cleveland Clinic.  

Ms. Shannon is a graduate of the University of Virginia Law School. 
Ms. Shannon served as Chair of the Association of American 
Medical Colleges (AAMC) Compliance Officers’ Forum (COF) and 
established the AAMC COF, Privacy Committee. Shannon serves as 
a member of American Hospital Association, Chief Compliance 
Officer Forum and is a member of the American Health Lawyers 
Association and Association of American Medical Colleges 
Compliance Officers’ Forum. 
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Richard P. Shannon, MD 

Chief Quality Officer, DUHS  

As the Chief Quality Officer at Duke Health, Dr. Shannon is responsible 
for the overall direction, leadership, and operational management of 
the quality and safety programs of Duke Health and provides 
leadership in strengthening a quality culture where everyone is 
engaged and respected. Dr. Shannon received his BA from Princeton 
University and his MD from the University of Connecticut School of 
Medicine.  He did his training in internal medicine at Beth Israel 
Hospital, his cardiovascular training at Massachusetts General 
Hospital, and was the Francis Weld Peabody Fellow and Associate 
Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School before becoming the 
Claude R. Joyner Professor of Medicine at Drexel University College of 
Medicine. 

Prior to joining Duke Health, he served as Executive Vice President for 
Health Affairs at the University of Virginia, where he worked with 
faculty and staff to transform the UVA Health System into the premier 
health care provider in Virginia.  Dr. Shannon has also served as the 
Frank Wister Thomas Professor and Chair of the Department of 
Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of 
Medicine, and as Chair of the Department of Medicine at Allegheny 
General Hospital in Pittsburgh.  Dr. Shannon has received numerous 
teaching awards from Harvard Medical School, Drexel University 
College of Medicine, and the University of Pennsylvania School of 
Medicine. 

Dr. Shannon's pioneering work in patient safety is chronicled in the 
chapter “First, Do No Harm” in Charles Kenney’s The Best Practice - 
How the New Quality Movement is Transforming Medicine.  His 
innovative work also has been featured in the Wall Street Journal and 
New York Times, on CNN and CNBC news segments and ABC's "20/20", 
and was a centerpiece for the PBS report entitled "Remaking American 
Medicine". Dr. Shannon is an elected member of honorary 
organizations, including the American Society for Clinical Investigation, 
and served as a senior fellow of the Leonard Davis Institute of Health 
Economics at the University of Pennsylvania.  He currently is a teaching 
fellow for the Institute of Healthcare Improvement.  He is a Director of 
the National Institutes of Health, Clinical Center Research Hospital 
Board; and a member of the Boards of Directors of the Kaiser 
Foundation Hospitals and Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc., where 
he chairs the Quality Health Improvement Committee. 
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Robert N Willis, Jr., CPA 

Vice President, Corporate 
Controller, and Chief Accounting 

Officer, DUHS 

 

Mr. Willis has been a member of the University and DUHS staff for 
32 years. Mr. Willis was promoted to Vice President, Corporate 
Controller and Chief Accounting Officer for DUHS in 2012. Before 
that Mr. Willis had served as the Corporate Controller for DUHS 
since 1999. In his current role, Mr. Willis is primarily responsible for 
DUHS's general accounting, financial consolidation and reporting, 
internal accounting controls, accounting policies and procedures, 
and coordination of the accounting and finance support provided 
by the University to DUHS. Mr. Willis's staff coordinates the 
external audit effort and the annual combined financial statements 
and disclosures, the monthly internal financial reporting packages, 
and many other regulatory filings for DUHS hospitals. Mr. Willis also 
functions as the Associate Treasurer for DUHS and his staff 
manages all investment banking and borrowing activities. Mr. Willis 
and his staff coordinate all commercial banking activities with the 
University Treasury staff and oversee the operations of the DUHS 
insurance captive. Prior to becoming the DUHS Corporate 
Controller, Mr. Willis served as the University's Associate Treasurer 
from 1995 to 1999 and in the office of the Corporate Controller of 
the University from 1988 to 1995. Mr. Willis was employed by the 
Greensboro, North Carolina office of KPMG from 1984 to 1988 in 
the audit department and was the lead auditor on the University 
engagement for several years before coming to the University in 
1988. 

 

David Zaas, MD, MBA 

President, Duke Raleigh Hospital 

Dr. Zaas previously served as the Chief Medical Officer for the Duke 
faculty practice plan, the Private Diagnostic Clinic. Dr. Zaas also 
served as the Vice-Chair for Clinical Practice in the Department of 
Medicine at Duke University. Dr. Zaas has played a major role in 
advancing multiple key strategic initiatives for Duke Health, 
including care redesign, clinical integration and improving access 
for patients. A pulmonary and critical care medicine physician by 
training, Dr. Zaas also formerly served as medical director for Lung 
Transplantation at DUHS. Dr. Zaas’s academic interests have 
involved both translational and clinical research focused on 
improving outcomes from lung transplantation including the role of 
infectious complications after transplant. Dr. Zaas is a graduate of 
Yale University (1994).  

Dr. Zaas completed his medical degree at Northwestern University 
in 1998 and subsequently did his internship and residency at Johns 
Hopkins Hospital. Dr. Zaas was selected as Assistant Chief of Service 
of the Osler Medical Service in 2002 to 2003. Dr. Zaas completed 
his fellowship training at Duke in Pulmonary and Critical Care 
Medicine and then joined the Duke faculty in 2005. Dr. Zaas also 
completed his Master of Business Administration at Duke in 2008. 
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4d. Role of Physicians in Governance and Strategic Leadership 

As previously indicated, physician involvement at all levels of leadership is foundational in the Duke organization. 
At the board level, Duke University Health System currently has six physicians on its board of directors (almost 
33% representation), including private practice physicians and medical staff representation. Additional physicians 
participate through membership on board committees, councils, and strategic planning efforts.  

Clinical Department Chairs are employed by the health system performing a critical role in the delivery of clinical 
care services. Their health system responsibilities include leadership of clinical department functions and 
participation in the development of the clinical enterprise strategic plan and associated tactics. 

Consistent with this philosophy and approach, physicians also hold the following key leadership positions on 
Duke’s senior executive team, among others: 

• Gail Belvett MD, DDS (Duke University Health System Board Member) - Private dentist  

• Monte D. Brown, MD - Vice President of Administration and Secretary, Duke University Health System and 
Associate Dean of Veterans Affairs for the Duke University School of Medicine  

• Mike Datto, MD, PhD - Associate Vice President, Duke Clinical Labs and Vice Chair of Clinical Pathology, 
Department of Pathology 

• Jeffrey Ferranti, MD, MS - Chief Information Officer and Vice President for Medical Informatics 

• William J. Fulkerson, Jr., MD, MBA - Executive Vice President, Duke University Health System 

• Michael Kastan, MD, PhD - Executive Director, Duke Cancer Institute 

• Mary Klotman, MD (Duke University Heath System Board Member) - Dean, Duke University School of 
Medicine and Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs, Duke University 

• Thomas Owens, MD - President of Duke University Hospital, Senior Vice President for Duke University 
Health System 

• Ann Reed, MD (Duke University Health System Board Member) - Chair, Department of Pediatrics, Duke 
University School of Medicine 

• Joseph G. Rogers, MD - Chief Medical Officer, Duke University Health System 

• John Sampson, MD, PhD (Duke University Health System Board Member) - President, Private Diagnostic 
Clinic 

• Steve Scott, MD (Duke University Health System Board Member, Duke University Trustee) - Scott Holdings, 
LLC 

• Richard Shannon, MD - Chief Quality Officer, Duke University Health System 

• Eugene Washington, MD, MPH, MSc (Duke University Health System Board Member) - Chancellor for 
Health Affairs at Duke University, President and CEO of Duke University Health System 

• David Zaas, MD, MBA - President, Duke Raleigh Hospital 

Section 5: Corporate Citizenship and Community Partnership  

5a. Charitable Vision 

Please see Question 3.1 and 3.1.1. 

5b. and 5c. Financial Assistance and Community Benefit; Engaging with Community Partners 

Please see Question 3.1.2-3.2.1.  
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 Section 6: Operating Information 

6a. Operational Trends / Key Performance Indicators 

Turnover Rates 

Turnover rates are consistently below the 
southeastern and national benchmarks, 
despite the increasingly competitive 
environment for healthcare professionals. 
This performance is a direct reflection of 
the continued efforts Duke dedicates to 
improve its overall work environment for 
all employees throughout the entire 
system. Duke believes that a vibrant and 
stable workforce is critical to the success of 
the health system and the patients it cares 
for.  

  

Satisfaction Rates  

Duke values its employees and this has a direct impact on its 
employee satisfaction rates. As illustrated in the commitment 
domain scores (1-5 scale), employee satisfaction has increased 
in all hospitals from fiscal year 2017 to fiscal year 2019. Duke 
Regional Hospital’s and Duke Raleigh Hospital’s satisfaction 
rates have increased considerably by 0.10 and 0.11, 
respectively, from fiscal year 2017 to fiscal year 2019.  

Inpatient Discharges  

Total adult discharges were approximately 64,222 in fiscal year 
2015, 66,085 in fiscal year 2016, 68,486 in fiscal year 2017, 
68,699 in fiscal year 2018, and 70,190 in fiscal year 2019. As a 
result, total adult discharges increased 2.2% compounded 
annually from fiscal year 2015 to fiscal year 2019. Duke 
University Hospital and Duke Regional Hospital are Duke’s 
largest hospitals in terms of adult discharges and accounted for 
approximately 86.1% of total discharges in fiscal year 2019. 

Outpatient Visits 

Total outpatient visits increased 4.9% compounded annually 
from approximately 2.0 million in fiscal year 2015 to 2.4 million 
in fiscal year 2019. Duke University Hospital and Duke Primary 
Care accounted for approximately 80.2% of total outpatient 
visits in fiscal year 2019.  

  

[Please see redacted item #1 in the Redaction Addendum. Chart 
containing competitive healthcare activity related to turnover 

rates.] 
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Visits by Type  

 As illustrated below, total inpatient discharges (excluding normal newborns) have increased at a 2.3% annual rate 
from fiscal year 2014 to fiscal year 2018. As described in the average daily census section below, Duke operates 
at approximately full capacity, which limits annual discharge growth. As a result, Duke continues to place emphasis 
on outpatient growth. In fiscal year 2018, Duke’s top five specialties in terms of total inpatient discharges were 
heart with 8,657 (12.5% of total inpatient discharges), orthopaedics with 8,466 (12.2%), general medicine with 
7,928 (11.5%), obstetrics with 6,319 (9.1%), and oncology with approximately 6,030 (8.7%). These five specialties 
accounted for 37,400 of total inpatient discharges (54.0%). 

 

Emergency Department (ED) Visits 

Total ED visits increased from 186,209 in fiscal year 
2016 to 187,386 in fiscal year 2019. Duke University 
Hospital and Duke Regional Hospital accounted for 
approximately 74.8% of total ED visits in fiscal year 
2019.  

Please note that Duke does not track visits for observations and post-acute care by hospital.  

Number of Licensed Beds 

With 979 licensed beds, Duke University Hospital is one 
of the largest private hospitals in the Southeast. Duke 
also operates two general acute care community hospital 
facilities. Duke Regional Hospital in Durham, North 
Carolina, with 369 licensed beds, provides both 
secondary and tertiary care. Duke Raleigh Hospital in 
Raleigh, North Carolina, with 186 licensed beds, provides 
both secondary and tertiary care. 

Inpatient Discharges

FY FY FY FY FY FY18

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 % of Total

Heart 7,314 7,624 7,787 8,530 8,657 12.5% 4.3%

Orthopaedics 7,747 8,021 8,148 8,318 8,466 12.2% 2.2%

General Medicine 6,452 6,992 7,390 7,492 7,928 11.5% 5.3%

Obstetrics 6,173 6,302 6,274 6,368 6,319 9.1% 0.6%

Oncology 5,082 5,520 5,770 5,893 6,030 8.7% 4.4%

Gastroenterology 4,248 4,081 3,917 4,687 4,689 6.8% 2.5%

Pulmonary 4,417 4,276 4,129 4,398 4,514 6.5% 0.5%

Neurology 3,506 3,566 4,062 4,078 4,368 6.3% 5.6%

Pediatrics 4,294 4,298 4,269 3,974 4,126 6.0% (1.0%)

General Surgery 3,481 3,574 4,369 3,760 3,966 5.7% 3.3%

Neonate 2,579 2,754 2,845 2,952 2,379 3.4% (2.0%)

Nephrology 1,935 1,897 2,153 2,238 2,278 3.3% 4.2%

Psychiatry 1,653 1,808 2,038 1,923 1,898 2.7% 3.5%

Vascular Surgery 1,387 1,392 1,139 1,090 1,101 1.6% (5.6%)

Bariatric 547 694 635 793 647 0.9% 4.3%

Urology 622 552 650 597 553 0.8% (2.9%)

Gynecology 411 440 434 378 438 0.6% 1.6%

Transplant 364 454 365 443 383 0.6% 1.3%

ENT 339 360 275 345 317 0.5% (1.7%)

Ophthalmology 85 93 97 100 132 0.2% 11.6%

Rehab 520 476 78 26 27 0.0% (52.3%)

Total excluding Normal Newborns 63,156 65,174 66,824 68,383 69,216 100.0% 2.3%

Source: NC Inpatient Data

Service Line CAGR

Emergency Department Visits

Hospital FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19

Duke University Hospital 74,914    76,763    75,735    77,508    

Duke Regional Hospital 63,222    61,852    62,214    62,738    

Duke Raleigh Hospital 48,073    48,619    48,290    47,140    

Grand Total 186,209 187,234 186,239 187,386 

Source: Epic

74.8%

Licensed Beds

Duke University Hospital 979

Duke Regional Hospital 369

Duke Raleigh Hospital 186

Total 1,534
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Average Length of Stay Index 

Duke’s average length of stay continues to improve, beating 
expectations at Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh 
Hospital for four consecutive years. In addition, Duke 
University Hospital has made a dramatic improvement 
within the past four years and is near alignment with 
expectations.  

 

Average Daily Census 

Duke University Hospital: As previously mentioned, Duke University Hospital is Duke’s largest hospital with 979 
licensed beds and continues to experience rapid growth in total inpatient days. Duke University Hospital has 
increased its average daily census by 3.5% compounded annually from 763.1 in fiscal year 2016 to 845.6 in fiscal 
year 2019. As illustrated in the chart below, Duke operates at a higher capacity than its peers of similar size.  
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Duke Regional Hospital: Duke Regional Hospital is Duke’s second largest hospital with 369 licensed beds and has 
increased its average daily census by 3.8% compounded annually from 202.3 in fiscal year 2016 to 226.5 in fiscal 
year 2019.  

  

Duke Raleigh Hospital: Duke Raleigh Hospital is Duke’s third largest hospital with 186 licensed beds and has 
experienced exponential growth in the past four years. Duke Raleigh Hospital has increased its average daily 
census by 9.5% compounded annually from 101.7 in fiscal year 2016 to 133.5 in fiscal year 2019. 
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Occupancy Rates 

As illustrated in the chart to the right, bed 
occupancy rates continue to increase across all 
three hospitals. Duke’s largest hospital, Duke 
University Hospital, is currently performing at the 
“ideal range” based on a recent market study by 
The KPI Institute. Similarly, Duke Raleigh Hospital 
and Duke Regional Hospital have experienced 
increases within the past four years as well.  

 

Case Mix Index 

Over the last four years, Duke’s case mix index has 
consistently been higher than North Carolina’s 
median case mix index for healthcare entities with 
a Moody’s credit rating between Aa1-Aa3 and the 
national median case mix index for healthcare 
entities with Aa2 Moody’s credit ratings. Duke 
University Hospital, Duke Regional Hospital, and 
Duke Raleigh Hospital have averaged approximately 
2.14, 1.40, and 1.97, respectively, since fiscal year 
2016.   

 

Operating Cost per Case for NHRMC’s Top Five APR DRGs 

The table below illustrates Duke’s direct cost per case relative to NHRMC’s costs for each of NHRMC’s top five 
inpatient APR-DRGs by volume. Due to the availability of data, the analysis is based on Duke’s direct costs by APR-
DRG. Duke’s indirect cost analysis data is not fully comparable to NHRMC’s at this time, but Duke would welcome 
the opportunity to further review indirect costs with NHRMC to form a more comprehensive analysis. 

 

  

[Please see redacted item #2 in the Redaction Addendum. Chart containing competitive healthcare 
activity related to cost per case on an APR-DRG basis.] 
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6b. Patient Satisfaction 

Below are the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) survey questions 
for each hospital compared to North Carolina’s average response rate. Please note that the percentages are 
rounded and may vary compared to the numbers in Question 2.2. 

 

Source: Whynotthebest.org. 
Note: (1) Delta is fiscal year 2019 average less the state average.  
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Source: Whynotthebest.org. 
Note: (1) Delta is fiscal year 2019 average less the state average. 
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Source: Whynotthebest.org.  
Note: (1) Delta is fiscal year 2019 average less the state average.  

 
Note: (1) The Clinician and Group Consumer Assessment of Healthcare 
Providers and Systems (CG CAHPS) 
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6c. Quality Improvement Processes 

Readmission Rates 

Readmission rates have remained relatively flat at all 
three hospitals in the past three years. Readmission 
rates illustrate the percentage of admitted patients who 
return to the hospital within seven days of discharge. 

 

 

 

Hospital Acquired Condition (HAC) 

The HAC data below uses the CMS/NHSN Standardized Infection Ratio (SIR rate). The SIR is calculated by 
comparing the actual number of infections to the predicted/expected number of infections, with a value greater 
than 1 indicating more instances than predicted/expected and a value less than 1 indicating fewer instances than 
predicted/expected. Please see below for each hospital’s HAC program information.  
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Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) Performance 

Please see below for each hospital’s VBP performance score. 

 

Mortality Rates 

Illustrated below are the moratility rates for each hospital. Performance below 1.0 indicates that there were fewer 
observed deaths than predicted by risk models.  
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Leapfrog Hospital Grade 

Each of Duke’s three hospitals have achieved the highest safety grade rating (A/A) from Leapfrog for the majority 
of the reporting periods since 2012, and currently maintain those ratings.  

 

CMS Star Ratings 

Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital recently received a five-star rating from CMS for 2020. Based 
on the CMS national distribution, only 8.87% of hospitals in the nation receive a five-star rating.   

 

6d. Past Hospital and Health System Acquisitions 

Duke has not acquired any hospital or health system in the past 10 years (other than as part of a joint venture). 
For information regarding Duke’s partnerships, please refer to the Case Studies for Duke Regional Hospital and 
Duke Raleigh Hospital. Further information on Duke’s relationship with LifePoint Hospitals is provided below, in 
Question 6e. 

6e. Corporate Affiliations, Joint Ventures and Other Relationships  

I. Heart Care Plus+ and Cancer Care Plus+ is a joint operating agreement between Duke University Health 
System, Inc., and WakeMed Health and Hospitals designed to create a single service line approach in 
cancer and heart.  

II. DLP Healthcare, LLC (DLP) is a joint venture between Duke Quality Network, Inc. (DQN) and DLP Partner, 
LLC, an indirect subsidiary of LifePoint Hospitals, Inc. The purpose of DLP is to own and operate hospitals, 
primarily non-urban, sole-community facilities in the Southeast, through acquisition or other mutually 
agreed upon business arrangements. DLP hospitals and health systems include: 

• Central Carolina Hospital: Sanford, NC 
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• Conemaugh Memorial Medical Center: Johnstown, PA 

• Conemaugh Meyersdale Medical Center: Meyersdale, PA 

• Conemaugh Miners Medical Center: Hastings, PA 

• Frye Regional Medical Center: Hickory, NC 

• Harris Regional Hospital: Sylva, NC 

• Haywood Regional Medical Center: Clyde, NC 

• Maria Parham Medical Center: Henderson, NC 

• Person Memorial Hospital: Roxboro, NC 

• Rutherford Regional Health System: Rutherfordton, NC 

• Swain Community Hospital: Bryson City, NC 

• Twin County Regional Healthcare: Galax, VA 

• UP Health System – Marquette: Marquette, MI 

• Wilson Medical Center: Wilson, NC 

• DLP Cardiac Partners2 

III. Duke Triangle Endoscopy Center is an outpatient, endoscopic center located in Durham County, North 
Carolina, specializing in colorectal cancer screening and the treatment of digestive disorders. The entity is 
a joint venture with AmSurg, an Envision Healthcare company. 

IV. Experience Health is a joint venture with Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina created to provide a 
Medicare Advantage health plan that began serving members January 1, 2020. 

V. Programmatic Specialty Affiliations 

• Scotland Health Care System: Laurinburg, NC (Medical and Radiation Oncology) 

• Southeastern Health: Lumberton, NC (Medical Oncology and Heart) 

• Johnson Health: Smithfield, NC (Medical Oncology) 

• Advent Health Orlando: Orlando, FL (Pediatric Bone Marrow Transplant) 

• Augusta Health: Fishersville, VA (Medical Oncology)  

• Conway Medical Center: Conway, SC (Medical Oncology and Heart) 

• SOVAH Health – Martinsville: Martinsville, VA (Heart) 

• SOVAH Health – Danville: Danville, VA (Heart) 

• Lexington Medical Center: West Columbia, SC (Medical Oncology and Heart) 

• Maria Parham Medical Center: Henderson, NC (Medical and Radiation Oncology) 

• UP Health System – Marquette: Marquette, MI (Medical Oncology and Heart) 

• Wilson Medical Center: Wilson, NC (Medical Oncology) 

                                                           
2 A part of DLP that partners with hospitals and health systems throughout the Carolinas to launch new cath lab services 
and/or expand existing ones. 
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• Frye Regional Medical Center: Hickory, NC (Heart) 

VI. Cancer Research and Education Affiliations 

• Augusta Health: Fishersville, VA 

• Conway Medical Center: Conway, SC 

• Lexington Medical Center: West Columbia, SC 

• UP Health System – Marquette: Marquette, MI 

• Johnston Health: Smithfield, NC 

• Wilson Medical Center: Wilson, NC 

• Maria Parham Medical Center: Henderson, NC 

• Southeastern Health: Lumberton, NC 

• Scotland Memorial Hospital: Laurinburg, NC 

• Virginia Oncology Associates: Norfolk, VA 

• Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System: Spartanburg, SC 

VII. Heart Education and Outcomes Registry Support 

• Cone Health Alamance Regional Medical Center: Burlington, NC 

VIII. Telestroke Affiliations 

• SOVAH Health – Danville: Danville, VA 

• SOVAH Health – Martinsville: Martinsville, VA 

• Nash UNC Health Care: Rocky Mount, NC 

• Wayne UNC Health Care: Goldsboro, NC 

• Maria Parham Medical Center: Henderson, NC 

• Wilson Medical Center: Wilson, NC 

6f. Hospital Accreditation Agency and Most Recent Report for Each Major Facility 

Please refer to Appendix A for hospital accreditations and refer to Question 6.1.4 for information regarding quality 
performance.  

Section 7: Corporate Services 

7a. Major information technology platforms and capabilities  

Electronic Medical Record (EMR)  

Duke uses Epic Systems as its EMR/EHR (Electronic Health Record) system.  Please refer to Question 7.4 for further 
detail. 
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Integrated business applications covering core processes (financial management, operations data, supply chain)  

The following are select business applications utilized by Duke. 

• Business Intelligence Infrastructure Offering 

o Analytical Cubes: Extracts data from Clarity or Caboodle and organizes it into measures and 
dimensions 

o BusinessObjects: ACE app with SAP vendor - business intelligence tool for reporting and analytics 

o Tableau: Web-based application for sharing workbooks and dashboards created in Tableau 
Desktop - data visualization tool 

o MetaMiner: Selects and analyzes meta-data found in the BusinessObjects repository 

• Corporate Finance Offering 

o Hyperion Financials: DUHS corporate finance analysis tool 

o Essbase: Oracle; financial reporting tool  

o Strata Jazz: Long Range Planning and Capital Planning and Tracking 

o EPSi Financial Decision Support: EPSi is an integrated solution for budgeting, financial decision 
support, and cost accounting 

o SAP: ERP; general ledger, AP, payroll, performance management, and fixed asset management 

o API Healthcare/Centricity: Time and attendance 

o SuccessFactors: Human capital management/candidate selection 

o AMT Direct: Lease accounting software 

• Enterprise Data Warehouse Offering 

o DataFlux: ACE - DataFlux for geo coding 

o Data Lake: ACE - data warehouse 

• Procurement Services and Supply Change Management 

o Vendor Registration: Vendor registration application 

o Blancco: Disk erasure software used by the procurement team 
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7b. Shared Corporate Services that NHRMC Could Access 

Purchasing/Supply Chain: In 2019, Duke was ranked in the top five nationally for healthcare supply chains by 
Gartner, a research and advisory company that has published the annual ranking for the past 11 years. The 
healthcare ranking includes hospitals, health systems, manufacturers, and distributors and recognizes companies 
that advance healthcare by improving patient outcomes and controlling costs. The top 5 and select other 
organizations in the 2019 ranking include:  

Rank Organization 

1 Johnson & Johnson 

2 Cleveland Clinic 

3 Mercy Health 

4 CVS Health 

5 Duke University Health System 

6 McKesson 

10 Medtronic 

11 Walgreens 

13 Stryker 

19 Pfizer 

20 Roche 

Of note, Duke is the only health system in North Carolina (and the broader Mid-Atlantic U.S.) to rank in the top 
25. Key to Duke’s success is that it is one of the only health systems in the nation that does not participate in a 
group purchasing organization, which allows it to remain nimble and flexible in choosing vendors and better 
managing individual supplier agreements.  

Revenue Cycle Management: Formed in 2001 as a standalone operating entity, the Patient Revenue Management 
Organization (PRMO) is the centralized billing and collections office for Duke. PRMO consists of over 1,500 
employees and in fiscal year 2019, the PRMO was responsible for billing $4 billion in cash collections. Specifically, 
the PRMO has the following scope of responsibility: 

• Strategic revenue cycle management 

• Patient access services, including patient registration and intake, pre-visit estimations, and financial 
counseling (there is a liaison relationship with hospital case management) 

• Charge capture/entry, charge description, master management, and liaison relationship with entity 
charge management and coding services 

• Billing and collections services 

• Cash management, payment application, and credit balance resolution 

• Patient customer service for all telephone and correspondence inquiries related to billing and clinical care 
costs 
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Strategic Planning: Duke has a dedicated team of strategic planning professionals that develop organizational 
strategic goals and objectives that will advance Duke’s mission and vision. The most recent strategic planning 
framework3 developed by Duke was guided by two principal goals set by Duke leadership:  

• Develop a comprehensive, integrated strategic planning framework based on academic, clinical, and 
population health priorities 

• Collaboratively engage the entire Duke community, including faculty, providers, staff, trainees, board 
members, alumni, and others in the process  

The finalized framework was the product of a highly inclusive and rigorous analytical process. In the initial phase, 
more than 100 individual interviews were conducted with Duke leaders and external thought leaders. In addition, 
numerous focus group meetings were convened with faculty, providers, staff, students, and residents. To 
complement this qualitative assessment, a quantitative analysis was conducted that provided data for Duke and 
national peer institutions regarding trends in the mission areas of patient care, research, education, community 
health improvement, and global health.  

Business Development: Duke has a dedicated team of business development professionals that are actively 
exploring opportunities to collaborate and partner with various public and private organizations around the world 
to advance the mission and vision of Duke. In partnership with NHRMC, Duke would explore opportunities for 
additional partnership opportunities in southeastern North Carolina and the broader region that would help 
NHRMC and Duke achieve the partnership’s collective goals and objectives.  

Accounting: Duke utilizes SAP for enterprise resource planning (ERP), and the University centrally supports a 

number of transaction cycles including payroll, procurement, accounts payable, PP&E, and general ledger 

maintenance for the entire enterprise.  DUHS corporately accounts for a number of healthcare-specific transaction 

cycles, including net patient revenue and health professional liability.  A health system corporate finance group 

directs the accounting and internal and external reporting for DUHS and provides guidance and support to entity 

finance groups engaged with operational units in the hospitals.  Financial consolidation is accomplished in the 

corporate finance group utilizing Hyperion to consolidate all distinct healthcare legal entities and operating 

divisions. 

Treasury Functions: Duke treasury functions are centralized in the corporate finance office, with all decisions 
regarding cash and liquidity management, investment of corporate reserves, the use of debt and leasing as 
financing options, and other treasury actions decided at the health system level. The use of debt and debt-related 
derivatives, as well as structured financing leases, is determined on a Duke University Health System corporate 
level. Duke benefits from access to Duke Management Company’s investment specialists, a component of Duke 
charged with managing the operating, endowment, and pension assets of the enterprise.  

Employee Benefit Administration and Programs: Duke offers employees the ability to view and update personal 
information, manage benefits, and explore professional development opportunities through Duke@Work. 
Through this self-service website, employees can make changes to various items related to employee pay and 
benefits. 

In addition to resources through Duke@Work, Duke has a dedicated Human Resource Information Center, as well 
as dedicated human resource teams at Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital that are available for 
employees to answer questions regarding employee benefit programs and other human resource matters.  

Risk Management Programs: Duke’s Clinical Risk Management Office provides clinical risk management services 
to Duke and the Private Diagnostic Clinic. These services include claims management, consultative services, and 

                                                           
3 Strategic planning framework may be accessed here: 
https://www.dukehealthstrategy.duke.edu/sites/www.dukehealthstrategy.duke.edu/files/advancing_health_together.pdf 

https://www.dukehealthstrategy.duke.edu/sites/www.dukehealthstrategy.duke.edu/files/advancing_health_together.pdf
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on-site management and assistance during adverse events. The office is funded through premiums paid by Duke 
and the Private Diagnostic Clinic to Duke’s insurance captive, which underwrites the professional and patient 
general liabilities of Duke and the professional liabilities of the Private Diagnostic Clinic. 

Duke’s Corporate Risk Management Office (CRMO) functions include management of the remaining insurance 
programs for Duke such as property insurance, general liability insurance, and automobile insurance. 
Responsibilities of the CRMO include the following functions:  

• Develop and implement overall risk management strategies 

• Educate Duke community regarding potential sources of risk 

• Provide risk assessment for special events, such as charity functions 

• Confer with counsel’s office about settlement of claims and contract negotiations 

• Serve as liaison with Occupational & Environmental Safety Office, Duke Police, and counsel’s office to 
identify potential hazards 

• Establish levels of self-insurance and limits of commercial insurance 

• Negotiate and obtain insurance from financially sound and otherwise acceptable insurers 

• Investigate and adjust property and casualty claims 

• Review independent contractor insurance requirements to ensure adequate insurance coverages are in 
place 

• Issue certificates of insurance 

Legal and Compliance Services: The Duke Compliance Office oversees the compliance program and is responsible 
for facilitating the following: 

• Delivering compliance training to all of Duke’s workforce members, including employees, physicians, 
volunteers, vendors, and others within the organization 

• Monitoring activities to review business practices to make sure Duke complies with applicable laws, 
regulations, and policies 

• Responding to questions and concerns of workforce members 

• Implementing processes that assure compliance concerns are reported and addressed 

Duke Compliance also collaborates with the University Office of Counsel to respond to government inquiries. Each 
entity within Duke has a Compliance Committee that is responsible for: 

• Implementing, maintaining, and improving the Compliance Program and the Code of Conduct 

• Making sure Duke upholds the standards in the Code of Conduct 

• Making sure that workforce members can report compliance concerns without fear of retribution or 
retaliation 

The Duke University Office of Counsel’s Mission Statement is as follows:  

• The office of counsel provides timely, professional, practical, and ethical advice on a wide range of legal 
issues, including: academic matters, health care, intellectual property, corporate matters, finance, real 
estate, taxation, employment, privacy, security, and crisis management.  

Any Additional Shared or Corporate Services that May Benefit NHRMC 

Please refer to Question 8.5 - 8.5.1. 
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7c. Financial  

Financial Performance (including audited financial statements for the last three (3) completed fiscal years and 
year to-date financial statements) 

Please refer to Appendix B. 

Recent Appendix A from Bond offering  

Please refer to Appendix C. 

Most Recent Rating Agency Reports  

Please refer to Appendix D. 
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SECTION 1: IMPROVING ACCESS TO CARE AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS 

• Building on Duke’s and NHRMC’s adjacent and complementary footprints, NHRMC will be a platform for 
growth in southeastern North Carolina and the broader region, and will continue to expand its position as 
a regional destination medical center. 

• Primary care is foundational to Duke’s approach to serving the community, which has spurred significant 
growth in its primary care physician and advanced practice provider base. Providers utilize an 
interprofessional care model that capitalizes on the interdisciplinary healthcare team and improves overall 
quality and patient satisfaction. Primary care is also fundamental to Duke’s success in value-based 
arrangements. 

• Duke is committed to improving access to care and wellness programs and is executing its own 
comprehensive ambulatory and network expansion plan, including nearly 600 additional providers and 
approximately 20 new sites. This commitment to growth will extend to NHRMC, supported by Duke’s 
financial commitment and alleviating NHRMC’s limitation to fund growth outside New Hanover County. 

• The combined organization will build on NHRMC’s already strong capabilities as the provider of choice in 
its service area. Duke recognizes that many services at NHRMC are well-resourced and provide excellent 
access, and Duke’s intent is to look for ways the two organizations complement each other to mutually 
enhance service line access and growth. To that end, as NHRMC’s strategic partner, Duke will collaborate 
with NHRMC to strengthen its existing capabilities and to provide additional expertise, while ensuring 
NHRMC is positioned to grow the level and amount of care provided locally. 

• In addition to expanding access through brick-and-mortar facilities, Duke is leveraging technology to 
connect with patients. Duke has several telehealth services, inclusive of service-line-specific services and 
direct-to-patient platforms, as well as a broad array of additional patient-friendly, consumer-facing 
programs and digital tools that will be made available to NHRMC’s patients. 

 

Under the proposed strategic partnership, NHRMC will be the combined organization’s platform for growth in 
southeastern North Carolina and the broader region. Growth will include the continued acceleration of NHRMC’s 
ambulatory footprint and capabilities, encompassing both outpatient medical and wellness services.  

Continued evolution of patient, payer, and employer preferences is driving increased utilization of outpatient and 
wellness services. Duke is committed to meeting this growing need and, to that end, has expanded its ambulatory 
network in accordance with the following guiding principles: 

• Being geographically dispersed 

• Providing broader access to services for the communities it serves 

• Leading entry into new communities with primary care and aligned specialty care services 

• Continuing to ensure patients have access to convenient sites of care 

• Where appropriate, using larger sites to increase patient convenience with access to a broader set of 
services in one location, while also increasing community visibility 

1.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to further develop ambulatory and other outpatient and wellness program access points in the communities it 
serves. Also address how and whether Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership will facilitate capitalization 
and growth of care and wellness sites across the Service Area, including beyond New Hanover County, 
understanding the current debt limitations for NHRMC that preclude this regional health care system from 
borrowing to build outside of the County. 
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• Maximizing existing capacity and promoting access in new communities 

• Developing land acquisition strategies for future growth 

In accordance with these principles, Duke has developed a strong physical presence across central North Carolina 
and south-central Virginia. As highlighted in the map below, this represents an adjacent and complementary 
footprint to NHRMC’s current service area in southeastern North Carolina. 

 

A Commitment to Ambulatory/Outpatient Growth 

Driven by a commitment to enhancing Duke’s value proposition to patients, providers, and payers and to providing 
care closer to where its patients live, work, and play, Duke and its clinical partner and aligned faculty practice plan 
(Private Diagnostic Clinic) have opened 17 new sites and have netted more than 530 incremental providers since 
2016. As Duke looks ahead, it will continue implementing its own comprehensive ambulatory and network 
expansion plan, including nearly 600 additional providers and approximately 20 new sites. These new sites include 
multiple ambulatory surgery centers designed to offer patients more convenient, affordable access to surgical 
care closer to their communities. 

In addition to expanding access through brick-and-mortar facilities, Duke is utilizing technology to connect with 
patients. Duke has several telehealth services, inclusive of service-line-specific services (e.g. telestroke, e-consults) 
and direct-to-patient platforms (e.g. virtual urgent care). Refer to Question 1.9 for additional details of these 
capabilities. 

Extensive Wellness Capabilities 

For 50 years, Duke’s unrivaled, comprehensive approach has combined medical, nutritional, fitness, and 
behavioral expertise tailored to individual needs to help community members improve their health and transform 
their lives. 

Duke has adopted a wellness philosophy that incorporates evidence-based interventions to generate optimal 
health outcomes while improving financial value by lowering the total cost of care. Wellness initiatives range from 
inspiring people to live their best lives by promoting whole-person health and well-being, to interventions 
specifically designed to improve the trajectory of chronic disease.  

Additional areas of focus include microservice lines focused on nutrition, lifestyle medicine emphasizing healthy 
behaviors and choices, and fitness with a focus on functional status. Duke also has focused services that address 
its patients’ most prevalent chronic conditions. 

Duke is also committed to the wellness of its team members. Please see Question 4.1.4 for additional details 
regarding Duke’s capabilities and approaches to addressing staff wellness. 
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Capitalization and Growth 

Under the proposed strategic partnership structures detailed in Question 11.1, existing limitations are no longer 
expected to apply with respect to funding growth outside of New Hanover County. 

Duke’s overarching vision for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is to accelerate NHRMC’s current growth as a 
regional destination medical center. As such, NHRMC will have the ability to serve even more of the care needs in 
its local service area and will benefit from a broader individual (and combined) geographic footprint in 
southeastern North Carolina and beyond. Based on its review of the NHRMC data room and other informational 
materials, Duke believes NHRMC’s current plans to expand ambulatory and other outpatient and wellness 
programs align well with this overarching vision for the strategic partnership. 

The NHRMC primary service area is projected to grow by over 10% in the next five years, significantly faster than 
the State of North Carolina overall. This growth, coupled with the changing healthcare environment and increased 
patient demand for ambulatory and other outpatient and wellness services, magnifies the importance of 
prioritizing and accelerating investments in ambulatory infrastructure as early as year 1 of the strategic 
partnership to increase access points, capacity, and capabilities. Growth initiatives will also include extending 
NHRMC’s existing community partnerships to improve community health and address social determinants of 
health, with a particular emphasis on under and uninsured, Medicaid, and Medicare populations. 

Duke has successful experience collaborating with hospitals to improve ambulatory and other access points, 
including Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital. Please see the Case Studies that further highlight 
Duke’s experience with these facilities and their growth since partnering with Duke. 

  

1.1.1. Discuss Respondent’s position on NHRMC’s current plans to expand ambulatory and other outpatient and 
wellness program access points in the Service Area. 

1.1.2. Describe the scope and timing of Respondent’s commitment to adding ambulatory and other outpatient 
access points in the Service Area. 

1.1.3. Describe how Respondent and/or any of Respondent’s strategic partners used the same or similar 
strategic partnership to improve ambulatory and other access points in the communities served by Respondent 
and its affiliate or partner hospitals. 
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1.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on improving access 
to primary care services in NHRMC’s Service Area.  
1.2.1. Discuss your organization’s approach to staffing primary care clinics, including leveraging providers with 
team-based care. 

Primary Care Services  

Primary care is foundational in Duke’s approach 
to serving the community, and it is emphasized 
through both structural components and the 
implementation of best practices. In 1995, Duke 
established a primary care network, Duke 
Primary Care, that has evolved into one of North 
Carolina’s largest primary care networks and 
continues to experience significant growth. Duke 
Primary Care includes over 300 providers 
(approximately 275 total provider FTEs), 
employed by Duke, as of December 2019. Duke 
Primary Care’s network operates 42 locations, 
including 29 primary care practices, 9 urgent care 
centers, and 3 pediatric practices (which are in addition to the pediatric ambulatory practices of Duke’s clinical 
partner and aligned faculty practice plan, Private Diagnostic Clinic) to provide a platform for primary care 
throughout the service area. Structurally, Duke Primary Care is physician-led and managed through a dyad 
leadership structure that pairs physician and administrative executives across the platform. Duke Primary Care’s 
network accounted for almost 775,000 patient visits in fiscal year 2019. As articulated above, Duke Primary Care 
providers practice in an extensive network of clinics in communities across central North Carolina. Duke believes 
a broad and deep ambulatory footprint is critical to providing high-quality, accessible care to the unique 
populations within its service areas and beyond. Duke firmly values primary care as the foundation of patient 
health. A strong primary care network is also a key driver for Duke’s success in its value-based contract and 
network arrangements.  
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Patient Care Approach: Interprofessional Care Model 

Duke’s approach to patient care leverages the infrastructure 
described above. Across the nation, advanced practice 
providers are underutilized and frequently serve in a 
“tandem” role that assists physicians in care coordination and 
other similar activities but does not take full advantage of the 
skills and capabilities for which advanced practice providers 
are licensed. Over the last five plus years, however, Duke has 
intentionally transitioned to an interprofessional care model, 
which promotes team-based learning and care and improves 
overall quality and patient satisfaction. Furthermore, this care 
model provides patients with increased access to a broad 
range of care providers; that is, the model combines a variety 
of specialties and disciplines (i.e., physicians, advanced practice providers, physical therapists, etc.) with the 
patient at the center. While this transition is occurring at organizations across the country, Duke has been a 
national leader in promoting the model and has the Duke Center for Interprofessional Education and Care to 
support it. Now, advanced practice providers work as collaborators with physicians and have their own panel of 
patients, which results in increased access to care, improved overall care, and enhanced patient and provider 
satisfaction. The evolution of advanced practice providers’ enhanced involvement is but one example of the effort 
to improve team-based care at Duke. Specifically, innovative programs engage all team members with an aim of 
improving the efficiency, quality, and safety of primary care. Examples include training programs for practices 
aimed at preparing medical assistants, care managers, nurses, advanced practice providers, and physicians to 
collaborate in the care of a growing population of older adults. Other complementary initiatives to improve 
primary care quality and service include:  

• Extending clinic hours for general and special needs such as flu vaccination 

• Adding 60 care managers of which 40 are registered nurses and licensed clinical social workers 

• Developing the Cognitive Health Services Line to enhance care for patients with memory loss/dementia  

• Providing support services through DukeWELL, a division of the Population Health Management Office, 
for patients with specific needs (e.g., palliative care, gerontology, nephrology, etc.) 

• Enhancing call center capabilities to now handle 2.7 million calls annually 

• Utilizing registered nurses to deliver population health improvement strategies 

These initiatives contributed to Duke Primary Care’s Joint 
Commission certification as a patient-centered medical home, 
which is a patient-centric primary care model that facilitates 
team-based, coordinated care and patient engagement. 

The combination of these factors has promoted Duke’s ability 
to provide primary care services to the community. This is 
evidenced by the number of lives Duke touches, which has 
grown at approximately 6.9% annually from 286,579 in fiscal 
year 2017 to 350,000 in fiscal year 2020 (estimated).  
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1.2.2. Describe how Respondent would identify and resolve any gaps in primary care coverage in the Service 
Area.  

As highlighted in Questions 1.2-1.2.1, Duke has experience increasing its primary care provider base from 93 in 
2008 to over 300 (approximately 275 total provider FTEs) in 2020 (increasing by more than 9% annually). Duke 
understands that developing a robust primary care offering is highly dependent on promoting aligned values 
across the clinics, while recognizing that each culture has its own individual nuances. To that end, Duke would first 
seek to better understand NHRMC’s primary care coverage gaps and would then collaboratively assess the best 
strategies to address such gaps. While Duke’s tools and capabilities would be available to NHRMC, Duke also 
recognizes that one size does not fit all. Moreover, Duke believes that there are significant opportunities to learn 
from NHRMC’s practices, and Duke would seek to deploy the methodologies that best address the needs of the 
community. In each of Duke’s current partnerships, Duke has worked collaboratively to identify and learn the best 
practices to deploy across the organization, and Duke will use the same approach in its strategic partnership with 
NHRMC.  

1.2.3. Provide examples of how Respondent improved both primary care access and operational efficacy 
(improved quality, improved patient safety, improved patient satisfaction, lower cost) in communities served 
by Respondent and its affiliate or partner hospitals.  

Patient Access and Operational Efficacy  

Duke shares NHRMC’s philosophy of continuous quality improvement and strives to make the latest evidence-
based research, technologies, and processes available to patients to make transformational changes in care 
delivery. As articulated above, Duke utilizes a dyad approach4 that allows Duke to capture the thinking of the full 
patient care team, and to bring the best ideas for improvement to the forefront. For example, Duke Primary Care 
leads Duke’s utilization of Lean management, as described further in Questions 8.5 to 8.5.1. Duke would welcome 
the opportunity to learn and build on NHRMC’s approach, sharing and implementing mutual best practices (in 
both directions). Duke is confident this collaboration will accelerate opportunities to drive measurable 
improvements in quality and patient satisfaction, best positioning NHRMC and Duke to be the provider of choice 
in the community.  

To augment Duke’s expanding primary care footprint (described above), Duke has successfully implemented many 
initiatives to improve patient satisfaction and overall quality. Please refer to Exhibit C for further detail regarding 
Duke’s patient satisfaction. One key early success was the creation of Duke Connected Care, a clinically integrated 
network consisting of Duke and independent providers in the Greater Triangle area who are committed to 
delivering high-quality, cost-conscious care. Duke Connected Care partners with Medicare, North Carolina 
Medicaid, and Cigna. Duke Connected Care qualifies as an accountable care organization (ACO) under the 
Medicare Shared Savings Program, and is an example of how Duke is improving both access to and efficacy of its 
primary care platform. The ACO now cares for more than 50,000 assigned Medicare patients (described further in 
Question 2.1.3). In the 2017 measurement period, Duke Connected Care exceeded evidence-based quality 
standards and generated $21.7 million of cost savings, the highest among all the North Carolina ACOs participating 
in the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP). In that year, only 34% of MSSP ACOs in the country generated 
cost savings and met Medicare’s quality standards; in North Carolina, only 6 of 19 ACOs (32%) succeeded in their 
goals. Duke Connected Care continues to raise the benchmarks in its MSSP arrangement, and again outperformed 
in 2018 by generating savings of $4.2 million. While lower in magnitude than 2017, this achievement represents 
incremental savings against a higher threshold and indicates the direction of the organization to promote higher 
quality and a lower cost. Duke Connected Care’s success demonstrates Duke’s ability to partner with payers and 
independent, community-based physicians to deliver high-quality care at a low cost. The ACO’s strength and 
success to date is derived from close coordination among primary care and specialist providers across the 
continuum of care. Duke recognizes the strong capabilities of NHRMC’s ACO, Physician Quality Partners, and 

                                                           
4 The dyad approach refers to physician and non-physician leadership pairs. 
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would seek to learn how the two ACOs may strategically partner to provide better care at a lower cost to the 
communities. 

As mentioned in Question 1.2.1 above, Duke's primary care clinics have earned formal recognition as a patient-
centered medical home by The Joint Commission. This patient-centered medical home certification acknowledges 
Duke’s continued commitment to providing comprehensive, coordinated care in an unhurried, patient-focused 
environment and strengthens Duke’s promise to deliver high-quality, accessible, patient-centered care. Duke 
continues to improve primary care access and operational efficacy with its electronic medical record patient 
portal, Duke MyChart. Like NHRMC’s MyChart, Duke’s MyChart functions, as described in Questions 1.8 and 1.8.1, 
provide a centralized hub that allows patients to connect with all hospitals and clinics across Duke’s system. 
Moreover, Duke utilizes Epic MedLink to connect with community providers, including those in post-acute 
settings, to ensure continuity of care. In a strategic partnership, NHRMC and Duke will have the opportunity to 
streamline MyChart functionalities across organizations, enhancing patients’ access to care across the continuum.  

Duke is also investing in education for primary care providers. Through the medical school, Duke recently 
implemented a Primary Care Leadership Track (PCLT), which is a 4-year program that offers a curriculum of 
leadership and population health training for students considering a career in primary care. Over the next 5 to 10 
years, the PCLT will create a diverse network of empowered primary care physician leaders who deliver quality 
care through collaboration with their communities and transform healthcare education and delivery. Upon 
completion of this program, this new generation of physicians will have an opportunity to join Duke’s graduate 
medical education programs/practices and expand access to care. Duke has also created a two-year Primary Care 
Transformation Fellowship (PCTF) for physicians and physician assistants. The goal of the PCTF is to train providers 
to lead healthcare transformation and to improve health in community-based practice settings.  

As NHRMC’s strategic partner, Duke will seek to better understand NHRMC’s needs and capabilities and 
collaboratively evaluate how the organizations’ collective strengths can augment one another. 

1.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to further develop and enhance NHRMC’s home care services within the Service Area. 

Duke is excited for the opportunity to collaborate with NHRMC’s award-winning home care, hospice, and infusion 
services. Duke intends to develop mutually shared best practices to promote continued development and growth 
of both NHRMC’s and Duke’s home care programs. A description of Duke’s current home care, hospice, and 
infusion services is provided below. 

Duke HomeCare: Duke HomeCare provides services to a census of 550-650 home health patients across a nine-
county service area on any given day. The home health care team includes patient service coordinators focused 
on managing transitions, together with a wide range of clinical personnel. Duke offers a full range of rehabilitation 
therapies as well as specialized wound care services. As described in Questions 1.9-1.9.2, Duke HomeCare provides 
the additional intervention of remote home monitoring in order to efficiently monitor and manage patients with 
advanced chronic illnesses, including those receiving telemedicine services through the Duke ALS Clinic, for 
patients affected by amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (often referred to as Lou Gehrig’s disease). Duke’s capacity to 
manage diverse, medically complex, and high-acuity patients with very low readmission rates and low total cost 
of care is a model Duke believes in. A collaborative effort to develop best practices across both organizations will 
enable Duke and NHRMC to provide access to the best home care services nationwide.  

Duke Hospice: Duke Hospice provides high intensity home-based and inpatient-based hospice care with a focus 
on high-acuity patients facing end of life. The Hock Family Pavilion, a 12-bed inpatient hospice facility in Durham, 
is a unique facility focused on 24-hour skilled nursing and general support for end-of-life care. The majority of 
Duke’s hospice patients are served in the home setting spanning the nine-county service area.  

Duke Home Infusion: Duke Home Infusion provides compounded, non-compounded, and enteral medication and 
infusion services for patients across North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. Duke’s manufacturing facility, 
compliant with United States Pharmacopeia Convention 800, makes over 14,000 compounded doses each month. 
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Duke nurses, pharmacists, dietitians, and patient services coordinators work under the direction of the lead 
physician to best serve the needs of the patient. 

1.4. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC 
providing care for the elderly in both urban and rural settings in the Service Area. Describe any programs that 
could be introduced at NHRMC (e.g., adult day care, geriatric urgent care services). 

Duke employs a multifaceted, cross-disciplinary approach to serving geriatric patients and testing innovative care 
models to improve quality and access. Duke geriatrics care prioritizes medication appropriateness, optimizing 
cognitive function, facilitating mobility, and managing the complexity of acute and chronic conditions, while 
bearing in mind what matters most to individual patients. 

Duke’s geriatrics programs are focused 
on team-based care, led by 22 geriatric 
specialist physicians. The geriatric-
trained team coordinates with 
specialists, surgeons, geriatric resource 
nurses, and skilled nursing facilities 
across the continuum of care to offer 
comprehensive services including 
inpatient consultations, patient-
centered treatment programs, 
outpatient geriatric psychiatry, and 
family caregiver support services, with 
the ultimate goal of patients enjoying 
more robust health and a better quality 
of life.  

For example, Duke has implemented 
two innovative programs involving 
transitional care from hospital to skilled 
nursing facilities and perioperative 
care. The Health Optimization Program for Elders (HOPE), an innovative, nurse-practitioner-led care model, 
focuses on improving the hospital-to-skilled-nursing facility transition. HOPE partners with more than 20 preferred 
facilities across seven rural and urban counties, ensuring proper transitions for all patients. Relative to the 
comparison group, the 300+ HOPE inpatients experienced 30% fewer 30-day readmissions, a statistically 
significant reduction. The HOPE program is being refined while certain components are being incorporated into 
hospital staff workflows. The Perioperative Optimization of Senior Health (POSH) program has been shown to 
decrease hospital length of stay, readmissions rates, complications, and need for rehabilitation upon discharge 
after elective surgery for patients in their 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th decades of life. 

Duke’s Division of Geriatrics within the School of Medicine includes 28 primary faculty who closely collaborate 
with the Psychiatry and Family Medicine and Community Health Departments in teaching and research efforts. 
Duke faculty have pioneered the establishment of programs to train physician-scientists in geriatric medicine, 
including a January 2020 NIH grant of $1.4 million for Alzheimer’s Disease and related dementia training. The 
School of Medicine also offers a top-tier Geriatrics Fellowship Program, which trains physicians to be national 
geriatric leaders in clinical services, research, and education. 

Studies being conducted at Duke today are addressing the complex health problems of a longer-lived population, 
and developing programs that will enable the elderly to receive care while maintaining their independence for as 
long as possible. The Duke University Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development (DUCSAHD) rounds 
out the cross-disciplinary approach and is a vital national resource for the study of aging, with more than 125 
faculty and core staff members and more than $20 million in annual age-related research funding. In support of 
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DUCSAHD, the Claude D. Pepper Older Americans Independence Center (OAIC) is one example of the focus on 
understanding the reserve and resilience of the elder population. Through a strategy grounded in the 
establishment of sustained resources, OAIC’s goal is to address knowledge gaps with an emphasis on translational 
and interdisciplinary research. The OAIC recruits and develops early stage investigators in aging research related 
to OAIC’s mission and utilizes the substantial strengths of the Duke academic and health system environment to 
advance this approach. DUCSAHD, in conjunction with the multifaceted geriatrics division, is continually on the 
forefront of geriatric services, education, and clinical research.  

Duke believes that elements of its geriatrics program can be a valuable addition to the Wilmington region, 
dependent upon further evaluation of population needs and the appropriate cooperation and optimization of the 
existing geriatrics program at NHRMC. 

Please also see Question 1.5.2 for additional discussion related to Duke’s Geriatric Center of Excellence and its 
services and capabilities. 

1.5. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on further 
developing access to service lines at NHRMC, existing or new, including but not limited to: 
1.5.1. Pediatric specialties and sub-specialties 
1.5.2. Adult specialties and sub-specialties (e.g. cardiovascular, neurosciences, geriatrics, orthopedics, 
oncology, etc.) 
1.5.3. Women’s specialties and sub-specialties 
1.5.4. Psychiatric specialties and sub-specialties 

As previously highlighted, the strategic vision for partnership is to further accelerate NHRMC’s growth as a regional 
destination medical center, with NHRMC serving as a platform for additional growth in its region. This requires 
building on NHRMC’s already strong capabilities as the provider of choice in its service area. Duke recognizes that 
many services at NHRMC are well-resourced and provide excellent access, and Duke’s intent is to look for ways 
the organizations complement each other to mutually enhance service line access and growth. To that end, as 
NHRMC’s strategic partner, Duke will collaborate with NHRMC to strengthen its existing capabilities and to provide 
additional expertise, while ensuring NHRMC is positioned to grow the level and amount of care provided locally. 
Duke is also eager to learn from NHRMC in areas where it excels, such as managing Medicare populations, 
initiatives in opioid care, and clinical care efforts, among others. The approach will be to bring together physician, 
nursing, and administrative leaders at a service line level to identify areas of focus, develop workplans for success, 
and develop near- and longer-term strategic initiatives. This model promotes engagement across disciplines and 
drives the identification and deployment of mutual best practices across the combined organization 

The following are select examples of Duke’s experience and capabilities across the specialties and sub-specialties 
identified in Question 1.5 of the NHRMC request for proposal. Duke looks forward to collaborating with NHRMC 
on how this experience can be utilized to continue growing NHRMC’s local capabilities.  

Pediatric Specialties and Sub-Specialties 

Duke is dedicated to improving the health of infants, children, adolescents, and young adults through world-class 
patient care, innovative medical education, groundbreaking research, and pediatric advocacy. It is committed to 
achieving these goals in a diverse and inclusive environment and through comprehensive care. Examples of 
specialty care services include, but are not limited to:  

• Neonatology/NICU: Duke’s level IV neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) is a major referral center for 
premature and term infants with complex neonatal problems that require special services, complex 
surgeries, or require long-term neurodevelopment follow-up after discharge. Duke is a member of a 
consortium of leading neonatal intensive care units in the country that perform cutting-edge, 
collaborative clinical research and comparatively benchmark patient care outcomes. Duke’s low birth 
weight mortality and rate of broncho-pulmonary dysplasia and retinopathy of prematurity are 
consistently among the lowest in this group. The NICU is outperforming comparable international centers 
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in rates of mortality, chronic lung disease among survivors, and mortality, survival, or diagnosis with 
morbidity during NICU stays, according to data collected by the Vermont Oxford Network. 

• Pediatric Hematology-Oncology: Duke is nationally ranked by U.S. News & World Report in pediatric 
cancer for 2019-2020. Duke offers disease-specific programs for patients with hemoglobinopathies, 
disorders of hemostasis, and cancer. Patients are provided compassionate coordinated care with state-
of-the-art treatment delivered by physicians, advanced practice providers, social workers, and 
psychologists. Faculty conduct both clinical and basic research, offering patients access to cutting-edge 
clinical trials. 

• Pediatric Congenital Heart: Duke accepts more patients with complex presentations and has the largest 
program in the State of North Carolina. The program's mortality rates have equaled those of the top 
programs in the nation, culminating in a low (0.26%) mortality for 2019. With three experienced, board-
certified cardiac surgeons, in 2019, the Duke Pediatric & Congenital Heart Center has begun collaborating 
with other regional partners for high risk heart patients. 

• Pediatric Blood and Marrow Transplant Program: Duke is nationally and internationally recognized as a 
leader in both established techniques and research initiatives. Since 1990, the program has performed 
over 1,400 transplants in children with cancer or genetic diseases. Using a variety of approaches, the 
program has pioneered the use of unrelated donor umbilical cord blood stem cells in patients who do not 
have a fully matched donor, thus extending this life-saving therapy to many more patients and allowing 
for rapid identification of unrelated donors quickly (generally within a few weeks). 

Adult Specialties and Sub-Specialties 

• Cardiovascular: Duke has the only North Carolina hospital in the nation’s top 25 cardiology and heart 
surgery programs, as ranked by U.S. News & World Report for 2019-2020. Duke is also consistently 
recognized as among the best and largest ventricular assist device and heart transplant programs in the 
country.  

• Neurosciences: Duke has the only North Carolina hospital in the nation’s top 25 neurosciences programs, 
as ranked by U.S. News & World Report for 2019-2020. The program is supported by internationally 
renowned clinicians and offers unmatched clinical trials (e.g., brain tumors, brain and spine metastatic 
tumors, epilepsy, and functional and complex skull-based tumors). Duke also offers a dedicated and 
leading neuro ICU with 24 staffed beds. 

• Geriatrics: Duke has a Geriatric Center of Excellence. Highlights include geriatric ED accreditation, geri-
psych-specific units, a primary care sub-network providing community-based care in lower-cost settings, 
embedded geriatric nursing and care management, analytic tools to prospectively identify high-risk older 
adults before deterioration and connect them with resources, and developed workforce and clinician 
enhancement initiatives. Please also see Question 1.4 for additional discussion related to Duke’s geriatrics 
services and capabilities. 

• Orthopaedics: Duke has the only North Carolina hospital in the nation’s top 25 orthopaedics programs, as 
ranked by U.S. News & World Report for 2019-2020. Duke orthopaedics offers a multidisciplinary approach 
to care, which links the expertise of specialists in orthopaedic surgery, reconstructive plastic surgery, 
radiology, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and orthopaedic nursing. Duke’s orthopaedics program 
offers care models that expand beyond disease by treating the whole patient, not only the acute issue. 

• Oncology: Duke brings together the resources of its academic enterprise and broad provider and clinical 
base into a single, effective, and functional structure. Duke has organized its flagship cancer center to 
assemble each patient’s clinical team and treatment resources in a single building. It treats more than 
10,000 new cancer patients, from every state in the nation, each year. Duke is home to more than 300 
researchers and physicians and receives more than $300 million annually in cancer research funding.  
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Women’s Specialties and Sub-Specialties 

Duke offers a wide variety of services for women. In addition to obstetricians-gynecologists, Duke offers highly 
specialized women’s health providers including gynecologic surgeons, urogynecologists, reproductive 
endocrinologists, nurses, certified midwives, genetic counselors, nutritionists, pain management specialists, and 
physical therapists. The program has a wide range of sub-specialty focused basic, translational, and clinical 
research programs that enhance the care delivered to women.  

Psychiatric Specialties and Sub-Specialties 

Duke shares NHRMC’s commitment to offering behavioral health services to its communities. Duke is opening 
new ambulatory sites to better serve its local region and is co-locating behavioral health services within primary 
care practices. In addition, Duke is investing over $102 million in an expansion at Duke Regional Hospital. The 
project includes a behavioral health center with dedicated emergency, outpatient, and inpatient facilities. The 
addition is designed to improve access and to better coordinate care by placing these facilities in a centralized 
location. More information is available in the Duke Regional Hospital Case Study. 

Additional Key Considerations 

Please also see Questions 7.1-7.1.4 for additional details regarding the impact the proposed strategic partnership 
would have on growing NHRMC’s clinical service lines, including an overview of Duke’s success accelerating and 
growing capabilities at its partner hospitals. The focus of the strategic partnership will be to continually enhance 
local care, but when treatment at NHRMC is not an option, NHRMC’s patients will gain increased access to 
complementary specialty and sub-specialty care via convenient, timely, and coordinated transfers and referrals. 
Please see Question 7.2 and 7.2.1 for additional details regarding patient transfers. 

1.6 NHRMC’s most recent provider needs assessment has been provided to Respondent in the Data Room. 
Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on further developing 
access by addressing key provider needs (e.g., geriatricians, psychiatrists) as indicated in the assessment. 

Please refer to Questions 1.2-1.2.2 and 5.1-5.1.3. 

1.7. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC aligning 
with employers in the Service Area to provide wellness and healthcare services to local employees (e.g., 
occupational health programs; walk-in occ-health services at urgent care center; health clinics located on-site 
at employers). 
1.7.1. Discuss Respondent’s position on developing NHRMC’s programs to align with local employers. 

Annual healthcare costs for employees and employers continue to rise, as highlighted by premiums for employer-
based health insurance coverage growing nearly 7% in the last year, surpassing $20,000 for a family plan for the 
first time. In efforts to bend the cost curve, employers are taking a more active role in benefit development while 
also increasing services offered directly to employees to help keep them healthy. Duke shares NHRMC’s 
commitment to working with employers to address these trends, and to growing NHRMC’s alignment with its local 
employers. 

1.7.2. Describe the scope and timing of Respondent’s commitment to expanding and improving upon NHRMC’s 
programs with local employers. 

Duke welcomes the opportunity to better understand NHRMC’s current efforts in engaging with local employers, 
and to discuss potential tools to further accelerate and advance those initiatives. Through the strategic 
partnership, Duke will look to establish and/or maintain customized engagement with NHRMC’s regional 
employers to drive positive relationships and outcomes as early as year 1 of the partnership. 
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1.7.3. Provide examples of the successful implementation of occupational health or other employer-based 
programs with employers in communities served by Respondent and its affiliate or partner hospitals. 

Duke partners directly with employers to help better manage cost of care and to address new patient preferences, 
including those for increased convenience, access, and appropriate utilization of services. To develop and maintain 
active engagement with employer groups, Duke meets regularly with local, regional, and national employers. 
These initiatives have resulted in the deployment of direct scheduling and outreach to patients to coordinate care, 
among other activities. Duke’s strategies to control out-of-pocket costs are also informed through this direct 
employer engagement (see Question 2.1.1 for additional details regarding controlling out-of-pocket costs). 

1.8. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to add patient-friendly, consumer-facing programs that provide added convenience (e.g., call centers, online 
scheduling, other digital offerings) and that anticipate a continued transition to value-based care and 
population health management along with increased patient engagement in understanding the financial costs 
of healthcare (e.g., pricing transparency). 
1.8.1. Discuss how Respondent supports and engages patients to make informed healthcare decisions (e.g., 
using cost transparency tools, providing patient education, etc.). 

Duke’s focus on consumerism accelerated significantly in 2018 and 2019 to supplement and enhance ongoing 
value-based care and population health initiatives. Today, Duke has a growing platform of digital and related 
assets and takes a multifaceted approach to consumerism and engaging its patients and their loved ones in 
convenient ways to empower informed decision-making about their care. Duke expects these tools to benefit 
NHRMC as a population health and consumer-focused organization. Select examples of these initiatives are 
summarized below. 

• Duke is a national leader in adoption and patient use of a patient portal app, with approximately 70% of 
Duke clinic patients utilizing Duke MyChart. Continuing this leadership, Duke is creating an “enhanced 
patient portal,” taking the core functions provided by MyChart and adding infrastructure that allows Duke 
to provide patients a personalized experience. For example, patients will have content on their portal that 
is specific to their journey—both disease and care plan. This information is conveniently available to 
patients including via mobile applications.  

• With an increasing focus on price transparency, Duke is developing a “beta” price transparency tool 
beginning with joint reconstruction. As this beta version is tested, the tool will be evaluated for potential 
broader deployment across additional services. 

• Duke is implementing a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tool into its call center to drive 
increased patient satisfaction and greater efficiency. The CRM is being designed to learn more about the 
patients Duke serves and will enable the organization to develop digital assets that patients prefer and 
will use. 

• Aligned with CRM deployment, Duke is strengthening its virtual care portfolio. Combining the CRM with 
improved virtual access enables patients to pick (and call agents to recommend) the most appropriate 
and convenient visit type (in person, urgent care, video visit on demand or scheduled, etc.). The virtual 
care portfolio also strengthens Duke’s capability to remotely monitor patients. 

• During 2020, Duke will be establishing a virtual patient advisory council focused on learning directly from 
patients which additional consumer-focused capabilities the organization should be prioritizing and 
developing. 

In addition to the tools highlighted above, MyChart and the patient portal have a number of additional consumer-
friendly capabilities that are more common Epic functionalities. Examples include self-scheduling, managing 
prescription refills, viewing test results, and communicating with the care team, among others. 
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1.8.2. Describe the scope and timing of implementing any of Respondent’s initiatives at NHRMC and/or within 
the Service Area. 

Duke will work with NHRMC to fully understand its existing capabilities and needs, with deployment decisions to 
the NHRMC service area (including timing) being joint and incorporated in a broader joint business plan. For those 
tools NHRMC desires to utilize, Duke anticipates that many may be deployed quickly after effectuating the 
strategic partnership (e.g., digital educational content), while others may be sequenced over the intermediate 
term due to technical, licensing, and other requirements. In each case, Duke will seek to deploy these resources 
to NHRMC and its patients as quickly as practicable. 

Duke is committed to adopting and deploying best-of-breed capabilities regardless of where they originate and 
looks forward to better understanding NHRMC’s existing consumer-focused activities. In parallel with joint 
business planning discussions around the deployment of Duke capabilities and tools to NHRMC, Duke looks 
forward to also evaluating existing NHRMC capabilities for adoption across the Duke enterprise. 

1.8.3. Provide examples of the successful implementation of such initiatives in communities served by 
Respondent. 

As highlighted in Question 1.8.1, Duke’s consumer focus accelerated significantly in 2018 and 2019 with a number 
of new initiatives recently deployed or under development. Duke’s focus prior to this acceleration was on digital 
assets, including the following select examples deployed to date and making an impact: 

• Keeping loved ones informed during surgical procedures via Family Messaging, a system that provides 
real-time text or email alerts. Messages can be sent to a pre-approved group, based on the patient’s 
preference, including those who are unable to be in the waiting room or even on campus while the 
procedure is taking place. 

• Overcoming transportation, cost, and access issues with mHealth Cardiac Rehab, a mobile application that 
allows patients to complete cardiac rehabilitation remotely. 

• Utilizing digital apps to interpret lab results, such as the new and improved blood test (high sensitivity 
troponin) that supports more accurate diagnosis of heart attacks. The digital app helps care givers, 
including emergency department providers, to safely and effectively utilize serial blood samples in the 
diagnosis and treatment of patients with chest pain. 

• Providing an introductory and “welcome” video from the provider for new consult patients scheduled 
with certain physicians, together with information about what to expect at the first visit. 

• Offering telehealth options, including Duke Health Anywhere, Duke Telestroke Network, and video visits 
and remote monitoring in the home, as detailed further in Question 1.9. 

Duke has a variety of telehealth programs and solutions aimed at improving accessibility and patient experience 
for its communities. Duke has experienced significant success with the following telehealth offerings: 

• Duke Health Anywhere was launched by Duke in September 2019 and allows 24/7 access to urgent care 
providers for common ailments. Each virtual visit costs a flat $49, pricing that was determined by market 
review of industry virtual visit platforms. Duke Health Anywhere has experienced growing success and 
increased utilization, with virtual visits increasing each month and totaling nearly 2,000 since the 

1.9. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to further enhance telehealth programs (e-visits and consults; remote specialty monitoring such as eICU) and 
similar digital health platforms and capabilities. 
1.9.1. Discuss Respondent’s strategy to receive a reasonable reimbursement for these services 
1.9.2. Describe the scope and timing of implementing any of Respondent’s initiatives (for both urban and rural 
populations) at NHRMC and/or within the Service Area. 
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September 2019 rollout. At this time, Duke Health Anywhere visits are self-pay, but Duke is actively 
pursuing payer coverage for this service.  

• Virtual consults allow a provider or facility to connect with a distant specialist in real time to deliver clinical 
services directly supporting the care of the patient at the originating site. The platform is used in both the 
inpatient and outpatient settings. One example of a virtual consult is the Duke Tele-Maternal Fetal 
Medicine program, which has enabled Duke physicians to perform specialized high-risk OB consultations 
to outpatient settings and has allowed many high-risk OB patients to be managed locally. Duke’s maternal 
fetal medicine providers also offer primary interpretation of fetal ultrasound images remotely. 

• In 2013, Duke developed the Duke Telestroke Network (DTN) connecting regional and rural affiliates via 
virtual consults to the Duke Stroke Center, certified as a Comprehensive Stroke Center by The Joint 
Commission. Private Diagnostic Clinic’s stroke specialists provide 24/7/365 remote consultative services 
focused on delivering successful neurologic subspecialty care to patients in the local setting and 
identifying instances in which patients should be transferred for interventional procedures. The existing 
DTN supports seven hospitals across North Carolina and Virginia. Since 2013, the DTN has conducted more 
than 5,700 telestroke visits.  

• Launched in 2016, e-consults allow a primary care provider to place an order in Epic to request 
recommendations from a Duke specialist. The virtual platform has transformed the relationship between 
providers, resulting in patients receiving better options for specialty care more promptly and improved 
specialist access. At Duke, e-consults are being conducted across many adult and pediatric specialties with 
a total volume of over 4,900 consults.  

• Scheduled video visits have been live and fully integrated with Epic since 2016, and are available across 
surgery, orthopaedics, heart, endocrine, and pediatrics. Patient satisfaction is greater than 98% for 
scheduled video visits. Duke is currently billing for video visits successfully with multiple payers. 

• Since 2013, Duke HomeCare and Hospice has offered remote monitoring services to patients with 
congestive heart failure and other advanced chronic illnesses. Partnering with a third-party 
devise/technology company to place user-friendly devices in the home, track patient-specific trends, and 
proactively intervene when appropriate has enabled Duke to achieve reductions in hospital readmissions. 

Duke intends to offer NHRMC access to Duke’s full suite of telehealth programs and digital solutions where 
applicable and appropriate. Timing for implementation of these programs would be collaboratively determined 
with NHRMC management, with a focus on extending those programs that will be most impactful to the NHRMC 
communities. It is Duke’s understanding that NHRMC utilizes telehealth for primary care e-visits and its widely-
recognized home care monitoring program. Duke is interested in discussing NHRMC’s experience and utilizing the 
best of both organizations’ capabilities to better serve their communities. 

1.10. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to establish a Command Center to monitor data from the health system and use it to improve efficiency, quality 
and safety and to manage inpatient referrals for advanced care. 

Duke has a centralized approach to develop tools to help monitor performance and improve operations, patient 
satisfaction, quality and safety, and patient access. Duke utilizes Vizient for modeling and comparison to peers 
and Epic for data, tools, and user-friendly interfaces. Duke has recently collaborated with GE Healthcare to create 
Duke’s CARE Hub, a command center that employs machine learning and predictive analytics to assist in real-time 
decision-making. In a strategic partnership with NHRMC, Duke anticipates sharing best practices, existing 
capabilities, and innovative tools and dashboards to leverage Duke’s emerging platform to support the creation 
of a command center at NHRMC. The unified approach would allow for real-time insights into performance 
opportunities, monitoring improvement efforts and maximizing patient flow efficiency.  
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Examples of tools used across Duke to help monitor and improve operational performance, patient satisfaction, 
quality and patient safety, and patient access are shown below (see Questions 6.1-6.1.2 for information on 
additional tools to support Duke quality and safety):  

Focus Area Tools 

Quality and Safety 

• Hand hygiene and personal protective equipment (PPE) compliance 

• Inpatient mortality review 

• Patient harms dashboard (at the entity, service line, and unit level) 

• Readmissions dashboard (at the entity, specialty, and patient level) 

• Mortality dashboard (at the entity, specialty, and patient level) 

• Patient Safety Indicator dashboard (at the entity, specialty, and patient level) 

• Imaging utilization 

• Provider dashboards 

• Safety event reporting monitoring 

• Culture of safety surveys (including workforce well-being, teamwork, and 
safety) 

Operational Performance 

• OR utilization and flow, including block assignments 

• Census heat maps focused on peak demand for services 

• Emergency department flow 

• Ambulatory and clinic cycle time 

Patient Access and Growth 

• Lead time 

• Template utilization 

• Call center performance 

• Patient volumes: unique lives and new patient visits 

• Utilization and capacity at Duke hospitals 

Patient Satisfaction • Entity and ambulatory dashboards 

Duke consistently utilizes data to analyze opportunities to better manage inpatient referrals as well as expand 
services across the system. The use of robust data analytics at Duke has supported the development of new service 
offerings at Duke’s community hospitals, including the expansion of neurosurgical coverage to Duke Regional 
Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital and interventional thrombectomies to Duke Raleigh Hospital.  

1.10.1. Briefly discuss Respondent’s experience fostering collaborative relationships that establish regional and 
national systems.  

Duke is dedicated to strengthening community hospitals regionally and nationally to keep care local. Duke 
Network Services, with more than 25 years of experience, supports these efforts through a wide range of 
community-based specialty and hospital relationships linked to the expertise of Duke, including but not limited to 
the Duke programmatic specialty affiliations in cancer, heart, and telestroke, and the Duke LifePoint joint venture. 
Currently, Duke has almost 50 arrangements with over 25 healthcare organizations across seven states. Duke 
programs are tailored to meet the unique needs and goals of Duke programmatic specialty affiliates based on a 
collaborative assessment and planning process. Please refer to Question 6.1.4 for examples of collaborative 
performance improvement efforts in which Duke has engaged in assisting affiliate organizations.  

In addition, Duke collaborates regularly with physicians and other healthcare providers across North Carolina to 
establish industry best practices, streamline clinical workflows, and improve the quality of care for patients. The 
Duke Transfer Center team meets quarterly with referring hospitals to discuss quality improvement and methods 
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to keep care local and also meets collaboratively with hospitals within its service areas to discuss transfer center 
best practices and trends. The Duke Physician Liaison team regularly meets with 1,200 referring physicians across 
a 32-county area in North Carolina to improve care coordination, understand community needs, and streamline 
clinical workflows.  

1.10.2. Describe the scope and timing of implementing a Command Center at NHRMC. 

If NHRMC desires, Duke could immediately incorporate NHRMC into the Duke Transfer Center operations to 
maximize system capacity and streamline transfers. In addition, NHRMC and Duke can review the existing 
performance improvement tools, capabilities, and dashboards and determine which would benefit NHRMC 
immediately. Duke’s initial position is that integration planning can occur prior to closing and would include 
selection of tools and capabilities, development of a timeline, and understanding of the necessary support 
resources. As Duke builds CARE Hub command center with GE Healthcare over the next 12-18 months, Duke 
intends to integrate NHRMC into the broader work efforts and for NHRMC to have a voice in the command center 
creation process.  

1.11. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to facilitate care delivery and wellness services in rural areas. 

In 1925, James B. Duke willed $4 million to establish Duke University Hospital and its medical school. His goal: to 
improve healthcare in the Carolinas, then a relatively poor region lacking in hospitals and care providers. Ever 
since, Duke has remained committed to facilitating care delivery and wellness services to the rural areas in the 
region. Duke strongly supports NHRMC’s rural healthcare offerings and would seek to enhance the existing care 
delivery and wellness services provided by NHRMC. Several of Duke’s rural programs are highlighted below: 

• Duke's education programs offer opportunities for rural healthcare education and access, and ultimately 
assist placement of physician, advanced practice providers, and nurse trainees at rural hospitals and clinics 
throughout the region. For example, the Physician Assistant Program requires that all students complete 
at least one four-week clinical rotation in a medically underserved area during the second year of the 
program. One program is at Bakersfield Community Health Center, a Federally Qualified Health Center in 
Mitchell County, which offers rotations to physician assistant students. In 2018, a physician assistant 
student who previously completed a rotation at Bakersfield Community Health Center returned to the 
clinic on a full-time basis.  

• Duke is also preparing the implementation of a rural family medicine residency program at Maria Parham 
Medical Center, a Duke LifePoint hospital, focused on training family medicine physicians to provide care 
in rural settings. Additionally, there are ongoing collaboration discussions to create a rural general surgery 
program to support surgical training in rural communities across the region. 

• As mentioned in the responses to Questions 1.9 and 6.1.4, Duke has several programs and affiliates that 
increase access and quality at rural hospitals, such as the Duke Quality Network through its relationship 
with Duke LifePoint, Duke Telestroke Network, Duke Cancer Network, and the Duke Heart Network.  
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1.12. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to prepare for, respond to and recover from natural disasters with specific detail on hurricane, tropical storm 
and storm surge preparedness, response and recovery. 

Duke would welcome the opportunity to review existing policies and protocols for NHRMC and jointly determine 
best practices to implement across the organizations. To the extent applicable, Duke intends to integrate and 
augment the current Southeastern Regional Advisory Committee system and, upon request, provide ongoing 
support in preparation for and following a natural disaster event. There are several resources and staff that Duke 
may be able to provide in addition to NHRMC’s current capabilities, such as: 

• Leveraging the Duke Transfer Center and Life Flight, in addition to NHRMC’s AirLink/VitaLink, to prioritize 
patient movement, early evacuations, and coordination of expedited return back 

• Augmenting the disaster command center with nursing and pediatric staffing, as well as the State Medical 
Assistance Team (SMAT), under the Duke Healthcare Preparedness Coalition to support NHRMC’s existing 
SMAT III 
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SECTION 2: ADVANCING THE VALUE OF CARE 

• Duke established the Population Health Management Office (PHMO) in an effort to centralize 20+ years of 
population health capabilities. Duke values NHRMC’s experience and capabilities and intends for PHMO to 
collaborate with NHRMC and develop a best-of-breed population health platform. 

• Similar to NHRMC, Duke partnered with Blue Cross North Carolina to form Experience Health, a Medicare 
Advantage product which began accepting enrollment in October 2019. Duke believes New Hanover Health 
Advantage and Experience Health are critical to a future population health strategy. Duke fully supports 
New Hanover Health Advantage, including the relationship with FirstHealth, and intends to share best 
practices to further the success of both products. 

• Duke Connected Care (DCC), a clinically integrated network (CIN) with more than 2,300 providers, 
participates in the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) and Cigna Collaborative Accountable Care 
Organization (ACO) Program. Duke recognizes the success Physician Quality Partners continues to have and 
would collaborate with NHRMC to determine how DCC and Physician Quality Partners will complement 
each other and develop overall best practices. 

• Duke’s focus on patient experience and satisfaction is evident in the longstanding investment the 
organization has made to involve patients in quality and patient safety initiatives as well as prioritize patient 
feedback for each encounter with Duke providers. Additionally, Duke continues to invest in innovative care 
coordination initiatives with independent physicians, care continuum providers, and community members. 
Duke intends to offer all patient satisfaction and care coordination programs to NHRMC to develop a shared 
platform that coordinates and engages patients in the best manner possible. 

 
2.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
ability to maintain and improve high-quality care while controlling the cost of healthcare delivery. 

Duke values NHRMC’s experience and capabilities and intends to collaboratively develop a best-of-breed 
population health platform through a strategic partnership with NHRMC. For more than 20 years, Duke has refined 
its population health platform and developed substantial experience delivering successful population health 
management services. In 2016, Duke established the PHMO in an effort to centralize its population health 
capabilities. The interdisciplinary team includes individuals focused on clinical services, administration, care 
management, data analytics, and provider relations.  

Duke’s current capabilities include action-oriented data analytics, patient-centered care management, and data-
driven quality improvement across the network. These services aim to improve patient and provider satisfaction, 
as well as quality and utilization outcomes, while balancing standardization with nimbleness and flexibility. For 
example, the care management services are certified by the National Center for Quality Assurance, and services 
exceed industry standard practice. At the same time, services continuously evolve to best align with risks from 
diverse populations, and function in an array of settings (e.g., rural, urban, home, clinic) to ensure implementation 
is patient- and provider-centric. 

• Results-Driven Care Management: Care management services comprise multidisciplinary teams of nurses, 
pharmacists, community health workers, physicians, coordinators, and pharmacy technicians. Care 
managers assess, educate, and motivate members and help identify and lower barriers to achieving 
members’ care plan goals while coordinating with members’ primary care medical homes. Teams deliver 
services in the home, in the clinic, by phone, and at the bedside, and address health risks across the 
lifespan, beginning with at-risk pregnancies through end of life.  

Services are initiated several ways, including provider referrals/requests, risk stratification, and upon a 
specific encounter. For example, Duke’s Resource Center is focused on ensuring smooth transitions of 
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care for all discharges, as well as supporting inpatient case management with discharge planning tasks. 
These services help resolve any medication or appointment barriers, particularly for highest-risk patients.  

To foster integration and efficient coordination, all care management services are documented directly 
as part of the patient’s medical record in Epic. This ensures care management services augment and 
reinforce existing plans of care with the broader care team. In addition, these services are monitored to 
assess operational efficiency and effectiveness, and used as a basis for reporting engagement to external 
partners, such as prepaid health plans and other groups who have delegated these functions to Duke.  

• Actionable Data Analytics: Data analytics services combine the electronic medical record and claims data 
for risk stratification, ADT alerts, clinical variation analytics, performance dashboards, reporting (e.g., 
quality, HCC, utilization), and value-based performance analysis. Services are accessible, transparent, 
accurate, and actionable. For example, member lists from payers are quickly matched with clinical data 
and distributed to providers and care teams in the network to prioritize engagement. 

• Evidence-Based Community Support: Teams engage community-based organizations and primary care 
practices with performance information and community resources. For example, clinical RNs and business 
analysts share reports about practice performance consistent with value-based outcomes and evaluation. 
Teams engage practices with insights about their highest-risk members, as well as performance on 
evidence-based clinical process measures. 

To further the population health strategy, Duke established a clinically integrated network in 2013, called Duke 
Connected Care (DCC), to deepen partnerships with payers and valued community partners. Population health 
management programming described above is delivered through DCC. DCC is further described in Question 2.1.3.  

Duke’s commitment is to deliver high-value care to all patients. The preference and direction are that any patients 
that come to Duke for primary care needs are attributed to the system under a value-based contract in order to 
maintain alignment with both the patient and the payer. Duke’s overall payer strategy is outlined below:  

• Duke (and all partner providers) shall be “in network” with any payer products that are financially viable 

• Duke will meet the market by focusing on value and care delivery 

• Duke accepts the transition to shared savings and beyond 

Duke has a long history of delivering high quality care in conjunction with innovative value-based arrangements:  

Program Year Description 

Northern Piedmont Community Care 1998 
Program to manage the cost and quality for a six-
county Community Care of North Carolina 
network covering the Medicaid population  

DukeWELL 2009 
Program to manage Duke employee health and 
wellness plan (managing risk under contracts with 
Duke Health providers) 

Blue Cross Bundle (CJR) 2010-2012 
Total episode bundle for hip and knee 
replacements 

BPCI (PCI/Stent) 2012-2014 
One of the first participants in a Medicare bundled 
payment program 

Duke Connected Care 2013 
Clinically Integrated Network/Accountable Care 
Organization now encompassing more than 2,300 
providers 

Aetna Whole Health 2013 - Present Value-based arrangement 
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MSSP Track I 2014-2017 Upside only 

Cigna Collaborative Care  2014 - Present Value-based arrangement 

Various Medicare Advantage 2015 Pay for performance 

Medicare CJR 2018 Comprehensive Joint Replacement 

MSSP Track III 2018 - 2020 Shared savings and shared loss potential 

Blue Premier 2019 - Present Value-based arrangement 

Experience Health 2020 
Joint venture Medicare Advantage plan with 
BCBSNC 

Medicaid “My Health” TBD TBD 

Duke utilizes a comprehensive framework for enhancing performance in a value-based environment. The 
framework is designed to optimize performance in three major areas: risk adjustment, quality, and cost of care. 
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2.1.1. Describe Respondent’s innovative strategies to help control out-of-pocket costs, including those for 
patients with high-deductibles and copays as well as self-pay patients. 

In addition to value-based arrangements referenced in Question 2.1, Duke has various initiatives in place to 
control costs, help patients understand their options, and provide pricing transparency. For example, all patients, 
with the few exceptions described in Question 3.1.1, are eligible for financial assistance under the Duke Financial 
Assistance policy, regardless of insured status. Duke proactively screens all patients entering through the 
emergency department under the policy and financial care counselors assist patients in understanding their 
insurance benefits and payment plans.  

Duke is committed to offering price transparency solutions that allow patients insight into costs of services 
provided at Duke clinics. Duke’s centralized Financial Services group provides personalized estimates for 
professional and hospital fees, which are further reinforced by MyChart’s display of estimated costs. Through 
MyChart, Duke is planning to implement the “Guest Estimates” program, which will allow patients to 
competitively shop frequent procedures and services by entering a name or code and receiving an immediate 
estimate of cost. Phase II of the “Guest Estimates” program will implement the process on mobile devices. 
Additional information on MyChart can be found in Questions 1.8 and 1.8.1.  

As an extension of Duke’s financial assistance policy, Duke has a robust charity care and community benefits 
program. For the fiscal years ended June 30, 2018 and 2019, Duke provided an estimated $552 and $597 million, 
respectively, in total community benefit and investment. Additional information outlining various initiatives Duke 
is participating in to address issues impacting community health can be found in Questions 3.2-3.2.1.3. 

2.1.2. Describe any health plan owned or joint ventured by Respondent. Discuss the rationale for this “vertical” 
strategy and how it furthers the goals and objectives of Respondent’s organization. 

Similar to NHRMC, Duke has recently emphasized vertical alignment strategies from a Medicaid and Medicare 
Advantage perspective. NHRMC and Duke participated in the My Health by Health Providers efforts in the 
managed Medicaid space. Regarding Medicare Advantage, Duke and Blue Cross North Carolina formed a jointly 
owned (50%/50%) insurance company, Experience Health, which began enrollment in October of 2019 and went 
live January 1, 2020. Experience Health allows Duke to: 

• Encourage strong patient-physician relationships through enhanced communication 

• Apply advanced data analytics to inform care delivery, especially to those with chronic conditions 

• Provide care management and care coordination so patients have clear treatment plans and support to 
achieve their health goals 

• Simplify processes for appointments, billing, and timely access to healthcare professionals to enhance the 
member experience 

While in its infancy, Duke believes Experience Health will be a critical component of its population health strategy 
in the future. To enhance growth potential, Experience Health has expanded the provider network to include 
other regional providers. Duke’s success in Experience Health will be a determinant in expanded value-based 
contracting in the future. 

2.1.2.1. Comment on Respondent’s position on continuing NHRMC’s efforts to establish, own and operate a 
Medicare Advantage health plan. 

Duke is travelling a path similar to NHRMC’s with respect to Medicare Advantage and fully supports New Hanover 
Health Advantage, including the relationship with FirstHealth. Duke recognizes the value of NHRMC’s wholly-
owned plan and the potential to capture the full premium dollar, a tremendous step into value-based care for 
NHRMC. Duke would look to share operational best practices and identify available strategic opportunities to 
deliver better value to providers and patients, subject to due diligence and Duke gaining a better understanding 
of NHRMC’s efforts.  
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2.1.2.2. Describe how any health plan affiliated or partnered with Respondent could enhance NHRMC’s efforts 
to lower cost and improve access in the Service Area. 

Together, NHRMC and Duke can apply the learnings from each’s direct experience in executing their respective 
value-based strategies. A collaborative approach will allow both NHRMC and Duke to improve their Medicare 
Advantage products, lower costs for consumers, and improve access throughout the service areas. Duke strongly 
believes that collaboration between NHRMC and Duke will provide exponential benefits to the communities they 
serve. 

2.1.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
ability to establish and further participate in value-based provider networks (e.g., ACO and CIN) and/or value-
based care initiatives. 
2.1.3.1. Discuss Respondent’s approach to NHRMC’s existing value-based networks, including any opportunities 
to expand or improve upon these networks. 

Since the creation of Duke Connected Care (DCC), Duke has continuously deployed value-based care initiatives to 
focus on quality, access and cost. DCC is a physician-led clinically integrated network that aims to improve the 
quality of healthcare while addressing rising healthcare costs. Administered through the Duke Population Health 
Management Office, DCC functions as an ACO, participating in the CMS MSSP and in the Cigna Collaborative Care 
ACO program. 

DCC has a full complement of over 2,300 providers and has 18 independent entities with approximately 120 
independent providers. DCC contracts on behalf of participating providers in upside and two-sided risk 
arrangements in commercial and Medicare populations. DCC also serves as contracting agent on behalf of 
participants included in North Carolina’s Advance Medical Home program for Medicaid. In 2018, DCC achieved a 
MSSP quality score of 93% and generated over $4.1 million in savings compared to benchmarks. The quality score 
and percentage of savings compared to benchmark were among the highest compared to similar academic 
institutions. 

If selected as the Strategic Partner, Duke would collaborate with NHRMC to determine how DCC and Physician 
Quality Partners will complement each other and share overall best practices. 

2.1.3.2. Describe any operational or strategic synergies that may be captured by combining Respondent’s value-
based networks with NHRMC affiliated or partnered networks. 

With NHRMC, Duke would explore the potential for an affiliated or separate network, based on an assessment of 
current resources, potential synergies, and service area opportunity. To maximize integration with practices and 
the community, as well as efficiency and scale, population health programming would be established and 
delivered locally (i.e., not from the Triangle). Additional information is in the response to Question 5.4. 

2.1.4. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
capabilities in value-based care contracting models (e.g., bundles, shared savings, capitation, etc.) with 
commercial insurers, employers and governmental health programs. 

Duke would partner with NHRMC to mutually grow expertise in evaluating value-based contracting options, 
including bundled payment, shared savings, and capitation arrangements. Duke’s current process involves 
examining relationships between various program elements (or variables) to estimate their impacts on 
performance. These variables include contracting design (e.g., savings and loss corridors, attribution 
methodology), CIN configuration (e.g., practice participation), and CIN interventions (e.g., initiatives to reduce 
readmissions, improve quality). Following the assessment, the variables are then applied with variable 
directionality and magnitude to a baseline of current performance to estimate a range of probable results. The 
analysis guides Duke to ensure informed decision-making when exploring value-based arrangements across the 
payer spectrum. Duke and NHRMC will assess contracting models to determine a best practices approach. The 
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customization of value-based models may focus on the unique attributes of each of the combined organization’s 
respective service areas. 

As described in Question 2.1, all aspects of the Duke Framework for Value-Based Care are important. However, 
Duke’s achievements in bundled payment arrangements and shared savings models can be significantly credited 
to physician engagement. Supporting the direction of clinical leadership, Duke has created co-management 
agreements to support an aligned approach to caring for patients. Ensuring continued physician engagement and 
aligned incentives is a critical component to value-based success. 

2.1.4.1. Discuss Respondent’s outlook on the timing and materiality of future value-based arrangements. 
2.1.4.2. Discuss how Respondent could help NHRMC enhance value-based care contracting efforts. Describe 
specific programs and plans that Respondent would implement at NHRMC. 

Duke would partner closely with NHRMC to determine pace of value-based contracting based on capability and 
opportunity. Duke’s value-based capabilities and infrastructure will be offered to NHRMC. Duke recognizes the 
industry movement towards value-based arrangements and intends to ensure the organization is at the forefront 
of preparation, readiness, and “first to market” contracting. Regardless of contract type (e.g., fee for service or 
value-based), Duke would partner with NHRMC to develop combined infrastructure to achieve better population 
health outcomes. 

Value-based payer arrangements are an integral part of the growth strategy at Duke. Duke continues to invest 
heavily in the PHMO and the population health and provider engagement framework to ensure an effective 
transition to value-based care. If successful in managing quality and cost of care, shared savings and future 
capitation will enable Duke to excel clinically and financially. 

 

2.1.5. Provide detail on how cost and quality and patient safety were impacted at hospitals and health systems 
that have recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. Please rely on the examples provided in 
response to section 6. Driving Quality of Care Throughout the Continuum and 8. Ensuring Long-Term Financial 
Security. 

Duke has a long history of focusing on cost and quality improvements. Duke hospitals continue to be recognized 
as top performers in the public rankings (CMS Star Ratings, Leapfrog, U.S. News and World Report) and 
demonstrate improvement with more extensive internal quality data tracking. Additional information on 
performance improvement in quality, safety, and patient satisfaction, as well as information on Duke’s 
programmatic specialty affiliate networks, including the Duke Quality Network, Duke Telestroke Network, Duke 
Heart Network, and Duke Cancer Network, is located in Question 6.1.4. 

2.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have in developing 
and/or enhancing NHRMC’s patient satisfaction programs, including monitoring and using feedback to make 
improvements in the patient experience. 
2.2.1. Discuss how Respondent could help NHRMC enhance patient satisfaction. Describe specific programs and 
plans that Respondent would implement at NHRMC. 
2.2.2. Provide detail on patient satisfaction for hospitals and health systems that have recently affiliated or 
partnered with the Respondent.  

Duke shares NHRMC’s commitment to enhancing patient satisfaction. Patient experience, with a focus on the 
delivery of patient-centered care, is a driving principle for Duke’s care delivery efforts and is one of its key strategic 
focus areas to continue differentiating Duke in the future. Duke has implemented many initiatives as part of a 
comprehensive patient experience strategy including expanded access to care, care coordination, facility design, 
community integration, patient education and technology-based tools. Duke would like to collaboratively evaluate 
both organizations’ programs and work with NHRMC to develop a best-of-breed platform. Duke commits to 

[Please see redacted item #3 in the Redaction Addendum. Verbiage containing competitive healthcare activity 
related to the amount of care under value-based arrangements and related go-forward strategic plans/timing.] 
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offering all patient satisfaction programs, including those outlined below, to NHRMC as a component of the 
evaluation. The timing and deployment of any program will be determined with NHRMC management. 

Duke continuously monitors patient satisfaction scores and consistently performs at a high level. Efforts are 
coordinated centrally through an enterprise-wide Patient Experience Oversight Team, established in 2011, which 
includes patient and family representatives. Duke uses a multifaceted approach to monitoring and improving 
patient satisfaction across all sites, including the following examples:  

• The Patient & Visitor Relations team is comprised of numerous patient advocates who educate employees 
and monitor complaints and grievances. The patient advocates support staff efforts to engage patients 
proactively through purposeful rounding, safety huddles, and increased communication, and to focus on 
data-driven methods to define areas for improved experience and solutions to drive better results. The 
patient advocates also provide support for ongoing training on effective service recovery. The primary 
education technique employed by patient advocates is the RELATE (Reassure, Explain, Listen, Answer, 
Take Action, Express Appreciation) model, which serves as a guideline for effective communication by 
employing active listening techniques to reduce patient and family anxiety, promote safety, and enhance 
satisfaction and loyalty. 

• The Patient Family Advisory Council (PFAC) Program, founded in 2005 and the first of its kind nationwide, 
affords patients and families the unique opportunity to actively engage in efforts to improve the patient 
and family experience. The program is structured around an executive committee that connects entity 
and service line-focused PFACs, which inform and drive local improvement activities. PFAC community 
members undergo a centralized onboarding process and routinely participate in quality and patient 
satisfaction improvement initiatives. PFAC members also have given input into workflows and care 
processes, patient-facing education materials, and input into the construction and design of new buildings 
such as the Cancer Center and Duke Medical Pavilion. Providing the communities’ members an influential 
voice has been invaluable in shaping Duke’s care delivery. The work of the Duke Regional Hospital PFAC 
was recently recognized by the Triangle Business Journal as a Health Care Hero.  

• Additionally, Duke researchers conducted a patient-centric experiment which distributed a simple, three 
question, pre-visit form for patients to describe the issues to be addressed during their visit. The goal of 
the survey was to enhance patient-doctor communications and ensure that doctors clearly understand 
each patient’s goals before every visit. The 2018 response was remarkable, with 96% of the 14,600+ 
patients completing the survey. Clinic providers were able to better address all patient needs, provide 
real-time feedback, and alleviate any concerns for the patients. 

All three Duke hospitals have been drivers of increased patient satisfaction across the system and serve as 
invaluable assets to their respective communities. Overseen by the Patient Experience Oversight Team, Duke’s 
focus on patient satisfaction using a data-driven performance improvement approach has enabled all three Duke 
hospitals to outperform the United States and North Carolina averages for HCAHPS metrics on “Rate hospital 9-
10” and “Recommend this hospital,” and show improvement year over year on other HCAHPS metrics. Further 
information regarding patient satisfaction at specialty affiliate hospitals is located in Question 6.1.4. 

 

Global Question FY17 Avg FY18 Avg FY19 Avg Global Question FY17 Avg FY18 Avg FY19 Avg Global Question FY17 Avg FY18 Avg FY19 Avg

Rate hospital 9-10 81.98% 81.27% 81.40% Rate hospital 9-10 72.10% 73.94% 73.22% Rate hospital 9-10 73.28% 74.37% 74.36%

Recommend this hospital 85.78% 88.07% 85.27% Recommend this hospital 76.76% 78.70% 77.20% Recommend this hospital 78.22% 80.06% 78.76%

Communication with Nurses 83.16% 83.61% 84.59% Communication with Nurses 78.35% 79.44% 79.99% Communication with Nurses 83.30% 84.74% 83.07%

Response of Hospital Staff 64.75% 64.45% 67.65% Response of Hospital Staff 59.17% 62.36% 64.97% Response of Hospital Staff 67.70% 68.52% 66.88%

Communication with Doctors 85.92% 86.15% 86.92% Communication with Doctors 84.87% 85.50% 84.78% Communication with Doctors 85.41% 88.49% 86.75%

Hospital Environment 62.34% 63.89% 63.53% Hospital Environment 62.13% 65.06% 65.99% Hospital Environment 65.56% 67.65% 69.02%

Room and bathroon kept clean 80.38% 78.77% 78.97% Room and bathroon kept clean 85.36% 86.14% 87.38% Room and bathroon kept clean N/A N/A N/A

Area around room quiet at night 77.85% 79.58% 78.17% Area around room quiet at night 80.44% 81.09% 79.84% Area around room quiet at night N/A N/A N/A

Communciation about Pain N/A 70.11% 71.70% Communciation about Pain N/A 68.88% 66.53% Communciation about Pain N/A 73.86% 69.40%

Communication re Medicine 65.28% 66.35% 65.73% Communication re Medicine 61.40% 62.78% 63.83% Communication re Medicine 65.33% 67.13% 65.82%

Discharge Process 89.09% 87.95% 88.33% Discharge Process 86.93% 87.63% 87.85% Discharge Process N/A N/A N/A

Discharge Information 91.16% 91.55% 92.37% Discharge Information 90.31% 89.74% 90.63% Discharge Information 86.97% 88.13% 90.38%

Care Transition 61.09% 64.31% 64.05% Care Transition 56.18% 57.77% 58.27% Care Transition 58.22% 62.39% 60.99%

Hospital Consumer Assessment of Health Providers & Systems 

Duke Raleigh Hospital

Hospital Consumer Assessment of Health Providers & Systems 

Duke Regional Hospital

Hospital Consumer Assessment of Health Providers & Systems 

Duke University Hospital
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Care coordination and case management is a critical priority for Duke. Integrated throughout the organization, 
Duke’s case managers coordinate care with hospitals, physicians, skilled nursing facilities, home health agencies, 
and community agencies, both public and private. Several of Duke’s specific care coordination efforts are 
described below: 

• The Duke Transfer Center works with physicians and facilities across the region to coordinate patient 
transfers to and from Duke hospitals and also monitors and ensures optimal utilization at Duke hospitals. 
Available 24/7, the dedicated team ensures patients receive the highest quality care at the location that 
best meets each patient’s needs. The staff facilitates physician-to-physician consults, coordinates 
insurance approval and transport services, and provides timely communication for patients. In 2019, the 
Duke Transfer Center handled 16,545 transfer requests. More detailed information regarding the Duke 
Transfer Center and Duke’s vision for the treatment of transfers with NHRMC is located in Questions 7.2 
and 7.2.1.  

• DukeWELL Care Management, a division of the PHMO, is composed of care managers, care specialists, 
and care coordinators, among others. DukeWELL helps eligible, high-risk patients transition across care 
settings, access the proper care, and adhere to treatment plans. The program is accredited by the National 
Committee for Quality Assurance. 

• In addition to DukeWELL, the PHMO, described in Question 2.1, works extensively with providers within 
the care continuum. The PHMO coordinates care with these providers across several initiatives, including 
two notable programs outlined in Question 2.3.3: NCCare360 and Local Access to Coordinated Healthcare 
in Durham.  

Further information on additional case management programs at Duke is located in Question 6.1.3. 

Duke is continuously focused on improving care coordination across the system and its affiliates, including with 
innovative experimentation and collaboration with its community partners. Described below are several current 
initiatives that Duke is engaged in: 

• Care coordination across Duke is supported by the use of Epic. Epic MedLink allows documented evidence 
of transitions in encounter records, creating a timely and secure transmission of vital patient information 
from one provider to another. Duke strongly believes that an efficient electronic health record, deployed 
across all care settings, is critical to ensure safety and satisfaction as the patient moves across the care 
continuum. Duke works with physicians, patients, and community partners to consistently refine and 
augment the existing platform, seeking methods to ensure seamless care coordination.  

• Discussed in Question 1.4, the Health Optimization Program for Elders (HOPE) initiative began as an 
innovative experiment and subsequently has been rolled out through the Skilled Nursing Facility 
Collaborative, a partnership between Duke and its community partners. Beginning with an inpatient 
consultation, the HOPE team works with community partners to promote higher-quality transitions and 
care for post-discharge patients. More than 20 facilities with 2,400 Medicare certified beds across seven 
counties participate in the Skilled Nursing Facility Collaborative, with significant success thus far as 
described in Question 2.3.2.  

• A multidisciplinary team of clinical representatives and care managers from Duke are working with the 
Transitions of Care Learning Collaborative, a collective of six major hospital systems across the country. 
The collaborative is currently focused on creating a seamless transition and longitudinal care plan for 

2.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have in developing 
and/or enhancing how NHRMC coordinates patients within the continuum of care, both within the system (e.g., 
using patient care coordinators) and outside the system. 

2.3.1. Describe any current or planned initiatives by the Respondent that would improve patient care 
coordination in the communities it serves. 
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diabetes patients in the community. To date, the established platform has ongoing discussions related to 
innovative programs to provide excellent care coordination for all patients. 

• Started in July of 2019, Project COMET (Caring for patients with Opioid Misuse through Evidence-based 
Treatment) is an innovative initiative focused on improving the quality of care provided to hospitalized 
patients with opioid use disorder. The multidisciplinary approach involves a dedicated hospitalist 
physician and social worker who evaluate patients with concern for opioid use disorder in general 
medicine and other specialty services, while a nurse liaison and pharmacist monitor the patient regularly. 
Once designated for the program, patients are given medication to treat opioid use disorder and acute 
opioid withdrawal, and the care team subsequently coordinates ongoing treatment for opioid use 
disorder post-discharge. Approximately 150 unique individuals have been served since initiation of the 
program, with nearly 70 started and/or maintained on medication-assisted therapy and 16 individuals 
discharged early to a skilled nursing facility or outpatient parenteral antibiotic therapy for completion of 
IV antibiotic treatment. Further information regarding Duke’s efforts to tackle the opioid epidemic is 
described in Question 3.2.1.2. 

2.3.2. Describe any enhancements to patient care coordination that Respondent can introduce to NHRMC. 

As a component of the strategic partnership, NHRMC would have access to all Duke’s care coordination 
infrastructure, capabilities, and innovative initiatives. Duke would like to better understand the existing care 
coordination services at NHRMC and ultimately design a joint business plan that shares best practices and 
augments both organization’s current efforts. Duke expects that collaboration with NHRMC will enhance patient 
care coordination at both NHRMC and Duke, and across the inpatient platform through length of stay initiatives 
and readmission reduction strategies as well as increased care coordination across the continuum.  

For example, the HOPE program, referenced in Questions 1.4 and 2.3.1, can be extended to NHRMC and skilled 
nursing facilities throughout the Wilmington region. HOPE resulted in nearly 30% fewer 30-day readmissions and 
Duke believes that increased engagement with skilled nursing facilities across the Wilmington region can result in 
similar enhancements at NHRMC.  

Duke develops partnerships with public and private social service organizations throughout the Triangle area and 
North Carolina. Several of Duke’s most noteworthy partnerships focused on care coordination are described in 
detail below. Duke maintains numerous other partnerships with public and private social service organizations to 
address issues impacting community health, which are described in Questions 3.2-3.2.1.3. Duke commits to 
working with NHRMC to establish new partnerships and further expand existing partnerships to drive value to the 
communities in NHRMC’s service area. Duke strongly believes that its innovative, research-based approach will 
assist NHRMC in addressing issues and concerns unique to the Wilmington region. 

• Healthy Durham 20/20 was launched in 2017 with the goal of addressing the social determinants of health 
and promoting existing and new systems and policies to reduce health disparities and improve Durham’s 
health. The initiative brings together a multisector coalition of government, education, faith, healthcare, 
community, philanthropy, and business organizations, including but not limited to the City of Durham, 
Durham County, Durham County Chamber of Commerce, and Durham Public Schools. To further its 
mission of ensuring sustained improvement in the health and quality of life of the entire Durham 
Community, Healthy Durham 20/20 increases awareness for existing health initiatives, advocates for 
system health policy improvements, creates programs to fill health gaps, and serves as a catalyst for 
improvement. Healthy Durham 20/20’s ultimate vision is to make Durham County one of the healthiest 
counties in the nation. Duke is a major contributor to Healthy Durham 20/20 from a clinical and academic 
perspective and is proud to partner with the organizations of Healthy Durham 20/20. 

2.3.3. Discuss how Respondent could help NHRMC establish or further develop partnerships with public and 
private social service organizations in the Service Area to drive value (e.g., Department of Health). 
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• NCCare360, the statewide coordinated care network, connects individuals to local health and human 
services resources in every North Carolina community to identify and address social determinants of 
health. Duke is involved with NCCare360 in the Triangle area, providing numerous employees across 
disciplines access to the tool for use in referring patients to community-based organizations. Duke 
believes the value-added impact of addressing social determinants in a consistent manner and the “closed 
loop” aspect of NCCare360 will provide opportunities to follow up with the patient and ensure continued 
communication. 

• Duke and its partners launched the Local Access to Coordinated Healthcare program (LATCH) for the 
uninsured. Through community-based, linguistically and culturally relevant care management, LATCH 
improves health knowledge and self-care, access to healthcare, and health services utilization outcomes 
among Durham County’s uninsured. LATCH services include assistance with medication and 
transportation, referrals to primary care, mental health and affordable dental providers, care coordination 
of Project Access of Durham County patients, and Disability Services. Duke has served as the sole 
supporter of LATCH since its seed funding from the U.S. Health Resources and Services Administration 
ended in 2004.  

• Since 2015, Duke has been working collaboratively with community stakeholders, Lincoln Community 
Health Center, the City of Durham, and Durham County to develop a data-sharing model as part of a 
community-owned web platform called the Durham Neighborhood Compass. Among the first 
collaborative public health efforts to democratize health system data in the context of social and 
environmental health determinants, the model combines geospatially enabled, aggregated population 
prevalence health data (e.g. diabetes, heart disease and stroke) in the context of neighborhood social (e.g. 
income distribution, education level, demographics) and environmental contexts (e.g. housing prices, 
crime rates, and school quality) to help community stakeholders track changes in health and health factors 
over time. The Durham Neighborhood Compass data is displayed in a user-friendly manner and made 
available for public use via an open source platform. The Durham Neighborhood Compass is actively used 
by neighborhood associations and residents in the City of Durham’s Participatory Budget Process. This 
data sharing model could be adapted by NHRMC to drive value in local community and population health 
improvements initiatives. Further details on the Durham Neighborhood Compass can be found by visiting 
the Durham Neighborhood Compass website at https://compass.durhamnc.gov/en. 

Duke commits to offer all care coordination programs to NHRMC. An immediate area for further exploration based 
on existing Duke knowledge is post-acute partnerships. Duke offers to partner with NHRMC to create and/or 
enhance its existing post-acute partnerships, in a manner similar to the HOPE program and Skilled Nursing Facility 
Collaborative. The HOPE program has been a superb example of Duke’s experimentation driving tangible value to 
patients and the community.  

Additional information regarding partnerships with independent physicians is located in Question 5.4. 

 

2.3.4. Discuss how the Respondent would help NHRMC establish or further develop partnerships with 
community providers to coordinate care (e.g., independent physicians, post-acute care providers, etc.). 

https://compass.durhamnc.gov/en
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SECTION 3: ACHIEVING HEALTH EQUITY 

• Like NHRMC, Duke is a highly active and committed partner with patients, community members, 
neighborhoods, schools, health and human services entities (governmental and community-based), 
businesses, and faith communities, seeking to develop collaborative, systemic, and sustained community 
health strategies. In 2019, Duke provided $574 million in financial assistance and community benefit. Duke 
does not expect any negative impacts to the NHRMC financial assistance policies and programs.  

• These strategies extend well beyond the medical campus to address health needs and social determinants 
of health. Core to this activity is broad programming to address drug and alcohol addiction or abuse, 
including the opioid epidemic, together with inpatient and outpatient behavioral health services. On the 
latter, in 2019 Duke broke ground on a $100+ million investment to expand Duke Regional Hospital, 
including a behavioral health center with dedicated emergency, outpatient, and inpatient facilities.  

• The NHRMC/Duke strategic partnership, a partnership between two “anchor institutions,” will greatly 
enhance the reach, depth, and impact of community and population health initiatives across the 
organization’s combined footprint.  

 
3.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to maintain and enhance charity care and financial assistance in the communities it serves and to expand 
coverage for uninsured and underinsured individuals.  
3.1.1. Describe the Respondent’s philosophy and approach to charity care, financial assistance, debt collection 
and debt forgiveness policies. Provide examples of approach used in various communities.  

Charitable Vision 

Like NHRMC, Duke is proud of its commitment to provide quality healthcare, free of charge, to those individuals 
in its communities who are most in need. Duke has a long-standing commitment to promoting health, wellness, 
and access to quality care for the people and communities in North Carolina. This commitment ensures that those 
who are uninsured or cannot pay for their care due to financial hardship can receive the treatment they need. 
Based on information reviewed to date, it appears that Duke’s and NHRMC’s financial assistance programs share 
many common elements; thus, Duke would not expect any negative impact on NHRMC’s ability to provide 
equivalent levels of such assistance to patients, subject to further diligence. 

Duke appreciates and recognizes that robust charity care and financial assistance policies are cornerstones of 
NHRMC’s culture. These also are essential elements that allow Duke to provide remarkable healthcare to all 
members of the community, regardless of their ability to pay. Below is an outline of Duke’s hospital financial 
assistance and charity care programs:  

• Duke provides a range of charity care to uninsured patients with incomes of up to 300% of the Federal 
Poverty Level. The level of charity care provided varies depending upon the individual’s family size and 
household income.  

• All uninsured patients and all patients accessing the system through the Emergency Department, 
regardless of insured status, consistent with The Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA) 
requirements, are preemptively screened under the financial assistance policy. 

• Any patient is eligible for an individualized no-interest payment plan based on the amount due and the 
patient's financial status, with terms extending up to six years. Patients on the payment plan with an 
outstanding balance greater than $10,000 automatically receive a maximum interest-free payment term 
of up to six years.  
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• Patients who have large out-of-pocket costs after insurance may also be eligible for financial assistance 
discounts. These medical hardship situations can affect a patient's ability to pay for basic living expenses 
and are evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

Further details on Duke’s financial assistance policy can be found by visiting Duke’s website at 
https://www.dukehealth.org/paying-for-care/financial-assistance.  

In addition to charity care, Duke’s total commitment to community benefit includes the cost of programs that 
serve Duke’s patients, neighbors, and many of the communities’ most vulnerable citizens. In fiscal year 2019, Duke 
provided, primarily within its service area, approximately $296 million in total financial assistance and community 
benefits, which includes health professions education such as Duke Academy for Health Professions Education 
and Academic Development and cash and in-kind contributions to community groups such as Lincoln Community 
Health Center (LCHC) and the Durham Emergency Medical Services (EMS). 

3.1.2. Explain the process of how Respondent would maintain or modify NHRMC’s charity care, financial 
assistance, debt collection practices and debt forgiveness policies.  
3.1.3. Provide detail on how charity care, financial assistance, debt collection practices and debt forgiveness 
policies were impacted at hospitals and health systems that recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 
Describe any changes to policies as well as any changes to the dollar amounts of care/assistance provided. 

Financial Assistance and Community Benefit  

 

Duke has a track record of supporting and growing existing community benefit programs and services of hospitals 
and health systems that have partnered with Duke, as further described in the Duke Regional Hospital and Duke 
Raleigh Hospital Case Studies. This commitment to sustain and grow existing community benefit programs would 
continue under a strategic partnership with NHRMC. Subject to further diligence, Duke would seek to support 
NHRMC’s financial assistance, health education, and community benefit programs on at least equivalent levels, in 
the aggregate. Moreover, NHRMC’s financial assistance and community benefits programs would remain under 
the purview of the local board and Duke would seek to understand NHRMC’s existing practices to determine how 
the organizations may augment each other’s efforts and promote their shared missions. 
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3.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to maintain and enhance community outreach programs, including health education, free health screenings, 
wellness programs and other community health programs, as well as general engagement in a community as a 
contributing “corporate citizen” in the Service Area. 

The NHRMC and Duke strategic partnership, a partnership between two “anchor institutions,” will greatly enhance 
the reach, depth, and impact of community and population health initiatives across the organization’s combined 
footprint.  

Duke has been a core partner in the community health assessment and community health improvement processes 
in Durham and Wake Counties for decades. As highlights of these activities and their accomplishments: 

• Durham County was named a 2014 recipient of the Robert Wood Johnson’s Culture of Health Prize, 
awarded to communities committed to addressing broad social and environmental determinants to 
improve health. 

• Duke was recognized with the American Hospital Association – McKesson Quest for Quality Award for its 
work to extend the definition of quality to include measuring continued progress in improving community 
health. 

The affiliations with Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital ignited a highly intentional focus at Duke 
to deeply understand the local context for health through engagement at the neighborhood level, with 
community-based organizations, and with multiple sectors: schools, faith communities, businesses, local 
government (city and county levels), and public agencies. This focus, the community health assessments, and 
Duke’s long-time partnerships that have emanated from these community-engagement efforts inform Duke’s care 
delivery and community investments on a daily basis. 

3.2.1. Specifically, discuss how Respondent works with local departments of health, public schools, indigent 
care clinics, federally qualified health care centers and other agencies and providers in addressing the health 
needs of communities. Detail any current or future population health initiatives done in conjunction with 
municipalities, counties or any other units of local government, or with other agencies or providers aimed at 
addressing health issues and improving access to necessary health services, including: 

As an active partner with patients, community members, neighborhoods, schools, health and human services 
entities (governmental and community-based), businesses, and faith communities, Duke seeks to develop 
collaborative, systemic, and sustained community health strategies. These strategies extend well beyond Duke 
campuses and ambulatory practices to address health needs and social determinants of health on a broad basis. 
Together with its partners, Duke asks about and listens to community concerns, explores barriers to care, analyzes 
healthcare utilization and costs, identifies partner needs and resources, plans/redesigns services, tracks 
outcomes, and shares accountability in order to develop effective programs to improve individual health and 
community health. Shared values guide Duke and its partners to: 

• Focus on the whole person and the whole community 

• Employ a health equity lens in all activities 

• Build and sustain collaborative systems that demonstrate value 

• Engage in continuous inquiry and improvement 

• Understand the importance, uniqueness, and power of place 

A few examples from the many long-standing, collaborative services to improve access to care and address health 
issues include: 

• Three micro-clinics Duke developed and operates in partnership with Lincoln Community Health Center 
(a Federally Qualified Health Center). The Lyon Park Community Clinic (est. 2003), the Walltown 
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Neighborhood Clinic (est. 2005), and the Holton Wellness Center (est. 2009) operate as satellites of Lincoln 
Community Health Center and provide primary care, health education, and disease prevention to 
uninsured and underinsured individuals in Durham. The clinics were developed through an extensive 
community-engagement process with the neighborhoods being served, faith communities, local 
businesses, Durham City and County entities, and support from the Duke Endowment. Lincoln Community 
Health Center contracts with Duke to staff and operate the clinics, and Duke subsidizes the clinics to 
ensure the viability of these highly utilized access points. 

• The Just for Us Program, developed and operated in partnership with Lincoln Community Health Center, 
provides in-home primary care for low-income, frail elderly, and/or disabled individuals. Just for Us 
launched in 2002 as a result of an engagement process with residents of senior public housing 
communities, Lincoln Community Health Center, the Durham Housing Authority, Durham’s Local 
Management Entity for mental and behavioral health (now Alliance Health), and the Durham County 
Department of Social Services. Through Just for Us, an interdisciplinary team of providers serves clients in 
their homes, providing medical care, management of chronic illnesses, and case management. 

• The Southern High School Wellness Center, a school-based clinic operated by Duke in partnership with 
Durham Public Schools, the Durham County Department of Public Health, and the Center for Child and 
Family Health, opened in 1996. In addition to providing comprehensive primary care, the Southern High 
School Wellness Center also provides the evidence-based program, Structured Psychotherapy for 
Adolescents Responding to Chronic Stress (SPARCS), and nutrition counseling. The program receives an 
annual allotment from the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services and is subsidized by 
Duke. 

• The Tooth Ferry Dental Van was created as a response to a Durham County Department of Public Health 
assessment detailing a significant lack of options for dental care for children who receive Medicaid or are 
uninsured. Duke responded by working closely with the Durham County Department of Public Health and 
several primary care practices to secure funding from the Duke Endowment to purchase and up-fit a 
dental van and hire a dentist and an assistant/driver to provide free dental care at 10 elementary schools 
in Durham. Once the dental van was fully operational and could be sustained through its service delivery, 
Duke turned the program over to the Durham County Department of Public Health, and the program has 
since continued to expand to serve every elementary school in Durham. 

3.2.1.1. Any approach to and previous success with impacting social determinants of health; 

The shared values that serve as the foundation for the successful programs highlighted above inform Duke’s 
approach to and resulting successes in impacting social determinants of health. Duke’s work began decades ago, 
before the now widespread understanding of the impact of social determinants and early exposure to trauma on 
health. 

Aligning Clinical and Non-Clinical Resources to Improve Community Health 

By understanding that all health is local and by listening to communities, Duke and its partners have built programs 
that align clinical and non-clinical resources to improve community health. The following are select highlights of 
these programs and the resulting alignment: 

• In 1998, Duke launched the Durham Community Health Network (DCHN), one of the first nine pilot sites 
under North Carolina’s Medicaid waiver program. From its inception, DCHN was governed by a network 
of agencies and providers, including Lincoln Community Health Center (a Federally Qualified Health 
Center), the Durham County Departments of Health and of Social Services, Durham’s mental health local 
management entity, and Duke. In addition to providing needed primary care services to the underserved 
Medicaid population, one of the key aspects of the pilot was the inclusion of social workers and 
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community health workers to help patients with social determinant of health issues such as 
transportation, housing disputes/remediation, food, and health education, among others. 

• In 2005, given the success of the pilots under North Carolina’s Medicaid waiver program, the model was 
broadly adopted, and the nine pilot networks were encouraged to expand their geographic footprint. 
Duke actively engaged and successfully recruited the primary care providers, health departments, 
departments of social services, and the hospitals in Person, Granville, Franklin, Warren, and Vance 
Counties to join with Durham’s original pilot network. Today, DCHN (since renamed Northern Piedmont 
Community Care) is an 80,000+ member program, with Duke serving as a key administrative and 
programmatic backbone.  

• The Local Access to Coordinated Healthcare program (LATCH) for the uninsured, as described in Question 
2.3.3.  

• Project Access of Durham County (PADC) links eligible low-income, uninsured residents to specialty 
medical care fully donated by those participating in the PADC network. 

• In fiscal year 2016, Duke launched the Benefits Enrollment Counseling Program (BEC) with grant funding 
from the National Council on Aging. BEC helps seniors and those with disabilities and a limited income 
find and enroll in benefits programs for which they are eligible. BEC’s goal is to enable older adults to live 
independently in their homes and communities for as long as possible. For those with limited income and 
resources, additional support can be critical in maintaining their health and avoiding costly 
hospitalizations. The benefits provide clients served with access to healthy food, needed medical care, 
and prescriptions, as well as other supportive services. 

• Since 2004, senior leadership from Duke has had an active role in the Partnership for a Healthy Durham, 
a nationally recognized community coalition coordinated by the Durham Health Department with over 
500 active members that hold conversations on health and take action on Durham’s health priorities. As 
a result of these efforts, Durham County was named a recipient of the Robert Wood Johnson’s Culture of 
Health Prize, awarded to communities committed to addressing broad social and environmental 
determinants to improve health.  

Direct Investment in Social Determinants of Health 

While the above programs focus on aligning clinical and community resources through broad collaboration, Duke 
recognizes that improving social determinants of health also requires direct investment in numerous social 
determinant domains. The following represent only a select sample of Duke initiatives and investments to address 
social determinants in the areas of affordable housing, poverty, education, and obesity and food access. 

• Affordable housing:  

o In 2018, Duke partnered with the AJ Fletcher Foundation to develop two acres of prime downtown 
Durham land into multi-unit affordable housing. 

o Duke has worked with the City of Durham to develop an Affordable Housing Trust Fund, including 
an investment by Duke of $8 million. 

• Poverty: 

o In 2019, Duke increased the minimum wage to $15.00 per hour for all its employees and expects 
all contractors with employees working full-time on campus to do the same. In addition, as of 
September 2018, Duke no longer requires job applicants to disclose criminal history during the 
application process.  
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o SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR) helps patients who are chronically homeless or 
at risk of homelessness access health insurance, a stable income, and medical care by assisting 
them in applying for Supplemental Security Income and Social Security Disability Insurance. 

• Education: 

o Duke has been a partner with City of Medicine Academy (CMA) and Durham Public Schools since 
the 1990s. CMA is designed to educate and train students in grades 9-12 to work in the field of 
health services and medical care. Located since 2011 adjacent to the Duke Regional Hospital 
campus, CMA provides coursework and field opportunities focused on the healthcare industry 
with an emphasis on relevant learning experiences such as job shadowing, clinic rotations, and 
internships. Currently, this Durham magnet school serves almost 400 students. CMA is one 
innovative approach Duke uses to support the growth and development of the community and 
its future workforce.  

o Duke Regional was the first hospital in the state to host Project SEARCH, a partnership with 
Durham Public Schools, OE Enterprises, North Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation, and Alliance 
Behavioral Health that provides career development experiences to senior high school students 
with developmental disabilities. As of June 2018, 54 students had graduated. 

o Duke works with Eastern College Advising Corp (which operates in 13 counties in rural North 
Carolina), where Duke alumni and recent graduates advise those who would be first-generation 
college students how to select and apply to colleges. 

• Obesity and food access: 

o Bull City Fit is a community-based wellness program and is part of the larger Duke Children's 
Healthy Lifestyles program. The Healthy Lifestyles program seeks to address weight-related 
health problems for children by offering caring providers, family-centered treatment programs, 
highly trained educators and researchers, and strong community partnerships. 

o Duke provides significant financial support to food pantries and faith-based organizations. 

• Public policy: 

o The Duke-Margolis Health Policy Center drives academic and policy research and education, while 
serving as a convener of experts who inform and help implement health policy. The center focuses 
on practical, innovative, and evidence-based policy solutions in healthcare transformation, 
biomedical innovation, and global health policy. 

3.2.1.2. Treatment and prevention strategies in addressing drug and alcohol addiction or abuse, including 
tackling the opioid epidemic; and 

In 2006, Duke began a community-engaged inquiry process to understand the many drivers of the opioid epidemic 
and to ensure a comprehensive approach to prevention and treatment of all substance misuse. Duke works within 
its system to build capacity for substance misuse treatment and works with community partners to address the 
epidemic, including, among others, the Durham County Commissioners, Alliance Health, Durham County 
Departments of Health and Social Services, local pharmacies, the criminal justice system and the county jail, and 
Lincoln Community Health Center (a Federally Qualified Health Center). Select examples of Duke’s related 
endeavors include the following: 

• The Durham Crisis Collaborative meets monthly to best coordinate the needs of individuals with mental 
health or substance abuse crises in Durham County. The Durham Crisis Collaborative includes members 
of the local mental health community, primary care, EMS, police, and representatives of the various 
Medicaid Prepaid Health Plans. Through this effort, individuals in crisis are brought to the crisis center and 
behavioral health urgent care rather than the emergency department or jail. 

http://www.dukechildrens.org/services/nutritional_disorders_and_obesity
http://www.dukechildrens.org/services/nutritional_disorders_and_obesity
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• The Opioid Safety Committee, begun in 2013, partners with the broader Triangle community in addressing 
the opioid epidemic. The committee develops policies, procedures, and best practices to assist clinicians 
and their patients in effective opioid management. The committee also creates educational materials for 
patients and providers. This group has been instrumental in developing a plan for addressing the needs 
of individuals with opioid use disorder and has helped to organize the training of more than 150 providers 
to be able to prescribe buprenorphine (used to treat opioid use disorder). 

• The COMET program serves inpatients that present due to complications related to injections of IV drugs. 
The program includes physicians, social workers, and case management, coordinating care with the local 
Federally Qualified Health Center for follow up primary care and ongoing medically assisted treatment for 
opioid use disorder. COMET also includes work with a local substance abuse center and has partnered 
with a local skilled nursing facility to provide IV antibiotic therapy. 

• Duke has partnered with the local crisis center to provide peer support to individuals who present to 
either of Duke’s emergency departments in Durham with opioid use disorder. Patients can receive 
immediate counseling and can be transferred to the crisis center where they can begin treatment 
immediately. In addition, as part of this work, emergency providers are currently undergoing training and 
will be able to initiate treatment. 

• Select additional activities include participation in numerous community coalitions; Naloxone (for opioid 
overdose reversal) outreach to local communities; provider education at Duke and across the region; 
diversion control via permanent drop boxes; chronic pain support programs; bringing medication-assisted 
treatment to the Durham County Jail; and developing new evidence-based, non-pharmacologic 
approaches to pain management. 

3.2.1.3. Inpatient and outpatient behavioral health services. 

In 2019, Duke broke ground on a $100+ million investment to expand Duke Regional Hospital, including a 
behavioral health center with dedicated emergency, outpatient, and inpatient facilities. In addition to this 
investment and to Duke’s numerous collaborative community-engaged programs described above, Duke deploys 
integrated care models to address mental and behavioral health. Select examples of these additional initiatives 
include the following: 

• The Duke Child Behavioral Health and Development Clinic delivers high quality, family-focused diagnostic 
and treatment services for infants, children, and young adults (ages 0-24) with psychiatric, developmental, 
behavioral, and substance use illnesses, in cooperation with other medical care providers, school systems, 
and social service agencies.  

• The Duke Psychiatry Outpatient Clinic (ages 18+) and the Duke Children’s Evaluation Center (ages infancy-
18) provide diagnostic evaluation and short-term treatment services, including medication management, 
psychotherapy, and care coordination. 

• The Duke Autism Center offers comprehensive, state-of-the-art assessments and evidence-based 
treatments for children, adolescents, and adults with autism spectrum disorder. Services include 
diagnostic evaluation, psychological testing, medication management and consultation, and therapy 
groups. 

• The Duke Center for Adolescent and Young Adult Substance Use Treatment has over 20 years of history 
providing evidence-based substance use services for young people (ages 13-24) and their families. 
Services include evaluations and recommendations; individual, family, and group therapy; intensive 
outpatient therapy; school-mandated substance use treatment programs; and related services. 
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3.2.2. Is the Respondent committed to expanding NHRMC’s programs and financial outlays for community 
outreach and engagement? 
3.2.3. Discuss any enhancements to NHRMC’s levels of community outreach and engagement in the Service 
Area (e.g., new programs; leveraging programs proven successful in other markets) that the Respondent could 
introduce. 

NHRMC and Duke share a commitment to community benefit and engagement. The proposed strategic 
partnership contemplates, at a minimum, maintaining NHRMC’s existing investment levels in community outreach 
and engagement. NHRMC and Duke will also collaborate in identifying existing NHRMC programs that may be 
expanded and existing Duke programs that can be brought to the communities NHRMC serves, such as those 
summarized above. 

3.2.4. Discuss the process for how the Respondent would make changes to NHRMC community outreach and 
engagement programs. How would such decisions be made? 

Please refer to Question 10.1-10.1.4 for a detailed description of the proposed make-up and authority of the local 
NHRMC board, including authority with respect to changes to NHRMC community outreach and engagement 
programs. 

3.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on 
NHRMC’s ability to equip employees with the knowledge and training needed to support health equity 
(e.g., diversity training). 

Please see Questions 4.6, 4.6.1, and 4.6.2. 
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SECTION 4: ENGAGING STAFF 

• Duke recognizes the exemplary employee base at NHRMC and intends to limit disruption to NHRMC 
employees. Duke commits to retain all NHRMC employees in good standing for a period of at least 12 
months following the transaction close. In addition, NHRMC compensation and benefits will be 
substantially similar for a period of at least 12 months following the transaction close and will remain 
market-competitive in the future. 

• Should NHRMC transition to Duke’s benefit platform, Duke agrees that NHRMC employees will be offered 
benefits at market-based levels and NHRMC service would be counted for purposes of determining 
eligibility for membership and vesting. 

• Utilizing Duke’s multifaceted, internationally-renowned education programs as a primary driver of 
healthcare-related job recruitment, NHRMC and Duke will collaborate to develop talent pipelines to 
address NHRMC’s recruitment gaps across the organization. Extension of Duke’s predictive hiring model 
and recruitment resources will allow NHRMC to focus efforts on key needs such as nurse recruitment. 

• Duke intends to offer all recruitment, retention, career development, health and wellness, and leadership 
training programs to NHRMC, while preserving NHRMC’s status as one of the top places to work in the 
country. 

• Recognized by Forbes for the second consecutive year, Duke was named the #8 Best Employer for Diversity 
in the nation and the highest-ranked company headquartered in North Carolina. Through the Office of 
Institutional Equity, Duke prioritizes diversity and intercultural awareness and education for all employees. 
Duke is committed to continuing NHRMC’s inclusion, anti-discrimination, and diversity programs and would 
extend its existing efforts to NHRMC. 

 
4.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
capabilities in building and maintaining a high-performing employee team, specifically those programs related 
to (i) employee recruitment (including addressing critical shortage areas such as nursing), (ii) retention (e.g., 
engagement programs; structuring incentive compensation and employee benefits), (iii) career development 
(management and clinician training), (iv) health and wellness programs and (v) leadership training. 
4.1.1. Discuss how Respondent would enhance NHRMC’s efforts relative to employee recruitment, retention, 
career development and leadership training. 

Duke’s international reputation as a leading academic health system is built on a team of caring, knowledgeable 
and high-performing employees. Duke intends to preserve the existing culture that has fueled NHRMC’s success, 
with the potential for either NHRMC or Duke to augment and support the other organization’s existing culture. 
NHRMC’s stated priorities of supporting the staff and culture as well as ensuring NHRMC remains an excellent 
place to work and practice medicine resonate with Duke and align with Duke’s goals in a strategic partnership. As 
such, Duke intends to offer all recruitment, retention, career development, health and wellness, and leadership 
training programs to NHRMC, while preserving NHRMC’s status as one of the top places to work in the country. 
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Recruitment and Retention 

Recruitment and retention are key tenets of any 
successful employee base. Duke has invested 
significantly in transforming nurse and clinical 
recruitment practices over the last few years, branded 
“Advancing Recruitment and Retention Together” 
(ART). The investment in ART has included growth from 
eight recruiters in 2016 to 42 recruiters, sourcing 
resources, and administrators in 2020 to afford more 
comprehensive services to address hiring needs across 
the health system. Beyond the resource investments, 
Duke is consistently seeking methods to enhance recruitment and retention efforts, using data analytics to 
support hiring decisions and to better understand turnover patterns and trends. Duke uses a predictive hiring 
model based on historical census, turnover, and average time to fill, which allows managers to proactively hire 
based on the model results. Given anticipated growth of the Duke organization, predictive analytics have been 
performed to forecast hiring needs over the next five years. Recognizing the shortage for clinical talent, 
particularly in North Carolina, Duke deploys creative marketing techniques, leverages social media, and engages 
in other key strategies to attract and compete for qualified resources. Duke has experienced success in 
accelerating the average time to fill vacancies, with a significant improvement in RN vacancies across the system. 
The innovative efforts across Duke demonstrate the commitment to the workforce.  

Duke believes an engaged and empowered workforce is critical to retention. Duke University Health System’s 
employee survey, Culture Pulse, was completed in May 2019. The two most improved areas were employee 
empowerment and work-life balance, which positively impacted employee retention over the prior two years. 
While the national average for staff and nursing turnover rates are at 19.1% and 17.2%, respectively, Duke facilities 
have historically held lower turnover rates. Duke Regional Hospital remains one of the strongest performing 
hospitals in the nation with regard to retention, while Duke Raleigh Hospital has improved staff turnover rates in 
a fiercely competitive service area. Overall, Duke is extremely proud of its staff and continuously works to improve 
their employment experience, and believes its staff has reciprocated by demonstrating a commitment to the 
organization. 

 

[Please see redacted item #5 in the Redaction Addendum. Charts containing competitive 
healthcare activity related employee turnover rates.] 

[Please see redacted item #4 in the Redaction 
Addendum. Charts containing competitive 

healthcare activity related to the average time to 
fill positions.] 
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Career Development and Leadership Training 

Duke has a robust career development program that could augment NHRMC’s efforts to recruit, retain, and 
develop talent, especially in nursing. Duke commits to offer all career development programs to NHRMC as a 
component of a strategic partnership. Duke offers support in assisting employees in furthering their education 
through programs such as loan forgiveness for RNs and an Employee Tuition Assistance program for staff, as 
further described in Question 4.7.  

The Department of Clinical Education and Professional Development (CEPD) employs 54 educators, including 43 
RNs, focused on provider and clinical staff development. The CEPD is designated as one of 23 Joint Accreditation 
continuing medical education providers in the country. The Joint Accreditation promotes education activities 
specifically designed to improve interprofessional collaborative practices in care delivery. The accreditation allows 
CEPD to be a single source for Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education, American Nurses 
Credentialing Center, and Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education credit provision. The CEPD trained 80,164 
students in 2019, with a subset of students counted multiple times based on participation in multiple programs. 
An overview of CEPD’s program types offered each year are below, including the number of students. 

CME Program 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Direct 79 100 133 210 

Grand Rounds 106 128 161 211 

Enduring (online) N/A N/A N/A 125 

Maintenance of Certification 
(Began in fiscal year 2019) 

N/A N/A N/A 1 

Interprofessional Education 300 355 257 221 

Joint Sponsorship  26 2 1 1 

Total 511 585 552 769 

In addition to CEPD’s extensive continuing medical education offerings, the School of Medicine and School of 
Nursing signed a collaborative agreement to establish the Health Center for Interprofessional Education and Care 
(IPEC). Led by associate dean Dr. Mitchell Heflin, the IPEC educates students using a foundation curriculum and a 
focus on team-based clinical practice. Students are encouraged to be change agents in the transformation of care 
delivery, with an emphasis on the impact team-based care can have on quality, safety, and patient satisfaction. 
The IPEC formalizes Duke’s efforts in its Interprofessional Education Clinic, which opened in 2015 and is one of the 
first education-focused clinics nationwide.  

Furthermore, the School of Nursing holds the unique position of being designated by the National League of 
Nursing as a Center of Excellence in Nursing Education in two categories: Creating Environments that Promote the 
Pedagogical Expertise of Faculty (2013-2017) and Creating Environments that Enhance Student Learning and 
Professional Development (2015-2019). These recognitions underline the success of the School of Nursing’s 
extensive academic offerings, including the BSN, Master’s, Doctorate, PhD, fellowship, residency, and continuing 
education programs. School of Nursing is further described in Question 5.2.4. 

Additionally, the Duke Advancement of Nursing, Center of Excellence (DANCE) is a unique collaboration between 
nurses in the School of Nursing and Duke University Health System. The collaboration leverages the experience, 
knowledge, and aspirations of both entities, with the overall goal of providing an infrastructure that promotes 
collaboration, synergy, and professional development of nurses throughout the career continuum—from student 
through professional roles. Supporting lifelong learning, one of its key pillars, DANCE offers transformative 
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learning experiences for pre-licensure students and graduate students as well as career advancement for 
practicing nurses. 

Duke’s Learning and Organization Development (DLOD) division focuses on driving strategic learning and 
development through the research, instructional design and facilitation of high impact training and performance 
solutions, enabling individuals, teams, and organizations to achieve extraordinary results in education, research, 
and patient care. DLOD offers a wide variety of education opportunities and seven certificate programs to all 
employees. One of DLOD’s signature programs is the Duke Management Academy, a 12-month curriculum 
focused on leadership and management styles and behaviors to implement strategy. Individuals who participate 
in the Duke Management Academy are sponsored by senior leadership. To prepare leaders for today and 
tomorrow, succession planning is conducted to offer select development strategies for high potential and 
emerging leadership talent. 

Lastly, Duke offers an Employee Tuition Assistance plan to eligible employees, providing tuition reimbursement 
of up to $5,250 per year for classes taken at Duke or any other higher educational institution accredited by 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools with a physical presence in North Carolina. 

Health and wellness programs are addressed in Question 4.1.4. 

4.1.2. Discuss any community and educational institution engagement or training programs supported or 
maintained by the Respondent, including partnerships or other collaborations with others that could assist 
NHRMC’s recruiting for healthcare related jobs. 

Duke’s multifaceted, internationally-renowned education programs are a primary driver of healthcare-related job 
recruitment for the organization. Numerous students, residents and fellows throughout the range of education 
programs elect to be employed by Duke following completion of their respective programs. Duke’s ability to 
welcome, educate and retain students, residents, and fellows is a source of pride within the integrated divisions 
of Duke.  

• School of Medicine: Consistently ranked among the best medical schools in the nation for research, the 
School of Medicine has multiple departments ranking in the top 10 nationwide as defined by U.S. News 
and World Report. Of the 117 students who participated in Match Day in 2019, 31 students were placed 
at residencies within Duke. As a part of Duke’s focus on innovative schools and programs, the School of 
Medicine has expanded internationally, with partnerships in Singapore and China and funded 
opportunities through the Duke Global Health Institute. 

• Graduate Medical Education: Duke has more than 160 residencies and fellowships and trains over 1,000 
graduate medical education students in programs ranging from very small sub-specialty fellowships to 
large specialty groups. Further information is provided in Question 5.2.4. 

• School of Nursing: Annually ranked among the best nursing programs by U.S. News and World Report, the 
School of Nursing is growing its presence. Programs include an Accelerated BSN, MSN, DNP, and PhD. 
Further information is provided in Question 5.2.4. 

• Watts College of Nursing: The oldest nursing program in North Carolina, Watts College of Nursing is 
transitioning to offer a BSN program. Watts College of Nursing combines “hands-on,” community-based 
clinical experience with the extended focus and advantages of a BSN degree. Graduates of the Watts 
College of Nursing have shown a higher retention rate within Duke than nursing graduates from most 
other institutions. 

• Physician Assistant Program: Ranked #1 in the country by U.S. News and World Report, the Physician 
Assistant Program enrolls 90 students annually, many of whom elect to remain within the Duke 
organization following graduation. Further information is provided in Question 5.3. 
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• Additional programs such as the Doctor of Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy Doctorate, Fuqua 
School of Business Health Sector Management, the Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Leadership, and 
the Master of Management in Clinical Informatics programs offer opportunities for Duke and NHRMC to 
recruit both clinical and administrative leaders. 

Duke’s extensive educational programs will augment NHRMC’s existing education programs as a natural 
foundation for recruitment in healthcare-related jobs. 

Duke intends to collaborate with NHRMC on determining ideal staffing levels to ensure that physician, provider, 
and nurse retention remains strong and burnout remains low. Annually, Duke surveys staff and physicians to 
measure burnout and uses the results to design high-touch programs to support employees. Duke also believes 
that maintaining adequate staffing levels is critical to advancing quality, safety, and patient satisfaction. In 
partnering with Duke, NHRMC will have the opportunity to adopt various recruitment and retention programs 
described herein. Duke would seek to mutually share and implement best practices across the combined 
organization, creating a best-of-breed platform that ensures Duke and NHRMC are the employer of choice for 
physicians, providers, and staff. 

Duke’s Healthy Campus 2020 Initiative invites and engages the Duke community to work together to build the 
healthiest organization in the United States, where faculty, staff, and students thrive and feel valued. In the fall of 
2016, Chancellor Eugene Washington engaged leadership across the institution to explore how Duke could 
harness the collective impact of people, programs, and strategies to create a framework to begin this process, 
called Healthy Duke. Five key focal areas emerged as part of the initiative: 

• Food & Nutrition 

• Mental & Emotional Wellbeing 

• Physical Activity & Movement 

• Fulfillment & Purpose 

• Environment & Culture 

Key leaders from across the Duke community are leading working groups for each of the five key focal areas with 
the goal of fostering inclusiveness, collaboration, connectivity, and innovation that nurtures health and wellness. 
The existing health and wellness programs are robust and available for all employees to utilize in maintaining and 
improving health. The health and wellness programs emphasize a proactive approach to preventing disease, with 
select programs highlighted below.  

• Duke LIVE FOR LIFE: Offers a wide breadth and depth of wellness opportunities, such as health 
assessments and education, smoking cessation programs, and fitness and nutrition activities, designed to 
help faculty, staff, and family members reach their health and fitness goals.  

• DukeWELL: Part of the Population Health Management Office and offered to employees participating in 
applicable Duke employee medical plans, DukeWELL works directly with patients and providers to 
improve the value, quality, and ease of care to help manage chronic conditions. For example, the program 
coordinates with covered plan participants affected by coronary artery disease, heart failure, 
hyperlipidemia, hypertension and diabetes, to offer a 90-day care management program with incentives 
for engaging in applicable disease management. 

4.1.3. Discuss how Respondent would support or improve current staffing models at NHRMC. 

4.1.4. Discuss how Respondent would support or improve current health and wellness programs for NHRMC 
staff, including NHRMC’s fitness center. 
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• Behavioral Health and Stress: Duke’s assistance program, Personal Assistance Service (PAS), is available 
to employees and their family members at no cost to the individual. PAS provides confidential, short-term 
counseling by licensed providers in areas such as family issues, emotional distress, alcohol and drug 
concerns, career issues, work conflicts, stress, and financial or legal situations. PAS is also available to 
consult with managers regarding management of difficult workplace situations and departments in the 
event of significant departmental matters. Additionally, Duke offers a variety of seminars and classes 
focused on managing stress.  

• Health Coaching: Duke’s health coaches are wellness professionals who support individuals in developing 
positive healthy habits through ongoing one-on-one communication, which may occur face-to-face, over 
the telephone, or electronically. All employees working 8 hours or more per week have free access to 
health coaching programs.  

Through a strategic partnership with NHRMC, Duke looks forwarding to collaborating with NHRMC on various 
employee health and wellness initiatives to support best practices and innovative programs. 

4.1.5. Provide detail on how employee recruitment, retention, leadership training and career development was 
impacted at hospitals and health systems that have recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 

Please refer to Question 4.1 for information on Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital, as well as the 
Case Studies for Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital.  

4.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on the retention of 
existing NHRMC employees. 

Duke recognizes that NHRMC is the largest employer in the Cape Fear region and that maintaining a strong 
employee base is a significant driver of the economic health of the region. Duke also recognizes that NHRMC’s 
providers deliver important, high-quality care. 

Duke’s intention in partnering with NHRMC is to drive the growth of both organizations. Since affiliating with 
Duke, Duke Raleigh Hospital and Duke Regional Hospital have experienced expansion of their respective 
workforces in a variety of capacities.  

Duke commits to retain all NHRMC employees in good standing for a period of at least 12 months following the 
transaction close, subject to customary due diligence. Duke is focused on minimizing disruption for all NHRMC 
physicians, providers, and employees through a strategic partnership.  

4.2.1. Will the Respondent make a commitment not to make any material changes to NHRMC’s employee base 
and staffing commitments without the approval of the NHRMC Board? 

Duke is committed to minimizing disruption to NHRMC employees and ultimately, supports organization growth 
in services. For a period of at least 12 months, Duke commits to retain all NHRMC employees in good standing, 
subject to customary due diligence. Duke understands the importance of local oversight in the strategic 
partnership, and Duke commits that the NHRMC Board and management will be involved in the decision-making 
process for any material changes to the employee base and staffing commitments.  

4.2.2. How would Respondent plan to minimize the potential for employee disruption and turnover in any 
transition resulting from the Proposed Strategic Partnership? 

Through the strategic partnership, Duke’s intention is to minimize any disruption to NHRMC’s employees and 
operations. Duke believes its commitment to NHRMC, its management team, providers, and other employees will 
be critical to the future success of both organizations. Joint business plans will be developed in conjunction with 
NHRMC Board and management, with a focus on employee communication and change management for the 
NHRMC physicians, providers, nurses, and employees. As stated in Question 4.2, Duke is committed to retaining 
all current NHRMC employees in good standing for a period of at least 12 months following the transaction close, 
subject to customary due diligence.  
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4.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on the 
compensation and benefits, including current pension plan, currently provided to NHRMC employees. 
4.3.1. Describe the Respondent's plans related to maintaining or enhancing current salaries and discuss how 
Respondent's employee compensation is set and how it would impact compensation for NHRMC staff. 

Duke commits to maintaining NHRMC’s existing levels of compensation (pay) for a period of at least 12 months 
following the transaction close and commits to ensuring NHRMC compensation levels are market-based in the 
future. If any changes in compensation are required in the future, NHRMC’s Board and management will be 
involved in the decision-making process. 

Duke offers highly competitive Total Rewards, a compensation and benefits package which includes market-based 
pay combined with a comprehensive benefits program. Compensation at Duke is analyzed and compared to local 
and national market data annually. Duke participates in, and receives data from, a complete set of salary surveys 
conducted by highly respected consulting firms which specialize in health system data analysis. This may include 
other pay components, such as shift premiums and on-call rates. Each year, and on a more frequent basis when 
needed, Duke comprehensively assesses its market position based on this data.  

Similarly, Duke regularly participates in third-party surveys conducted by respected, national consulting firms 
related to employee benefits.  

Senior leadership decisions regarding a performance-based merit program and market-based assessment to 
retain Duke’s competitive pay position are made annually and align with Duke’s overall fiscal year strategic 
priorities. This continues to reinforce and maintain the value proposition for competitive Total Rewards while 
working at Duke. 
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4.3.2. Discuss how Respondent’s benefits, including pension plan and other retirement benefits, compare to 
those offered by NHRMC, particularly with regard to contribution rates and how those might be impacted under 
the Proposed Strategic Partnership. 
4.3.3. Please describe the Respondent’s plans related to addressing accrued benefits for length of service and 
pension plan matters for the employees of NHRMC. 
4.3.4. Discuss what type of retirement (pension or 403b/401k) package Respondent offers and how the 
Proposed Strategic Partnership would impact retirement plans for NHRMC staff and retirees. 

Duke offers a comprehensive benefits package to eligible employees, including a strong retirement plan. Outlined 
below is a high-level comparison between Duke University Health System and NHRMC benefits. Extensive 
information regarding Duke University Health System’s full array of benefits is available at 
www.hr.duke.edu/benefits.  

 Duke NHRMC 

Medical • Duke offers four self-insured ERISA 

health insurance options to eligible 

employees and contributes towards the 

cost of coverage for full time employees.  

• Coverage is comprehensive, and 

plan expenses are managed to keep 

premiums low. 

• Plan selection options include Duke 

centric providers (Select and Basic) 

as well as state and national plans 

(Blue Care and Duke Options). 

• Depending upon the employee’s 

selection (plan and coverage 

levels), the full-time employee’s 

monthly premium for individual 

coverage ranges from $34 to $168.  

• NHRMC Medical Plan 

• Premium: $33 monthly for 

employees, $253 monthly for 

families 

• Deductible: $500 for employee, 

$1,000 for families 

Dental • Duke offers three fully insured ERISA 

dental options from which eligible 

employees can choose to participate. 

The monthly premium for individual 

coverage ranges from $12.18 to $45.14 

per month based upon the coverage 

option selected.  

• PPO Plan  

• Premiums: $13.87 monthly for 

employees, $73.02 monthly for families 

• Deductible: $50 per participant  

Vision • Duke offers a voluntary, fully insured 

ERISA vision program in which eligible 

employees may participate. 

• The individual monthly premium is $9.66 

• The coverage includes discounted eye 

exams as well as lens/eyeglass discounts.  

• Community Eye Care  

• Premiums: $10.92 monthly for 

employees, $29.81 monthly for families 

• Co-Pay: $10 for routine eye exam and 

standard contact lens fitting 

Flexible Spending 

Accounts 

• Employees scheduled to work at least 20 

hours per week may enroll in a health 

care and/or dependent care 

reimbursement account. 

• FSA  

http://www.hr.duke.edu/benefits
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Retirement Plans • Duke provides a defined benefit pension 

plan for eligible employees working in a 

position classified as non-exempt or 

hourly. Staff covered by this plan may 

also choose to defer compensation in 

Duke’s 403(b) plan. Eligibility includes 

age 21, 1 year of service, and 1,000 

hours worked. Vesting is after 5 years.  

• Duke provides a defined contribution 

plan for eligible employees working in a 

position classified as exempt or salaried. 

Staff covered by this plan may also 

choose to defer compensation in the 

403(b) plan. Eligibility includes age 21 

and 1 year of service. Vesting is after 3 

years. 

• The defined benefit and defined 

contribution plans are ERISA plans. 

• Offers 403(b) and 457(b) programs 

• Offers the NHRMC pension plan with 

eligibility after 1,000 hours of service in 

the prior calendar year and 100% 

vesting after 5 years 

Depending on the transaction structure, Duke anticipates that NHRMC’s pension plans will be retained by New 
Hanover County and Pender County. Treatment of the pension plans will be determined by the respective county 
following the transaction close. Duke is open to discussion regarding alternatives for the pension plan. 

Duke agrees to provide a benefit package that is substantially similar in aggregate to NHRMC’s current benefit 
plans for a period of at least 12 months following the transaction close, unless otherwise mutually agreed upon 
by Duke and NHRMC. Beyond this period, Duke commits to maintaining competitive, market-based benefits for 
NHRMC’s employee base. Duke will strive to limit any disruption to benefits to the extent possible. Because Duke 
is a non-governmental entity, it is required to follow certain ERISA, DOL, IRS, and North Carolina requirements 
that may not be applicable to NHRMC and Pender Memorial Hospital, and further analysis is required to determine 
a program-by-program impact. Should NHRMC be required to move to Duke’s benefit platform, Duke agrees that 
NHRMC employees will be offered benefits at market-based levels and NHRMC service would be counted for 
purposes of determining eligibility for membership and vesting.  

4.4. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on employment 
(adding or detracting) in the communities in which NHRMC operates. 
4.4.1. Would the Respondent make a commitment to base certain corporate services for its entire system in 
the Service Area? 

Duke expects a partnership with NHRMC will help drive growth for both organizations, leading to expanded 
employment opportunities in communities that both NHRMC and Duke serve. Duke understands that NHRMC is 
a valuable economic driver for the Wilmington area and the economic prosperity of the region can directly impact 
the health outcomes of the region. As NHRMC and Duke develop a joint strategic plan, expanding employment 
opportunities in the NHRMC service area will be a key consideration for the combined organization.  

As the combined organization grows together, basing certain corporate services and centers of excellence in 
NHRMC will be considered to support economic development in the Wilmington region. After completion of the 
strategic partnership, Duke intends to maintain certain NHRMC corporate support services for the immediate 
future.  
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4.4.2. Provide detail on how local employment was impacted at hospitals and health systems that have affiliated 
or partnered with the Respondent. 

As mentioned previously, Duke’s intention is to partner with its affiliates to foster growth. Duke believes the 
strategic partnership will lead to opportunities for significant investments in NHRMC services and employee base.  

For additional information regarding the growth in employment base, improving turnover rates, and positive 
overall impact at Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital, please refer to the Case Studies. 

4.5 Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on furthering and 
preserving the mission, vision, values and culture of NHRMC. 
4.5.1 Discuss similarities that the Respondent sees between the Respondent’s organization and NHRMC’s 
mission, vision, values and culture. 
4.5.2 Provide detail on how organizational mission, vision, values and culture were preserved at hospitals and 
health systems that have recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 

Duke is committed to furthering and preserving the existing mission, vision, values, and culture of NHRMC. Duke 
sees significant overlap between its existing missions, visions, and values today, and believes a strategic 
partnership will better position both organizations to further their current goals and objectives.  

The alignment between missions is evident: concise, clear statements focusing on the future health of the 
communities each organization serves. The alignment between Duke and NHRMC values is explicitly highlighted 
by compassion and teamwork, and the foundation for the strategic partnership is further supported by the 
complementary values.  

Duke’s vision collectively aligns with the over-arching vision of NHRMC to serve as a model for health and wellness:  

• Deliver tomorrow’s health care today 

• Accelerate discovery and its translation 

• Create education that is transforming 

• Build healthy communities 

• Connect with the world to improve health globally  

Duke believes that its status as a world-renowned academic health center positions the system to uniquely 
provide resources and collaborative opportunities that can assist NHRMC in helping the communities it serves, 
leading to improved health and wellness. The overarching system structure guides each of its facilities through 
shared values, while preserving culture, mission, and vision at each of its entities; including Duke Regional Hospital 
and Duke Raleigh Hospital whose unique missions and visions preserve their importance as community hospitals. 
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 NHRMC Duke 

Mission Leading our Community to Outstanding 
Health 

Advancing Health Together 

Values • Compassion: We are committed to 
meeting you and your loved ones’ 
needs with the highest compassion, 
care and courtesy. 

• Ownership: Each team member acts 
responsibly and takes pride in carrying 
out his or her role in the organization. 

• Teamwork: We share a common 
purpose – serving our patients, their 
loved ones and our community – and 
collaborate as a team to meet this goal. 

• Communication: We encourage open 
communication through listening to our 
patients, families & one another to 
better meet their needs. 

• Teamwork 

• Integrity 

• Diversity 

• Excellence 

• Safety 

• Caring for Our Patients, Their Loved 
Ones and Each Other 

Additional Missions and Visions for Duke Clinical Entities – Individualized for respective workforces, 

communities, and strategic directions. 

Clinical Entities Mission Vision 

Duke Regional 
Hospital  

To care for our patients and the health of 
our community  

To be the best community hospital 

Duke Raleigh 
Hospital 

To improve health, advance knowledge, and 
inspire hope 

To be the trusted leader in healthcare 
through outstanding quality, an 
unparalleled patient experience, innovative 
care delivery, and our commitment to the 
community 

Duke University 
Hospital 

We put the person who needs our care at 
the center of everything we do 

To discover, develop and deliver a healthier 
tomorrow 

Duke Primary Care Provides comprehensive, patient-centered 
healthcare in an environment that is 
respectful of our community, providers and 
staff 

Innovative, accessible healthcare that serves 
our patients with excellence, integrity and 
compassion 
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Duke HomeCare 
and Hospice 

Dedicated to providing compassionate, 
quality care, using a multidisciplinary 
approach and the most effective utilization 
of resources to achieve the best patient 
outcomes 

• Provide homecare services with a 
capacity and capability to serve all age 
groups in all types of residential settings 

• Be a Recognized leader in the delivery of 
quality, cost effective homecare, 
palliative and bereavement services. 

• Utilize advances in medical technology to 
enhance our clinical programs 

• Be the employer of choice by recruiting, 
developing, and retaining the best staff 

• Develop strategic community 
partnerships that strengthen our market 
penetration 

• Develop future programs in response to 
healthcare trends and demographic 
changes that impact the community we 
serve 

 
4.5.3 Discuss impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership and Respondent’s tax status (exempt 
or taxable) would have on furthering and preserving NHRMC’s charitable mission and the County’s commitment 
to public interest. 

Duke shares a commitment to charitable causes as a tax-exempt organization, and it is its intention that NHRMC 
will remain a tax-exempt organization and continue its charitable mission. The NHRMC Foundation will continue 
to exist to support the public interest and any restricted gifts and donations will be honored. Duke maintains a 
strong charity care and community benefits program. Please refer to Questions 2.1-2.1.3 for more detailed 
information on Duke’s efforts to control health costs and provide charity care to communities it serves.  

4.6. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
commitment to being an inclusive organization, supporting anti-discrimination efforts and building and 
maintaining a diverse workforce. 
4.6.1. Is the Respondent committed to continuing NHRMC’s inclusion, anti-discrimination and diversity 
programs? 
4.6.2. Describe any enhancements to NHRMC’s inclusion, anti-discrimination and diversity programs that could 
be introduced by the Respondent based on its experience in running similar programs for its affiliated or 
partnered hospitals and health systems. 

Duke has an organization-wide ethos focusing on the role of cognitive diversity and intercultural awareness. The 
following Trustee-approved commitment statement serves as a guide: 

Duke aspires to create a community built on collaboration, innovation, creativity, and belonging. Our collective 
success depends on the robust exchange of ideas—an exchange that is best when the rich diversity of our 
perspectives, backgrounds, and experiences flourishes. To achieve this exchange, it is essential that all members 
of the community feel secure and welcome, that the contributions of all individuals are respected, and that all 
voices are heard. All members of our community have a responsibility to uphold these values.  

The Office for Institutional Equity (OIE) is a team of specialized professionals dedicated to serving Duke. OIE offers 
a seamless approach focusing on four service areas across the entire Duke enterprise. These areas include 
Harassment & Discrimination Prevention and Compliance; Affirmative Action & Equal Opportunity; Title IX 
Compliance; and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion.  
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Select OIE Responsibilities Duke Requirements 

• Provide monitoring and enforcement of the four 
service areas and related policies 

• Provide strategic leadership and a vision for 
advancing equity, diversity, and inclusion 

• Offer training, education, and consultations 
focused on minimizing prohibited discrimination 
and harassment, as well as appropriate reporting 
and responding practices 

• Ensure all Duke contracts have the uniform and 
standard equal opportunity clause  

• Provide guidance and assistance to 
administrators and faculty across all 
management entities 

Focused on three commitment areas of evidence-
based education and executive planning that enhance 
employee engagement and patient-centered care: 

1. “Duke Health: Empathy, Belonging, and Cultural 
Education”: A required course curriculum 
focused on human difference in the context of 
patients and their families 

2. CultureVision™: An online tool designed to 
enhance the patient and employee experience 
across the entire system 

3. Healthcare leadership opportunities: With OIE, 
leaders build structured strategic diversity and 
belonging plans that vary across divisions, units, 
and departments  

Duke is committed to continuing NHRMC’s inclusion, anti-discrimination, and diversity programs. Duke prides 
itself on its culture of inclusion, diversity, and awareness, as evidenced by its second consecutive recognition on 
Forbes list of “Best Employers for Diversity” (#8 of 500 organizations in 2020, the highest-ranked company 
headquartered in North Carolina, and best rating in the education industry). Additionally, all Duke hospitals are 
recognized as LGBTQ Healthcare Equality Leaders by the Human Rights Campaign Foundation and received perfect 
scores across areas of patient-centered care, support services, and inclusive health insurance policies for LGBTQ 
patients. Duke looks forward to the opportunity to better understand NHRMC’s efforts and, together, continue 
promoting diversity in the workplace.  

4.7. Discuss how the Proposed Strategic Partnership would impact access to student loan forgiveness programs 
for any or all NHRMC employees and describe any impact Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership could 
or would have on the ability of certain NHRMC employees to achieve student loan forgiveness by virtue of their 
work for NHRMC as a nonprofit organization. 

Duke has demonstrated a longstanding commitment to its valued employees and furthering their pursuit of 
education. To support its employees, Duke offers loan forgiveness programs for nurses and robust tuition 
reimbursement programs for nursing and non-nursing employees seeking to continue their education.  

• Nursing School Student Loan Forgiveness Program: For registered nurses with outstanding pre-licensure 
student loans, Duke offers loan forgiveness of up to $25,000. The program is for eligible full-time (0.9 FTE 
or 36+ hours/week) nurses who work in procedural areas and provide services to inpatients.  

• Registered Nurse Tuition Assistance Program: Duke contributes up to 90% of tuition for study toward a 
Master's degree, post-Master's degree certificate, and Doctorate of Nursing Practice at the School of 
Nursing. 

• Duke Employee Tuition Assistance Program: Duke provides reimbursement of tuition for eligible classes 
taken at Duke or any other higher educational institution accredited by the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools with a physical presence in North Carolina. Subject to eligibility requirements and 
specific criteria, Duke reimburses tuition of up to $5,250 per calendar year. 

Duke understands that NHRMC currently provides tuition reimbursement programs of up to $2,000 per year. 
Duke is interested in discussing NHRMC’s experiences with similar programs and the potential for Duke’s loan 
forgiveness program to be extended to NHRMC employees.
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SECTION 5: PARTNERING WITH PROVIDERS 

• Duke’s provider recruitment team is complemented by the array of education and alignment options 
available to providers. The combination of these have fueled significant growth in Duke’s provider base. To 
further position NHRMC as a regional destination medical center, Duke would make its resources and 
capabilities available to NHRMC. The objective would be to meet and exceed the current community needs. 
While Duke’s provider recruitment resources would be made available to NHRMC, Duke would seek to 
engage in bidirectional learning opportunities given NHRMC’s own successes and service area nuances. 

• Among other capabilities that would extend to NHRMC, Duke has world-class physician assistant and nurse 
practitioner programs, ranked #1 and #2 in the nation, respectively. An opportunity Duke and NHRMC may 
explore is the broadening of NHRMC’s existing advanced practice provider education programs. 

• Given the rising demands on providers, it is increasingly important to utilize a team-based approach to care 
delivery such as the interprofessional care model employed by Duke. This care model enhances the role of 
advanced practice providers throughout the organization, who take active leadership in the care and 
operations of Duke. This has led to increased outcomes, enhanced provider satisfaction, and improved 
access.  

• Duke’s goal is to be the provider of choice for the communities it serves, and a critical element of this is to 
be the health system partner of choice for physicians. Therefore, Duke has many complementary 
relationships with independent providers in the community and would seek to learn from NHRMC on this 
front to expand the strategic partnership’s prevalence among independent providers.  

• One of the most important objectives of the joint business planning will be to determine mechanisms to 
limit any potential disruption to the existing provider base. Based on the information made available to 
date, Duke would seek to continue NHRMC’s existing relationships and promote expansion of the provider 
base as NHRMC enhances its position as a regional destination medical center. 

 
5.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
capabilities in recruiting providers into the Service Area. 
5.1.1. Specifically, discuss how the Respondent would work with NHRMC’s existing provider recruitment staff.  
5.1.2. What enhancements and improvements to physician recruiting would Respondent commit to making for 
NHRMC? 

Provider Recruitment  

Provider recruitment and retention is an important success factor for 
any health system and has been of paramount importance in support 
of Duke’s strategic growth plans. Over the last four years, Duke and 
the Private Diagnostic Clinic (Duke’s clinical partner and aligned 
faculty practice plan) have collectively expanded their provider 
count by 25%, and they now have over 2,400 providers serving the 
community. These providers have enabled Duke to expand its 
footprint, increase access to care, provide a wider range of 
specialties, and improve patient outcomes. To Duke, recruitment is 
a building block for clinical excellence. To facilitate the 
accomplishment of its successes to date, Duke has developed a robust provider recruitment, onboarding, and 
retention platform.   

Duke has a dedicated team of 19 recruitment and provider integration staff (the Private Diagnostic Clinic and Duke 
Primary Care) that work to address the needs of the evolving healthcare landscape. The team utilizes a variety of 
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tools and databases to attract providers from across the nation and from Duke’s own graduate medical education 
programs (as described in Questions 5.2.4-5.2.4.3). On average, the team successfully recruits 210 providers 
annually, 60-70 of whom work in primary care. Additionally, the team supports provider onboarding and 
continued provider engagement, as well as supporting offboarding of providers to understand where 
improvements can be made at Duke. These efforts have been critical to the growth of the provider platform over 
the years and to ensuring patient and provider satisfaction. 

Duke understands that NHRMC has identified a need to recruit 92 physicians over the next three years. To help 
accomplish these objectives, Duke would make its full suite of resources available to NHRMC. For example: 

• Duke would be excited to collaborate with NHRMC to expand and develop its educational programs, which 
will provide learners with valuable experiences in a community setting and have a positive future impact 
on Duke’s/NHRMC’s ability to recruit physicians and other providers to the NHRMC organization. 

• NHRMC would have immediate access to Duke’s recruitment infrastructure. Duke would also seek to 
understand NHRMC’s capabilities to determine how the organizations can learn from each other’s best 
practices. Duke anticipates a meaningful amount of bidirectional learning from NHRMC’s community-
based experiences to further develop the significant provider platform currently in place.  

• Recruitment efforts for NHRMC will be augmented by access to a deep pool of highly trained healthcare 
professionals that have received education and training at Duke. Duke provides state of the art training 
models that exemplify overall best practices.  

• While Duke is one of the largest providers of graduate medical education services in the state, local 
positions are not available for all the individuals who have completed their respective graduate medical 
education program and wish to stay in the region. The opportunity to retain these talented and educated 
individuals inside the system would be a unique synergy for the two organizations. 

Provider Support Infrastructure 

In addition to Duke’s recruitment capabilities, NHRMC will have full access to Duke’s broader provider 
management infrastructure. This support infrastructure has been developed over time and has received 
meaningful input from various clinical and administrative leaders to achieve its current state. While the platform 
continues to evolve, there are a number of opportunities that may be complementary to NHRMC’s existing 
infrastructure:  

• Expertise in all areas of physician practice management and a robust state-of-the-art infrastructure. This 
infrastructure includes physician schedule management, call center/appointment management, patient 
communication, patient workflows, clinical design, revenue cycle management, distribution of clinical 
protocols, facilities design, and development of new practice sites. 

• Duke’s commitment to providing care 
locally. To help support this vision, as 
needed, NHRMC would have access to 
Duke’s specialists for e-consultations, 
providing increased convenience for 
patients, promoting improved 
outcomes and patient satisfaction, and 
reinforcing NHRMC’s position as the 
community provider of choice. Duke 
has extensive experience in recruiting a 
variety of specialists and sub-
specialists, and intends to collaborate 
with NHRMC and augment its recruitment capabilities to enhance local care. In appropriate 

NHRMC Duke Physician Growth

3-Year % of FY FY Net

Target Total Gap 2017 2020 Change

Pediatrics 22 24% 173 231 58 10%

Primary Care1 20 22% 167 205 38 7%

Medical Staff

Dermatology 5 5% 19 26 7 11%

Cardiology 4 4% 111 125 14 4%

Psychiatry 3 3% 92 123 31 10%

Gastroenterology 3 3% 43 58 15 10%

Hematology/Oncology 3 3% 62 72 10 5%

Surgical Specialists

General Surgery 4 4% 40 40 0 0%

Otolaryngology 4 4% 18 32 14 21%

Total 68 74% 725 912 187 8%

Note: 1) Primary care includes family medicine specialists in PDC and physicians in DPC.

Specialty
CAGR
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circumstances, NHRMC would also have access to Duke’s physician platform in areas where local services 
are not currently available such as transplantation. As illustrated in the chart, Duke has increased 
physician support at a significant rate, with more than 185 physicians added from fiscal year 2017 to fiscal 
year 2020 in the top services that NHRMC has targeted in its provider development plan. Specifically, Duke 
has increased pediatrics and primary care physicians by approximately 10% and 7%, respectively, from 
fiscal year 2017 to fiscal year 2020. Augmenting these recruitment efforts will enhance NHRMC’s ability 
to continue to provide high-quality patient care and meet the needs of its community.  

5.1.3. What enhancements and improvements to advanced practice provider recruiting would Respondent 
commit to making for NHRMC? 

As described in Questions 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.3, Duke has a robust education platform, particularly for physician 
assistants and nurse practitioners, with its respective programs ranked #1 and #2 in the nation by U.S. News & 
World Report in the most recent rankings. If selected as NHRMC’s strategic partner, Duke would be enthusiastic 
about exploring the following opportunities: 

• Initiating advanced practice provider educational 
platforms at NHRMC.  

• Pursuing advanced practice provider training 
opportunities including residency or fellowship-
level training in specific specialties, as described in 
Question 5.3, with potential for tuition 
reimbursement programs. 

• Promoting opportunities for Duke’s advanced 
practice provider graduates to become providers at 
NHRMC. Duke cannot place all of its advanced practice provider graduates locally, and many would 
welcome the opportunity to join NHRMC, especially after practicing there during their education.  

• Bringing Duke’s Advancing Recruitment & Retention Together (ART) program to NHRMC. The ART 
program has been launched for Duke’s clinical nursing and ancillary health positions, and will eventually 
be included in all areas of recruitment. The ART program initiatives have helped transform nurse and 
clinical recruitment practices over the last few years and focus on hiring additional recruitment staff, 
implementing tactics and strategies to increase the candidate pool of experienced nurses, improving 
processes and communications, and deploying other best practices for advanced practice provider and 
clinical staff recruitment and retention. 

Please refer to the Duke Raleigh Hospital and Duke Regional Hospital Case Studies. 

As further described in Question 5.2.4, Duke has a robust graduate medical education program that annually trains 
more than 1,000 residents and fellows in highly ranked programs, which include the broadest scope and depth of 
specialty fellowships in the state of North Carolina. As these physicians graduate from their respective programs, 
an affiliation with NHRMC would provide a unique opportunity for them to continue their practice within the Duke 
and NHRMC family. Currently, approximately 50% of Duke’s faculty and hospital physicians have received 
graduate medical education training from Duke, which reflects the strong internal recruitment capabilities of an 
academic-affiliated program and facilitates the development of Duke’s high-quality programs.  

5.1.4. Provide detail on how provider recruitment was improved at hospitals and health systems that have 
affiliated or partnered with the Respondent.  

5.1.5. Discuss how an affiliation or partnership with the Respondent would enhance recruitment and retention 
of or access to specialists and sub-specialists not currently, or adequately, available in the region. 
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In addition to the education element, Duke has a robust recruitment platform, as described in Question 5.1.2. 
NHRMC would gain access to the full suite of tools and capabilities used by Duke’s recruitment team. Although 
Duke could expand its own recruitment team to facilitate achievement of NHRMC’s objectives, Duke believes that 
healthcare is local and that NHRMC has been successful in its own right. To that end, Duke would welcome the 
opportunity to meet with NHRMC leadership and better determine how the organizations’ respective capabilities 
may be complementary.  

5.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on developing 
and/or enhancing NHRMC’s medical education, residency and fellowship programs as well as nursing education 
and other provider training programs. 

Duke is a national leader in medical education. Duke offers highly competitive graduate medical education 
residency and fellowship programs that are the most comprehensive in the state. In addition, Duke offers 
numerous top-rated nursing and allied health degree programs and training certifications through its academic 
platforms and through its related educational affiliations such as the Watts College of Nursing. Duke is enthusiastic 
about understanding the educational needs at NHRMC and collaborating to extend these programs to the local 
campus based on need and interest. Selected programs and opportunities for educational partnerships are 
discussed in Questions 5.2.4 to 5.2.4.3. 

5.2.1. Discuss how an affiliation or partnership with the Respondent would impact existing medical education 
programs at NHRMC, including the affiliation with UNC. Does the Respondent commit to maintaining and 
enhancing all of these programs unless otherwise decided by the NHRMC Board? 
5.2.2. Will the Respondent commit to developing and enhancing NHRMC’s existing medical residency programs 
in Internal Medicine, General Surgery, Family Medicine and Obstetrics and Gynecology? 

The Duke commitment to medical education is unwavering including placement of clinical trainees in a variety of 
rich educational environments (please refer to Questions 5.2.4 to 5.2.4.3 for additional detail). To that end, and 
subject to further discussions and diligence, Duke does not anticipate any changes to the existing medical 
education programs at NHRMC, including the existing affiliation with UNC. Instead, Duke would seek to identify 
opportunities to enhance the portfolio of existing training programs offered by NHRMC, beyond the four currently 
offered. Duke would also be interested in exploring the possibility of fellowship training programs in select 
specialties based on community need and local training expertise. Through the strategic partnership, Duke would 
work with NHRMC leadership to better understand the needs of the community and how the organizations may 
complement each other’s medical education programs, including the development of local graduate medical 
education specialty fellowship programs.  

Please refer to Questions 5.2.4-5.2.4.3 and 5.3-5.3.1. 

5.2.4. Discuss how an affiliation or partnership with the Respondent would support new programs or the 
implementation of Respondent’s current programs in the following education and training programs at NHRMC, 
5.2.4.1. Graduate Medical Education;  
5.2.4.2. Nursing Education; and  
5.2.4.3. Allied Health Education. 

Graduate Medical Education  

Duke offers over 180 residency and fellowship programs and trains more than 1,000 physicians each year. In 
addition to the traditional Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) programs, Duke 
sponsors innovative training opportunities designed to address the evolving needs of a contemporary health 
system, including:  

5.2.3 How would Respondent develop future residency and fellowship training programs? 
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• Clinical Informatics Fellowship: This program prepares physicians to serve as institutional leaders in the 
use of health data to answer relevant clinical and administrative questions. Duke has come to realize that 
clinicians with these skills can transform healthcare by analyzing, designing, implementing, and evaluating 
information and communication systems to improve care, enhance access to care, advance individual and 
population health outcomes, and strengthen the clinician-patient relationship.  

• Management and Leadership Pathway for Residents: As physicians prepare themselves to excel in both 
clinical medicine and the complex management settings that pervade healthcare, this program is designed 
to facilitate development of the next generation of physician leaders. This pathway is a rotational 
experience that requires trainees to work on high-priority initiatives across the health system. These 
rotations are integrated into the trainee’s clinical residency program. The structure allows the trainee to 
develop and integrate clinical, management, and leadership skills.  

• Artificial Intelligence Health Data Science Fellowship: As technology continues to have a radical impact on 
healthcare, this program is structured to provide individuals with the essential skills in healthcare analytics 
and in artificial intelligence/machine learning. Fellows gain hands-on experience with cutting-edge data 
science methods and healthcare data, while working on interdisciplinary teams to address projects that 
improve the lives of patients.  

• Chief Resident in Quality and Safety (CRQS): Duke will enroll its first CRQS in the summer of 2020. The 
resident in this new role will have the opportunity to work on a broad range of quality and safety projects 
while also pursuing a number of credentials such as Six Sigma certification. The residency is intended to 
foster development of physicians with a strong background and interest in quality and safety. A similar 
program has been effective at the Veterans Affairs Medical Centers across the country.  

Duke believes that developing a strong culture of physician leadership in healthcare safety and quality begins in 
training programs. For example, Duke is one of nine institutions selected by the ACGME to form a Patient Safety 
Collaborative. The collaborative focuses on creating and testing a framework for residents and fellows to engage 
with their learning environments to promote and embed a culture of safety. Instilling this culture at a graduate 
medical education level helps it to permeate the organization. Duke’s continued enhancement of its graduate 
medical education programs is creating an educational setting that fosters excellence in experiential learning 
about patient safety and quality improvement and various tenets of professionalism and psychological safety. 
Duke’s unique emphasis on interprofessional education and care has contributed to creating an optimal learning 
environment that enhances quality of care and promotes workforce retention. More than that, Duke’s graduate 
medical education programs ensure the development of tomorrow’s medical leaders in more than just the 
traditional practice of medicine. 

Subject to further diligence and conversations with NHRMC, Duke views several opportunities for the strategic 
partnership to collaborate, such as: 

Offering fellowship 
programs to NHRMC 
physicians or recent 
graduates of NHRMC 
GME programs 

Duke has a model that could enable fellowship training to NHRMC physicians and 
recent graduate medical education graduates (subspecialty or otherwise not available 
to NHRMC locally) at Duke with an intention of the physician returning to NHRMC after 
completing his or her training. This would help the NHRMC community gain access to 
subspecialty services that may not otherwise be available. Duke has successfully 
implemented this model with various institutions, both domestically and 
internationally. For example, Duke is currently training an internist to deliver pre- and 
post-liver transplant care in collaboration with a regional health system. Once the 
internist’s training is complete, he will return to the community. 
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Shared rotations 
between Duke and 
NHRMC 

This collaboration would allow select residency and fellowship training programs to 
augment academic learning with a more traditional community-based environment. 

Enhance the ACGME 
offerings at NHRMC 

Duke has developed many highly specialized fellowships that are nationally regarded. 
Duke looks forward to collaborating with NHRMC to explore opportunities to increase 
the number of offerings across both organizations to address the community’s 
healthcare needs. Select programs for further discussion with NHRMC include a local 
cardiology fellowship training program and other programs based on NHRMC’s needs 
and interests.  

Deploy APP training 
programs and recruit 
graduates to NHRMC 

As further described below. 

Increase recruitment 
and retention 

As further described in Question 5.7. 

The School of Nursing  

Consistent with its commitment to education, the School of 
Nursing is educating the next generation of transformational 
leaders in nursing. Founded in 1931, the School of Nursing is ranked 
second in the nation overall by U.S. News & World Report for the 
2020 Best Graduate Nursing Schools rankings. Its Doctor of Nursing 
Practice program is also second in the nation in 2020, and six of its 
eleven nursing master’s programs are ranked in the top five 
nationally.  

Doctor of Nursing Practice students can choose to focus on nurse practitioner, executive leadership, or nurse 
anesthesia training paths. In 2018, the School of Nursing was ranked #3 by U.S. News & World Report for best 
nursing school in anesthesia education. Doctor of Nursing Practice graduates with a specialization in the nurse 
anesthesia program have had a 100% pass rate for the certified registered nurse anesthetist certification 

examination. To complement the on-campus experience, 
the School of Nursing also offers distance-based programs, 
and is ranked first in the 2020 edition of U.S. News & World 
Report Best Online Graduate School rankings for several 
programs, including: 

• Family Nurse Practitioner Program 

• Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner Program 

• Psychiatric Nursing Program Across the Continuum 

• Nursing Administration/Leadership Program 

• Nursing Education Program 

Watts College of Nursing 

The Watts College of Nursing is affiliated with Duke and adds community-based nurse training experience and 
perspective. Founded in 1895, Watts is the oldest school of nursing in North Carolina and has recently expanded 
from a diploma-only program to now offering fully accredited BSN degrees. The program combines “hands-on” 
clinical experience with the extended focus and advantages of a BSN degree. The BSN program began 2019 with 
target enrollment of 50 students in the fall of 2020. Given the profile of the original diploma program, which is 

Notes: The metrics above represent the total number of students who graduated within 3/5 years of

matriculants.

2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019

# of Students (<3 years) 97 124 119 141 193

# of Students (<5 years) 106 138 125 158 200
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Rank Programs

#1 Adult-Gerontology, Acute Care

#1 Adult-Gerontology, Primary Care

#1 Family

#2 Pediatric, Primary Care

#3 Nurse Administration

#5 Health Informatics

Note: The first four programs are Nurse Practitioner

programs.

https://nursing.duke.edu/node/133
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being phased out this year, the BSN program is expected to grow to 100+ students on an annual basis. The Watts 
College of Nursing is also exploring strategic opportunities to expand its curriculum to include Health Professions 
Education (Allied Health) programs to complement their traditional nursing programs.  

If selected as NHRMC’s strategic partner, Duke would seek to better understand NHRMC’s needs and objectives 
with respect to nursing education and how Duke and NHRMC may complement each other’s efforts. Specifically, 
there is an opportunity to augment Duke’s academic platform to enhance and expand NHRMC’s nursing education 
and training programs. 

Health Professions Education Programs (Allied Health) 

Duke continues to grow existing programs while developing new programs that further enhance its health 
professions education. Health Professions Education programs that may augment NHRMC’s offerings include: 

The Physician 
Assistant Program 

The Physician Assistant Program was established in 1965 as the first physician assistant 
program in the United States and is known as the birthplace of the physician assistant 
profession. The program was born out of a shortage of healthcare providers and 
continues to augment the traditional physician platform. Today, the Physician Assistant 
Program is recognized as a preeminent educational program, and in 2019, the U.S. News 
& World Report reaffirmed its #1 ranking (of 169 total programs). The PA program enrolls 
90 students per year from a diverse set of backgrounds to promote well-rounded 
education and healthcare providers. Of current students, 56% are from disadvantaged 
backgrounds including students who are members of racial and ethnic minority groups. 
Each year, the PA class rotates across Duke, supporting patient care throughout various 
services, medical and surgical specialties, and subspecialties. The most recent graduates 
achieved a 98% first-time pass rate on the National PA Certification Exam, compared to 
the national average of 93% (2019), and there has been less than a 1% student attrition 
rate in the program over the past five years. 

The Doctor of 
Physical Therapy 
Program 

In 1999 Duke established the Doctor of Physical Therapy program that is housed within 
Duke’s department of orthopaedic surgery. The Doctor of Physical Therapy program is 
consistently rated among the best training programs in the nation and most recently 
ranked tenth in the nation by U.S. News & World Report. Each year, more than 200 
students work with faculty, clinical educators, and staff who are actively engaged in 
exploring clinically relevant research to promote the health of patients and populations.  

The Occupational 
Therapy Doctorate 
Division 

The Occupational Therapy Doctorate Division is a developing academic program within 
the department of orthopaedic surgery. The proposal for the new division is progressing 
through the university approval process with anticipated approval by the Board of 
Trustees by Fall 2020. The program is anticipated to commence in June 2022 following 
accreditation by the Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy Education. 

Cardiac 
Sonographer 
Training Program 

Duke recognizes that there is a national shortage of cardiac sonographers and is 
investigating expansion of its current offerings to include a one-year Cardiac Sonographer 
Training Program. This post-bachelor’s program would focus on the skills of performance 
and interpretation of adult cardiac ultrasound.  

In addition to these traditional programs, Duke also offers other complementary programs such as the Master of 
Health Sciences in Clinical Research, Masters and Ph.D. degrees in Medical Physics, Master of Biomedical Sciences, 
and a Master of Biostatics. Duke would seek to understand NHRMC’s capabilities in health professions education 
and how the organizations can collaborate to enhance offerings to the community. 
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5.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to effectively deploy advanced practice providers in healthcare delivery teams? 
5.3.1. Discuss the Respondent’s approach and experience in the use of advanced practice providers. 

Advanced Practice Providers 

Duke’s advanced practice providers platform includes a list of nationally ranked training programs for nurse 
practitioners, certified registered nurse anesthetists, and physician assistants, all of which are considered 
advanced practice providers (along with certified nurse midwives and clinical nurse specialists) in the Duke 
approach to team-based care. Some examples include, the Physician Assistant Program and the Doctor of Nursing 
Practice Program, which are ranked #1 and #2 in the nation, respectively. Please refer to Questions 5.2.4.2 and 
5.2.4.3 for further details.  

Duke sponsors a robust array of programs for advanced practice providers to receive additional residency or 
fellowship-level training, including surgery, emergency care, neurology, transplant, critical care, primary care, 
rheumatology, and others. Many non-clinical tasks also have been integrated into the advanced practice provider 
role, particularly in the institutional and larger clinical setting. For example, advanced practice providers in the 
tertiary care setting are often involved in the acquisition, recording, and analysis of research data; the 
development of patient and public education programs; and the administration of their departments’ clinical and 
educational services. Training in both clinical and operational elements has led to enhanced quality of and access 
to care, decreased readmissions, and enhanced provider and patient satisfaction.  

The 445 advanced practice providers at Duke play an essential role in facilitating foundational elements of team-
based care and patient access. At Duke, advanced practice providers are actively encouraged to practice at the 
top of their licenses, and work in parallel with physicians rather than sequentially with physicians. As such, 
advanced practice providers function as independent providers and may have their own panel of patients and see 
return patients without direct physician oversight. For example, two advanced practice providers run a same-day 
heart failure clinic. In addition, advanced practice providers are provided an extensive onboarding program, as 
referred in Questions 5.1-5.1.2, that serves as post-graduate training in specialties such as primary care. As 
previously mentioned in Question 1.2.1, Duke is a national leader in using an interprofessional care model, which 
also promotes the role of the advanced practice providers, who have the opportunity to train under the model as 
well. Due to Duke’s intentional care design that promotes advanced practice providers across various specialties, 
Duke also sets the specific criteria to measure performance. To that end, Duke has developed proprietary 
productivity benchmarks for advanced practice providers by specialty since Medical Group Management 
Association (MGMA) equivalents and other similar benchmarks do not otherwise exist.  

The holistic incorporation of advanced practice 
providers into Duke’s team-based environment extends 
beyond day-to-day patient care. Duke advanced 
practice providers have led the development of novel 
models of patient care such as staffing redesign. 
Recently, advanced practice providers led the 
development of a multi-faceted cardiothoracic surgery 
staffing and coverage model that has transformed the 
service’s approach to care (see additional details in the 
image on the right). Many of these practices and 
protocols have been shared at national conferences, 
and Duke serves as a leader in acute care and inpatient 
specialty care delivery models.  

While Duke has successfully grown and exported its team-based approach, Duke recognizes that NHRMC has a 
robust and successful operating model as well. To that end, if selected as the strategic partner, Duke would seek 
to understand NHRMC’s needs and how the organizations can best complement one another through bidirectional 

Create strategic staffing plans 
based on programmatic needs 

& areas of growth

Optimize cross training, top of 
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development & retention 

strategies
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learning. In some instances, Duke has helped other organizations to evaluate their advanced practice provider 
needs, to review patient flows, to right-size practices, to conduct site assessments, and to provide 
fellowship/residency training. Duke would also be interested in exploring opportunities for advanced practice 
provider students to use the learning environment at NHRMC during their training, and/or to develop a program 
locally at NHRMC. It is important to cater the specifics to the institution, the culture, and the community, and 
Duke would only seek to enhance NHRMC’s capabilities. 

5.4. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
approach to working with community physicians.  
5.4.1. Describe any programs offered by the Respondent that could be rolled-out at NHRMC in order to more 
closely align with and support independent physicians and medical groups (e.g., management services 
organization and providing EMR access to small practices and other clinical points of care).  
5.4.2. What is the Respondent’s approach to partnering with independent physicians and medical groups in 
joint ventures and clinically integrated programs?  

Collaborative Approach to Independent Physicians 

One of Duke’s goals is to be the provider of choice for the communities it serves, and a critical element of this is 
to be the health system partner of choice for physicians. While Duke has a robust infrastructure for its employed 
physicians and advanced practice providers, it takes a deliberate approach to collaborating with independent 
physicians. To that end, Duke’s pluralistic model includes faculty physicians, both academic and community-based, 
primary care employed physicians,5 and independent physicians.6 Duke uses a variety of provider models 
throughout the system. Moreover, Duke believes that it is important to be the best partner for independent 
physicians to promote the health of its communities. Select principles for how Duke partners with independent 
physicians include: 

• Provide complementary care: Duke has a unique ability to provide specialty and sub-specialty services 
that complement care provided by independent providers. For example, while independent providers 
may have a robust general surgery offering, Duke can augment this care by focusing on the provision of 
sub-specialists in targeted areas to support NHRMC’s needs.  

• Support relationship development: Duke believes in partnering with physicians to achieve their shared 
objectives of providing high-quality care to their communities. Whether or not physicians are formally 
part of Duke, it is critical that Duke patients have access to the highest quality and most efficient 
healthcare providers. 

• Promote local input: To ensure the voice of local providers is considered in its decision-making, Duke has 
a variety of leadership roles for independent physicians, including participation on Duke’s governance 
boards, quality committees, care redesign teams, and committee and board membership in Duke’s 
clinically integrated network, Duke Connected Care.  

Array of Alignment Alternatives 

To facilitate the development and maintenance of relationships with independent providers and medical groups, 
Duke utilizes a variety of alternatives. The intent of this approach is to afford independent providers with a 
solution that achieves their respective objectives. The approaches below represent select options Duke has 
utilized; however, Duke expects to learn from NHRMC to develop and/or enhance the best approaches for the 
greater Wilmington community’s independent physician base. Duke believes that it is critical to first understand 

                                                           
5 Duke Primary Care physicians are on the medical staffs of Duke University Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital. 

6 Independent physicians are on the medical staffs at Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital. 
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the unmet needs of the community, and then create an individual solution. Select options across this array for 
further conversation with NHRMC medical leaders include the following: 

Technological 
Solutions  

Duke’s Community Connect program extends the institution’s electronic heath record (Epic) 
to eligible community providers, comprising members of the active medical staffs of Duke. 
Duke’s Community Connect program also allows Duke to connect with referring physicians, 
including those in post-acute settings, to ensure continuity of care. Duke has subsidized the 
costs of Epic implementation (including on-site support) up to the regulatory allowable level. 
For example:  

• The Forest at Duke is a retirement community with onsite primary (geriatric) care. This 
clinic uses Duke’s Community Connect to optimize care coordination by providing local 
residents with specialty care through Duke.  

• Lincoln Community Health Center (LCHC) is a Federally Qualified Health Center located in 
Durham. LCHC provides primary and preventative healthcare services to those in 
uninsured areas. To promote the integration of healthcare, Duke provides Epic Community 
Connect services to LCHC. 

Duke’s Community Connect program also provides technical consultation related to practice-
initiatives. Select examples include:  

• EMR for risk stratification 

• Data-focused quality improvement 

• Practice and care management and coordination 

Duke uses Epic MedLink to connect with referring physicians. 

Duke 
Connected 
Care  

Duke’s clinically integrated network, Duke Connected Care, was accredited by the National 
Committee for Quality Assurance for improving quality and aligning value-based initiatives. As 
further described in Question 1.2.3, Duke Connected Care qualifies as an Accountable Care 
Organization under the Medicare Shared Services Program. Duke Connected Care has a full 
complement of more than 2,300 providers and has 18 independent entities with 
approximately 120 independent providers. Duke Connected Care provides strong support for 
independent physicians; two of the seven members on its Board of Managers represent 
independent physician practices. Please refer to Question 1.2.3 for further information on 
Duke Connected Care. 

If selected as the strategic partner, Duke would collaborate with NHRMC to determine how 
Duke Connected Care and Physician Quality Partners will complement each other and provide 
overall best practices.  

Leadership 
Involvement 

As mentioned above, Duke believes it is important to include clinicians in its governance 
structure. In addition to previously cited examples, Duke has six physicians on its Duke 
University Health System board.  

Shared 
Investments 

Duke is open to shared investments with independent physicians that help create synergies 
and links across the organizations. For example, Duke Raleigh Hospital has multiple 
community providers that are members of its medical staff and have long-term commitments 
to retain their outpatient practices on its campus. These include spine surgery, ophthalmology, 
and primary care independent practices. 
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Others  

Duke is also open to other relationships that will support and enhance independent physician 
alignment, such as medical directorships, co-management agreements, and including 
independent physicians in service-line marketing campaigns. Duke is eager to learn specific 
tools and tactics NHRMC uses to engage its independent providers, and whether these 
approaches can be deployed more broadly within the potentially combined system. 

Historically, Duke has not engaged in joint ventures with independent physicians; however, this does not reflect 
a lack of interest in pursuing these opportunities. In a strategic partnership, Duke would collaborate with NHRMC 
and local independent physicians to assess the needs of the community and implement overall best practices.  

5.4.3 Discuss how an affiliation or partnership with the Respondent would impact existing (and developing) 
hospital-based provider contracts, joint ventures and other physician contracts and agreements. Does the 
Respondent commit to maintaining all of these relationships unless otherwise decided by the NHRMC Board? If 
so, for how long? 

Based on review of the available data, Duke does not anticipate any impacts to the existing or developing hospital-
based provider contracts, joint ventures, or other physician contracts and agreements, subject to further 
diligence. Duke’s view of the regional destination medical center model would be to focus less on immediate and 
incremental change that could be disruptive and instead understand the rationale and direction of the current 
network strategies that NHRMC is undertaking. Later, during joint business planning, Duke and NHRMC would 
seek to collectively identify optimizing opportunities for the long-term objectives of the relationship. Please refer 
to Questions 10.1-10.3 for further details on NHRMC governance rights and responsibilities. 

5.4.4. Describe the Respondent’s approach to the use of non-compete and cost share provision clauses in 
physician contracting.  

 

Duke would be open to alternatives that suit the unique needs of the community NHRMC serves.  

5.4.5. What is the Respondent’s approach to working with independent physicians who have built practices in 
the community? Describe what impact, if any, the Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
approach to and relationships with independent physicians. 

In addition to the practices and methodologies referred to in Questions 5.4 to 5.4.2, Duke involves independent 
providers in significant changes it makes to clinical care processes or methodologies. In a strategic partnership, 
Duke would seek to learn about NHRMC’s approach to and relationships with independent physicians. Duke does 
not intend to disrupt or alter existing relationships. Rather, Duke will collaborate with NHRMC to provide support 
and further enhance these relationships. As Duke has indicated throughout this response, it is likely that factors 
driving certain activities or relationships of NHRMC in its service area merit continuation or even consideration in 
the future service areas that NHRMC and Duke may collectively consider entering. 

5.5. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
approach towards medical group practice operations for its employed physician base.  

Duke does not anticipate changes to NHRMC’s approach toward medical group practice operations for its 
employed physician base, subject to due diligence. Rather, Duke would seek to minimize any potential disruption 
that could occur due to the strategic partnership. As appropriate, Duke will partner with the NHRMC medical 
group leaders to identify collective best practices. In this way, NHRMC and Duke can exemplify a unique approach 
to the regional destination medical center with a tangible and specific example of how such an operating approach 
would function.  

[Please see redacted item #6 in the Redaction Addendum. Verbiage containing competitive healthcare 
activity related to the use of non-compete clauses and cost-share-provisions.] 
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5.5.1. How does the respondent view the NHRMC medical group relationship with Atrium and would that be 
continued? If not, what is the alternative and how does it compare to the current state?  

Duke is not seeking to disrupt or alter the existing arrangement. Duke recognizes the value generated by the 
affiliation between NHRMC physicians and their partner of choice and will seek to support the medical group in 
their employment preferences. As previously mentioned, one of Duke’s primary objectives in a strategic 
partnership is to minimize any disruption to provider operations. In order to support the common goal of providing 
best-in-class care to the community, Duke is committed to supporting NHRMC and its medical group in its 
relationships. As part of the joint business planning and strategic partnership efforts, Duke would work with 
NHRMC local leadership to enhance its provider growth strategies. 

5.5.2. What enhancements to medical group operations could Respondent offer to NHRMC? 

Duke is prepared to collaborate and offer assistance with existing and future innovations to improve delivery of 
high-value care to the community. Based on review of the materials provided to date, NHRMC is projecting 
significant clinician growth needs in the near term. Duke has been very successful in meeting aggressive growth 
targets in primary and specialty care. Duke believes that there is an opportunity to use similar recruitment 
strategies and tactics as those utilized by its organization to benefit the NHRMC community, and Duke would seek 
to jointly develop a recruitment strategy and plan to achieve the NHRMC growth objectives. 

Duke has also focused heavily on improving patient access to its system through cutting-edge strategies such as 
electronic medical record enhancements, clinic workflow management, clinician availability and room utilization, 
e-consultation, and access center optimization. Collaboration around care delivery pathways, development of 
alternative sites and models of care, and sharing best clinical practices will enhance a collective mission to improve 
the highest-value patient care.  

These efforts are intended not only to improve the organizations’ collective recruitment strategies, but also to 
enhance patient and provider satisfaction (further described in Question 5.7). The combination of these strategies 
promotes a healthy, growth-oriented medical group that will benefit the communities.  

Duke’s first priority in a strategic partnership would be to minimize any disruption to provider operations; 
therefore, Duke would not expect to make any alterations to the NHRMC medical group. During joint business 
planning and following consummation of the strategic partnership, Duke would work collaboratively with NHRMC 
leadership to identify opportunities to enhance the operations of NHRMC’s medical group. Select examples may 
include the following: 

• Increase recruitment platform by drawing from Duke’s pool of graduates, recruitment infrastructure, and 
other similar structures as described in Questions 5.1-5.1.2. 

• Deploy team-based care practices that emphasize advanced practice providers practicing at the top of 
their licenses; this has proved to enhance practice operations, outcomes, provider satisfaction, and other 
similar factors in the medical group 

• Share best practices for medical group operations and administration 

• Provide educational and leadership development opportunities, as further described in Question 5.7.3 

• Develop telehealth opportunities to increase access to care 

• Improve patient flow to ensure timely availability of beds, procedure rooms, operating rooms and imaging 
suites, as further described in Question 1.10 

Please refer to the Duke Raleigh Hospital and Duke Regional Hospital Case Studies for further details. 

In addition to these potential enhancements that Duke has preliminarily identified, Duke would like to better 
understand NHRMC’s objectives. Moreover, Duke anticipates that there are a number of opportunities for Duke 
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to learn from NHRMC’s practices, and it would seek to identify how the organizations can collectively enhance 
medical group operations through this strategic partnership. 

5.6. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on local medical 
staff governance at NHRMC. Address any material shifts or changes in policy and procedure regarding 
privileging, credentialing, quality and safety that the medical staff may anticipate as a result of such partnership. 

Duke believes that healthcare is local and that it is important for the medical staff at NHRMC to be self-governing. 
To that end, the medical staffs at each of Duke’s hospitals are self-governing. Subject to further due diligence, 
Duke does not anticipate any changes to the medical staff governance or the related policies and procedures at 
NHRMC. Further, to the extent that medical staff leadership wish to engage with Private Diagnostic Clinic, or other 
Duke affiliated clinical leaders, the opportunity to do so allows NHRMC to consult, engage or consider approaches 
being used within the system as a reference point. 

5.7 Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on physician 
retention at NHRMC by discussing: 
5.7.1 Medical education and training programs for physicians 
5.7.2 Programs to enhance physician satisfaction and to prevent physician burnout 
5.7.3 Programs to train physician executives and further physician leadership; and 
5.7.4 Finally, discuss Respondent’s experience with physician retention at hospitals and health systems that 
have affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 

Continuing Medical Education 

A cornerstone of Duke is to promote life-long learning for clinicians through immediate access to a robust, 
multispecialty learning environment. In a strategic partnership, Duke and NHRMC would collaborate to identify 
synergies in these educational forums, increasing the value of current offerings across both organizations through 
mechanisms such as: 

• Teleconferencing of departmental and specialty Grand Rounds presentations 

• Special lectures 

• Operational conferences such as tumor boards and pathology reviews 

• Simulation training through Duke Surgical Education Activities Lab and Duke Human Simulation and 
Patient Safety Center 

• Complementary programs that further enhance health professions education, as described in Question 
5.2.4.3 

In addition, Duke offers a broad array of continuing medical education programs at no cost or at a discounted rate 
for faculty and staff. NHRMC’s clinical teams would have immediate access to these discounted rates, and Duke 
will provide ongoing support through continuing education and maintenance of certification credits associated 
with its conference offerings. 

Physician Satisfaction 

Similar to NHRMC, Duke has recognized the importance of physician well-being as a driver of retention and job 
satisfaction. Duke also believes that high clinician burnout rates limit opportunities to improve safety and quality. 
For years, Duke has used a robust program to support its physicians through targeted wellness and well-being 
initiatives focused on personal health. It has also undertaken systematic programs to eliminate practice barriers, 
improve experience with the electronic health record, and enhance the culture of collegiality and professionalism. 
Please refer to Question 4.1.4 for additional information. In the coming months, Duke is launching dedicated 
resources whose sole function is workforce wellness and well-being. Moreover, Duke’s robust advanced practice 
provider program is designed to improve the satisfaction of all Duke providers, as further described in Question 
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5.3. A strategic partnership with Duke would allow leaders of both organizations to review existing programs, 
perform gap analyses, share best practices, and examine entities within and outside healthcare to identify 
innovative programs that are applicable to the organizations’ environments. 

Physician Leadership 

Duke has many programs focused on leadership development, including numerous programs that target early- 
and mid-career physicians. The Duke Clinical Leadership Program was founded by the Chancellor for Health Affairs 
in 2010 to help expand leadership capacity within Duke. This program selects some of the brightest clinicians to 
work through a structured curriculum and practicum that prepares future leaders for health system roles and 
provides faculty with an opportunity to deepen their awareness of healthcare operations and to develop relevant 
leadership skills. Duke’s Academy for Health Professions Education and Academic Development program provides 
a platform for leadership training in education. There are also institutional and departmental programs focused 
on developing leadership skills that address specific concerns of Duke’s women physicians and those interested 
in advancing their research careers. Duke will explore the needs and requests from the NHRMC physicians and 
support the development of programs that expand the capabilities for medical leadership.  

Physician Retention at Affiliate Hospitals 

Duke has a strong history of partnering with community-based hospitals to enhance physician recruitment and 
retention. Over the past 22 years, Duke has transformed from an academic medical center into an integrated 
health system through partnerships with Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital. These partnerships 
have allowed Duke to design a platform that leverages its collective operational expertise and innovation, and 
then deploys that across a variety of different channels. A primary outcome of Duke’s integration is the focus on 
developing and maintaining the physician workforce by:  

• Improving the work environment 

• Providing access to academic and educational activities 

• Enhancing the quality of care delivery 

• Promoting the availability of cutting-edge technology and information systems 

• Increasing accessibility of local expertise 

More importantly, Duke believes that engaging and empowering local leadership is vital to accomplishing these 
efforts, and it has invested significantly in developing these capabilities in each of its partnering organizations. 
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SECTION 6: DRIVING QUALITY OF CARE AND PATIENT SAFETY THROUGHOUT CONTINUUM 

• Quality and patient safety are Duke’s top priorities throughout all clinical and education programs. Duke’s 
ongoing focus has led to further refinement of its systemic approach with the launch of the Duke Quality 
System in February 2019. Duke’s unwavering commitment to quality, patient safety and performance 
improvement built on the foundation of a Just Culture has enabled Duke to achieve 5-star ratings by CMS 
at Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital and a 4-star rating at Duke University Hospital. In 
addition, all three Duke hospitals have achieved Leapfrog “A” scores for the majority of the reporting 
periods over the past three years, and currently maintain those scores. 

• Duke is one of the nationwide leaders in partnering with independent hospitals and health systems to 
enhance clinical excellence, quality and safety. Through its joint venture relationship with Duke LifePoint 
and its specialty affiliate networks (Duke Heart Network, Duke Telestroke Network, and Duke Cancer 
Network), Duke is at the forefront of improving quality and patient safety at community and rural hospitals 
across the nation. 

• Duke’s professional nursing practice model is based on the engagement and empowerment of nurses at 
every level across the system. Predicated on the advancement of nursing practice through a robust shared 
governance structure, Duke nursing serves as an exemplar for evidence-based practice focused on patient 
safety and quality, and has led to success in the Magnet Recognition Program. Duke is proud to have 
achieved Magnet designation 6 of 6 times, including system level designation twice since 2014. 

• Duke recognizes the exemplary efforts and outcomes by NHRMC and strongly believes a strategic 
partnership will allow both organizations to collaborate, share best practices, and enhance current quality 
and patient safety outcomes. In addition, Duke intends to provide NHRMC access to Duke’s population 
health management capabilities and resources.  

 
6.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to improve and measure quality of care and patient safety. 
6.1.1. Are there programs offered by Respondent that could enhance NHRMC’s outcomes? 
6.1.2. Describe how the Respondent’s quality and patient safety assurance efforts would be integrated with 
NHRMC’s existing quality and patient safety assurance infrastructure. 

Quality and patient safety are Duke’s top priorities throughout all clinical and education programs. Duke 
centralizes a number of resources and programs to standardize its approach and ensure consistent, exceptional 
performance in both quality and safety across all of its clinical operations. This systemic approach has resulted in 
numerous quality and safety awards and recognitions at Duke University Hospital, Duke Regional Hospital, and 
Duke Raleigh Hospital, a selection of which are shown below. A description of all Duke awards is located on the 
Duke Health website. 

Recognition/Award Year Sponsor Entity 

Best Hospitals in North 
Carolina 

2019-2020 
U.S. News & World 

Report 

Duke University Hospital (#1) 

Duke Regional Hospital (#11) 

Healthcare Equality Index 
Leader 

2019 
Human Rights 

Campaign 

Duke University Hospital 

Duke Regional Hospital 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 
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Magnet Nursing 
Accreditation 

2006-Present 
American Nurses 

Credentialing Center 
(ANCC) 

Duke University Hospital 

Duke Regional Hospital 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 

“A” Hospital Safety Score 
2012-2019 
(Spring)7 

The Leapfrog Group 

Duke University Hospital 

Duke Regional Hospital  

Duke Raleigh Hospital 

5 Star Overall Hospital Rating 2020 CMS 
Duke Regional Hospital 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 

Honor Roll of Best Hospitals 1989-2018 
U.S. News & World 

Report 
Duke University Hospital 

Last year, Duke further refined its systemic approach to quality and patient safety with the launch of the Duke 
Quality System in February 2019. The Duke Quality System is a support service with modular offerings based on 
the mission, vision, and goals outlined below: 

Mission 

• The Duke Quality System provides services to develop structures, systems, and work processes to advance 
the quality of care across Duke. 

Vision 

• To develop, implement, and execute the knowledge, systems, attitudes necessary to achieve Perfect 
Patient Care 

• Perfect Patient Care is providing what a patient wants and needs on time, the first time, no defect, error, 
or waste 

Goals 

• To eliminate harm to patients and team members 

• To define, measure, and improve clinical outcomes with clinical service units 

The Duke Quality System includes visual management systems to provide daily situational awareness, problem 
escalation, risk assessment, and professional safety. Real-time problem-solving methods using Lean Continuous 
Improvement methods are being rolled out to staff across Duke. The system is overseen by the Quality 
Improvement Executive Committee, chaired by the Chancellor, staffed by Duke Quality System and, in keeping 
with Duke’s patient-centric focus, includes patient representation. 

Duke recognizes the exemplary efforts and outcomes by NHRMC and strongly believes a strategic partnership will 
allow both organizations to collaborate, share best practices, and enhance improvement efforts and outcomes. 
The Duke Quality System, including representation on the Quality Improvement Executive Committee and 
associated resources, will be offered to NHRMC. Duke anticipates that individuals from both organizations will 
collaborate and develop an integration plan for the quality infrastructure at the appropriate time. This will ensure 
that any quality and patient safety programs, infrastructure, and tools selected by NHRMC are integrated on a 
timeline designated by NHRMC. Duke intends to undergo shared learning with NHRMC about organizational 

                                                           
7 Please see Section 6c in Exhibit C for each hospital’s Leapfrog ratings. 
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practices to inform decision-making for how best to optimize practices at NHRMC and Duke moving forward. This 
would include the numerous initiatives Duke has embarked on over the years to drive continuous quality and 
patient safety such as the following examples:  

• A mature and rigorous balanced scorecard process that is used to annually define priorities, select relevant 
measures and establish targets to help the system focus on the most important priorities. The measure 
selection and target setting processes promote continuous improvement. The annual process also 
includes an accounting of external healthcare trends and is used to inform strategic planning and annual 
entity-based performance improvement plans.  

• An established care redesign team that focuses on key opportunities throughout the system. The care 
redesign team has tackled several projects that have improved both cost and quality including sepsis, 
delirium, percutaneous coronary intervention bundles, COPD, and total joint pathways. The care design 
efforts are further described in Question 6.3. 

• Duke uses a system-level approach to safety, including a common safety event reporting platform and a 
standardized approach to safety event analysis, which includes root cause analysis. The latter is led by 
entity-based patient safety officers who have common competencies, help to review trends, and share 
lessons learned across the system to prevent safety events at Duke’s partners. Duke also uses a standard 
approach for monitoring and managing device and pharmaceutical recalls to rapidly identify and remove 
affected items.  

• A central team focused on improving mortality, including real-time dashboards to give service line insights, 
analytics, as well as a standardized approach to reviewing all inpatient mortalities. The latter has led to 
the identification of a number of opportunities for targeted improvement over the last decade, including 
sepsis identification and management, delirium prevention and management, aspiration prevention, and 
end-of-life care delivery. Through these activities, and the subsequent performance improvement work, 
Duke has seen year-over-year reductions in inpatient mortality. Additionally, Duke has standardized 
approaches to support clinical documentation improvement and coding.  

• Reduction or elimination of hospital acquired conditions (infections, falls, pressure injuries) remains a key 
area of focus for Duke. Duke has a daily management system focusing on five inpatient harms, as well as 
any harm reported in the safety event reporting platform, with a goal of driving to zero. Duke standards 
and processes are shared across Duke facilities. 

• Duke monitors the culture of safety, including safety, teamwork, and burnout scores, through enterprise 
wide culture surveys every 18-24 months. The results of these surveys drive system and unit efforts to 
improve climates of teamwork, safety, and workforce resilience and engagement. The culture 
assessments have been linked to patient and safety outcomes to give even greater focus on where to 
prioritize.  

Additionally, the Duke Center for Healthcare Safety and Quality (DCHSQ) is a research and training hub that offers 
extensive internal and external training programs. DCHSQ is one of six national training centers for Team STEPPS 
(Strategies & Tools to Enhance Performance & Patient Safety) and offers several Master Trainer courses each year. 
Drs. Kathryn Adair and Bryan Sexton, nationally recognized researchers and educators in teamwork culture and 
workforce burnout, offer national programs in Patient Safety Leadership as well as Enhancing Caregiver Resilience 
through the DCHSQ. In addition to the training programs, DCHSQ hosts an annual evidence-based practice 
symposium—one of only two in North America, as well as an annual quality and safety conference. Now entering 
its 15th year, the Duke Health Annual Quality and Safety Conference brings in national speakers in quality and 
safety and showcases ongoing quality work at Duke and its affiliates through posters and afternoon breakout 
sessions. In a strategic partnership with Duke, NHRMC would be extended access to all of the resources, research 
opportunities, and training programs offered by the DCHSQ.  
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The aforementioned examples demonstrate Duke’s continued commitment to patient safety and quality, and 
represent just a few of the many improvement initiatives that have led to Duke achieving the clinical outcomes in 
the report below. Duke is extremely proud of its improvement in CMS Hospital Star Ratings, in which all Duke 
hospitals improved since 2018. In 2020, both Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital received 5 Star 
Ratings, 2 of only 13 hospitals in North Carolina, while Duke University Hospital received an improved 4 Star 
Rating.  

 

6.1.3. Describe how the Respondent’s care management and coordination efforts would be integrated with 
NHRMC’s existing programs. 

Duke intends to offer all care management and coordination programs, capabilities, and resources to augment 
NHRMC’s existing platform. Duke believes that sharing best practices bidirectionally would benefit the patients of 
both organizations. NHRMC and Duke would develop an integration plan to designate the appropriate timeline, 
resources, and responsibilities to ensure care management and coordination are optimized in the combined 
organization.  

The Case Management, Clinical Social Work, and Utilization Management Department provides inpatient case 
management, complex case management, clinical social work, and utilization management at the Duke hospitals 
and hospital-based clinics. All case managers, utilization managers, and clinical social workers are required to have 
minimum education and certification. Department staff provides assessment, care coordination, and discharge 
planning/care transitions in the hospitals and in the hospital-based ambulatory clinics across the system. Inpatient 
case management staff coordinate with the Population Health Management Office care managers to ensure 
smooth transitions from hospital to home for shared patients. Bidirectional visibility into case management 
documentation helps provide continuity of the longitudinal plan of care. The leaders of both areas meet on a 
monthly basis to align processes and practice.  

The department is led at the system level by a senior director who ensures consistency in expectations, education, 
documentation, and practice across the organization. Each hospital has a designated director accountable for 

2019 2018 2017

DUH DRH DRAH DUH DRH DRAH DUH DRH DRAH

Leapfrog (Spring/Fall) A/A A/A A/A C/A A/A A/A A/A A/B A/A

CMS Star Ratings 4 5 4 3 4 3 3 4 4

Hospital Acquired Conditions (HAC) Program
No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

No 

Penalty

Infections - Hospital Acquired 1

Catheter Associated Urinary Tract Infections (CAUTI) 0.817 0.946 1.817 0.875 0.535 1.311 0.917 1.23 0.538

Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infection (CLABSI) 0.951 0.529 0.581 1.15 0.796 1.007 0.508 0.574 0

Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) 0.806 0.615 0.845 0.854 0.609 1.204 0.967 0.677 0.691

Clostridium difficile Infection (C-diff) 1.03 1.211 0.942 0.97 1.043 0.864 0.809 1.013 0.932

Surgical Site Infections (SSI) Abdominal Hysterectomies 1.348 0.659 0.722 0.762 0.547 0 0.373 0 0

Surgical Site Infections (SSI) Colon Surgeries 1.018 1.725 0.781 0.771 0.826 0 1.42 2.997 0.576

Readmissions 10.75% 6.70% 9.52% 10.51% 6.63% 9.38% 10.64% 6.61% 9.25%

.

MSPB 0.965 0.972 0.979 0.949 0.947 0.974 0.967 0.953 0.992

Clinical Quality and Outcomes Report

Source: 1) Hospital Acquired 2017-2019: publicly reported/published data by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) and the National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN). 

Note: 1) Hospital Acquired data utilizes the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS)/National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) Standardized Infection Ratio (SIR rate). The

SIR is calculated by comparing the action number of infections to the predicted/expected number of infections. Performance below 1.0 indicates fewer than

predicted/expected infections. 
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services across the respective entity. This model promotes standardization across the enterprise to the extent 
practical, while maintaining close involvement with the leadership teams and community partners at each facility. 
Cross-facility teams work together to standardize Epic documentation practices, create consistent policies and 
practice guidelines, and share a common education platform.  

As further described in Question 2.1, the Duke Population Health Management Office was established in 2016 as 
a centralized office for population health delivery capabilities that were previously housed in School of Medicine, 
Private Diagnostic Clinic and Duke University Health System. The Population Health Management Office’s 
interdisciplinary team provides extensive ambulatory care management and coordination services to eligible 
patients in support of value-based relationships. These services are delivered in concert with case management 
services and primary care practices throughout the network as described above.  

6.1.4. Provide detail on how quality of care and patient safety was impacted at hospitals and health systems 
that have recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 

Using a combination of the approaches described in Questions 6.1-6.1.2, Duke remains a leader in quality and 
safety regionally and nationally. Please refer to the Case Studies for information regarding Duke Raleigh Hospital 
and Duke Regional Hospital. 

Duke extends its expertise through a variety of relationships with regional and national systems, including: Duke 
LifePoint, Duke Heart Network, Duke Telestroke Network, and Duke Cancer Network. These relationships are 
grounded on the sharing of best practices, evidence-based protocols, performance improvement processes, and 
education adapted to meet the unique goals and needs of these healthcare organizations. The “boots on the 
ground” approach, overseen by teams within Duke Network Services, is highly collaborative and supportive 
regardless of the relationship type, and is highly valued by these organizations and their patients.  

Duke LifePoint 

In addition to serving on the Duke LifePoint Joint Venture Governing Board, Duke’s role in the Duke LifePoint joint 
venture centers around providing clinical quality and patient safety guidance, with experts experienced in leading 
clinical quality and patient safety initiatives, to the Duke LifePoint hospitals. The Duke LifePoint Quality Program, 
modeled after the successful development and implementation of Duke’s Quality Program across its system, 
integrates patient safety and quality improvement processes supported by the triad of leadership, performance 
improvement and culture. Each of the 14 Duke LifePoint hospitals across four states actively participates in the 
Duke LifePoint Quality Program, which is focused on addressing quality, patient safety, patient satisfaction, and 
value-based purchasing initiatives. Duke LifePoint’s quality efforts are overseen by the Duke LifePoint Quality 
Oversight Committee, which includes representation from clinical and administrative leaders from Duke and 
LifePoint. Through Duke’s leadership, guidance and resources, in concert with each hospitals’ leadership team and 
Patient Safety and Clinical Quality Committee, the Duke LifePoint hospitals in aggregate have experienced a 
significant reduction in preventable harms since 2016 and continue to work toward a goal of zero preventable 
harms. 

Duke Heart Network 

The Duke Heart Network has over 20 years’ experience working with community hospitals across the southeast 
region to build, expand and enhance their cardiovascular programs. Providing programmatic guidance in concert 
with the Duke Heart Center, Duke Heart Network collaborates with its programmatic specialty affiliates to adapt 
best practices, guidelines and care delivery processes into their community settings. Duke Heart Network’s 
comprehensive approach enables the success of the programmatic heart affiliates, as outlined in the examples 
below: 

• Through Duke Heart Network guidance in the design of care delivery models to deliver service excellence, 
an affiliate has consistently demonstrated superior patient and family satisfaction in their cardiovascular 
areas including:  
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o A 98% overall hospital rating over the past 13 consecutive months; and greater than 90% over the 
past 35 consecutive months from patients discharged from its cardiovascular unit  

• Reducing heart failure readmissions has been a strategic priority of another programmatic heart affiliate. 
By adapting best practices employed at the Duke Heart Center to the community setting, the hospital 
successfully enhanced care management and coordination across the continuum for this patient 
population, resulting in: 

o 70% increase in assuring a follow-up visit within 7 days, an American Heart Association Get with 
the Guidelines-Heart Failure metric 

o Reduced variation in performance and increased care transitions with post-acute care partners 
(hospice, skilled nursing facilities and home health) by 18% 

o Achieved 100% on the most recently reported The Joint Commission certification metric: Care 
Transition Record Transmitted 

Duke Telestroke Network 

Described in Question 1.9, the Duke Telestroke Network serves seven hospitals in the region. Prior to affiliating 
with Duke for telestroke services, many rural community hospitals struggled with limited specialty coverage to 
treat patients presenting with acute stroke symptoms necessitating transfer of a majority of these cases to stroke-
capable hospitals for evaluation and consideration of time-sensitive treatment for strokes due to blood clot. Tissue 
Plasminogen Activator is the only FDA-approved treatment for this specific type of stroke, and when given in a 
timely manner significantly increases the likelihood of survival and regaining full function. All Duke Telestroke sites 
are now capable of administering timely, and appropriate, lifesaving medications leading to improved patient 
outcomes and have retention rates nearing 90%. Additionally, patients requiring emergent neurosurgery or 
interventional therapy can be identified quickly and transferred to a clinically-capable tertiary center.  

Duke Cancer Network 

The Duke Cancer Network provides extensive advisory support for continuous quality improvement in patient care 
and to drive achievement of quality designations with the programmatic specialty affiliates. Duke Cancer Network 
has 25 years of experience supporting American College of Surgeons accreditations, such as Commission on 
Cancer and National Accreditation Program for Breast Centers, which create natural structures by which all 
providers involved in the care of oncology patients are engaged in developing the cancer program and improving 
clinical care at the programmatic cancer affiliates. The Duke Cancer Network has also worked directly with these 
organizations to achieve American Society of Clinical Oncology Quality Oncology Practice Initiative certification 
and foster broad clinical engagement within the organizations. Additional services are provided by the Duke 
Cancer Network’s cross-disciplinary team to routinely address quality and safety issues relevant to the oncology 
services at the programmatic affiliates.  

In addition, the complex nature of cancer care demands engagement of an expanding array of multidisciplinary 
clinical providers, which is increasingly difficult for community organizations to fully achieve. Optimal 
management of new therapeutic approaches and agents requires specialized expertise in cardiology, 
endocrinology, rehabilitation and other areas beyond the foundational specialties of surgery, medical and 
radiation oncology. The Duke Cancer Network and Duke Heart Network, in collaboration with nationally-
recognized experts within the Duke Cancer Institute and the Duke Heart Center, are developing services, tools and 
education within cardio-oncology to minimize toxicity outcomes for cancer patients. The Duke Cancer Network is 
currently piloting endocrine-oncology telemedicine consultations to optimize management of patients with 
challenging endocrine toxicities related to the increasing needs at the programmatic specialty affiliates.  

Duke is extremely proud of its collaborative approach in working with programmatic specialty affiliates through a 
variety of relationships to enhance the quality of care and services provided locally. Duke is one of the nationwide 
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leaders in partnering with independent hospitals and health systems to enhance clinical excellence, quality, and 
safety. 

6.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on adherence to 
preventive care guidelines, evidenced-based protocols, quality of care and patient safety initiatives within the 
organization and in partnership with community providers. 

Adherence with guidelines and protocols by clinical teams begins with a collaborative, data-driven approach to 
clinical decision-making. Duke uses its breadth of expertise by involving its clinicians and subject matter experts 
in designing and implementing evidence-based approaches to care delivery designs. For example, Duke has 
designed and incorporated standard approaches to sepsis management, delirium prevention, and aspiration 
prevention across the system. Additionally, Duke routinely includes medical librarians to review and summarize 
literature for care redesign teams. Similarly, as it relates to preventive inpatient care practices such as central line 
maintenance, Duke relies on its subject matter experts to guide system design through incorporation of best 
practice, evidence-based care and its clinical teams to implement and monitor outcomes. 

Duke patient safety programs extend across the ambulatory groups, primary care network and the population 
health management efforts.  

• Duke ambulatory groups are actively involved in the system level approach to standardizing review of 
safety events, sharing lessons learned, and utilization of a shared safety event reporting platform. Duke’s 
pilot dashboards to support identification and elimination of safety events in ambulatory clinics and 
partners may be offered to independent physicians in the future.  

• Across the primary care network, providers have integrated preventative care and evidence-based 
practice into their quality and safety performance measures. Specifically, practice, clinic, and provider 
performance are tracked on a composite basis for diabetes preventative care, cardiovascular care, as well 
as breast and colon cancer screening. Real-time performance tracking drives improvement activities, 
including standardized practice approaches such as blood pressure management.  

• Through the efforts of DukeWELL and the Population Health Management Office, the managed care 
patient population quality outcomes are consistently strong. 

During the almost eight years that Duke has used Epic, it has been able to configure its instance of Epic in a manner 

that reflects the latest evidence-based guidelines and national expert opinions. For example, Duke has a team of 

dedicated physician informaticists who work with world-renowned experts to create and to maintain 1,197 order 

sets and 850 chemotherapy protocols to drive quality of care. Finally, Duke has integrated numerous third-party 

applications, some invented by faculty at Duke and others built by vendors, to ensure that its clinicians use the 

latest machine learning and workflow optimization tools to deliver best-in-class care. All of these tools can be 

made available to NHRMC. 

Duke is interested to learn more about NHRMC’s use of preventative care guidelines and evidence-based protocols 
to further quality and patient safety. Duke anticipates offering all preventative care guidelines, evidence-based 
protocols, and quality and patient safety initiatives to NHRMC and its affiliated partners. Duke intends to 
collaborate with NHRMC to determine best practices and implement any desired initiatives to NHRMC and its 
affiliated providers. 

6.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to engage and empower nurses to be leaders in achieving excellence in quality and patient safety (e.g., Magnet 
Recognition Program). 

Engagement and empowerment of nurses as leaders in achieving excellence in quality and patient safety are 
hallmarks of Duke’s nursing professional practice model. Led by Duke University Health System Vice President, 
Chief Nurse Executive Mary Ann Fuchs, a member of the senior executive leadership team, the nursing 
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infrastructure includes Chief Nursing Officers at each entity, Associate Vice Presidents of Education, Practice, and 
Research, and the Magnet Recognition Program directors. Duke’s model is predicated on the advancement of 
nursing practice in diverse settings across the continuum. Clinical practice is guided by policies with a focus on 
safe, quality care. The Chief Nurse Executive assures consistency in standards, as well as patient care and nursing 
policies and procedures across the system. Inherent to the role, the Chief Nurse Executive provides leadership as 
a member of the Duke Quality and Patient Safety Committee, the Duke LifePoint Quality Oversight Committee, 
and leads the Duke Patient Experience Oversight Committee.  

Duke nursing has a robust and long-held shared governance structure, led by the Chief Nurse Executive, that is 
aligned with organizational priorities: clinical practice, quality and safety, professional development, nursing 
informatics, research, and evidence-based practice. System councils align with each of the five pillars and are 
composed of representatives from all Duke entities, all nursing levels, and nursing roles. As council members, 
nurses at every level participate in decision-making, approve practice changes, and engage in quality improvement 
work. Many interdisciplinary work groups collaborate with system council members to elicit feedback and 
facilitate improvement, including successful care redesign program teams co-led by nurse leaders. Care redesign 
programs have demonstrated positive impact in the areas of delirium prevention in the ICU, inpatient mobility, 
avoiding harm in C diff and prevention of sepsis, to name a few. Since care redesign programs began in 2014, Duke 
nurses have co-led 39 projects, the majority of which have led to poster and podium presentations at national and 
international professional meetings and associated publications. In addition, the structured process was 
recognized as a best practice for interprofessional quality improvement in Duke’s recent system Magnet re-
designation outlined below.  

Duke’s professional practice model, focused on patient safety, quality excellence and the active engagement of 
nurses at all levels has formed the basis for its successful Magnet designation and re-designation, beginning with 
individual hospitals, and more recently, twice as a system. Duke University Health System is proud to have 
achieved Magnet designation 6 of 6 times. 

• Duke University Hospital in 2006 and 2011  

• Duke Regional Hospital in 2008 

• Duke Raleigh Hospital in 2009 

• DUHS system level (all three hospitals) in 2014 and 2018 

Through the Duke Magnet Program, nurse sensitive indicators—falls, hospital-acquired pressure injury, catheter-
associated urinary tract infection, central line-associated blood stream infection, RN engagement, and patient 
satisfaction metrics—are closely monitored. Using the National Database of Nursing Quality Indicators for national 
benchmarking, Duke enters and reports quarterly data to all nursing units throughout the year, providing 
opportunities for nursing units to emphasize improvements in certain quality and patient safety areas. On the 
most recent RN Satisfaction survey in May 2019, Duke had a 72% overall response rate and outperformed the 
national benchmark in each of the seven domains: Fundamentals of Quality Nursing Care, Leadership Access and 
Responsiveness, Autonomy, Interprofessional Relationships, RN-to-RN Teamwork and Collaboration, Professional 
Development, and the Adequacy of Resources and Staffing. Duke values its nursing workforce and is proud of the 
engagement and performance of the system relative to national benchmarks. 

Duke would welcome the opportunity to learn more about NHRMC’s nursing practice and efforts and interest in 
Magnet designation. Duke would seek to create opportunities and processes to collaborate on the sharing of 
knowledge, infrastructure, best practices and experiences in pursuit of excellence in quality and safe patient care 
while supporting NHRMC’s interest in exploring Magnet designation.  
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6.4. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on enhancing or 
developing performance excellence programs at NHRMC (e.g., Baldridge, Lean, Six Sigma, High-Reliability, Just 
Culture, etc.). 

Similar to NHRMC, Duke values a Just Culture focused on excellence, learning, and continuous improvement to 
drive higher quality care and achieve better patient outcomes. Across the Duke organization and supported by 
the Duke Quality System, employees are encouraged to consistently focus on performance excellence and 
continuous improvement, using lean tools and techniques. Duke University offers Lean and Six Sigma certificate 
programs, which provide employees education on advanced performance improvement tools. Duke understands 
that NHRMC has implemented Lean methods since 2010 and Duke intends to seek bidirectional sharing of best 
practices in the joint pursuit of excellent care across the organizations.  

6.5. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s access 
to emerging technologies that have been successful in addressing patient safety and enhancing the provision 
of high-quality care (e.g., analytics to identify quality and safety gaps, artificial intelligence/machine learning to 
support medical decision-making, patient engagement platforms, etc.). 

Duke’s technologies are described in Questions 7.4 and 7.5. 

With respect to data science, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, Duke has been very successful in 
developing and integrating these technologies into routine clinical decision-making. Duke has a number of active 
groups from the School of Medicine, the Duke Institute for Healthcare Innovation, and Duke Health Technology 
Solutions that serve as the intersection among data, solution development, performance improvement, and 
clinical implementation. In partnership with NHRMC, Duke expects to include NHRMC in its interdisciplinary 
approach and various innovation efforts. Specific examples of surveillance and analytical tools developed and 
deployed include the following:  

• Sepsis Watch: Real-time prediction tool utilizing iPad technology and a software program to identify 
patients at risk for sepsis based on clinical data extrapolated from the electronic health record. The Rapid 
Response Team RN is responsible for oversight of the Sepsis Watch early identification system working in 
collaboration with emergency department and inpatient physician and nursing leadership with the goals 
of intervening prior to patient decompensation and ensuring delivery of best practice care. Outcomes 
thus far are quite promising, averaging close to 94% compliance with bundle start time to antibiotic 
ordered. Sepsis Watch is further discussed in Question 7.4.1. 

• Readmission Prediction: Identifies patients at risk for 30-day re-hospitalization and integrates into Epic to 
inform provider practice. Additionally, the risk tool is used by case management to target resources for 
patients at high risk for readmission as well as by pharmacy to deploy discharged medication reconciliation 
to high risk patients. 

• Decompensation and Triage Prediction Models: Duke has several clinical decision support tools that help 
in early identification of patients who are decompensating across the patient setting, allowing physicians 
to identify the appropriate care resources and care pathways. These decision support solution models 
include cardiac decompensation, general decompensation, models to enhance patient flow, and ICU 
bounce-back prediction.  

• Mortality Prediction: Several models are currently in various stages of development and deployment, 
including inpatient mortality risk, 30-day mortality risk, continuous mortality risk, 60-day mortality risk 
and 12-month mortality risk. The inpatient mortality and 30-day mortality tools are a focus of a care 
redesign effort to implement resources, incorporate patient preferences in end-of-life-care, and care 
coordination for patients at highest risk. 

• Advanced Care Planning Score: Identifies patients in the ambulatory setting who, given disease stage or 
severity and/or healthcare utilization patterns, would benefit from advanced care planning coordination. 
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• Risk of Kidney Failure: Identifies patients at highest risk of kidney failure. 

These tools and processes are deployed across Duke in a variety of settings and could be made available to NHRMC 
within a strategic partnership.  

6.5.1. Provide detail on how access to these emerging technologies was impacted at hospitals and health 
systems that have recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent, including detail on the time and 
disruption associated with implementation. 

Duke’s technologies, including those related to patient safety and quality, are described in Questions 6.5, 7.4 
and 7.4.1, and could be rolled out to NHRMC. 
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SECTION 7: IMPROVING THE LEVEL AND SCOPE OF CARE 

• To remove any doubt, Duke’s intent is to keep care local at NHRMC for its patients, not to displace 
community valued services in the Wilmington service area to Raleigh/Durham. Duke’s overarching vision 
for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is to further accelerate NHRMC’s growth as a regional destination 
medical center. Through a collaborative approach, NHRMC will be a platform for additional growth in and 
beyond southeastern North Carolina. 

• In those cases in which NHRMC’s patients require quaternary or other advanced care that is not able to be 
provided locally and a referral to Duke University Hospital is appropriate, Duke has a number of tools and 
protocols in place to ensure timely and efficient transfers for NHRMC’s patients, including consultative 
services, a single acceptance model and point of contact, and a high-performing transfer infrastructure. 

• Duke envisions supporting service line growth at NHRMC through the sharing of best practices and growth 
in innovation. Duke’s service line structures focus on multidisciplinary teamwork to improve the patient 
and provider experience while catalyzing new technology development throughout the system. Duke’s 
innovative practices and technologies will be made available to NHRMC, and all Duke resources focused on 
innovation will be made available to partner with the NHRMC Innovation Center. 

• The Duke is an undisputed leader in using pragmatic approaches and real-world data to improve clinical 
trial design and shaping the future of clinical research to provide more beneficial options for patient care. 
With more than 6,000 active clinical trials across a substantial range of clinical areas, Duke can support 
NHRMC as it advances its own research capabilities. 

 
7.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on growing NHRMC 
clinical service lines based upon Respondent’s experience at other affiliated or partnered hospitals. 

Duke’s overarching vision for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is to further accelerate NHRMC’s growth as a 
regional destination medical center. NHRMC will be a platform for additional growth in and beyond southeastern 
North Carolina. 

Duke has successful experience collaborating with hospitals to achieve this vision including Duke Regional Hospital 
and Duke Raleigh Hospital. Please see the Case Studies that further highlight Duke’s experience with these 
facilities and their growth in clinical services and capabilities since partnering with Duke. 

7.1.1. How would Respondent approach service-line planning for NHRMC? 

NHRMC knows its service area and its communities best, and Duke will take a collaborative approach to service-
line planning under the proposed strategic partnership. Using NHRMC’s existing thoughtful and evidence-based 
strategic plan for medical staff development as the basis, through a thorough and collaborative process, NHRMC 
and Duke will identify and prioritize services, geographies, and other capabilities for investment to establish, grow, 
or otherwise enhance NHRMC’s already strong capabilities. Ultimately, service line planning under this proposed 
partnership will expand access to high-quality, high-value care for the communities NHRMC serves. 

7.1.2. What commitments would Respondent make to enhancing NHRMC’s service lines? 

Consistent with the overarching strategic partnership vision described above, Duke is committed to enhancing 
and expanding NHRMC’s service lines. Duke looks forward to learning more about NHRMC’s existing capabilities 
and potential opportunities the system has already identified. Duke also is interested in collaborating with NHRMC 
to evaluate the community’s holistic needs and identifying how best to meet them. Duke anticipates 
enhancements at NHRMC across the continuum, including wellness, ambulatory, acute, and post-acute care. 
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As NHRMC and Duke work together to further accelerate NHRMC service line enhancements, required 
investments and an ability to recruit providers will be a key. Please refer to Questions 5.1-5.1.5 and Question 
11.2.1 highlighting Duke’s strong provider recruitment history and capabilities, and the proposed strategic 
partnership economics, respectively. 

7.1.3. Will the Respondent make a commitment not to downsize or discontinue any existing NHRMC service 
line unless otherwise decided by the NHRMC Board? If so, for how long? 

It is Duke’s intention to avoid disruption of care by maintaining current service lines, subject to additional 
diligence. Please refer to Questions 10.1-10.1.4 for a detailed description of the proposed make-up and authority 
of the local NHRMC Board, including authority with respect to changes to NHRMC clinical service lines and 
programs. 

7.1.4. How would Respondent approach the distribution and location of services in the Service Area? Describe 
the Respondent’s philosophy around what services should be available throughout the Service Area vs. what 
services should be centralized. 

Duke’s vision for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is to keep care local, whenever possible, and to enhance the 
viability of NHRMC as a healthcare hub for the southeast region. To remove any doubt, Duke is not proposing to 
displace valued community services in the Wilmington service area to Raleigh/Durham. Over time and with 
appropriate consideration, the strategic partnership will evaluate the drivers and factors of how services are 
performing and how other more in-demand services in a particular service area can be implemented across the 
system, including in the NHRMC service area. Key considerations include the following, among others, and Duke 
looks forward to further evaluating these and other considerations jointly with NHRMC: 

• Volume, quality, and efficacy 

• Patient preferences 

• Drive times 

• The nature of the service (e.g., pediatrics, primary care, OB-Gyn, and geriatrics would tend to be more 
dispersed) 

• State regulation 

• Existing CON assets 

7.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to improve the timing in securing patient transfers for quaternary services not offered by NHRMC. 
7.2.1. Provide detail on how referrals and transfers for quaternary services are coordinated with hospitals and 
health systems that have recently affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 

Duke’s vision for a partnership with NHRMC is NOT a “hub-and-spoke” model in which NHRMC serves as a referral 
source to Duke University Hospital. Instead, Duke’s vision is a “hub-and-hub” model that keeps even more care 
local by further accelerating NHRMC’s growth as a regional destination medical center with broader capabilities 
and geographic reach.  

In those cases, in which NHRMC’s patients require quaternary or other advanced care that is not able to be 
provided locally and a referral to Duke University Hospital is appropriate, Duke has a number of tools and protocols 
in place to ensure timely and efficient transfers. Select highlights include the following: 

• Consultative services to support local care until the patient can be transferred from NHRMC and upon the 
patient’s return to NHRMC. These may include, for example, local pre- and post-transplant programming 
in those instances in which a NHRMC patient’s transplant surgery is performed at Duke University 
Hospital. 
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• Coordination of expedited transfers, including single acceptance models and single points of contact. The 
single acceptance model helps facilitate the movement of patients and provides a single point of contact 
across the Duke system. As an example, for general medicine transfers, one hospitalist takes transfer 
center calls, and that individual can accept a patient on behalf of any Duke hospital. 

• Central identification and coordination of bed availability to maximize space for transfers. Duke has 
recently partnered with GE Healthcare to create Duke’s CARE Hub, a command center that employs 
machine learning and predictive analytics to assist in real-time decision-making, including maximizing 
patient flow efficiency. 

• A transfer center that runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and is staffed by registered nurses whose clinical 
knowledge increases the ease and efficiency of the transfer process for referring providers. 

Additional Duke initiatives to continuously evaluate and improve transfer capabilities include the following: 

• Regular meetings among Duke’s Patient Flow Group, Duke’s Transfer Center, and affiliate hospitals to 
discuss quality improvement and what services the affiliate hospitals need to help keep patients in their 
hospitals in lieu of transfer 

• Biannual meetings with other quaternary and referral center hospitals to discuss transfer center best 
practices and trends 

7.3. Describe what impact, if any, the Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC EMS 
and critical care transport services. 

Duke does not anticipate any immediate impact on the NHRMC EMS and critical care transport services. Rather, 
NHRMC and Duke can each benefit from shared learnings and resources, allowing both services access to best 
practices. During due diligence, the parties may wish to further evaluate these services, including assessing 
potential opportunities to increase efficiencies with respect to ancillary aviation services that support flight 
capabilities, among other aspects of these valuable community services. 

Duke envisions supporting service line growth at NHRMC in two ways: sharing of best practices and growth 
through innovation. The first method begins with a collaborative approach among service line teams at Duke and 
NHRMC to share best practices via joint business planning. Historically, Duke has deployed a creative, team-based 
approach to service line structures to meet the evolving needs of the community. Service line teams bring together 
clinical experts with management engineers, data, and leaders in order to accurately identify opportunities, design 
and implement solutions, and track progress in comparison to national benchmarks.  

As a specific example, the heart service line has embedded resources for data analysis, quality reporting, and 
project management, which are supplemented with financial analysts, management engineers, strategic planning, 
and informaticists. Through a combination of committees, reporting relationships, goal setting, and work plan 
development, the service line team works with the local leadership of each facility to ensure that Duke is 
advancing the care of cardiovascular patients through: 

• Technology: Duke’s cardiac monitoring equipment, when paired with point-of-care communication 
devices, has advanced to the point for Duke to transition away from centralized cardiac monitoring. This 
innovative transition not only has improved response times for patients experiencing a potentially harmful 
rhythm, but also has provided significant labor savings across the system. 

• Quality and Value: Among many significant efforts to improve quality and enhance value, Duke 
established a Transitional Care Committee with individuals across case management, population health 
management, advanced practice providers from inpatient and outpatient settings, home health, and 
pharmacy to improve how cardiovascular patients are transitioned from the acute setting to home. In 

7.4. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on developing 
innovative care solutions and technology that further supports service line growth at NHRMC. 
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addition, Duke began participating in the federal government’s CMS BPCI-A bundled payment program 
focused on coronary artery bypass grafting and outpatient percutaneous coronary intervention in 2020. 

• Growth: The heart service line has helped drive access to appointments across all outpatient sites by 
working on template standards, enhancing clinic efficiency, adding providers, and planning and opening 
new sites closer to where patient populations are growing. These activities have led to a multi-year trend 
of double-digit percentage growth in access capacity for new patients. 

• Workforce Development: Duke has establishing float pools for cardiac laboratory staff and sonographers 
to help ensure consistent coverage across all sites. In addition, the School of Medicine is in the process of 
creating the Sonographer Training Program in an effort to increase the employee pool across the 
organization. 

The examples above provide a surface-level introduction to the projects at the cardiovascular service line. For 
each of these examples, it is important to note that while certain overall goals and projects were determined at a 
system level by the service line leadership, the design of solutions were developed with input from various 
constituents across the system to ensure Duke was as thoughtful as possible in making a positive impact at each 
site.  

The second way Duke intends to encourage service line growth is through innovation. As a world-renowned 
academic health system, Duke is on the forefront of discovering, developing and implementing novel care 
solutions and technologies that advance healthcare to improve health of populations. Duke’s clinical programs 
are connected with the Duke Institute for Health Innovation (DIHI) and the Duke Digital Strategy Office (DSO), and 
NHRMC would be offered the same level of connection. DIHI, in partnership with the DSO, catalyzes innovations 
in health and healthcare through the development and implementation of high-impact solutions. The DIHI team 
incorporates input from multiple stakeholders to source, develop, and implement novel care models and 
associated technologies through a rigorous innovation process. DSO is a team within Duke Health Technology 
Solutions that’s mission is focused on three core initiatives: patient engagement, provider engagement and 
supporting the health system initiatives through the lens of technological advancement and innovation. The DSO 
team evaluates opportunities outside the traditional healthcare realm for beneficial contributions supporting 
initiatives such as value-based care, population health and other virtual health solutions. The DSO is actively 
engaged with leadership across clinical departments to imagine and implement the creative use of technology at 
Duke in enhancing relationships between patients and providers. 

DIHI sources innovation through structured pathways, including an annual innovation request for application and 
an “innovation jam” event that allows innovators to pitch ideas to Duke investors. Open to all faculty, staff, 
students, and trainees across Duke, DIHI selects applications that are aligned with system and national-level 
strategic priorities, with emphasis on themes that include:  

• Novel strategies (care models) to improve value of care delivery 

• Enhancing provider and staff experience and well-being 

• Enhancing patient engagement and experience 

• Accelerating population health solutions and strategies 

Since its inception, DIHI has led over 65 projects driving innovation and implementation in many areas that span 
domains such as mental health, cardiac health, oncology, and enhancement of patient safety and quality. DIHI 
categorizes the innovation efforts into three key areas: implementation and health delivery science, health 
technology innovation and digital health solutions. Duke anticipates that DIHI capabilities and resources will be 
available to NHRMC and NHRMC employees and providers will be encouraged to collaborate, participate, enhance 
and extend the innovation ecosystem to include NHRMC and its local community. 
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Implementation and Health Delivery Science 

The implementation and health delivery science projects are achieved through multidisciplinary teamwork across 
the Duke organization, as well as with national and international industry leaders. To accelerate innovation, DIHI 
uses a living lab concept, in which new care models are incubated, refined and validated in existing Duke clinics. 
The designated clinics are provided a set of core capabilities to aid in the clinical workflow integration, feedback 
and DIHI development processes. The hands-on experience provides DIHI team members real-time data, analytics, 
and patient/provider reaction to ensure DIHI projects maintain clinical practicality through the development 
phase. Duke clinics and DIHI also work to design the optimal infrastructure and interfaces to enhance the 
scalability of new ideas. The living lab clinical feedback provides a foundation on which to implement on a grand 
scale at Duke facilities. 

Please refer to Question 2.3.3 which highlights the Durham Neighborhood Compass platform, another example 
of health delivery innovation performed across the Duke organization. 

Health Technology Innovation 

DIHI, in close partnership with Duke Health Technology Solutions, develops next-generation infrastructure, tools, 
and frameworks to enhance data access and optimize the platform for data science and augmented intelligence 
to support healthcare innovation. Seeking a scalable solution to ensure immediate access to usable data, DIHI 
built the Duke Health Data Pipeline, which integrates disparate data sources, normalizes and cleans the data, 
which then are used to accelerate and generate actionable insights. DIHI leveraged industry-leading best practices 
from Google, Uber, and Airbnb throughout the process to develop the above data science platforms and tools. As 
Duke embarks on the incorporation of artificial intelligence and machine learning applications to transform 
healthcare, the Data Pipeline has proven to be an invaluable resource. 

Additionally, DIHI has been focused on creating a framework that would enable any device or platform to access 
Epic with goals for ease of use and interoperability. By joining the SMART (Substitutable Medical Apps and 
Reusable Technologies) efforts happening at Boston Children’s Hospital, DIHI’s coding framework is now SMART 
and FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources, supported by HL7) compliant. DIHI is continually focused on 
improving the Epic experience to move toward a frictionless electronic health record experience for patients and 
providers.  

In addition to novel applications added to Epic, there are many clinical areas developing applications to improve 
the delivery of care. For example, the heart service line at Duke has recently partnered with an external vendor 
to build a mobile application that mirrors the cardiac rehabilitation program as a means of helping more patients 
participate in rehabilitation without needing to travel to Duke physical locations for all visits. This work was an 
output of the service line’s work with the CMS Bundles, where Duke identified that patient use of cardiac 
rehabilitation was low, primarily due to issues of co-payments and travel logistics. Given that the evidence of the 
benefits of cardiac rehabilitation support investment, the heart service line seized the opportunity to innovate a 
new approach to the traditional care pathway. 

Duke believes that a Strategic Partnership with NHRMC has the potential to unlock scalable improvements via 
both organizations’ data and technology platforms. These opportunities will allow NHRMC and Duke to optimize 
Epic and care-related data platforms across the combined organization.  

Digital Health Solutions 

DIHI and the DSO are involved in building both provider and patient facing technologies and apps designed to 
transform the delivery of care to patients and improve care coordination. In collaboration with the many facets 
of the Duke organization, DIHI is actively researching and developing new digital and mobile tools that will help 
improve patient experience, control costs and enhance health outcomes. DIHI and DSO, where applicable, 
leverage the capabilities of the Duke Global Digital Health Science Center, and the Duke Mobile App Gateway for 
Digital Health (MAG).  
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• The Digital Health Science Center is a collection of Duke faculty members and postdoctoral students 
conducting research, clinical trials and implementation studies designed to develop digital strategies that 
can improve the health of people and populations. Recently, DHSC has undergone 11 studies covering a 
variety of health topics, including Step Up, Trim Down. Beginning as a pilot study to test for a simpler self-
monitoring method for weight loss than traditional self-monitoring applications and websites, Step Up, 
Trim Down was eventually rolled out to become the Interactive Obesity Treatment Approach (IOTA). The 
IOTA is used by the Duke Healthy Lifestyles Program, a pediatric program which seeks to address weight-
related health problems for children and adolescents by offering family-based education, clinical care and 
behavioral change. Duke Health Lifestyles Program, and its use of IOTA, has provided care to more than 
5,000 families, with those who completed approximately one year of treatment showing a significant drop 
in body mass index, body fat percent, blood pressure, and cholesterol, as well as an increase in self-esteem 
and nutritional knowledge. 

• MAG’s purpose is to foster innovation in digital health, positioning Duke’s academic and clinical 
enterprises on the forefront of new development. MAG serves as an entry point for the support of digital 
health and mobile application research and development, with education and outreach, practice 
improvements and resources, and leadership serving as the three pillars.  

o Education and Outreach: MAG provides monthly education events and workshops, with more 
than 200 attendees in 2019. In addition, MAG’s annual conference, Duke Digital Health Day, had 
more than 130 participants with greater than 90% satisfaction in 2019. The 2020 Duke Digital 
Health Day will focus on Digital Therapeutic and Telehealth Opportunities. 

o Practice Improvements and Resources: For Duke faculty, students or employees who have an idea 
for an application, MAG provides various consultative services and other resources to kick-start 
the research and development process. Since October 2017, MAG has provided over 300 
consultations, supported 10+ awards and encouraged use of new digital health tools across the 
organization. 

o Leadership: MAG representatives are thought leaders in the digital health space through speaking 
engagements and national and local events, publications such as podcasts and op-eds, and as a 
guest member of the National Academy of Medicine. 

Many of the solutions addressed above could be rolled out to NHRMC, and Duke believes these can help enhance 
NHRMC’s ability to effectively manage the health outcomes of the communities it serves. Duke and DIHI intend 
to collaborate with the NHRMC Innovation Center and would very much like to extend its innovation process, 
knowledge, technology, and projects to NHRMC and its community so that the organizations can together 
accelerate innovation in health and healthcare across the local and regional communities.  

It is Duke’s intention that medical technologies that are integrated into Duke facilities will be extended into 
NHRMC facilities. For example, the Sepsis Watch machine learning model (described below and in Question 6.5) 
has successfully been integrated into Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital and could also be 
integrated into NHRMC facilities. The innovation process, in partnership with NHRMC, could include areas of focus 
that uniquely affect the communities NHRMC serves. Examples of projects that could be integrated into NHRMC 
facilities include:  

• Sepsis Watch: Launched on November 5, 2018 as the first instance in the United States where deep 
learning technology was integrated into routine clinical care, Sepsis Watch is one of Duke’s most 
innovative new technologies. Following a two-and-a-half-year period in which the DIHI team developed 
and validated a deep learning model and building infrastructure to support real-time model integrations, 
a six-month pilot was launched to test the technology at Duke facilities. At the conclusion of the six-month 

7.4.1. Discuss any new medical technologies that could be rolled-out at NHRMC. 
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pilot, Duke University Hospital was brought to the top decile in performance for the CMS sepsis measure. 
By June 2019, Sepsis Watch had been implemented at Duke Regional Hospital and Duke Raleigh Hospital. 

• Clinical Analytical Platform for Surgical Outcomes (CALYPSO): CALYPSO is an integrated platform for 
personalized risk prediction and result delivery for surgeries using machine learning. The goal of the 
platform is to accurately forecast the occurrence of complications, deploy a burden-free interface to 
encourage adoption by providers, and associate best-practice interventions with significant predictors of 
complications in order to positively impact patient outcomes. 

• The Collaborative Care approach to transforming behavioral health and depression care: Duke and DIHI 
are working together to implement a collaborative care model for depression management into primary 
care at Duke. The approach has three key elements: 1) periodically screening for depression in primary 
care through systematic use of screening tools such as the Patient Health Questionnaire, 2) use of care 
managers to provide depression monitoring, care coordination, and counseling, and 3) stepped-care 
recommendations to primary care providers from a team psychiatrist. 

Following the immense success of the Sepsis Watch pilot program, DIHI selected an additional five machine 
learning and artificial intelligence projects for development. In parallel, DIHI integrated two new machine learning 
and artificial intelligence models for predicting steroid-induced hyperglycemia and inpatient mortality into clinical 
care. 

Duke has various research programs and initiatives that are exploring opportunities to effectively find clinical 
applications for genomic research. The Duke Center for Applied Genomics & Precision Medicine (CAGPM) was 
created to focus on developing strategies to successfully discover, develop, and apply genome-based research 
into clinical care to enhance Duke’s ability to diagnose and predict patient outcomes across the health continuum. 
CAGPM researchers are supported by the molecular diagnostics laboratory, BioBank genomic center, and the data 
and analytics team. The CAGPM currently has three strategic areas of focus:  

• Innovative discovery and translational research to discover novel genome-inspired technologies and 
molecular profiles (biomarkers) for risk prediction, diagnosis, prognosis, and prediction using novel 
quantitative models and methods to evaluate their clinical validity and utility and to assess how these 
advances add to currently available clinical models.  

• Implementation science strategies and programs for genome-inspired technologies and molecular 
profiles, including the dissemination of best practices for the implementation of these technologies into 
the healthcare environment. These efforts include data sharing, crowd sourcing, mobile/e-health, and 
patient and provider engagement in outcomes research. 

• Education programs for trainees, providers, and patients on how best to apply genomic knowledge to the 
day-to-day care of Duke patients and for similar programs locally, nationally, and internationally. 

In addition to CAGPM, the Duke Center for Genomic and Computational Biology is an interdisciplinary center 
where faculty across Duke’s campus collaborate to study complex problems in genomic and computational 
biology, train researchers, and develop genomic technologies. The Duke Cancer Institute’s emphasis on molecular 
medicine directly impacts clinical care for Duke and Duke Cancer Network (DCN) programmatic affiliates. To 
address challenges oncologists face related to genetic alterations, Duke has collaborated with several national 
leaders to have individual patient genome sequencing results downloaded directly into a Duke Institutional 
Review Board-approved registry. The patients whose tumors are found to have genetic mutations driving 
neoplastic behavior are identified, matched to available treatments and/or currently available clinical trials, and 
designated for future available trials. 

7.4.2. Discuss any genomic medicine programs offered by the Respondent and how such programs could be 
introduced at NHRMC to advance NHRMC’s current efforts to expand this service area. 
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As with other research opportunities, Duke’s intention is to extend research capabilities to NHRMC and 
collaborate as applicable. There are a variety of ways that Duke and NHRMC can collaborate on genomic research 
and medicine, and Duke would like to explore these methods in discussions with NHRMC to determine how to 
jointly progress the organizations’ efforts in incorporating applications of genomic research into practice.  

Duke welcomes NHRMC’s efforts to drive innovation and healthcare and looks forward to finding opportunities 
to collaborate on new projects. The comprehensive innovation approach noted throughout Question 7.4 can be 
rolled out to NHRMC through the strategic partnership. In addition, Duke anticipates that sharing best practices 
between the innovation platforms will lead to accelerated development of new technologies, enhanced 
infrastructures and beneficial processes for the combined organization. Duke recognizes the strong platform of 
innovation currently at NHRMC and looks forward to advancing innovation across both organizations.  

Duke, through the School of Medicine, would offer its clinical research and grant-funding capabilities to NHRMC 
as a component of the strategic partnership. As a part of the School of Medicine, the Duke Clinical Research 
Institute (DCRI) is an undisputed leader in the areas of using pragmatic approaches and real-world data to improve 
clinical trial design, shaping the future of clinical research. Led by exceptional faculty and operational staff, DCRI 
is advancing clinical research by introducing new methods and pursuing innovative approaches for the most 
pressing issues in patient care. DCRI’s thought leadership influences the care of patients across the continuum 
and extends to every phase of research, from early phase to post-market surveillance. DCRI has a greatly 
diversified research portfolio encompassing projects funded by both government and industry sponsors, covering 
topics from nearly all areas of medicine, and including many forms of research. 

 

From its beginning, the DCRI has enjoyed close engagement with governmental entities, including the NIH and 
FDA. These partnerships have led to innovations in how research trials are designed and conducted, with 
significant impacts on patient care and public health. DCRI’s faculty and staff play critical roles in the development 
of academic and regulatory standards through organizations such as the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative 
and the Cardiac Safety Research Consortium.  

7.4.3. Discuss what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s 
Innovation Center. 

7.5. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to further clinical research or participate in grant funding. 
7.5.1. Discuss any clinical trials or other research programs that could be introduced at NHRMC. 
7.5.2. Provide detail on how clinical research and/or access to grants was impacted and the type, scope and 
depth of current research programs/grant participation at hospitals and health systems that have recently 
affiliated or partnered with the Respondent. 
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• The pediatrics component has several of the largest, most important National Institute of Child Health 
and Human Development long-term grants and contracts for therapeutics (the Pediatric Trials Network) 
and epidemiology (ECHO).  

• DCRI also serves as the coordinating center for the NIH-funded Health Care Systems Research 
Collaboratory and the pioneering National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network, both of which are 
engaged in critically important proof-of-concept research in the arena of pragmatic clinical trials. 

• In addition, DCRI co-leads the Antibiotic Resistance Leadership Group, a long-term NIH consortium dealing 
with critical issues in antibiotic resistance. 

• Most recently, the DCRI was awarded $19.2 million to address challenges related to the opioid crisis as 
part of the NIH’s Helping to End Addiction Long-term Initiative, with total funding over five years 
anticipated at over $31 million.  

These are only a few of many areas in which DCRI is setting the pace for future research, filling critical national 
needs for evidence and conducting complex research with the high-quality operations needed for multisite 
research. 

DCRI has produced more than 15,000 publications through collaborations with academic partners and 
government and industry sponsors. In fiscal year 2019, DCRI researchers published more than 1,300 scholarly 
articles, with more than 260 appearing in top-tier journals, and collaborated with more than 6,500 co-authors 
from nearly 1,900 institutions in 72 countries. Over the past three years, the number of total active studies has 
increased from 5,944 to 6,306 and enrollment in studies has increased from over 19,000 to over 22,000. Duke’s 
clinical research study portfolio spans a variety of categories, such as Cancer Care, Children’s Care, Cardiovascular 
Care, Genetics, and Mental Health. The depth and breadth of DCRI’s collaborations reach around the globe to 
more than 40 countries. In the United States, the DCRI network touches every state with more than 1,520 sites. 
The image below indicates the number of clinical trial participants by state, with larger circles indicating more 
participants.  

 

DCRI efforts have supported countless, tangible improvements in patient care. For example, DCRI led the 
development of the IMPROVE Stroke Care program across North Carolina. The IMPROVE Stroke Care program 
created a regional integrated system of stroke centers and hospitals to implement best practices, integrate state-
of-the-art technologies, share uniform and real-time data to providers and patients, and provide remote 
consultation to rural hospitals across the state. $3 million in funding was secured through a series of philanthropic 
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grants, led by Dr. Bradley Kolls and Dr. Carmelo Graffagnino at DCRI. These efforts follow the 2011 ARISTOTLE 
trial, which integrated new drugs into stroke prevention medication. In 2019, ARISTOTLE was recognized by the 
New England Journal of Medicine as one of the 12 studies that has most changed clinical practice since 2000. 

Duke’s intention is to share DCRI expertise and opportunities with NHRMC and collaborate as applicable. There 
are a variety of ways that Duke and NHRMC can collaborate through clinical research, and Duke would like to 
explore these methods in discussions with NHRMC to determine how to jointly progress both organizations’ 
efforts. 

Duke strongly supports its affiliates’ and partners’ desire to participate in clinical research opportunities. Duke 
Raleigh Hospital has developed an oncology clinical trials program with access to many of the same clinical trials 
that are available at Duke University Hospital, as appropriate to the patient population and clinical setting. In 
addition, Duke has expanded access to clinical trials to programmatic specialty network affiliates, primarily 
through the DCN. The DCN works with its programmatic specialty affiliates to develop robust and successful 
clinical research and accredited trial programs as well as customized education and training programs at the 
affiliate hospitals. The network also supports its programmatic specialty affiliates in the development of compliant 
operating procedures and use of Duke’s Institutional Review Board for oversight of Duke related research. The 
DCN does not require its affiliates to be exclusive with Duke, but rather focuses on access for patients in the local 
communities.  

Duke understands that NHRMC has access to clinical trials through its current affiliation with the University of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Duke intends to expand NHRMC’s access to and capabilities in research, however there 
is not an expectation of exclusivity with Duke clinical research. The relationship with the University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill could continue unless mutually agreed upon by Duke and NHRMC. Duke anticipates that both 
historical and new grant-funded research would create opportunities for Duke to extend clinical trials and research 
programs to NHRMC.  

Additionally, the Duke Office of Clinical Research (DOCR) would aim to offer its experience dedicated to expanding 
clinical trials into other therapeutic areas of strategic interest at NHRMC. This can include expertise in developing 
the workforce, clinical trial management systems, leveraging electronic health record systems and continuous 
online training. DOCR’s nationally recognized work-force development and career ladder system, WE-R, has 
resulted in significant reductions in attrition and can be extended to NHRMC. 
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SECTION 8: ENSURING LONG-TERM FINANCIAL SECURITY 

• Duke has exhibited very robust financial and operational performance, as reflected by Duke University 
Health System’s AA/Aa2/AA ratings by S&P, Moody’s, and Fitch, respectively. This affords Duke with 
significant access to the capital markets if funding of initiatives merits such. Notwithstanding access to 
external funding, Duke University Health System generated $500+ million of EBIDA in fiscal year 2019. Duke 
is confident that the objectives of NHRMC will be accomplished through our collective operational 
capacities.  

• Duke commits to funding NHRMC’s 12-year capital plan in addition to supporting incremental strategic 
capital to promote its role as a destination medical center. The $1.9 billion in capital likely represents the 
minimum capital investment to further the strategic partnership. 

• While synergies will be reviewed during joint business planning, Duke also has an array of corporate 
functions that may be explored and expanded through the strategic partnership. For example, Duke’s 
supply chain is considered the fifth best of any healthcare organization in the country.  

• Duke commits to honor existing donor-restricted funds and ensure existing NHRMC Foundation funds 
support NHRMC and its communities going forward. 

 
8.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on ensuring future 
access to capital for growth at NHRMC. Also address how and whether Respondent’s Proposed Strategic 
Partnership will facilitate capitalization and growth of facilities and other sites of service across the Service Area, 
including beyond New Hanover County, understanding the current debt limitations for NHRMC that preclude 
this regional health care system from borrowing to build outside of the County.  
8.1.1. Describe Respondent’s current capital capacity and its ability to access capital. 

Robust Financial Performance  

Duke University Health System has consistently delivered robust financial performance through varying operating 
conditions including strong earnings before interest, depreciation, and amortization (EBIDA). During the six fiscal 
years from 2014 through 2019, Duke University Health System has produced average annual EBIDA of $466 million 
and an average EBIDA margin of 14.2%. These results demonstrate a healthy and viable financial and operational 
position, especially when compared to health systems of similar size and geography.  

For fiscal year 2019, Duke University Health System posted operating revenue of over $3.8 billion and a continued 
strong EBIDA of $502 million. The chart below provides an overview of Duke University Health System’s financial 
performance for fiscal years 2014 through 2019: 
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Historical Financial Operating Performance  

 

In addition, Duke University Health System ended 2019 with a strong balance sheet position that included total 
assets of $6.6 billion, total liabilities of $2.8 billion, total net assets of $3.8 billion, and unrestricted cash & 
investments of $4.1 billion. Total net assets increased by approximately $160 million from 2018 to 2019. 

  

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Operating Revenue $2,600 $3,050 $3,160 $3,365 $3,598 $3,837

EBIDA $279.6 $543.6 $496.8 $467.7 $504.9 $501.9

EBIDA (%) 10.8% 17.8% 15.7% 13.9% 14.0% 13.1%
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Leading Financial Metrics  

Duke University Health System continues to maintain a strong financial profile, as reflected by its current credit 
ratings of AA, Aa2, and AA by S&P, Moody’s, and Fitch, respectively. This position allowed the organization to 
recently complete its Series 2020 financing of $299 million at 3.06% due June 1, 2042. Sustaining this robust profile 
allows Duke University Health System to continually invest in its communities and programs, promoting the 
highest levels of patient safety, quality, access, and affordability. See Appendix B for Duke University Health 
System’s 2019 audited financial statements and Appendix D for its most recent rating agency reports from 
Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch. The following charts illustrate Duke University Health System’s historically strong 
financial metrics.  

In addition to the quantitative elements of Duke University Health System’s financial complexion, the rating 
agencies cite a number of key qualitative aspects that further bolster the overall credit profile. Select strengths 
include: 

• National presence and internationally renowned clinical reputation 

• Close relationship with Duke University such as geographic proximity, common strategic and operational 
planning including investment management, shared name and branding, and intertwined mutually 
beneficial relationship with the School of Medicine, which also includes shared leadership 

• Stable leadership team working in close cooperation with Duke University and the School of Medicine 

• Strong demand for Duke’s clinical services due to robust demographics and the system’s brand and 
reputation despite location in a competitive service area 
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• Robust regional economic and demographic fundamentals, with strong employment and population 
growth 

• Large proportion of the Duke’s revenues generated from services provided on an outpatient basis, 
attesting to the organization’s strategy consistent with the evolution towards a value-based 
reimbursement model 

The combination of these factors provides for meaningful access to the capital markets. To that end, Duke does 
not anticipate any issues obtaining capital necessary to fulfill its obligations pursuant to the strategic partnership.  

8.1.2. Describe the Respondent’s budgeting, capital budgeting and capital allocation processes. 
8.1.3. Discuss how capital is advanced to Respondent-affiliated or partnered hospitals and health systems.  

Strategic and Financial Integration 

To promote alignment of the system’s overall strategic planning, Duke uses a centralized approach to budgeting, 
while also incorporating meaningful input from operating entities to account for unique differences and 
similarities among the respective communities each serves. Capital is advanced to operating entities based on the 
respective routine and strategic capital needs, as consistent with the broader Duke strategic plans. For capital 
matters below a threshold, such funding is within the purview of the local operating entity president. All capital 
investments are aligned with Duke’s strategic objectives and are considered within the context of achieving 
operating margin targets. 

Duke would seek to harmonize its existing policies and procedures with those of NHRMC as soon as practically 
possible in a fiscally prudent manner. The intent of such process will be to review how each party currently 
operates and to identify best practices for the partnership. Duke expects that the combined organization would 
utilize a common set of policies and procedures but would allow for appropriate flexibility to remain nimble in 
response to service area and industry dynamics and localized needs.  
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8.1.4. Describe Respondent’s obligated group. Would NHRMC be made a part of the obligated group of 
Respondent? 

As described below, Duke University Health System (including its three hospitals as divisions) is the sole member 
of the Obligated Group. Subject to commercial reasonableness and further diligence, it is anticipated that NHRMC 
would become part of the Obligated Group. Below is the organizational chart for Duke University Health System 
and its subsidiaries and affiliates.  

 

8.1.5. Discuss how Respondent’s existing financial policies and practices would impact NHRMC in the short-
term (1-5 years post-affiliation or partnership) and the long-term. 

Based on the preliminary information provided to date and in connection with the strategic partnership, Duke 
plans to pre-approve as much capital as possible during due diligence to fully support NHRMC’s identified capital 
needs. The remaining capital commitment would be subject to the Duke capital allocation policies, as consistent 
with other Duke operating entities, but will recognize the unique needs of NHRMC. To that end, Duke commits to 
meet the investment and routine replacement needs for equipment, clinical, and facility upgrades, information 
systems, and other services and programs in both the short-term and the long-term. As consistent with Duke’s 
vision to further develop NHRMC as a regional destination medical center, Duke expects to deploy additional 
strategic growth capital at NHRMC, as further described in Question 11.2. 

Duke’s financial and credit strength make it a financially sound partner to NHRMC. The historical trends of Duke’s 
system-wide enterprise coupled with specific experience working with community hospital partners highlight 
Duke’s ability and effectiveness in implementing operational and financial best practices to drive improved bottom 
lines, free cash flow, and capital capacity for strategic investments. The financial attributes provide resources to 
invest in the local healthcare services. Under the strategic partnership, NHRMC will have the full support of Duke 
in maintaining and promoting the practices NHRMC has utilized to achieve its success to date. 

Notes: 1.) DUHS is the sole member of the Obligated Group 2.) Gothic HSP Corporation is a Designated Member of the Combined Group. Gothic Corporation, which is a 

controlled affiliate of Duke University, is not shown on the organization chart above, but is a Designated Member of the Combined Group pursuant to an Obligating Contract. 
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8.1.6. Does the Respondent anticipate any issues with obtaining capital necessary to fulfill any financial 
obligations connected to the Proposed Strategic Partnership?  

Please refer to Question 8.1.1 for response information. 

8.1.7. Will the Respondent guarantee or otherwise backstop all of the existing long-term debt of NHRMC? 

Consistent with the partnership structure outlined in Questions 11.2-11.2.2, Duke proposes NHRMC’s existing 
long-term debt be extinguished or defeased prior to, or concurrent with, effectuating the strategic partnership. 

8.1.8. NHRMC’s capital budgets and other estimates of long-term strategic capital have been provided to 
Respondent in the Data Room. Will the Respondent commit to fulfilling these capital investments by ensuring 
NHRMC’s future access to capital? 

Please refer to Question 8.1.5 for response information. 

8.1.9. Discuss the Respondent’s avenues of access to financial and capital structures, and how they might apply 
and help structure NHRMC capital needs. 

Please refer to Question 8.1.1 for response information. 

8.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on any existing cash 
and investments held by NHRMC at the time of affiliation or partnership. 
8.2.1. Does the Respondent commit to allowing existing cash and investments to be utilized by NHRMC as 
directed by the NHRMC Board for capital and strategic investment in the Service Area and/or allowing the 
distribution of existing cash to New Hanover County given its ownership of the healthcare system operated by 
NHRMC?  

Please refer to Questions 11.2 to 11.2.2 for further detail. 

8.3. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on continuing and 
enhancing the NHRMC Foundation (the “Foundation”). 
8.3.1. Does the Respondent offer corporate development and other services that could enhance the 
Foundation’s operations and fund-raising efforts? 
8.3.2. Describe the Respondent’s commitment for the Foundation to remain a sole supporting organization of 
NHRMC and for any existing Foundation funds, whether donor restricted or not, to remain allocated for the 
benefit of NHRMC. 

Duke Development and Alumni Affairs (Development Office) partners with system leaders to identify 
philanthropic support priorities and facilitate fundraising on behalf of the organization. The Development Office 
secured more than $540 million in new philanthropic commitments during the previous five fiscal years. 
Fundraising programs include alumni relations and reunions, annual giving, major, leadership and principal gifts, 
corporate and foundation relations, faculty engagement, and planned giving. The Development Office team 
includes experts in communications, donor relations, and stewardship, as well as research and analytics. 
Fundraising responsibilities span the enterprise including the School of Medicine, School of Nursing, Watts College 
of Nursing, and Duke University Health System. 

Duke anticipates that the Development Office and the NHRMC Foundation will collaborate and share best 
practices to best position both entities to serve the combined organization and enhance the impact that the 
NHRMC Foundation has in advancing NHRMC’s mission.  

Duke commits to ensuring the NHRMC Foundation will continue to support NHRMC and its service area going 
forward. Duke commits that any existing NHRMC Foundation funds, whether donor restricted or not, will remain 
allocated for the benefit of NHRMC and the communities it serves. Duke is flexible to the future treatment of the 
NHRMC Foundation depending on transaction structure and anticipates any future decision-making will be 
discussed by Duke and NHRMC leadership.  
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8.4. Will the Respondent make a commitment to maintain NHRMC’s material payer contracts and agreements 
without disruption? 

A primary objective of Duke is to minimize any potential disruption that could occur as a result of the transition. 
Duke’s payer strategy is to be “in-network” wherever feasible. At a minimum, Duke expects to maintain all of 
NHRMC’s material payer contracts and agreements in the near term. 

8.5. Describe what synergies, if any, NHRMC may have in accessing Respondent’s corporate services and 
programs based upon the Proposed Strategic Partnership. 
8.5.1. Discuss Respondent’s approach for integrating administrative and corporate or other shared services at 
NHRMC. 

Duke is committed to providing NHRMC access to the full suite of corporate services, but desires to fully 
understand NHRMC’s current capabilities and needs to jointly develop a customized approach. Through the 
strategic partnership, Duke will work with NHRMC leadership to assess the local needs and to identify appropriate 
operating efficiencies and synergies across the combined organization. Duke expects this work would begin during 
due diligence and joint business planning to ensure the strategic partnership is optimally positioned for success. 
A critical element to this process will be to account for the various stakeholders to promote alignment of the 
NHRMC and Duke mutual objectives for the strategic partnership. 

As a part of the partnership planning process, NHRMC and Duke will mutually identify opportunities that enhance 
NHRMC’s existing programs and corporate services. While Duke has a wide array of specialized knowledge, 
technological capabilities, and operational performance expertise, the strategic partnership is an opportunity for 
shared learning. Therefore, Duke does not view this as a singular centralization of services; rather, Duke expects 
this to be an opportunity to expand appropriate local services to fuel growth of NHRMC and the combined system 
as a whole. Duke would seek to discuss these opportunities with NHRMC leadership in the next phase of 
partnership planning to capture the full value of the strategic partnership.  

Example opportunities NHRMC and Duke may jointly evaluate include: 

• Supply Chain: Duke has a high functioning supply chain and is currently ranked number 5 in the country 
for healthcare supply chain organizations by Gartner, a research and advisory company that has published 
annual rankings the last 11 years to recognize companies that advance healthcare by improving patient 
outcomes and controlling costs. The ranking is derived from quantitative measures that indicate financial 
health, performance and supply chain excellence and a qualitative assessment of supply chain leaders. 
The rankings also include non-hospitals/health systems such as Johnson & Johnson (#1), CVS (#4), and 
McKesson (#6). A critical element to achieving this performance is that Duke includes supply chain 
members and physicians in care redesign processes, and cost information is shared with the providers 
through the EMR. Furthermore, Duke does not operate as part of a group purchasing organization, which 
provides Duke greater flexibility for vendor choice while facilitating increased management of pricing and 
individual agreements. 

• Quality Management: The Duke Center for Healthcare Safety and Quality (DCHSQ) is a research and 
training hub for quality and safety work. The DCHSQ was founded in 2008 and has trained thousands of 
healthcare workers domestically and internationally on the principles of teamwork, caregiver resilience, 
and more. The center works closely with the health system’s broader quality and safety teams to 
collaborate on education and outreach, to advise on safety committees, and to support patient safety and 
strategic planning. Please refer to Question 6.1 for further details on the program.  

• LEAN Management: While Duke as a whole is a relatively recent adopter of LEAN performance 
improvement, its primary care group has utilized the system for a longer period of time. LEAN is integrated 
into the Duke Quality System infrastructure and has enabled the system to decrease readmissions, 
increase productivity, decrease provider burnout, and accomplish a wide variety of operational 
performance objectives.  
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Other corporate service opportunities may include revenue cycle, finance, treasury, risk management, etc. Each 
such opportunity will be explored within the context of a holistic and collaborative partnership planning process 
with the primary objectives of enhancing the local provision of high-quality care and positioning the collective 
organization for success. 

In addition to these more traditional corporate services, Duke also sees a number of additional compelling 
opportunities to jointly explore for deployment to NHRMC such as: 

• Duke Educational Programs: Duke’s goal for the Strategic Partnership is for NHRMC to have the strongest 
local educational programs and capabilities possible. As further described in Question 5.2.4, Duke has a 
broad range of educational programs, capabilities, and experiences that can be leveraged to achieve this 
goal. 

• Physician Enterprise Innovation: Best-in-class provider networks and processes enhanced by a deep pool 
of highly trained individuals promote opportunities to collaborate and develop best practices that will 
enhance quality of care, lower costs, and improve patient and provider satisfaction across all facets of 
healthcare delivery (refer to Questions 5.1-5.1.2 for additional information). 

• IT Capabilities: Complement and enhance the combined NHRMC/Duke organization’s population health 
model to continue to produce high-quality care and outcomes throughout the communities. Duke was 
the first U.S. institution to reach Stage 7 on the HIMSS Analytics Adoption Model for Analytics Maturity. 
Stage 7 status indicates an organization’s ability to leverage predictive, personalized and prescriptive 
analytics across care environments. Furthermore, Duke was the first health system in the country to reach 
Stage 7 for all three domains of inpatient, outpatient, and analytics excellence, and was a recipient of the 
Davies Award of Excellence in 2018. This award recognizes Duke’s thoughtful application of health 
information and technology to substantially improve clinical care delivery, patient outcomes, and 
population health. Stage 7 underscores Duke’s approach to multidisciplinary teamwork to deploy 
advanced analytics and technology solutions to serve patients, physicians, and the community. Further, 
Duke’s full complement of IT capabilities could be combined with the resources of NHRMC to strengthen 
the position of the combined organization. These services range from core IT functions of network 
infrastructure, project management, storage, hosting and data warehousing functions to application 
support, innovation (as further discussed in Question 7.4), digital strategy (Questions 1.8-1.9), and 
analytics.  

As indicated above, Duke looks forward to working with NHRMC to develop a customized approach to corporate 
and other services, and to assessing these and other potential opportunities. 

8.5.2. How does Respondent allocate corporate overhead to its affiliated or partnered hospitals and health 
systems? 

While some healthcare systems over-allocate corporate overhead to new affiliates, Duke does not follow this 
practice. Instead, Duke uses a metric-based approach to allocate costs for services used by its affiliates (i.e., you 
only are allocated for what you use). Non-service-based elements of corporate overhead are allocated to affiliates 
based on other generally accepted financial standards and practices. Furthermore, Duke specifically “caps” some 
allocations to insulate affiliates from certain types of excess cost. For example, Duke Regional Hospital and Duke 
Raleigh Hospital do not bear any costs associated with Duke University Hospital’s relationship with Duke School 
of Medicine.  
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8.5.3. Discuss how Respondent proposes to introduce corporate overhead charges to NHRMC. 

Duke would have detailed conversations with NHRMC leadership before introducing any corporate overhead 
charges. As appropriate, Duke would seek to begin this dialogue with NHRMC during joint business planning, which 
it expects to begin to occur in parallel with confirmatory due diligence. In any event, overhead charges will not be 
allocated to NHRMC for services it does not use, unless certain facts and circumstances apply that would be further 
reviewed and discussed during due diligence and strategic partnership planning. 

Duke would also seek to explore opportunities to enhance the corporate office of NHRMC. It is Duke’s expectation 
that NHRMC may have best practices that could be deployed across the strategic partnership, and it would seek 
to export those practices through (among other methodologies) growth of the NHRMC corporate office. 
Furthermore, growth of the NHRMC platform through execution of the strategic business plan will likely require 
additional capabilities in the NHRMC local corporate office. Duke would collaboratively evaluate these 
opportunities with NHRMC. 

8.6. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on NHRMC’s ability 
to access grant-funding. 

As a similarly constituted 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, Duke does not anticipate any impact to NHRMC’s ability 
to access grant-funding. Each entity in the Duke system has the autonomy to assess its need and interest in seeking 
grant funding to support programs and services conditioned on complying with applicable policies and regulations. 
Subject to further due diligence, Duke would seek to explore and leverage best practices with NHRMC in the grant 
acquisition and life cycle.  

8.6.1. Describe what impact, if any, the Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on existing 
grant-funded programs and services and other funding sources tied to NHRMC’s tax-exempt status that rely on 
NHRMC remaining a non-profit organization. 

As a similarly constituted 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, Duke does not anticipate any impact to the existing 
grant-funded programs and services. Rather, Duke would seek to identify whether there are potential synergies 
with NHRMC to enhance the value these services and programs may offer to the community.  

8.6.2. Should the Proposed Strategic Partnership alter NHRMC’s ability to access funding tied to NHRMC’s tax-
exempt status, provide detail on alternate forms of funding that would be available to replace current funding. 

As a similarly situated tax-exempt organization, Duke does not anticipate any adverse impact related to NHRMC’s 
tax-exempt status. Rather, Duke will seek tax-exempt status for the new entity that would acquire NHRMC assets 
and seek to expand that entity’s ability to access the tax-exempt capital markets, and to reduce the implications 
of certain existing funding limitations such as utilizing funds outside of New Hanover County. 
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SECTION 9: STRATEGIC POSITIONING 

• Importantly, future business planning efforts will NOT be unilateral with Duke making all the decisions. 
Rather, initiatives will be joint and collaborative in nature. Neither will the deployment of best practices be 
one directional – Duke is very impressed with NHRMC’s existing organizational capabilities and looks 
forward to better understanding how those existing capabilities may be deployed across the organization. 

• Duke believes NHRMC’s strategic and master plans align well with this overarching vision for the strategic 
partnership and with Duke’s organizational vision and goals. 

• Duke proposes maintaining NHRMC’s relationships with Pender Memorial Hospital and other hospitals in 
its service area, as detailed further below.  

• Duke is committed to the economic well-being of the communities it serves. This is supported not only by 
its community and population health initiatives and other more clinical focused activities, but also through 
commitments to employees, investment in and growth of NHRMC, economic consideration at close that 
can fund a local healthcare foundation or other purposes, and other drivers of positive economic impact. 

 
9.1. Describe what strategic priorities, if any, for southeastern North Carolina the Respondent maintains and 
how a strategic relationship with NHRMC fits into the Respondent’s overarching strategy based upon the 
Proposed Strategic Partnership. 

Duke’s strategic priorities include developing a high-performance network in North Carolina comprised of a broad 
group of aligned and independent providers that deliver consistently high-quality, comprehensive care across the 
state and beyond. This network will create value for patients and communities served through increased 
coordination and population health capabilities, while also enhancing relationships with leading employers and 
organizations. Partnership with leading, like-minded providers such as NHRMC will drive the creation of this high-
performance network.  

Duke’s vision for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is that NHRMC continues to accelerate its growth as a 
regional destination medical center. Importantly, under Duke’s proposed strategic partnership, NHRMC will also 
serve as Duke’s platform for additional growth through partnerships with additional organizations in southeastern 
North Carolina and the broader region. 

Duke would like to discuss specific strategic priorities for southeastern North Carolina in future discussions and in 
compliance with applicable antitrust guidance. 

9.2. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on maintaining or 
revising NHRMC’s strategic plans and how consistent (or inconsistent) NHRMC’s strategic planning documents 
are with the Respondent’s overarching strategy. 

Duke’s overarching vision for a strategic partnership with NHRMC is to further accelerate NHRMC’s growth as a 
regional destination medical center, with the ability to keep even more care local in southeastern North Carolina 
and the broader region. Based on Duke’s review of the NHRMC data room and other informational materials, 
Duke believes NHRMC’s strategic and master plans align well with this overarching vision for the strategic 
partnership and with Duke’s organizational vision and goals, which are summarized below.  

Organizational Vision and Goals 

The Duke clinical enterprise is focused on improving the health of the communities it serves, delivering advanced 
treatment for those who need it, and extending new knowledge beyond its systems to the benefit of others. 
Leveraging the depth and breadth of the capabilities that exist across the Duke enterprise, Duke advances its 
vision to deliver tomorrow’s healthcare today by accomplishing the following goals: 
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• Leading in the delivery of the highest-quality, patient-centered care; setting new standards for clinical 
outcomes and patient safety; and engaging patients and their loved ones with dignity and compassion. 

• Optimizing coordination of care, supporting access and growth, and promoting the optimal use of 
resources to enhance Duke’s ability to meet the needs of all the communities it serves. 

• Growing and extending Duke’s reach locally, regionally, and nationally by being the high-value provider of 
choice and developing mutually beneficial partnerships to extend Duke’s reach and impact. 

• Investing in innovation to create sustainable differentiation and value and to advance the future of 
healthcare. 

• Delivering on the promise of population health through a care delivery platform and business model that 
achieves optimal outcomes over time, meets the needs of the community, and advances knowledge of 
best practices.  

9.2.1. Will the Respondent make a commitment to maintain the existing Management Services Agreement and 
Clinical Affiliation with Pender Memorial Hospital? 
9.2.2. Discuss the Respondent’s position on continuing any other contractual relationships NHRMC has with 
hospitals in the Service Area. 

Based on information received to date and Duke’s understanding of the situation, Duke proposes maintaining 
NHRMC’s relationships with Pender Memorial Hospital and other hospitals in its service area, subject to additional 
diligence. With respect to Pender Memorial Hospital, Duke desires to better understand the “Pender Memorial 
Hospital Solution” referenced in NHRMC’s master plan. Duke looks forward to working with NHRMC and Pender 
Memorial Hospital to ensure the affiliation continues to best serve the collective communities over the long-term. 

9.3. Describe which of Respondent’s system-wide strategic initiatives, if any, would be introduced at NHRMC as 
part of Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership. 

Importantly, future business planning efforts will not be unilateral with Duke making all the decisions. Rather, 
initiatives will be joint and collaborative in nature. The following are Duke strategic initiatives that Duke and 
NHRMC can collaboratively evaluate to determine how best to deploy them at NHRMC. Duke is also very 
impressed with NHRMC’s existing organizational capabilities and looks forward to better understanding NHRMC’s 
unique strengths and how those may be deployed across the Duke enterprise. Select examples include NHRMC’s 
current activities managing Medicare populations, successful initiatives in opioid care, and clinical care efforts, 
among others. 

• Centers of Excellence: Ensure best practices are shared (bidirectional, both from Duke to NHRMC and 
from NHRMC to Duke) and consistent branding (as applicable) and reputation are achieved regardless of 
location. 

• Population Health: Use data to drive improved patient care models and leverage the collective success in 
this space for the betterment of the communities served.  

• Systemness: Achieve a seamless system with high quality of care and outstanding patient satisfaction. 
Organize and distribute clinical services strategically to support quality, cost, and efficiency to optimally 
care for the communities served and to foster purposeful growth. 

Joint business planning activities will also take into account NHRMC’s and Duke’s mutual desire to have a broad 
positive impact on the region’s economic status. Duke is committed to the economic well-being of the 
communities it serves. This is supported not only by its community and population health initiatives and other 
more clinical focused activities, but also through commitments to employees, investment in and growth of 
NHRMC, economic consideration at close that can fund a local healthcare foundation or other purposes, and other 
drivers of positive economic impact. 
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SECTION 10: GOVERNANCE 

• As detailed further below, NHRMC will, through meaningful local governance, continue to benefit from and 
take advantage of the element of local perspective. This includes the local NHRMC Board being populated 
by a majority of members which will be residents of NHRMC's service area, local physician representatives, 
and other local ex-officio voting members. 

• In addition, given the significant and critical role NHRMC will have in its strategic partnership with Duke, 
NHRMC will be provided representation on the Duke University Health System Board of Directors. 

 
10.1. Describe what impact, if any, Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership would have on current NHRMC 
governing structures, including: 
10.1.1. The authority of the NHRMC Board post-affiliation or partnership (and the authority of Respondent’s 
board vis-a-vis NHRMC); 

Duke’s strategic partnership with NHRMC will, through meaningful local governance, promote a high level of 
structural, functional, and clinical integration with the entire Duke enterprise while taking advantage of the critical 
element of local perspective. To that end, Duke proposes a NHRMC governance structure under a local board (the 
“NHRMC Board”). Duke values the input and direction of the local governance leaders, and Duke’s intent is to 
work with the future governance leaders in a collaborative manner. As such, the NHRMC Board will continue to 
maintain fiduciary responsibilities for the deployment and preservation of NHRMC's assets, managerial and 
operational decisions (except as delegated by the NHRMC Board to NHRMC’s senior management), oversight of 
the quality of care rendered within NHRMC facilities, and oversight of medical staff affairs. 

Examples of the responsibilities of the NHRMC Board include the following:  

• Evaluating the performance of the NHRMC Chief Executive Officer and recommending employment and 
termination of the NHRMC Chief Executive Officer 

• Overseeing quality of care and accreditation activities of all of NHRMC's facilities 

• Acting on NHRMC medical staff matters such as credentialing, adverse actions, fair hearings, etc. 

• Developing NHRMC's strategic plans in alignment with the broader Duke University Health System 
strategic plan 

• Establishing, eliminating, and/or expanding NHRMC clinical service lines and programs and geographic 
expansion in line with NHRMC’s strategic plan 

• Approving modifications to NHRMC's charity care/indigent care programs and policies in consultation with 
Duke 

• Entering into NHRMC hospital-based provider contracts, joint ventures, and other physician contracts and 
agreements consistent with established monetary thresholds and contracting policies 

• Overseeing NHRMC's compliance program, subject to and consistent with the Duke compliance program 
and its policies 

• Establishing NHRMC's policies for physician compensation, consistent with applicable Duke policies 

• Making decisions related to physician organization strategy, deployment, recruitment, and other matters 
reflected in the strategic plan and budget 

• Developing and recommending NHRMC's annual budget and capital plan 
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• Branding decisions consistent with branding policies of Duke 

Under the proposed strategic partnership structure as described in Question 11.1, Duke would have reserved 
powers primarily focused on activities that impact the broader combined system as a whole. The following are 
examples of matters over which Duke would have final authority: 

• Approval of NHRMC Board recommended modifications to the mission, vision, and value statements of 
NHRMC 

• Sales, leases, and other transfers of assets above an agreed upon monetary threshold 

• Dissolution or liquidation of NHRMC, concurrent with such approval by the NHRMC Board 

• Any action(s) that could negatively affect the tax-exempt status of NHRMC and/or Duke 

• Final signoff on NHRMC Chief Executive Officer appointment/removal, as recommended by the NHRMC 
Board 

• Capital expenditures and acquisitions above an agreed upon monetary threshold 

• Incurrence of debt 

• Final approval of NHRMC’s annual budget and capital plan as part of the approval for the annual budget 
and capital plan for the combined Duke University Health System enterprise 

• Entering into material contracts over an agreed upon monetary threshold 

• Compensation programs for NHRMC senior management, incorporating recommendations from the 
NHRMC Board 

10.1.2. The composition of the NHRMC Board post-affiliation or partnership including any new directors 
appointed by the Respondent on that board; 

Duke shares NHRMC's vision of a governance structure for NHRMC that provides local residents of NHRMC's 
service area with meaningful contributions and decision-making authority regarding NHRMC strategic, 
operational, and managerial matters. Duke proposes that the NHRMC Board consist of a mutually agreeable 
number of directors, a majority of which will be residents of NHRMC's service area, local physician representatives, 
and other local ex-officio voting members. The remaining seats (a minority in number) on the NHRMC Board will 
be appointed by Duke. 

10.1.3. The process by which NHRMC Board members will be nominated and appointed; and 

The local residents, local physicians, and ex-officio directors serving as the initial slate on the NHRMC Board will 
be identified in the definitive agreement, together with their staggered terms, as applicable. Duke welcomes and 
encourages existing NHRMC trustees to continue to serve on the NHRMC Board. Vacancies for the local resident 
and physician director seats will be filled via nominations by the non-Duke appointed directors for approval by 
Duke. As previously noted, NHRMC Board members filling the remaining seats (constituting a minority of seats) 
will be nominated and appointed by Duke. Duke will work with NHRMC to define and adopt “best practice 
qualifications” for directors of the NHRMC Board, with such mutually agreeable qualifications to be set forth in 
NHRMC's organizational documents. 

10.1.4. The extent and duration of any reserve powers held by legacy NHRMC Board and/or any decisions of 
the NHRMC Board that would be subject to further approval by the County. 

Duke contemplates that New Hanover County or the "legacy NHRMC board" may maintain or create a governing 
body to enforce the terms of the definitive agreement and the commitments to NHRMC and New Hanover County 
made by Duke in the definitive agreement for so long as deemed necessary. Additionally, modifications to the 
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definitive agreement and other material terms of the strategic partnership would presumably be approved by the 
"legacy NHRMC board" or New Hanover County.  

Under the proposed governance structure where the local NHRMC Board remains as a fiduciary board with 
significant authority over NHRMC, and where a majority of the directors continue to consist of local residents, 
physicians, and ex-officio voting members from NHRMC's service area, Duke contemplates that the "legacy 
NHRMC board" or New Hanover County will not retain reserved powers related to governing NHRMC after the 
consummation of the strategic partnership so as to avoid possible confusion regarding where fiduciary duties and 
responsibilities rest. Nevertheless, Duke would be willing to discuss any such reserved powers and continuing 
covenants under the definitive agreement preferred by NHRMC and/or New Hanover County. 

10.2. If applicable to the Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership, discuss any proposed representation 
from NHRMC (or residents of the Service Area) on Respondent’s parent or system board of directors or any of 
such board’s committees. 

Given the significant and critical role NHRMC will have in its strategic partnership with Duke, the NHRMC Board 
would nominate (subject to approval by Duke University) two (2) individuals to serve on the Duke University 
Health System Board of Directors. The NHRMC nominated directors would have the same rights and 
responsibilities as other Duke University Health System directors, including committee participation. The process 
by which the NHRMC Board nominates individuals to serve on the Duke University Health System Board of 
Directors will be detailed in the definitive agreement, and would not be subject to modification for at least ten 
(10) years. 

10.3. Will the Respondent make a commitment to allow local control and decision-making on hospital-based 
provider contracts, joint ventures and other physician contracts and agreements? 

Please refer to Question 10.1-10.1.4 for a detailed description of the proposed make-up and authority of the local 
NHRMC Board, including authority with respect to control and decision-making on hospital-based provider 
contracts, joint ventures, and other physician contracts and agreements. 
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SECTION 11: PROPOSED STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP STRUCTURE(S)  

• Duke prefers a 100% asset purchase transaction structure, but is open to other fully-integrated and non-
fully-integrated structures if preferred by New Hanover County and NHRMC. 

• Under the asset purchase transaction structure, Duke proposes partnership economics consisting of cash 
at close and a capital commitment. More specifically, a commitment to, at a minimum, complete the 
identified projects over 12 years in NHRMC’s capital plan of $1.9 billion, which Duke believes aligns with 
NHRMC’s goals and objectives and Duke’s vision to accelerate NHRMC’s role as a regional destination 
medical center. In addition, NHRMC/New Hanover County will keep NHRMC’s net cash (preliminarily 
estimated to be $451 million) which, when combined with additional proposed economic consideration to 
be paid by Duke at closing of $500 million, can be used to fund an independent, local healthcare foundation 
to benefit the community, or other purposes. 

• Alternatively, if an all cash at close structure is preferred by New Hanover County and NHRMC, Duke 
proposes economic consideration to be paid by Duke at closing of $1.35 to $1.40 billion, as detailed further 
below. 

 
In this section, provide an overview of Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership transaction structure(s). 
Respondents may provide more than one proposed transaction structure but should clearly indicate its 
preferred transaction structure. For each transaction structure, provide sufficient detail addressing: 
11.1. Transaction structure and type of legal arrangement. 

Duke prefers and proposes an asset purchase transaction structure whereby Duke will create a newly formed 
nonprofit corporation, exempt from taxation (i.e., a 501(c)(3) organization) ("NEWCO") to purchase substantially 
all of the assets of NHRMC, including facilities, real properties, equipment, and other assets owned by NHRMC 
and/or New Hanover County and utilized in the operation of NHRMC. 

This proposed asset purchase transaction is designed to provide NHRMC significant access to capital for growth 
and other strategic initiatives in NHRMC's current service area and the broader region, while also funding other 
New Hanover County and NHRMC priorities such as a community health foundation.  

While Duke prefers an asset purchase transaction structure for the reasons described above, if preferred by 
NHRMC and New Hanover County, Duke is open to discussing alternative transaction structures that would best 
accommodate the mutual goals of the parties. For example, Duke would also consider the following alternatives, 
if preferred by NHRMC and New Hanover County: 

• Reconstitution of NHRMC as a "member corporation" with Duke becoming the sole corporate member of 
NHRMC. 

• Joint ownership of NEWCO with Duke as a majority member (e.g., holding a 75%-80%+ interest), or, if 
NHRMC is reconstituted as a "member corporation", Duke would be the controlling member of NHRMC.  

• A lease arrangement under which Duke would enter into a long-term lease of the NHRMC enterprise (e.g., 
at least thirty (30) years with an annual evergreen extension to allow for the procurement of third-party 
financing and financial investment in NHRMC). 

• Other less integrated partnership structures. 

Under any partnership structure where NHRMC/NEWCO does not become a 100% affiliate of Duke, Duke prefers 
an identified pathway to move to 100% within a reasonable time frame (e.g., five (5) to seven (7) years), at the 
mutual determination of the parties. 
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11.2. The key business and legal terms of that transaction structure, including: 
11.2.1. Financial terms, as applicable, including any (a) purchase price based upon of fair market value of 
operating assets, (b) financial contributions to the County or an independent, local foundation whose general 
charter would be to benefit the local community, (c) lease payments, (d) funds to support ongoing or planned 
capital projects (i.e., capital commitments), (e) funds committed to strategic growth and expansion, (f) any 
other financial commitments. 
11.2.2. Discuss with specificity any assets or liabilities that would be excluded from the proposed transaction. 

Under the proposed 100% asset purchase structure, Duke will provide NHRMC economic consideration through a 
number of forms, including capital deployment, cash consideration at closing, retention of NHRMC’s net cash, and 
access to Duke’s brand and extensive tools and resources. 

In reviewing NHRMC’s goals and objectives identified in Exhibit A of the request for proposal and having attended 
the Partnership Advisory Group meetings, Duke understands NHRMC’s desire for its strategic partner to invest in 
NHRMC and in those communities it serves. Duke shares that desire. In determining Duke’s proposed total 
economic consideration for the strategic partnership with NHRMC, Duke devoted extensive attention to the 
various forms of consideration that may apply and ways in which those funds could be deployed to best achieve 
NHRMC’s specified goals and objectives. To that end, Duke is proposing to commit significant funds for strategic 
capital investments to grow and expand NHRMC’s footprint, capabilities, and capacity, but with a still meaningful 
portion of the total economics allocated to “purchase price.” Duke would be pleased to discuss this allocation with 
New Hanover County and NHRMC to ensure the parties’ mutual objectives of accelerating NHRMC’s growth as a 
regional destination medical center and keeping care local can be accomplished. This includes Duke’s openness 
to evaluating an all cash at close offer, as detailed more below. 

Value of the Project, Growth, and Investment Commitments; Consideration at Closing; and Net Cash 

Based on the preliminary information provided to date and in connection with the proposed strategic partnership, 
Duke expects to fully support NHRMC’s maintenance and strategic capital needs. 

Duke plans to deploy strategic growth capital in New Hanover County and beyond to support the organizations’ 
joint vision to further accelerate NHRMC’s position as a regional destination medical center and to keep care local. 
This includes a commitment to complete the identified projects over 12 years in NHRMC’s capital plan of $1.9 
billion outlined in the February 20, 2020 Partnership Advisory Group presentation materials. The dollar amounts 
and timing of these investments will be refined following more in-depth, collaborative discussions with NHRMC, 
and will be subject to community need and economic feasibility. Lastly, under the regional destination medical 
center model Duke is proposing, NHRMC will serve as a platform for additional growth across southeastern North 
Carolina and a broader geography. Duke looks forward to collaborating with NHRMC to identify additional 
strategic capital investments, and to also evaluating potential partnership opportunities with third parties that 
will continue to grow the NHRMC platform and which may require additional capital. 

In addition, under the proposed asset purchase structure, NHRMC/New Hanover County will keep NHRMC’s net 
cash in the amount of $451 million8, which when combined with additional proposed economic consideration to 
be paid by Duke at closing of $500 million, can be used to fund an independent, local healthcare foundation to 
benefit the community, or other purposes.  

Each of these commitments are detailed further in the table below: 

 

                                                           
8 Preliminary estimate based on NHRMC’s September 30, 2019 audited financial statements. Estimated as (a) the sum of 
NHRMC’s cash and equivalents, assets limited as to use, investments, board designated assets, interest rate swap agreement, 
and pension deferrals less (b) the sum of NHRMC’s accrued interest payable, capital lease obligations, notes and bonds 
payable, net pension liability, supplemental retirement plans, interest rate swap agreements, and pension deferrals. 
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Category Estimated Value ($ actual) 

Primary Care Network $37,100,000 

Ambulatory Care Network $159,500,000 

Community Hospital Network $499,000,000 

NHRMC Main Campus $492,800,000 

Value of Master Strategic Facility Plan $1,188,400,000 

Routine Capital $715,000,000 

Total Capital Commitment $1,903,400,000 

Cash Consideration Paid by Duke at Closing $500,000,000 

Retention of NHRMC’s Net Cash8 $450,779,000 

Total $2,854,179,000 

Alternatively, if an all cash at close structure is preferred by New Hanover County and NHRMC, Duke proposes 
economic consideration to be paid by Duke at closing of $1.35 to $1.40 billion dollars. Subject to additional 
diligence and discussion with NHRMC, under an all cash at close structure, the parties will discuss mutually 
agreeable governance structures and other terms of the strategic partnership. 

Included/Excluded Assets and Liabilities 

Under the proposed asset purchase structure, Duke will consolidate, on a cash-free/debt-free basis, substantially 
all of the assets of NHRMC, including, but not limited to, plant, equipment, and other assets owned by New 
Hanover County but utilized in the operations of NHRMC. Excluded assets will include unrestricted cash and 
investments and cash for debt service, together with other assets mutually agreed to by the parties during due 
diligence. Included liabilities will be limited to a normal level of net working capital liabilities, together with other 
liabilities mutually agreed to by the parties during due diligence. As proposed, NHRMC’s total debt, pension, and 
professional/corporate liabilities will specifically be excluded. 

As indicated above and below, Duke is pleased to discuss the asset purchase structure, economics, and 
included/excluded assets and liabilities with New Hanover County and NHRMC if alternate approaches are 
preferred. 

Alternative Structures  

Duke’s vision to accelerate NHRMC’s path as a regional destination medical center applies regardless of structure, 
so long as the organizations are appropriately aligned and integrated from a strategic and financial perspective. If 
an asset purchase structure is not preferred by New Hanover County and NHRMC, Duke will be pleased to 
collaborate with New Hanover County and NHRMC to determine economic terms for alternate structures that 
take into account structural variations when compared to the proposed asset purchase transaction. In a joint 
ownership structure this would include, but not be limited to, adjustments for New Hanover County/NHRMC 
transferring less than 100% interest in NHRMC, with total economic consideration ultimately depending on the 
final interest percentages agreed to by the parties. Similarly, under a long-term enterprise lease, Duke would 
envision making lease payments in amounts that take into account mutually agreed to evergreen lease terms, 
termination provisions, capital plans, landlord-tenant financial commitments, etc. 

11.2.3. Note and estimate the value of any other specific financial commitment to the County, such as payment 
of property taxes, sales taxes or commitment to directly fund a community health need. 

Similar to NHRMC, Duke is a tax-exempt organization that does not pay property or sales taxes related to activities 
in support of its charitable mission. Duke does, however, fund almost $600 million of community benefits and 
other similar investments on an annual basis. Subject to further diligence, as articulated in Questions 3.1.2-3.1.3, 
Duke would maintain NHRMC’s existing programs and policies in its service area, with any changes subject to 
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approval by NHRMC. Based on current levels, Duke estimates the ongoing provision of more than $100 million9 of 
annual community benefits in the NHRMC communities. 

11.2.4. Post-closing commitments of the parties as outlined by the Respondent in its proposal.  

Duke has highlighted below select post-closing commitments it is proposing for the NHRMC and Duke strategic 
partnership. This summary should be reviewed together with the additional details of these commitments, as 
provided throughout the proposal. 

Overarching 
Vision 

• Promote and support NHRMC’s acceleration as a regional destination medical center, 
serving a broader footprint with expanded services. 

• Build on NHRMC’s existing strong capabilities to provide even more care locally. 

• A collaborative approach including deployment of best practices across the combined 
organization, regardless of where they originate (including those originating at NHRMC). 

Governance • Local NHRMC governance with a majority of the representatives (including physicians) 
from the communities NHRMC serves, and with ongoing fiduciary responsibility and 
meaningful decision-making authority. 

• The local NHRMC Board will nominate two individuals to serve on the Duke University 
Health System Board of Directors. The NHRMC nominated directors will have the same 
rights and responsibilities as other Duke University Health System directors, including 
committee participation. 

Capital 
Commitment, 
Economics, 
and 
Foundation 

• At a minimum, ensure funding for NHRMC’s $1.9 billion capital plan over 12 years. 
NHRMC and Duke will jointly evaluate additional investments, on top of the $1.9 billion, 
to grow and expand NHRMC’s footprint, capabilities, and capacity consistent with 
NHRMC’s and Duke’s vision for the strategic partnership. 

• In addition to the capital commitment, Duke will deliver $500 million in cash at closing 
and New Hanover County/NHRMC will retain NHRMC’s net cash (estimated to be $451 
million). Alternatively, if an all cash at close structure is preferred by New Hanover 
County and NHRMC, Duke is open to evaluating such a structure, as detailed herein. 

• Honor all donor-restricted funds to be used for the benefit of NHRMC and its service area, 
and maintain NHRMC Foundation’s current role. 

Community 
Benefit and 
Population 
Health 

• Maintain NHRMC’s tax-exempt status and charitable mission. 

• Maintain charity care and community benefit programs at levels that are at least 
equivalent to those currently in existence; collaborate to identify existing NHRMC 
programs that may be expanded and existing Duke programs that can be brought to the 
communities NHRMC serves. 

                                                           
9 Based on fiscal year 2018 community benefits report, includes $64 million of community benefits plus $40 million of bad 
debt costs. 
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Providers and 
Medical 
Education 

• Minimize disruption to the existing provider practices and operations, including 
relationships with independent providers. 

• Provide NHRMC access to Duke’s tools and capabilities for physician recruitment, 
onboarding, and operations while acknowledging opportunities for shared learning. 

• Explore opportunities to expand general medical education and other educational 
services at NHRMC, including with respect to advanced practice providers and nurses. 

• Seek opportunities to share knowledge, infrastructure, best practices and experiences in 
supporting NHRMC’s pursuit of receiving the Magnet Designation for nursing excellence. 

Employees • Retain all NHRMC employees in good standing for at least 12 months. 

• Maintain existing levels of employee compensation for at least 12 months and ensure 
compensation levels are market-based thereafter. 

• Provide a benefits package substantially similar to NHRMC’s current plan for a period of 
at least 12 months. Beyond this period, the benefit package will remain market-
competitive. 

• Offer all existing Duke recruitment, retention, career development, health and wellness, 
and leadership training programs to NHRMC employees. 

Other • Medicare Advantage: Maintain New Hanover Health Advantage and share best practices 
across NHRMC’s and Duke’s Medicare Advantage products.  

• Hospital Relationships: Maintain NHRMC’s relationships with Pender Memorial Hospital 
and other hospitals in the service area. 

• Access to Duke’s Broad Capabilities and Resources: Clinical, community health, and 
academic capabilities, resources, and tools including, but not limited to, with respect to 
population health and addressing social determinants of health, consumerism, 
technology and innovation, and clinical researches and trials. 
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SECTION 12: DEAL PROCESS AND TRANSACTION TIMING 

12.1. If Respondent’s Proposed Strategic Partnership is ultimately selected by the PAG and the Boards, describe 
the scope and timing for the following: 

12.1.1. Confirmatory due diligence review of NHRMC; 

Should NHRMC select Duke as its preferred partner, subject to timely receipt of diligence information, Duke 
envisions a period of ninety to one hundred and twenty days for confirmatory due diligence, which Duke considers 
customary for a partnership of this magnitude. Duke is excited at the prospect of learning more about NHRMC 
through the diligence process and as referenced in several instances throughout the RFP response, there are 
several areas for further exploration. To provide greater clarity, the listing below provides a high-level description 
of key due diligence areas, and is preliminary in nature and subject to further revision by Duke. 

Preliminary List of Categories of the Due Diligence 

A. Corporate Documentation Corporate meeting minutes, meeting materials, board policies, etc. Such 
information will allow Duke to understand the preferences of the 
NHRMC Board on such matters as: (i) NHRMC Board and committee 
meeting format/processes; (ii) delegation of NHRMC Board authority to 
senior management; and (iii) decision making processes for contractual 
agreements, joint ventures, physician compensation agreements, 
vendor selection, bidding processes, etc. It will also educate Duke on 
what NHRMC Board policies are in place.  

B. Real Estate Matters Information that will allow Duke to gain knowledge of the ownership of 
NHRMC's and its affiliates' real properties, the condition of existing 
facilities, and their associated fixtures and equipment. Real estate title 
documentation will allow Duke to determine if there are restrictive 
covenants, easements, etc., that need to be adhered to after the 
consummation of the strategic partnership. Leasehold information will 
also be reviewed to determine economic matters, tenant obligations, 
and landlord/tenant repair/maintenance obligations, etc. Facility 
condition reports will provide Duke insight into the significant facility 
issues that need to be prioritized. 

C. NHRMC Foundation Matters Information related to how the NHRMC Foundation Board makes 
decisions on providing financial support to NHRMC and its affiliates and 
for local community endeavors, NHRMC's fundraising goals and primary 
focus areas, intercompany monetary transfers between the NHRMC 
Foundation and its affiliates, and any restrictions on donations made to 
the NHRMC Foundation that will be binding after the consummation of 
the strategic partnership. Such information will assist Duke to ensure the 
NHRMC Foundation's funds continue to be used for their intended 
purposes and serve NHRMC's charitable mission in the local communities 
it serves.  
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D. Affiliated Organizations Information related to all NHRMC-affiliated entities, joint ventures, and 
joint operating agreements, whether wholly owned or partially owned 
and/or managed, to include items such as ownership information, 
governing body information, financial commitments, financial 
obligations, support and/or management agreements, etc. 

E. Material Contracts and 
Business Arrangements 

Agreements with NHRMC affiliates and independent third parties to 
understand continuing obligations if any, after the consummation of the 
strategic partnership. Such agreements would include development 
agreements, clinical services agreements, management and/or support 
services agreements, licensing agreements, consulting agreements, etc. 

F. Litigation and Audits Information related to any pending, threatened, and/or recently 
concluded litigation involving NHRMC and its affiliates and key 
executives. Information related to recent settlements and judgments. 
Any third-party or internal audits, investigations or other reports 
primarily focused on financial accounting practices, billing and 
reimbursement activities, and compliance matters. 

G. Financial Information Information related to NHRMC's and its affiliates' debt securities or 
instruments, promissory notes, financial and/or performance 
guarantees, bond financing documentation, bank lines of credit, 
equipment leasing and/or financing agreements, status of ACO 
gainsharing arrangements, etc. Such information will allow Duke to 
become educated on NHRMC's preferences on financial matters and 
existing relationships with financial institutions. 

H. Vendor Relationships Information related to material vendor and service provider agreements 
with NHRMC entities. Such information will allow Duke and NHRMC to 
consider what existing NHRMC relationships should continue or perhaps 
expand to Duke-affiliated entities. If deemed appropriate by 
NHRMC/Duke, at an appropriate time Duke representatives could meet 
with local community vendors to discuss a commitment to 
continue/expand the relationship after the consummation of the 
strategic partnership. 

I. IT Systems Information related to all IT systems and contracts used in the operation 
of the business. Such information will allow Duke to initiate and 
implement steps to ensure continuity and compatibility. 

J. Managed Care Agreements/ 
Employer Healthcare Plans 

Information related to the material terms of managed care agreements 
and employer healthcare plans to the extent permitted under applicable 
antitrust laws and regulations. 

K. Insurance Matters Insurance policies in force covering NHRMC's and its affiliates' 
assets/properties/operations and any other insurance in place such as 
director and officer insurance and "key man" policies. Duke would 
request a summary of claims made under each policy for a to be 
determined look-back period.  
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L. Intellectual Property Matters Information related to applications, descriptions, registration 
information, and evidence of grants for all of NHRMC's and its affiliates 
patents, trademarks, service marks, trade names, brand names, and 
copyrights. Information related to assigned inventions, discoveries, and 
intellectual property rights to or from NHRMC and its affiliates and a third 
party. 

M. Compliance Matters Information related to NHRMC's compliance program, compliance 
policies, hotline reporting processes, compliance audits, compliance 
office composition, work plans, and any recently conducted or open 
compliance investigations. 

N. Governmental Filings Information related to filings and other correspondence with 
governmental and regulatory agencies. 

O. Provider Numbers/ Other 
Billing Registration 
Information 

Provider numbers, Medicare identification numbers, and any other 
billing and reimbursement registration and participation identifier. 

P. Tax Matters Information related to IRS rulings, determination letters, audits, etc. 
Information related to ad valorem and sales tax obligations/exemptions. 

Q. Accreditation Matters Information related to DNV GL Healthcare accreditation and recent 
surveys. Other accreditation information and surveys from CAMTS, 
laboratory services, graduate medical education, rehabilitation services, 
and other service lines and programs. This will allow Duke to ensure 
accreditation requirements are adhered to after the consummation of 
the strategic partnership. 

R. Employee/ Employer Matters Information related to employer/employee handbook and policies, 
standard employment terms, PTO and sick leave policies, employee 
benefit programs, pension plans/deferred compensation plans, key 
employee agreements, etc. This will allow Duke to adhere to NHRMC 
obligations after the consummation of the strategic partnership. Such 
information would be used for purposes of determining which plans and 
programs should remain in existence and managed at an NHRMC level. 

S. Physician Compensation 
Arrangements 

Physician employment agreements, practice acquisition agreements, 
recruitment agreements, stipend arrangements, medical directorship 
agreements, other administrative/consulting agreements, and clinical 
services agreements, e.g., professional services agreements/call 
coverage agreements. 

T. Medical Staff Matters Information related to Medical Staff office processes, policies, bylaws, 
rules and regulations, meeting formalities/preferences, etc. Information 
related to peer review processes and Medical Staff support programs. 
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U. Environmental Matters Information related to environmental conditions, testing, assessments, 
audits, studies, investigations, and remedial actions on NHRMC's and its 
affiliates' properties and the prior use of such properties. 

V. Licenses and Permits Information related to facility licenses, certificates of need (granted and 
pending), building permits, zoning letters, certificates of occupancy, use 
restrictions, etc., so that Duke may continue to ensure compliance with 
the terms of all licensing and permitting requirements after 
consummation of the strategic partnership. 

 

12.1.2. Obtaining financing for any financial commitments related to the Proposed Strategic Partnership; 

While various forms of consideration would be available, including internal resources and future cash flows, Duke 
may or may not obtain third-party financing to support select commitments. Should there be a determination that 
such third-party financing is most advantageous for the strategic partnership, Duke has strong capabilities to do 
so, as demonstrated by its current bond ratings of “AA, Aa2, and AA” by S&P, Moody’s, and Fitch, respectively. 
Furthermore, the outlook for all three of these ratings is stable, and each rating has been maintained for several 
years. This strong financial basis has allowed Duke University Health System to recently price a $299 million 
issuance of fixed-rate series 2020 taxable bonds at an average rate of 3.06%. Please refer to Appendix B and 
Appendix D, respectively for audited financial reports and rating agency commentaries providing further 
information on Duke University Health System’s ability to fund its commitments. Please also refer to Questions 
8.1, 8.1.1, 8.1.6 and 8.1.9 for additional detail on Duke University Health System’s financial position. 

12.1.3. Obtaining Respondent’s corporate approvals (e.g., approval by its board of directors); and 

Duke University Health System will need the approval of the definitive agreement by the Duke University Health 
System Board of Directors and the transaction by the Duke University Board of Trustees. Both governing bodies 
are fully aware and supportive of this strategic initiative. 

12.1.4. Other contingencies or approvals identified by Respondent. 

Closing of the strategic partnership will be subject to mutual agreement of the terms and provisions contained in 
the definitive agreement. In addition, it is contemplated that any transaction model mutually chosen by the parties 
will require a number of notifications and/or approvals. These will include filings with the Federal Trade 
Commission, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, NHRMC's accreditation bodies, third-party financial 
institutions, and the North Carolina Division of Health Service Regulations, among other agencies/regulatory 
authorities. 

12.2. In any definitive agreement entered into by Respondent to orchestrate the Proposed Strategic 
Partnership, discuss Respondent’s position to the following terms: 
12.2.1. All NHRMC and County representation and warranties will expire at the closing, a representation and 
warranty policy will be obtained by Respondent and will be Respondent’s sole recourse under the agreement, 
and there will be no claw-back or recovery provisions for any financial consideration provided by Respondent 
to NHRMC and the County; 

As part of the purchase price, Duke will initiate actions to procure representation and warranty insurance, with 
reasonable and agreed-upon limits, effective upon the consummation of the strategic partnership. 
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12.2.2. Remedy for any material breach of Respondent’s post-closing commitments will include a repatriation 
of NHRMC and/or transfer of certain or all assets to NHRMC and/or the County, as applicable per model; and 

Duke understands it must adhere to all post-closing commitments it makes to NHRMC and New Hanover County 
as set forth in the definitive agreement. In the unlikely event there is a material breach of such definitive 
agreement by Duke, then Duke would anticipate NHRMC or New Hanover County would follow applicable 
termination and penalty provisions as mutually agreed to and set forth in the definitive agreement. Duke 
contemplates that the definitive agreement would include steps to address and/or resolve material breaches by 
any party, to include negotiations among leadership representatives, non-binding mediation, and non-binding 
arbitration. Because of the long-term financial, operational, and other commitments necessary to ensure a 
successful strategic partnership, Duke proposes that NHRMC and New Hanover County consider that an "unwind" 
of the strategic partnership is not a viable remedy unless required by law. 

12.2.3. For any Respondent, including any for-profit corporation (or other taxable legal entity), the Respondent 
will agree to all of the following North Carolina statutory requirements: 
12.2.3.1. The Respondent shall continue to provide the same or similar clinical hospital services to its patients 
in medical-surgery, obstetrics, pediatrics, outpatient and emergency treatment, including emergency services 
for the indigent, that the hospital facility provided prior to the lease, sale or conveyance. These services may be 
terminated only as prescribed by Certificate of Need Law prescribed in Article 9 of Chapter 131E of the General 
Statutes, or, if Certificate of Need Law is inapplicable, by review procedure designed to guarantee public 
participation pursuant to rules adopted by the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services. 
12.2.3.2. The Respondent shall ensure that indigent care is available to the population of the Service Area served 
by NHRMC at levels related to need, as previously demonstrated and determined mutually by NHRMC and the 
Respondent. 
12.2.3.3. The Respondent shall not enact financial admission policies, or engage in debt collection practices, 
that have the effect of denying essential medical services or treatment solely because of a patient's immediate 
inability to pay for the services or treatment. 
12.2.3.4. The Respondent shall ensure that admission to and services of the facility are available to beneficiaries 
of governmental reimbursement programs (Medicaid/Medicare) without discrimination or preference because 
they are beneficiaries of those programs. 
12.2.3.5. The Respondent shall prepare an annual report that shows compliance with the requirements of the 
lease, sale or conveyance related to the Proposed Strategic Partnership. 
12.2.3.6. The Respondent shall further agree that if it fails to substantially comply with these conditions, or if it 
fails to operate the facility on 17th Street in Wilmington, North Carolina as a hospital open to the general public 
and free of discrimination based on race, creed, color, sex or national origin unless relieved of this responsibility 
by operation of law, or if the Respondent dissolves without a successor corporation to carry out the terms and 
conditions of the lease, agreement of sale or agreement of conveyance, all ownership or other rights in the 
hospital facility, including the building, land and equipment associated with the hospital, shall revert to the 
County; provided that any building, land or equipment associated with the hospital facility that the Respondent 
has constructed or acquired since the sale may revert only upon payment to the Respondent of a sum equal to 
the cost less depreciation of the building, land or equipment. 

Yes, Duke agrees to comply with applicable North Carolina statutory requirements. 
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APPENDICES 

The following appendices have been provided as a separate file. 

•  Appendix A: Hospital Accreditations 

o Duke University Hospital Joint Commission Quality Report effective March 16, 2019 

o Duke Regional Hospital Joint Commission Quality Report effective October 27, 2018 

o Duke Raleigh Hospital Joint Commission Quality Report effective October 20, 2018 

• Appendix B: Financial Statements 

o Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2019/2018 

(six-month year-to-date period, unaudited) 

o Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2019/2018 

(fiscal year, audited) 

o Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2018/2017 

(fiscal year, audited) 

o Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2017/2016 

(fiscal year, audited) 

• Appendix C: Appendix A from Bond Offering 

o Duke University Health System Series 2020  

• Appendix D: Rating Agency Reports 

o Duke University Health System S&P credit rating report as of December 30, 2019 

o Duke University Health System Moody’s credit rating report as of December 23, 2019 

o Duke University Health System Fitch credit rating report as of December 20, 2019 

 

 



 

 

Appendix A: Hospital Accreditations 

• Duke University Hospital Joint Commission Quality Report effective March 16, 2019 

• Duke Regional Hospital Joint Commission Quality Report effective October 27, 2018 

• Duke Raleigh Hospital Joint Commission Quality Report effective October 20, 2018 



 

Quality Report



 

Duke University Hospital 

DBA: Duke University Hospital 
HCO ID: 6490
2301 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC, 27710 
(919) 681-6624
www.dukehealth.org 

 

Summary of Quality Information 

Accreditation Programs

View Accreditation History

 Hospital 
Accreditation 
Decision
Accredited 

Effective 
Date
3/16/2019 

Last Full Survey 
Date
3/15/2019 

Last On-Site Survey 
Date
5/28/2019 

Advanced Certification Programs

View Certification History

 

Advanced Comprehensive Stroke Center 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
12/4/2019 
Last Full Survey Date
12/3/2019 
Last On-Site Survey Date
12/3/2019 

 

Ventricular Assist Device 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
8/21/2019 
Last Full Survey Date
8/20/2019 
Last On-Site Survey Date
8/20/2019 



Core Certification Programs

 

Joint Replacement - Hip 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
5/25/2019 
Last Full Survey Date
5/24/2019 
Last On-Site Survey Date
5/24/2019 

 

Joint Replacement - Knee 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
5/25/2019 
Last Full Survey Date
5/24/2019 
Last On-Site Survey Date
5/24/2019 

Sites

Civitan Building 
2213 Elba Street 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Behavioral Health (Non 24 Hour Care - Adult ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Croasdaile Commons 
DBA: Duke Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation 
1821 Hillandale Road Suite 25B 
Durham, NC, 27705 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• none 



DUH Sleep Disorders Center/Millenium Hotel 
2800 Campus Walk Avenue 
Durham, NC, 27705 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Diet & Fitness 
501 Douglas Street 
Durham, NC, 27705 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Family Medicine Center 
DBA: Pickens 
2100 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Health Center @ N. Duke Street 
DBA: Duke Health Center @ N. Duke Street 
3116 N. Duke Street 
Durham, NC, 27704 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Health Center @ Southpoint 
DBA: Duke Health Center @ Southpoint 
6301 Herndon Road 
Durham, NC, 27713 

Available Services

• Administration of High Risk Medications (Outpatient ) 
• Anesthesia (Outpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Perform Invasive Procedure (Outpatient ) 

Duke Health Center at the NC Orthopedic Clinic 
3609 Southwest Durham Drive 
Durham, NC, 27707 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Health Center South Durham 
DBA: Duke Health Center South Durham 
234 Crooked Creek Parkway 
Durham, NC, 27713 



Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Imaging Services at Cary Parkway 
3700 NW Cary Parkway 
Cary, NC, 27513 

Available Services

• Laboratory Draw Station (Outpatient ) 

Duke Medical Plaza at Hillsborough 
DBA: Duke Medical Plaza at Hillsborough 
267 South Churton Street 
Hillsborough, NC, 27278 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Medical Plaza at Meadowmont 
DBA: Duke Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy 
810 West Barbee Chapel Road 
Chapel Hill, NC, 27517 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Medical Plaza Page Road 
4709 Creekstone Drive 
Durham, NC, 27703 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Medicine Physical Therapy at Brier Creek 
10211 Alm Street, Suite 203 
Raleigh, NC, 27617 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Outpatient Clinic 
4220 N. Roxboro Rd. 
Durham, NC, 27701 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Pain Medicine 
DBA: Duke Pain Medicine 
4309 Medical Park Dr 
Durham, NC, 27704 



Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Physical Therapy & Occupational Therapy at Knightdale 
162 Legacy Oaks Dr. Room 1221A 
Knightdale, NC, 27545 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Primary Care & Pediatric Clinic 
4020 N. Roxboro Road 
Durham, NC, 27704 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Radiology @ Patterson Place 
5324 McFarland Drive 
Durham, NC, 27707 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Student Health 
DBA: Duke Student Health 
305 Towerview Drive 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke University Hospital 
DBA: Duke University Hospital 
2301 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Behavioral Health (24-hour Acute Care/Crisis Stabilization - Adult ) 
• Brachytherapy (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Cardiac Catheterization Lab (Surgical Services ) 
• Cardiac Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Cardiothoracic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Cardiovascular Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Coronary Care Unit (Inpatient ) 
• CT Scanner (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Dialysis Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Ear/Nose/Throat Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• EEG/EKG/EMG Lab (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Gastroenterology (Surgical Services ) 
• GI or Endoscopy Lab (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Gynecological Surgery (Surgical Services ) 



• Gynecology (Inpatient ) 
• Hazardous Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Hematology/Oncology Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Inpatient Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Interventional Radiology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Labor & Delivery (Inpatient ) 
• Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Medical /Surgical Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Medical ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Neuro/Spine ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Neuro/Spine Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Neurosurgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Non-Sterile Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Normal Newborn Nursery (Inpatient ) 
• Nuclear Medicine (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Nuclear Pharmacy (Inpatient ) 
• Ophthalmology (Surgical Services ) 
• Orthopedic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Orthopedic/Spine Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Pediatric Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Plastic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Post Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) (Inpatient ) 
• Radiation Oncology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Sleep Laboratory (Sleep Laboratory ) 
• Sterile Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Surgical ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Surgical Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Thoracic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Transplant Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Ultrasound (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Urology (Surgical Services ) 
• Vascular Surgery (Surgical Services ) 

Certification Programs

• Advanced Comprehensive Stroke Center 
• Joint Replacement - Hip 
• Joint Replacement - Knee 
• Ventricular Assist Device 

Lenox Baker Hospital Clinics 
3000 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Morreene Road Clinic 
932 Morreene Road 
Durham, NC, 27705 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 



North Pavilion 
2400 Pratt Street 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Administration of Blood Product (Outpatient ) 
• Administration of High Risk Medications (Outpatient ) 
• Ambulatory Surgery Center (Outpatient ) 
• Anesthesia (Outpatient ) 
• Hazardous Medication Compounding (Outpatient ) 
• Perform Invasive Procedure (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Adult Bone Marrow 
• Ambulatory Surgery Center 

Pavillion East @ Lakeview 
2608 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC, 27710 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Fetal Diagnostic Center 
• Pediatric Echo 
• Pediatric Neuropsychology 

Pepsico Fitness Center/Center for Living 
DBA: Center for Living 
3475 Erwin Road 
Durham, NC, 27705 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Special Quality Awards

   Due to our commitment to accurate data reporting, The Joint Commission is suspending the practice 
of updating Special Quality Awards until 
  further notice 

• 2014 Magnet Award 
• 2010 Silver - The Medal of Honor for Organ Donation 



Organization Commentary

Mr. Thomas Owens, President 

At Duke University Hospital, we are committed to providing high-quality care to our patients. By focusing 
on the National Patient Safety Goals, and through continuous performance improvement activities, we 
have sustained a high level of performance with the National Patient Safety Goals. The National Quality 
Improvement Goals initiative provides healthcare consumers with information on the quality of healthcare 
services so informed decisions can be made. We remain committed to enhancing the quality of our 
clinical care and patient safety by implementing best practices and by developing innovative methods of 
care. Please feel free to contact the Department of Accreditation and Regulatory Affairs at Duke 
University Hospital if you have any questions related to this information or about any of the services we 
provide. Phone (919) 681-8176. 

Cooperative Agreements

Hospital - Accredited by American College of Surgeons-Commission on Cancer (ACoS-COC) 

Laboratory - Accredited by American Society for Histocompatibility and Immunogenetics (ASHI) 

Complementary Agreements

Hospital - Accredited by UHMS Clinical Hyperbaric Facility - Level 1 

Symbol Key

• This organization achieved the best possible results
• This organization's performance is above the target range/value
• This organization's performance is similar to the target range/value
• This organization's performance is below the target range/value
• This measure is not applicable for this organization
• Not displayed

Measures Footnote Key

1. The measure or measure set was not reported.
2. The measure set does not have an overall result.

National Patient Safety Goals and National Quality Improvement Goals 



New Changes to Quarterly Measure

Download Quarterly Measure Results

The Joint Commission only reports measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum.
* State results are not calculated for the National Patient Safety Goals.

3. The number is not enough for comparison purposes.
4. The measure meets the Privacy Disclosure Threshold rule.
5. The organization scored above 90% but was below most other organizations.
6. The measure results are not statistically valid.
7. The measure results are based on a sample of patients.
8. The number of months with measure data is below the reporting requirement.
9. The measure results are temporarily suppressed pending resubmission of updated data.

10. Test Measure: a measure being evaluated for reliability of the individual data elements or awaiting 
National Quality Forum Endorsement.

11. There were no eligible patients that met the denominator criteria.

The Joint Commission only reports measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum.
* This information can also be viewed at Hospital Compare. 

**      Indicates per 1000 hours of patient care.
***   The measure was not in effect for this quarter.
----   Null value or data not displayed. 

Hospital 
2019 National Patient Safety 
Goals 

Nationwide Comparison: 
 

Statewide Comparison: 
 

Reporting Period: July 2018 - June 2019

National Quality Improvement Goals:

Emergency Department 
National Comparison:  
2 

Statewide Comparison: 
 2 

Perinatal Care 
National Comparison:  
2 

Statewide Comparison: 
 2 



 

Quality Report



 

Duke University Health System d/b/a Duke Regional 
Hospital 

DBA: Duke Regional Hospital 
HCO ID: 6492
3643 North Roxboro Road 
Durham, NC, 27704 
(919) 470-4000
www.dukeregional.org 

 

Summary of Quality Information 

Accreditation Programs

View Accreditation History

 Hospital 
Accreditation 
Decision
Accredited 

Effective 
Date
10/27/2018 

Last Full Survey 
Date
10/26/2018 

Last On-Site Survey 
Date
12/3/2018 

Advanced Certification Programs

View Certification History

 

Primary Stroke Center 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
3/9/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
3/8/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
3/8/2018 



Core Certification Programs

 

Hip Fracture 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
2/15/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
2/14/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
2/14/2018 

 

Joint Replacement - Hip 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
2/14/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
2/13/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
2/13/2018 

 

Joint Replacement - Knee 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
2/14/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
2/13/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
2/13/2018 

Sites

Duke Regional Hospital 
DBA: Health Services Center 
407 Crutchfield Street 
Durham, NC, 27704 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 



Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Duke Metabolic and Weight Loss Surgery Center 
• Duke Specialty Clinic: Colorectal GI Clinic 
• Duke Specialty Clinic: Neurospinal Clinic 
• Duke Specialty Clinic: Vascular Surgery Clinic 

Duke University Health System d/b/a Duke Regional Hospital 
DBA: Duke Regional Hospital 
3643 North Roxboro Road 
Durham, NC, 27704 

Available Services

• Behavioral Health (24-hour Acute Care/Crisis Stabilization - Adult ) 
• Brachytherapy (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Cardiac Catheterization Lab (Surgical Services ) 
• Cardiac Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Cardiothoracic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Community Integration (Non 24 Hour Care ) 
• Coronary Care Unit (Inpatient ) 
• CT Scanner (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Dialysis Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Ear/Nose/Throat Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• EEG/EKG/EMG Lab (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Family Support (Non 24 Hour Care ) 
• Gastroenterology (Surgical Services ) 
• General Laboratory Tests 
• GI or Endoscopy Lab (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Gynecological Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Gynecology (Inpatient ) 
• Hazardous Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Hematology/Oncology Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Inpatient Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Interventional Radiology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Labor & Delivery (Inpatient ) 
• Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Medical /Surgical Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Medical ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Neuro/Spine ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Neurosurgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Non-Sterile Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Normal Newborn Nursery (Inpatient ) 
• Nuclear Medicine (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Orthopedic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Orthopedic/Spine Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Plastic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Post Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) (Inpatient ) 
• Radiation Oncology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Rehabilitation Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Rehabilitation Unit (24-hour Acute Care/Crisis Stabilization ) 
• Sterile Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Surgical ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Surgical Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Teleradiology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Thoracic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Ultrasound (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 



• Urology (Surgical Services ) 
• Vascular Surgery (Surgical Services ) 

Certification Programs

• Hip Fracture 
• Joint Replacement - Hip 
• Joint Replacement - Knee 
• Primary Stroke Center 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Duke Cancer Center of North Durham: DRH Oncology Infusion Ce
• Duke Specialty Clinic: Breast Clinic 

Special Quality Awards

   Due to our commitment to accurate data reporting, The Joint Commission is suspending the practice 
of updating Special Quality Awards until 
  further notice 

• 2015 Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Accreditation and Quality Improvement Program 
• 2014 Magnet Award 
• 2012 Silver - The Medal of Honor for Organ Donation 

Symbol Key

• This organization achieved the best possible results
• This organization's performance is above the target range/value
• This organization's performance is similar to the target range/value
• This organization's performance is below the target range/value
• This measure is not applicable for this organization
• Not displayed

Measures Footnote Key

1. The measure or measure set was not reported.
2. The measure set does not have an overall result.
3. The number is not enough for comparison purposes.
4. The measure meets the Privacy Disclosure Threshold rule.
5. The organization scored above 90% but was below most other organizations.
6. The measure results are not statistically valid.
7. The measure results are based on a sample of patients.
8. The number of months with measure data is below the reporting requirement.
9. The measure results are temporarily suppressed pending resubmission of updated data.

10. Test Measure: a measure being evaluated for reliability of the individual data elements or awaiting 
National Quality Forum Endorsement.

11. There were no eligible patients that met the denominator criteria.

National Patient Safety Goals and National Quality Improvement Goals 



New Changes to Quarterly Measure

Download Quarterly Measure Results

The Joint Commission only reports measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum.
* State results are not calculated for the National Patient Safety Goals.

The Joint Commission only reports measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum.
* This information can also be viewed at Hospital Compare. 

**      Indicates per 1000 hours of patient care.
***   The measure was not in effect for this quarter.
----   Null value or data not displayed. 

Hospital 
2018 National Patient Safety 
Goals 

Nationwide Comparison: 
 

Statewide Comparison: 
 

Reporting Period: July 2018 - June 2019

National Quality Improvement Goals:

Emergency Department 
National Comparison:  
2 

Statewide Comparison: 
 2 

Perinatal Care 
National Comparison:  
2 

Statewide Comparison: 
 2 



 

Quality Report



 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 
HCO ID: 6536
3400 Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 
(919) 954-3100
www.dukeraleighhospital.org 

 

Summary of Quality Information 

Accreditation Programs

View Accreditation History

 Hospital 
Accreditation 
Decision
Accredited 

Effective 
Date
10/20/2018 

Last Full Survey 
Date
10/19/2018 

Last On-Site Survey 
Date
7/31/2019 

Advanced Certification Programs

View Certification History

 

Thrombectomy-Capable Stroke Center 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
12/7/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
10/11/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
10/11/2018 



Core Certification Programs

 

Joint Replacement - Hip 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
7/14/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
7/13/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
7/13/2018 

 

Joint Replacement - Knee 
Certification Decision
Certification 
Effective Date
7/14/2018 
Last Full Survey Date
7/13/2018 
Last On-Site Survey Date
7/13/2018 

Sites

DRaH Duke Cancer Center Cary 
DBA: DRaH Duke Cancer Center Cary 
216 Asheville Avenue 
Cary, NC, 27518 

Available Services

• Administration of Blood Product (Outpatient ) 
• Administration of High Risk Medications (Outpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Perform Invasive Procedure (Outpatient ) 

DRaH Duke Cancer Center Cary Radiation Oncology 
300 Asheville Avenue 
Cary, NC, 27518 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 
DBA: Duke Raleigh Hospital 



3400 Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Brachytherapy (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Cardiac Catheterization Lab (Surgical Services ) 
• CT Scanner (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Ear/Nose/Throat Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• EEG/EKG/EMG Lab (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Gastroenterology (Surgical Services ) 
• GI or Endoscopy Lab (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Gynecological Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Hazardous Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Hematology/Oncology Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Inpatient Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Interventional Radiology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Medical /Surgical Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Medical ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Neuro/Spine Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Neurosurgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Non-Sterile Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Nuclear Medicine (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Ophthalmology (Surgical Services ) 
• Orthopedic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Orthopedic/Spine Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Plastic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Positron Emission Tomography (PET) (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Post Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) (Inpatient ) 
• Radiation Oncology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Sleep Laboratory (Sleep Laboratory ) 
• Sterile Medication Compounding (Inpatient ) 
• Surgical ICU (Intensive Care Unit ) 
• Surgical Unit (Inpatient ) 
• Teleradiology (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Thoracic Surgery (Surgical Services ) 
• Ultrasound (Imaging/Diagnostic Services ) 
• Urology (Surgical Services ) 
• Vascular Surgery (Surgical Services ) 

Certification Programs

• Joint Replacement - Hip 
• Joint Replacement - Knee 
• Thrombectomy-Capable Stroke Center 

Duke Center for Women's Cancer Care Raleigh 
DBA: Duke Center for Women's Cancer Care Raleigh 
4101 Macon Pond Road 
Raleigh, NC, 27607 

Available Services

• Administration of Blood Product (Outpatient ) 
• Administration of High Risk Medications (Outpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 



• Perform Invasive Procedure (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Duke Breast Surgery of Raleigh 
• Duke Cancer Center Macon Pond - Plastic Surgery 
• Duke Cancer Center Macon Pond - Radiation Oncology 
• Duke Cancer Center Macon Pond GYN Oncology 
• Duke Cancer Center Macon Pond Hematology/Oncology 
• Duke Cancer Center Macon Pond- Radiology Services 

Duke Health Heritage 
DBA: Duke Health Heritage 
3000 Rogers Road 
Wake Forest, NC, 27587 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Duke Health Heritage Cardiology 
• Duke Health Heritage Physical and Occupational Therapy 
• Duke Health Heritage Radiology 

Duke Health Holly Springs 
DBA: Duke Health Holly Springs Physical and Occupational Therapy 
401 Irving Parkway, Suite 110 
Holly Springs, NC, 27540 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Health Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy Apex 
DBA: Duke Health Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy Apex 
1545 Orchard Villas Ave 
Apex, NC, 27502 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Raleigh Cancer Center 
DBA: Duke Raleigh Cancer Center 
3404 Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Administration of Blood Product (Outpatient ) 
• Administration of High Risk Medications (Outpatient ) 
• Anesthesia (Outpatient ) 
• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Perform Invasive Procedure (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:



• Duke Cancer Center Benign Hematology Clinic 
• Duke Cancer Center Raleigh Hematology-Oncology 
• Duke Cancer Center Raleigh Radiation Oncology 
• Duke Cancer Center Surgery Oncology 
• Duke Raleigh Endocrine Surgery Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Pain Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Palliative Care Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Plastic Surgery 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Surgical Specialties Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Thoracic Surgery Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Interventional Pulmonology 
• Duke Raleigh Interventional Radiology Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Smoking Cessation Clinic 
• Duke Raleigh Urology Oncology 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 
DBA: Duke Raleigh Hospital Pretesting Clinic 
3300 Executive Drive, Raleigh, NC 27609 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 
3320 Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 
• Perform Invasive Procedure (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Duke Raleigh Hospital Outpatient Rehab 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Sleep lab 
• Duke Raleigh Hospital Wound Healing Center 
• Duke Raleigh Ultrasound and Cardiac Diagnostics Center 

Duke Raleigh Hospital 
DBA: Duke Raleigh Hospital Outpatient Imaging Center 
3480 Wake Forest Road 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Raleigh Mobile Unit 
3400 Executive Drive 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Duke Specialty Rehab Services Midtown 



DBA: Duke Specialty Rehab Services Midtown 
5920 Sandy Forks Road Suite 200 
Raleigh, NC, 27609 

Available Services

• Outpatient Clinics (Outpatient ) 

Other Clinics/Practices Located at This Site:

• Diabetes Management 
• Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy and Speech Therapy 
• Pulmonary Rehab 

Special Quality Awards

   Due to our commitment to accurate data reporting, The Joint Commission is suspending the practice 
of updating Special Quality Awards until 
  further notice 

• 2015 Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery Accreditation and Quality Improvement Program 
• 2014 Magnet Award 

Cooperative Agreements

Hospital - Accredited by American College of Surgeons-Commission on Cancer (ACoS-COC) 

Symbol Key

• This organization achieved the best possible results
• This organization's performance is above the target range/value
• This organization's performance is similar to the target range/value
• This organization's performance is below the target range/value
• This measure is not applicable for this organization
• Not displayed

Measures Footnote Key

1. The measure or measure set was not reported.
2. The measure set does not have an overall result.
3. The number is not enough for comparison purposes.
4. The measure meets the Privacy Disclosure Threshold rule.

National Patient Safety Goals and National Quality Improvement Goals 



New Changes to Quarterly Measure

Download Quarterly Measure Results

The Joint Commission only reports measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum.
* State results are not calculated for the National Patient Safety Goals.

5. The organization scored above 90% but was below most other organizations.
6. The measure results are not statistically valid.
7. The measure results are based on a sample of patients.
8. The number of months with measure data is below the reporting requirement.
9. The measure results are temporarily suppressed pending resubmission of updated data.

10. Test Measure: a measure being evaluated for reliability of the individual data elements or awaiting 
National Quality Forum Endorsement.

11. There were no eligible patients that met the denominator criteria.

The Joint Commission only reports measures endorsed by the National Quality Forum.
* This information can also be viewed at Hospital Compare. 

**      Indicates per 1000 hours of patient care.
***   The measure was not in effect for this quarter.
----   Null value or data not displayed. 

Hospital 
2019 National Patient Safety 
Goals 

Nationwide Comparison: 
 

Statewide Comparison: 
 

Reporting Period: July 2018 - June 2019

National Quality Improvement Goals:

Emergency Department 
National Comparison:  
2 

Statewide Comparison: 
 2 



 

 

Appendix B: Financial Statements 

• Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2019/2018 
(six-month year-to-date period, unaudited) 

• Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2019/2018 
(fiscal year, audited) 

• Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2018/2017 
(fiscal year, audited) 

• Duke University Health System consolidated financial statements as of June 30, 2017/2016 
(fiscal year, audited) 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES     

Consolidated Financial Statements     
December 31, 2019 and 2018 

(Unaudited)

Prepared by: Duke University Health System Finance
Print Date: February 7, 2020
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES     
Consolidated Balance Sheets (Unaudited)  

December 31, 2019 and 2018
($000's Omitted)     

Assets 12/31/2019 12/31/2018

Current Assets:     
Cash and cash equivalents     $ 225,768                  401,514                  
Patient accounts receivable, net     487,307                  475,083                  
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net          22,941                   28,553                   
Other receivables 44,775                   37,856                   
Inventories of drugs and supplies     109,408                  93,381                   
Short-term investments 296,908                  311,959                  
Assets limited as to use 17,334                   16,611                   
Other assets 44,804                   35,764                   

Total current assets 1,249,245               1,400,721               

Assets limited as to use    80,348                   87,955                   
Investments 3,516,443               3,104,036               
Property and equipment, net     1,880,562               1,645,091               
Right of use operating lease assets 317,182                  -                             
Other noncurrent assets     54,018                   48,890                   

Total assets     $ 7,097,798               6,286,693               

Liabilities and Net Assets
Current Liabilities:     

Accounts payable     $ 190,477                  150,103                  
Accrued salaries, wages and vacation payable     214,803                  194,614                  
Current portion of postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations     7,676                     7,540                     
Current portion of indebtedness     24,925                   23,760                   
Current portion of finance lease liabilities 5,375                     1,900                     
Current portion of operating lease liabilities 25,320                   -                             
Current portion of estimated professional liability costs             17,334                   16,611                   
Other current liabilities     83,028                   88,654                   

Total current liabilities     568,938                  483,182                  

Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations, net of current portion  478,781                  280,439                  
Indebtedness, net of current portion 1,572,077               1,601,679               
Finance lease liabilities, net of current portion 140,864                  127,544                  
Operating lease liabilities, net of current portion 296,730                  -                             
Estimated professional liability costs, net of current portion     25,781                   35,075                   
Derivative instruments 75,627                   58,733                   
Other noncurrent liabilities     52,516                   39,983                   

Total liabilities     3,211,314               2,626,635               

Net Assets:     
Without donor restrictions 3,826,421               3,601,138               
With donor restrictions 60,063                   58,920                   

Total net assets     3,886,484               3,660,058               

Total liabilities and net assets     $ 7,097,798               6,286,693               
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES     
Consolidated Statements of Operations (Unaudited)    

For the Six Months Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018
($000's Omitted)     

12/31/2019 12/31/2018

Revenues, gains and other support without donor restrictions:          
Net patient service revenue $ 1,918,622               1,783,624               
Other revenue 104,420                  103,131                  

Total revenues, gains and other support                   2,023,042               1,886,755               

Expenses:          
Salaries, wages and benefits 929,025                  846,129                  
Medical supplies 507,111                  457,167                  
Interest         24,021                    28,190                    
Depreciation    82,732                    80,412                    
Other operating expenses 367,752                  339,641                  

Total expenses                         1,910,641               1,751,539               

Operating income                    112,401                  135,216                  

Non-operating income (loss):              
Investment gain (loss) 29,761                    (60,959)                   
Non-operating net periodic benefit cost 8,415                      10,892                    
Other          4,376                      4,632                      

Total non-operating income (loss) 42,552                    (45,435)                   

Excess of revenues over expenses                  154,953                  89,781                    

Change in funded status of defined benefit plans 4,917                      797                         
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment 707                         516                         
Transfers to the University, net (53,729)                   (51,057)                   

Increase in net assets without donor restrictions                   $ 106,848                  40,037                    
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES     
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets (Unaudited)     

For the Six Months Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018
($000's Omitted)     

12/31/2019 12/31/2018

Net assets without donor restrictions
Excess of revenues over expenses                  $ 154,953                  89,781                         
Change in funded status of defined benefit plans     4,917                      797                               
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property     

and equipment 707                          516                               
Transfers to the University, net               (53,729)                   (51,057)                        

Increase in net assets without donor restrictions 106,848                  40,037                         

Net assets with donor restrictions:
Contributions for restricted purposes                    1,958                      2,495                           
Transfers from the University, net                    25                            -                                   
Net assets released from restrictions used for operations                     (2,276)                     (1,571)                          
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property     

and equipment (707)                        (516)                             
Net realized and unrealized gains (losses) 414                          (115)                             

(Decrease) increase in net assets with donor restrictions (586)                        293                               

Increase in net assets                        106,262                  40,330                         

Net assets, beginning of year                3,780,222               3,619,728                    

Net assets, end of period $ 3,886,484               3,660,058                    
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES     
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (Unaudited)    

For the Six Months Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018
($000's Omitted)     

12/31/2019 12/31/2018

Cash flows from operating activities:                  
Increase in net assets                     $ 106,262                  40,330                    
Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to net    
cash provided by operating activities:                  

Depreciation 82,732                    80,412                    
Investment (income) loss (29,610)                  61,386                    
Net gain on other investments and disposals of property and equipment     (4,254)                    (4,224)                    
Transfers to the University, net                    53,704                    51,057                    
Donor-restricted contributions for long-term investment and capital projects    

and associated investment income (1,049)                    (1,024)                    
(Increase) decrease in:                      

Patient accounts receivable                      (26,764)                  (54,102)                  
Estimated third-party payor settlements receivable (27,965)                  (30,399)                  
Other receivables                       (6,752)                    (2,894)                    
Inventories of drugs and supplies                         (7,469)                    (87)                         
Right of use operating lease assets (317,182)                -                             
Other assets                      (4,599)                    (2,757)                    

Increase (decrease) in:                      
Accounts payable                     (14,759)                  (18,610)                  
Accrued salaries, wages and vacation payable                     10,924                    5,412                      
Other current liabilities                     46,365                    46,294                    
Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligation                    8,889                      5,811                      
Estimated professional liability costs                         (5,399)                    6,278                      
Operating lease liabilities 322,050                  -                             
Other noncurrent liabilities                     2,700                      52                          

Net cash provided by operating activities                    187,824                  182,935                  

Cash flows from investing activities:                          
Capital expenditures                       (194,792)                (153,395)                
Decrease (increase) in assets limited as to use                            713                         (692)                       
Sales of investments     759,764                  1,011,432               
Purchases of investments                            (733,972)                (870,718)                
Decrease (increase) in other assets                         783                         (1,081)                    

Net cash used in investing activities                   (167,504)                (14,454)                  
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES         
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, Continued (Unaudited)  

For the Six Months Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018
($000's Omitted)     

12/31/2019 12/31/2018
Cash flows from financing activities:                        

Proceeds from finance leasing program     $ 9,773                      -                          
Bond issuance costs (45)                          -                          
Proceeds from restricted contributions and associated investment income 1,049                      1,024                      
Payments on finance lease liabilities    (2,267)                     (1,926)                     
Transfers to the University, net                    (54,009)                   (44,022)                   

Net cash used in financing activities     (45,499)                   (44,924)                   

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents    (25,179)                   123,557                  

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year                250,947                  277,957                  

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period $ 225,768                  401,514                  

Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information:                         
Cash paid for interest, net of amount capitalized     $ 29,014                    33,887                    

Supplemental disclosures of noncash investing/financing activities:    
Change in fixed asset payables as of December 31 $ 17,467                    1,804                      
Net transfers to the University of property and equipment    1,894                      1,916                      
Net transfers (receivable) payable between the Health    

System and the University (240)                        6,049                      

Supplemental cash flow information and noncash activity related to leases:
Cash paid for operating lease liabilities $ 19,116                    
Right-of-use assets obtained in exchange for lease liabilities:

Operating leases 41,636                    
Finance leases 11,509                    
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6 months 6 months 6 months 6 months 6 months 6 months 6 months 6 months
12/31/2019 12/31/2018 12/31/2019 12/31/2018 12/31/2019 12/31/2018 12/31/2019 12/31/2018

Adult Patient Days 156,808      154,381      41,928         40,563         25,277         23,692         224,013       218,636       

Average Adult Daily Census 852              839              228              220              137              129              1,217           1,188           

Licensed Beds 979              957              369              369              186              186              1,534           1,512           

Average Number of Available Beds 974              971              343              348              186              185              1,503           1,504           

Full Time Equivalents 9,162           8,794           1,993           1,844           1,725           1,535           12,881         12,173         

Average Adult Occupancy 87% 86% 66% 63% 74% 70% 81% 79%

Adult Discharges 21,881         21,929         8,422           8,489           5,152           4,727           35,455         35,145         

Average Adult Length of Stay 7.2               7.0               5.0               4.8               4.9               5.0               6.3                6.2                

Medicare Case Mix Index 2.4708         2.3576         1.7328         1.6684         2.0169         1.9999         -               -               

Number of Deliveries 1,774           1,830           1,277           1,180           -              -              3,051           3,010           

Surgical Procedures 21,185         20,571         8,850           7,879           8,711           8,332           38,746         36,782         

Endoscopy Procedures 8,106           7,456           2,799           2,820           1,700           1,708           12,605         11,984         

Emergency Department Visits 38,427         38,498         29,934         31,125         22,496         23,490         90,857         93,113         

Outpatient Visits

ED Outpatient & CEU 31,941         31,062         25,499         26,665         19,342         20,414         76,782         78,141         

Observation Visits 5,867           5,864           4,739           3,870           4,896           4,646           15,502         14,380         

Hospital Clinics 514,403      550,636      61,502         57,100         118,229      98,744         694,134       706,480       

Outpatient Surgeries and Endoscopies 18,661         17,628         8,936           8,144           7,865           7,702           35,462         33,474         

DPC Visits 393,694      368,842      -                   -                   -                   -                   393,694       368,842       

Total Outpatient Visits 964,566      974,032      100,676      95,779         150,332      131,506      1,215,574    1,201,317    

Gross Revenues by Payor

Medicare 43.0% 42.7% 48.2% 46.2% 52.2% 50.1% 45.2% 44.4%

Medicaid 12.4% 11.8% 9.9% 9.7% 6.2% 5.8% 11.0% 10.5%

Managed Care 35.4% 35.9% 30.2% 31.9% 32.7% 36.0% 34.3% 35.4%

Indemnity 1.2% 1.2% 1.2% 1.1% 1.3% 1.1% 1.2% 1.2%

Self-pay 3.1% 3.4% 7.4% 7.8% 4.3% 4.5% 3.8% 4.1%

Other 4.9% 5.0% 3.0% 3.3% 3.2% 2.5% 4.3% 4.4%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100% 100%

Note:  Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding.

 DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES

Hospital Utilization Statistics (Unaudited)

For the Six Months Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018

Hospital Hospital Hospital
Duke University Duke Regional Duke Raleigh

Combined
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES
Consolidating Statements of Operations (Unaudited)

For the Six Months Ended December 31, 2019 and 2018
($000's Omitted)

Duke Duke Duke All
University  Regional Raleigh Other

Hospital Hospital Hospital Affiliates Consolidated
Revenues, gains and other support without donor restrictions:     

Net patient service revenue 1,331,798$    203,784         272,725         110,315             1,918,622            
Other revenue 33,604           4,492             7,817             58,507               104,420               

Total revenues, gains and other support     1,365,402      208,276         280,542         168,822             2,023,042            

Expenses:
Salaries, wages and benefits 457,770         100,554         86,933           283,768             929,025               
Medical supplies     334,627         39,808           85,847           46,829               507,111               
Interest     17,800           2,888             3,253             80                      24,021                 
Depreciation 39,543           7,923             9,979             25,287               82,732                 
Other operating expenses     420,100         55,677           71,267           (179,292)           367,752               

Total expenses     1,269,840      206,850         257,279         176,672             1,910,641            

Operating income (loss) 95,562$         1,426             23,263           (7,850)                112,401               



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Supplemental Note to Consolidated Financial Statements (Unaudited) 

December 31, 2019 and 2018 

(000’s Omitted) 
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Recently Adopted Accounting Standards 

On July 1, 2019, the Health System adopted ASU 2016-01, Leases (Topic 842) using a modified 
retrospective approach.  The Health System elected the “package of practical expedients” upon adoption 
that allows entities to not reassess previous conclusions on (1) classification of existing leases, (2) 
whether expired or existing contracts contain leases, and (3) initial direct costs.  The impact of adoption 
on the consolidated financial statements resulted in an increase in noncurrent assets to record right of 
use assets of $298,599 and current and noncurrent liabilities to record lease liabilities for operating leases 
of the same amount, which represented the present value of remaining lease payments for operating 
leases.  The unaudited financial statements as of and for the six months ended December 31, 2018 were 
not modified for application of the new lease standard. 

On July 1, 2019, the Health System adopted ASU 2017-02, Compensation – Retirement Benefits (Topic 
715) – Improving the Presentation of Net Periodic Pension Cost and Net Periodic Postretirement Benefit 
Cost.   Upon adoption, the Health System reclassified the non-service cost components of net periodic 
cost from salaries, wages, and benefits expense to non-operating income.  The prior fiscal year 2019 
financial statements were restated for comparative purposes which resulted in a $10,892 increase in 
salaries, wages and benefits expense for the six months ended December 31, 2018.  
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Independent Auditors  Report 

Board of Directors 
Duke University Health System, Inc.: 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Duke University Health System, Inc. 
and Affiliates (the Health System), which comprise the consolidated balance sheets as of June 30, 2019 and 
2018, and the related consolidated statements of operations, changes in net assets, and cash flows for the 
years then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Management s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements 
in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; this includes the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditors  Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We 
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors  judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Health 
System s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Health System s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also 
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated 
financial statements. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinion. 

Emphasis of Matter 

As discussed in note 2(n) to the consolidated financial statements, the Health System adopted Financial 
Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2014-19, Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers (Topic 606) and ASU No. 2016-14, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958): Presentation of Financial 
Statements of Not-for-Profit Entities during the year ended June 30, 2019. Our opinion is not modified with 
respect to this matter. 
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Opinion 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of Duke University Health System, Inc. and Affiliates as of June 30, 2019 and 2018, and 
the results of their operations, their changes in net assets, and their cash flows for the years then ended, in 
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. 

Supplementary Information 

Our audits were performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial statements as a 
whole. The supplementary information in schedules 1 and 2 is presented for the purposes of additional analysis
and is not a required part of the consolidated financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of 
management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the consolidated financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures 
applied in the audit of the consolidated financial statements and certain additional procedures, including 
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the consolidated financial statements or to the consolidated financial statements themselves, and other 
additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the consolidated 
financial statements as a whole. 

September 30, 2019 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Balance Sheets

June 30, 2019 and 2018

(In thousands)

Assets 2019 2018

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 250,947 277,957
Patient accounts receivable, net 460,543 420,981
Other receivables 37,473 34,962
Due from the University, net 2,477 9,071
Inventories of drugs and supplies 101,939 93,294
Other assets 36,871 28,143
Short-term investments 562,095 385,129
Assets limited as to use 17,334 19,565

Total current assets 1,469,679 1,269,102

Assets limited as to use 86,438 81,263
Investments 3,244,196 3,229,495
Property and equipment, net 1,751,195 1,572,226
Due from the University 288 429
Derivative instruments 580 685
Other noncurrent assets 48,700 46,569

Total assets $ 6,601,076 6,199,769

Liabilities and Net Assets

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable $ 188,316 167,205
Accrued salaries, wages, and vacation payable 203,879 189,202
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net 5,024 1,846
Current portion of postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations 7,404 7,540
Current portion of indebtedness 24,925 23,760
Current portion of capital lease obligations 3,105 2,835
Current portion of estimated professional liability costs 17,334 16,611
Other current liabilities 38,275 38,370

Total current liabilities 488,262 447,369

Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations, net of current portion 470,164 274,628
Indebtedness, net of current portion 1,574,392 1,604,035
Capital lease obligations, net of current portion 130,012 128,535
Derivative instruments 77,028 56,746
Estimated professional liability costs, net of current portion 31,180 28,797
Other noncurrent liabilities 49,816 39,931

Total liabilities 2,820,854 2,580,041

Net assets:
Without donor restrictions 3,719,573 3,561,101
With donor restrictions 60,649 58,627

Total net assets 3,780,222 3,619,728

Total liabilities and net assets $ 6,601,076 6,199,769

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Operations

Years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018

(In thousands)

2019 2018

Revenues, gains, and other support without donor restrictions:
Net patient service revenue $ 3,631,391 3,394,589
Other revenue 205,395 203,291

Total revenues, gains, and other support 3,836,786 3,597,880

Expenses:
Salaries, wages, and benefits 1,689,608 1,570,877
Medical supplies 934,185 846,451
Interest 55,445 58,824
Depreciation and amortization 162,958 160,763
Other operating expenses 711,077 675,610

Total expenses 3,553,273 3,312,525

Operating income 283,513 285,355

Nonoperating income:
Investment income 153,383 341,109
Other 69 1,053

Total nonoperating income 153,452 342,162

Excess of revenues over expenses 436,965 627,517

Change in funded status of defined benefit plans (182,487) 155,112
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment 550 633
Transfers to the University, net (96,556) (95,200) 

Increase in net assets without donor restrictions $ 158,472 688,062

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

Years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018

(In thousands)

2019 2018

Net assets without donor restrictions:
Excess of revenues over expenses $ 436,965 627,517
Change in funded status of defined benefit plans (182,487) 155,112
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment 550 633
Transfers to the University, net (96,556) (95,200) 

Increase in net assets without donor restrictions 158,472 688,062

Net assets with donor restrictions:
Contributions for restricted purposes 5,694 3,881
Transfers from the University, net 200 10
Net assets released from restrictions used for operations (4,004) (3,861) 
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment (550) (633) 
Net realized and unrealized gains 682 2,053

Increase in net assets with donor restrictions 2,022 1,450

Increase in net assets 160,494 689,512

Net assets, beginning of year 3,619,728 2,930,216

Net assets, end of year $ 3,780,222 3,619,728

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018

(In thousands)

2019 2018

Cash flows from operating activities:
Increase in net assets $ 160,494 689,512
Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to net

cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 162,958 160,763
Investment income (154,061) (343,179) 
Net loss (gain) on other investments and disposals of

property and equipment 1,347 (3,160) 
Transfers to the University, net 96,356 95,190
Donor-restricted contributions for long-term investment and

capital projects and associated investment income (512) (150) 
(Increase) decrease in:

Patient accounts receivable (39,562) (55,796) 
Other receivables (1,046) (4,355) 
Inventories of drugs and supplies (8,645) (6,832) 
Other assets (10,527) (7,066) 

Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable 12,205 13,739
Due to the University, net 5,565 (8,276) 
Other current liabilities (8,070) (7,271) 
Accrued salaries, wages, and vacation payable 14,677 12,775
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net 3,178 (11,676) 
Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations 195,400 (134,463) 
Other noncurrent liabilities 9,885 1,976
Estimated professional liability costs 3,106 110

Net cash provided by operating activities 442,748 391,841

Cash flows from investing activities:
Capital expenditures (331,423) (206,457) 
(Increase)/decrease in assets limited as to use (1,077) 1,025
Sales of investments 1,931,156 2,819,539
Purchases of investments (1,945,262) (2,792,713) 
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets —  161
(Increase) decrease in other assets (4,640) 2,458

Net cash used in investing activities (351,246) (175,987) 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (continued)

Years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018

(In thousands)

2019 2018

Cash flows from financing activities:
Payments on indebtedness and bank borrowings $ (23,760) (23,340) 
Bond issuance and rate hedge costs —  (505) 
Proceeds received from donor-restricted contributions and

associated investment income 512 731
Payments on capital lease obligations (3,342) (3,042) 
Transfers to the University, net (91,922) (93,680) 

Net cash used in financing activities (118,512) (119,836) 

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents (27,010) 96,018

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 277,957 181,939

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 250,947 277,957

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Cash paid for interest, net of amount capitalized $ 60,726 64,378

Supplemental disclosures of noncash investing/financing activities:
Change in fixed asset payables as of June 30 $ 9,623 37,300
Net transfers payable between the Health System and University 1,959 930
Net transfers to the University of property and equipment 3,405 3,548

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2019 and 2018 
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(1) Description of Organization, Related Parties, and the Private Diagnostic Clinic 

(a) Duke University Health System, Inc. (the Health System) 

The Health System is a North Carolina nonprofit corporation organized and controlled by Duke 
University (the University). The Health System includes three hospitals operated as divisions and 
several subsidiaries and controlled affiliates, the most significant of which follow: 

 Duke University Hospital (DUH)  a quaternary care teaching hospital located on the campus of 
the University in Durham, North Carolina, licensed for 979 acute care and specialty beds, leased 
from the University, operated by the Health System and providing patient care and serving as a site 
for medical education provided by the Duke University School of Medicine (School of Medicine or 
SOM) and clinical research conducted by the School of Medicine. 

 Duke Regional Hospital (DRH)  a full service community hospital located in Durham, North 
Carolina, licensed for 369 acute care beds and providing patient care; DRH is owned by Durham 
County, North Carolina and leased to the Durham County Hospital Corporation which has in turn 
subleased DRH to the Health System for the identical duration under a forty (40) year automatically 
renewing evergreen  lease. 

 Duke Raleigh Hospital (DRaH)  a community hospital located in Raleigh, North Carolina, 
licensed for 186 acute care beds, leased from the University, operated by the Health System and 
providing patient care. 

 Duke University Affiliated Physicians, Inc. (DUAP)  a North Carolina nonprofit corporation, 
doing business as Duke Primary Care, consisting of thirty-four primary care physician practices 
located in Alamance, Chatham, Durham, Franklin, Granville, Orange, Vance, and Wake Counties, 
North Carolina, nine urgent care centers located in Durham, Orange, and Wake Counties, four 
pediatric practices in Durham and Wake Counties, and seven diabetes education sites in Durham, 
Vance, and Wake Counties co-located in primary care sites. 

 Durham Casualty Company, Ltd. (DCC)  a wholly owned subsidiary of the Health System, 
domiciled in Bermuda, insuring a portion of the medical malpractice risks and patient general 
liability risks of Health System clinical providers and the Private Diagnostic Clinic (PDC). 

The Health System also includes other separately incorporated affiliates and subsidiaries and 
unincorporated divisions not listed above whose accounts are included in the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements. All significant intercompany accounts and transactions are 
eliminated in consolidation. The Health System s accounts are included in the consolidated financial 
statements of the University. 

(b) The University 

Pursuant to a lease and operating agreement between the University and the Health System, the 
Health System acquired, or has acquired the right to operate, certain assets of the University for the 
operation of the Health System and has assumed all of the University s liabilities and obligations 
related to the transferred assets. Under the Health System s current Master Trust Indenture, the 
owners of Health System bonds look solely to the Health System for repayment of those obligations. 
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2019 and 2018 

(In thousands) 

9 (Continued) 

The operating agreement between the University and the Health System provides for certain common 
administrative services, human resources policy and practice, fiduciary responsibility, investment 
policies, and support for the School of Medicine. 

Certain shared administrative and general service expenses are incurred by the University for the 
benefit of the Health System. These are included within other operating expenses in the accompanying 
consolidated statements of operations and amounted to approximately $41,663 and $39,063 in fiscal 
years 2019 and 2018, respectively. 

(c) School of Medicine (SOM) 

The SOM is organized and operated as part of the University and is not included in the Health 
System s consolidated financial statements. The Health System provides support to the SOM in the 
form of cash (and some noncash) equity transfers. Examples of transfers to the SOM include but are 
not limited to support of specific initiatives, specific departments, or general support for the Chancellor 
for Health Affairs or a departmental chair. For the years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, net 
unrestricted transfers to the University are as follows: 

2019 2018

Transfers to the School of Medicine, net $ 84,233  83,451  
Transfers to the University, net 8,918  8,201  

Total funded transfers, net 93,151  91,652  

Fixed assets and other unfunded transfers, net 3,405  3,548  

Unrestricted transfers to the University, net $ 96,556  95,200  

 

The Health System plans to transfer $116,075 in cash (and some noncash) equity transfers to the 
University in 2020. 

(d) Private Diagnostic Clinic, PLLC (PDC) 

The PDC is a professional limited liability company consisting of physicians practicing primarily within 
Health System facilities and PDC clinics. The purpose of the PDC is to provide a structure separate 
from the University and the Health System in which the members of the physician faculty of the School 
of Medicine may engage in the private practice of medicine and still serve as members of the faculty of 
the University conducting clinical teaching and medical research. The PDC, under agreements with the 
University and the Health System, occupies and utilizes certain of the Health System s facilities. PDC 
physicians are not employed by the Health System, and the PDC is not included in the Health System s 
or the University s consolidated financial statements. 

The Health System has numerous agreements with the PDC. Many are for services related to clinical 
operations such as professional service agreements (PSA) for physician staffing of certain Health 
System facilities, medical directors, and lab services. The Health System, through its Patient Revenue 
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Management Organization (PRMO), has contractual responsibility for the billing and accounts 
receivable operations of the PDC. DCC is the principal source of malpractice insurance for the PDC. 
The PDC subleases from the Health System, at market rates, clinical and administrative space owned 
by the University and leased to the Health System, and leases from the Health System, at market 
rates, space owned by the Health System. The Health System also subleases to the PDC, at full cost, 
leased space from nonaffiliated third parties. The following table summarizes the PDC-related revenue 
included in other operating revenue in the Health System s accompanying consolidated statements of 
operations: 

2019 2018

Billing and collection services $ 40,810  37,496  
Revenue under service agreements 62,304  57,974  
DCC malpractice insurance premiums 11,405  7,311  
Rental income 9,679  10,822  

Total $ 124,198  113,603  

 

For the years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, other operating expenses in the Health System s 
consolidated statements of operations include PDC-related expenses under service agreements of 
$161,840 and $145,454, respectively. The Health System has net payables to the PDC of $7,625 and 
$7,599 as of June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively, related to various transactions. 

(e) DUMAC, Inc. (DUMAC) 

DUMAC, a separate nonprofit support corporation organized and controlled by the University, manages 
the investment portfolios of the Health System and the University. DUMAC manages multiple 
investment pools on behalf of the Health System and the University including the Health System Pool 
(HSP) and the Long Term Pool (LTP). DUMAC also manages the investment assets of the Employees  
Retirement Plan of the University (ERP). 

(2) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

Significant accounting policies of the Health System are as follows: 

(a) Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents include assets invested in the University Short Term Account (STA), which 
the Health System utilizes to fund daily cash needs. The STA currently invests in short-term and highly 
liquid investments, which can be liquidated within thirty days; however, not all STA investments qualify 
as cash and cash equivalents under the definition in Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 210-10-
20. The Health System only includes as cash and cash equivalents in the accompanying consolidated 
balance sheets the STA assets that meet this definition. 

Cash and cash equivalents that are invested in the HSP and LTP are reported within short-term and 
noncurrent investments as these funds are not typically used for current operating needs. 
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(b) Short-Term Investments 

Short-term investments include debt securities and other instruments with maturities of one year or less 
from the balance sheet date and are not included in cash and cash equivalents. 

(c) Investments 

(i) Reporting 

Investments are classified as trading securities. As such, investment income or loss (including 
realized and unrealized gains and losses on investments, interest, and dividends) is included in 
excess of revenues over expenses in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations 
unless the income or loss is restricted by donor or law. 

(ii) Valuation 

Investments are recorded in the consolidated financial statements at estimated fair value. For 
investments made directly by the Health System whose values are based on quoted market prices 
in active markets, the market price of the investment is used to report fair value. For shares in 
mutual funds, fair values are based on share prices reported by the funds as of the last business 
day of the fiscal year. The Health System s interests in alternative investment funds such as fixed 
income, equities, hedged strategies, private capital, and real assets are generally reported at the 
net asset value (NAV) reported by the fund managers. Unless it is probable that all or a portion of 
the investment will be sold for an amount other than NAV, the Health System has concluded that 
NAV is an appropriate practical expedient to estimate fair value. 

(iii) Derivatives 

Derivatives are used by the Health System and external investment managers to manage market 
risks. The most common derivative strategies employed are total return swaps, futures contracts, 
forward contracts, and credit default index swaps. These derivative instruments are recorded at 
their respective fair values (note 9). 

(d) Assets Limited as to Use 

Assets limited as to use include funds on deposit with bond trustees, funds pledged as collateral under 
derivative swap agreements, donor restricted funds, and amounts required to settle estimated 
professional liability costs recorded in DCC. 

(e) Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment acquisitions are recorded at original cost or, where original cost data is not 
available, at estimates of original cost. Property and equipment acquired under capital leases is initially 
valued and recorded based on the present value of minimum lease payments. Costs associated with 
the development and installation of internal-use software may be capitalized or expensed. These costs 
are expensed if they are incurred in the preliminary project or post-implementation/operation stages 
and capitalized if they are incurred in the application development stage and meet certain capitalization 
requirements. Depreciation and amortization is calculated on the straight-line basis over the estimated 
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useful lives of the respective assets, except for leasehold improvements and property and equipment 
held under capital leases, which are amortized over the shorter of the expected useful life of the asset 
or related lease term. The estimated useful lives by asset type are as follows: 

Asset type Useful life

Buildings and utilities
Furnishings and equipment
Computer software

 

Gains and losses from the disposal of property and equipment are included in other operating 
expenses in the accompanying consolidated statements of operations. The portion of interest on the 
DUHS 2017 taxable bonds associated with the funding of qualifying assets is capitalized during the 
construction period, and interest capitalization will continue over the life of the bonds while qualifying 
capital projects are ongoing. Total interest cost of $8,497 and $3,100 was capitalized in fiscal years 
2019 and 2018, respectively, and is included in property and equipment, net in the accompanying 
consolidated balance sheets. 

(f) Asset Impairment 

The Health System assesses the recoverability of long lived assets by determining whether the 
carrying value of these assets can be recovered through undiscounted future operating cash flows 
generated by these assets. The amount of impairment, if any, is measured by comparison of the fair 
value of the assets to their carrying value. Fair value is determined using market data, if available, or 
projected discounted future operating cash flows using a discount rate reflecting the Health System s 
weighted average cost of capital. 

(g) Net Assets 

Net assets, revenues, gains, and losses are classified based on the existence or absence of donor 
imposed restrictions. Accordingly, net assets of the Health System and changes therein are classified 
and reported as follows: 

Net assets without donor restrictions  Net assets available for use in operations that are free from 
donor-imposed stipulations. All revenues, gains, and losses that are not restricted by donors are 
included in this classification. All expenses are reported as decreases in net assets without donor 
restrictions. 

Net assets with donor restrictions  Net assets subject to donor-imposed stipulations. Some donor 
restrictions are temporary in nature that will be met either by actions of the Health System or the 
passage of time. Other donor-imposed restrictions are perpetual in nature, where the donor 
specifies that the resources be maintained in perpetuity. Net assets with donor restrictions are 
restricted for health education, capital expenditures, and other specified purposes. 
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Expirations of donor restrictions on net assets (i.e., the donor stipulated purpose has been fulfilled 
and/or the stipulated time period has elapsed) are reported in other revenue in the consolidated 
statements of operations. Contributions for acquisitions or construction of property and equipment are 
released from restrictions in the period in which the assets are placed into service and are excluded 
from excess of revenues over expenses in the consolidated statements of operations. 

(h) Excess of Revenues over Expenses 

Changes in net assets without donor restrictions that are excluded from excess of revenues over 
expenses include certain nonperiodic defined benefit plan accounting adjustments, permanent 
transfers of assets to and from affiliates for other than goods and services, and contributed capital 
assets and capital assets acquired using contributions, which by donor imposed restriction, must be 
used for the purposes of acquiring long lived assets. 

(i) Net Patient Service Revenue 

Net patient service revenue relates to contracts with patients in which the performance obligations are 
to provide health care services to patients. The Health System recognizes revenues over time as 
services (inputs) are provided to patients in the period in which services are rendered. The Health 
System deems the use of this input method to be a faithful depiction of the transfer of services to the 
patient over the performance obligation period. 

The contractual relationships with patients usually involve a third-party payor, and transaction prices for 
the services provided are dependent upon the terms provided by or negotiated with third-party payors. 
The Health System has agreements with third-party payors that provide for payments to the Health 
System at amounts that are generally less than its established rates. The Health System determines 
the transaction price based on its established charges for goods and services less explicit and implicit 
price concessions. Explicit price concessions are contractual adjustments provided to third-party 
payors and published policy discounts applied to uninsured patients. Implicit price concessions 
represent differences between amounts billed and the estimated consideration the Health System 
expects to receive from patients, which are primarily based on historical collection experience. The 
Health System generally bills third-party payors and patients within five days after services are 
rendered and / or patients are discharged from the hospital. Accordingly, net patient service revenue is 
reported at the estimated net realizable amounts to be received from patients, third-party payors, and 
others, including estimated retroactive adjustments under reimbursement agreements with third-party 
payors. Adjustments are accrued on an estimated basis in the period the related services are rendered 
and retroactively adjusted in future periods as changes to estimates become known and tentative and 
final settlement adjustments are identified. 

The Health System adopted Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2014-09, Revenue from 
Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) as of July 1, 2018. See (n) below for additional details upon 
adoption. ASU 2014-09 provides several practical expedients that the Health System applies related to 
its contracts with patients as follows: 

i. The Health System applies the portfolio approach as a practical expedient allowed under 
ASC 606-10-10-4 to account for most of its patient contracts as a collective group rather than 
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individually. The Health System does not expect the impact to the consolidated financial 
statements when applying the revenue recognition guidance under ASU 2014-09 for net patient 
service revenue to differ materially using its portfolio approach than if applied at an individual 
contract level. The Health System groups contracts together based on similar expected payment 
patterns. Portfolio groupings include the following categories: hospital or professional; inpatient or 
outpatient; primary, secondary, and current payor responsibilities and activities. These groupings 
are also stratified based on aging of related receivables. 

ii. The Health System has elected the practical expedient allowed under ASC 606-10-32-18 to not 
adjust the transaction price for the effects of a significant financing component as payment is 
expected to be received from patients and third-party payors within one year from the date patients 
receive services. In certain circumstances, the Health System enters into payment arrangements 
with patients that allow payments in excess of one year. In these arrangements, the financing 
component is not considered significant to the contract. 

iii. The Health System has elected to apply the practical expedient under ASC 606-10-50-14 to not 
disclose the transaction price allocated to unsatisfied or partially unsatisfied performance 
obligations as of the end of the reporting period because these performance obligations relate to 
contracts with an expected duration of less than one year. These unsatisfied or partially unsatisfied 
performance obligations are primarily related to inpatient acute care services at the end of the fiscal 
year and are generally completed when patients are discharged, typically within days or weeks 
after year end. 

(j) Charity Care 

The Health System provides care to patients who meet certain criteria under its financial assistance 
policy without charge or at amounts less than its established rates. Because the Health System does 
not pursue collection of amounts determined to qualify as charity care, they are not reported as 
revenue or included in patient accounts receivable. 

(k) Derivative Financial Instruments 

The Health System has elected not to use hedge accounting with respect to any of its debt derivative 
financial instruments. Derivative financial instruments are recognized as assets or liabilities in the 
consolidated balance sheets at fair value. Realized and unrealized gains and losses on derivatives are 
included in investment income in the consolidated statements of operations. 

(l) Income Taxes 

The Health System and substantially all of its affiliates are organizations described under 
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Such organizations are not subject to federal and 
state income tax on income related to their exempt purpose. As of June 30, 2019, there were no 
material uncertain tax positions. 
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(m) Use of Estimates 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts 
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities as of the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Significant items subject to such estimates and assumptions include valuation allowances for 
receivables, third-party reimbursement settlements, self-insurance liabilities, retirement obligations, and 
the carrying amounts of property, equipment, investments, and derivative instruments. Actual results 
could differ from those estimates. 

(n) Recently Adopted Accounting Standards 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued ASU No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts 
with Customers (Topic 606), in May 2014 which outlines a single comprehensive model for recognizing 
revenue and supersedes most existing revenue recognition guidance, including guidance specific to 
the healthcare industry. This ASU establishes principles for reporting useful information to users of 
financial statements about the nature, amount, timing, and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows 
arising from the entity s contracts with customers. Particularly, that an entity recognizes revenue to 
depict the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects the 
consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. The 
Health System adopted the new standard effective July 1, 2018 using the full retrospective method. 
The adoption did not have an impact on the recognition of net patient service revenue for periods prior 
to adoption but changed the presentation and disclosure in the consolidated financial statements and 
notes. Prior to adopting ASU 2014-09, the Health System separately presented the provision for bad 
debts as a reduction of net patient service revenue in the consolidated statements of operations and 
disclosed the allowance for bad debts in the notes. The provision for bad debts and allowance for bad 
debts primarily related to the estimated uncollectible amounts from self-pay patients, Under ASU 
2014-09, the estimated uncollectible amounts due from these patients are considered implicit price 
concessions directly reducing net patient service revenue. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-14, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958), in August 2016. This ASU reduces 
the classes of net assets from three to two (net assets without donor restrictions and net assets with 
donor restrictions), introduces new quantitative and qualitative disclosures regarding liquidity, and 
requires reporting expenses by both their natural and functional classification. The Health System 
adopted ASU 2016-14 as of June 30, 2019 and applied its provisions retrospectively to the prior year 
presentation in the consolidated financial statements and notes. The Health System has elected not to 
disclose prior year liquidity and availability of resources as allowed under ASU 2016-14 in the period of 
adoption. 

(o) Recently Issued Accounting Standards 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842), in February 2016. This ASU requires the 
recognition of lease assets and lease liabilities by lessees for those leases classified as operating 
leases under previous GAAP which have terms of greater than 12 months. This ASU defines a lease 
as a contract, or part of a contract, that conveys the right to control the use of identified property, plant, 
or equipment (an identified asset) for a period of time in exchange for consideration. This ASU retains a 
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distinction between finance leases and operating leases. The result of retaining a distinction between 
finance leases and operating leases in the statement of operations and the statement of cash flows is 
largely unchanged from existing GAAP. ASU 2016-02 is effective for fiscal year 2020. The Health 
System will record an increase in assets and liabilities presented in the consolidated balance sheets to 
record right-of-use assets and lease obligations for operating leases upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-18, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230)  Restricted Cash, in 
November 2016. This ASU requires entities to include in total cash and cash equivalents on the 
statement of cash flows the cash and cash equivalents that have restrictions on withdrawal or use. It 
also requires additional disclosure of the nature of restrictions on its cash and cash equivalents. ASU 
2016-18 is effective for fiscal year 2020. The Health System will make these changes in classification 
and additional disclosures in the consolidated financial statements and notes upon adoption of the 
standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2017-07, Compensation  Retirement Benefits (Topic 715)  Improving the 
Presentation of Net Periodic Pension Cost and Net Periodic Postretirement Benefit Cost, in 
March 2017. This ASU requires entities that sponsor employee defined benefit pension and other 
postretirement benefit plans to report the service cost component in the same line item on the 
statement of operations as other salaries, wages, and benefits costs. The other components of net 
benefit cost will be presented separately outside of operating income. ASU 2017-07 is effective for 
fiscal year 2020. The Health System expects to record an increase in salaries, wages, and benefits 
upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2018-05, Intangibles  Goodwill and Other  Internal-Use-Software (Subtopic 
350-40), in August 2018. This ASU aligns requirements for capitalizing implementation costs incurred 
in a hosting arrangement that is a service contract with the requirements for capitalizing implementation 
costs incurred to obtain or develop internal-use software. ASU 2018-05 is effective for fiscal year 2022, 
and early adoption is permitted. The Health System is currently evaluating the impact this ASU will 
have on its consolidated financial statements. 
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(3) Net Patient Service Revenue and Estimated Third-Party Payor Settlements 

Net patient service revenue, net of price concessions, recognized in fiscal years 2019 and 2018 from major 
payor sources is as follows: 

2019 2018
Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

Commercial payors $ 2,049,551 56.4 % 1,938,150 57.1 %
Medicare 744,207 20.5 693,263 20.4
Medicare managed care 325,320 9.0 288,978 8.5
Medicaid 396,306 10.9 369,566 10.9
Self-pay patients 6,599 0.2 6,458 0.2
Other third-party payors 109,408 3.0 98,174 2.9

Total $ 3,631,391 100.0 % 3,394,589 100.0 %

 

The Health System has entered into payment agreements with third-party payors, and payment 
arrangements by primary payor include the following: 

a) Medicare  charges for healthcare services are generally paid at prospectively determined rates based 
on clinical, diagnostic and other factors. 

b) Medicaid  charges for healthcare services are generally paid at prospectively determined rates per 
discharge, per occasion of service, or per covered member. 

c) Commercial - agreements with commercial insurance carriers and managed care organizations provide 
for payments based on predetermined rates per discharge, discounts from established charges, and 
prospectively determined daily rates. 

The Health System recognizes patient service revenue associated with services provided to patients who 
have third-party coverage on the basis of contractual rates for the services rendered. For uninsured 
patients who do not qualify for charity care, the Health System recognizes revenue on the basis of its 
discounted rates. Uninsured patients automatically receive a discount from billed charges (only medically 
necessary services are eligible). On the basis of historical experience, a significant portion of the Health 
System s uninsured patients who do not qualify for charity care will fail to pay for the services provided. 
Thus, the Health System records significant implicit price concessions related to uninsured patients in the 
period the services are provided. The Health System analyzes historical collections and write-offs and 
identifies trends for each of its major payor sources of revenue to estimate the transaction price for 
patients. After the initial estimated transaction price is recorded, subsequent changes to the transaction 
price are recorded as adjustments to net patient service revenue in the period of the change. For fiscal 
years 2019 and 2018, adjustments arising for changes in implicit price concessions related to prior period 
performance obligations were not material. 
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Net patient service revenue includes variable consideration for estimated retroactive adjustments under 
reimbursement agreements with governmental programs. Adjustments are accrued on an estimated basis 
in the period the related services are rendered and retroactively adjusted in future periods as changes to 
estimates become known and tentative and final settlement adjustments are identified. The effects of these 
retroactive adjustments are to increase net patient service revenue by $4,600 and $2,611 in fiscal years 
2019 and 2018, respectively. The amounts due to and from governmental programs (Medicare and 
Medicaid) for final settlement of reimbursements are determined based upon cost reports filed annually 
with the respective programs. The reports for all years through June 30, 2007 for Medicare and June 30, 
2014 for Medicaid have been substantially resolved with the Medicare Administrative Contractor and NC 
Department of Health and Human Services, respectively. In the opinion of management, adequate 
provisions have been made in the accompanying consolidated financial statements for adjustments that 
may result from final settlements of reimbursable amounts. The Health System, in part through its 
Compliance Program, seeks to ensure compliance with governmental program rules. The effects of 
retroactive adjustments from the compliance and other reviews are to reduce net patient service revenue 
by $1,621 and $938 in fiscal years 2019 and 2018, respectively. 

The Health System receives supplemental Medicaid payments from the State of North Carolina through a 
federally approved disproportionate share hospital program (Medicaid DSH). Medicaid DSH payments are 
part of the Medicaid Program and are designed to offset a portion of the Medicaid losses incurred. Amounts 
recognized in the Health System s accompanying consolidated financial statements related to 
supplemental Medicaid follows: 

2019 2018

Supplemental Medicaid amounts included in net patient
service revenue $ 199,697 196,090

Medicaid assessments included in other operating
expenses (80,888) (81,215)

Net supplemental Medicaid revenue
in operating income $ 118,809 114,875

Net receivable from supplemental Medicaid included in
estimated third-party payor settlements, net $ 102 100

 

There can be no assurance that the Health System will continue to qualify for future participation in this 
program or that the program will not be discontinued or materially modified. 
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The Health System grants credit without collateral to its patients, most of whom are insured under 
third-party payor agreements. The mix of gross receivables from patients and third-party payors at June 30 
is as follows: 

2019 2018

Commercial payors 40.9 % 41.2 %
Medicare 20.7 21.5
Medicare managed care 13.8 12.1
Medicaid 13.4 14.2
Self-pay patients 2.8 3.1
Other third-party payors 8.4 7.9

100.0 % 100.0 %

 

(4) Charity Care and Other Community Benefits 

The Health System provides services at no charge or at substantially discounted rates to patients who are 
approved under the guidelines of its financial assistance policy. The Health System does not pursue 
collection of amounts determined to qualify as charity care. Services qualifying for charity care 
consideration include emergent and medically necessary services as determined by a Health System 
physician. Patient household income in relation to the federal poverty guidelines is included in the 
determination for charity care qualification. 

While charity care is excluded from net patient revenue and receivables, the Health System maintains 
records to identify and monitor the level of charity care it provides. These records include the amount of 
charges foregone and estimated costs incurred for services and supplies furnished under its financial 
assistance policy and other equivalent service statistics. Costs incurred are estimated based on the ratio of 
total operating expenses to gross charges applied to charity care charges. The Health System received 
gifts and grants of $129 and $125 in 2019 and 2018, respectively, to subsidize charity care. 

In addition to charity care, the Health System provides services under the Medicare and Medicaid 
programs, medical education (for which payments received from Medicare and Medicaid are less than the 
full cost of providing these activities), and research activities. The Health System also provides both in-kind 
service contributions and direct support payments to Lincoln Community Health Center (LCHC) and the 
Durham Emergency Medical Services (EMS). LCHC is an outpatient clinic serving the Durham County, 
North Carolina community, supported in part by a U.S. Public Service Grant. EMS serves as the primary 
provider of emergency ambulance service in Durham County and is a unit of the Durham County 
government. 
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The Health System estimates charity care and other community benefits in accordance with Internal 
Revenue Code Section 501(r). Estimates of the cost of charity care and other community benefits provided 
during the years ended June 30 are as follows: 

2019 2018

Charity care at cost $ 118,461 97,700
Unreimbursed Medicaid 94,945 95,186

Total charity care and means-tested
programs 213,406 192,886

Health professionals education 70,779 69,202
Cash and in-kind contributions to community groups 12,237 12,355

Total other benefits 83,016 81,557

Total charity care and other community
benefits at cost $ 296,422 274,443

 

In addition to the above total charity care and other community benefits reported on Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) Form 990, Schedule H, the Health System also provided services under the Medicare 
program for which payments received were less than the full cost of providing the services. The estimated 
unreimbursed costs attributable to providing services under Medicare are $277,157 and $255,540 for the 
years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. The Health System provides additional uncompensated 
care in the form of implicit price concessions (formerly considered bad debts prior to the adoption of ASU 
2014-09). Estimated uncompensated costs associated with these uncollectible patient accounts were 
$23,801 and $22,125 for June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. 

(5) Cash and Investments 

The following is a summary of cash and investments included in accompanying consolidated balance 
sheets at June 30: 

2019 2018

Cash and cash equivalents $ 250,947 277,957
Short-term investments 562,095 385,129
Investments 3,244,196 3,229,495

Cash and investments available for operations 4,057,238 3,892,581

Assets limited as to use, current 17,334 19,565
Assets limited as to use, noncurrent 86,438 81,263
Less:  receivables and other assets included in

assets limited as to use (4,660) (5,621)

Total cash and investments $ 4,156,350 3,987,788
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The Health System invests through separate accounts and commingled vehicles (including limited 
partnerships). The fair value of cash and investments consists of the following at June 30: 

Redemption Redemption
Unfunded frequency notice period

2019 2018 commitments3 (in days) (in days)

Cash and cash equivalents $ 264,956  291,439   daily 1  
Deposits w ith bond trustees 886  839   N/A N/A
Short-term investments 562,095  388,083   daily 1  
Fixed income 498,361  626,301   1 to 30 1 to 30
Equities 633,972  658,201   1 to 90 1 to 90
Hedged strategies 997,234  973,980  554  30 to > 365 2 to 100
Private capital 723,198  586,198  272,783  N/A N/A
Real assets 386,809  387,155  160,227  N/A N/A
Other 88,839  75,592   N/A N/A

Total cash and

investments 1,2 4,156,350  3,987,788  $ 433,564  

Less: cash and investments
included in assets
limited as to use (99,112) (95,207) 

Cash and
investments
available for
operations $ 4,057,238  3,892,581  

 

1 Includes the Health System s participation in pooled assets of $304,278 and $329,604 at June 30, 
2019 and 2018, respectively, which are managed by DUMAC. 

2 Includes unspent net proceeds from the issuance of the 2017 taxable bonds on June 6, 2017 of 
$204,589 at June 30, 2018. 

3 Future commitments likely to be called at various dates through 2023. The Health System expects to 
finance these commitments with available cash and expected proceeds from the sales of securities. 

The Health System s investment classes are described in further detail below. Classes include direct 
holdings, which are generally marketable securities, or interest in funds, which are stated at NAV as a 
practical expedient for estimated fair value for which the related investment strategies are described. 

Short-term investments include short-term U.S. Treasury, agency, corporate, and other highly liquid debt 
securities with an aggregate duration of less than a year. Short-term investments of $(3,174) and $22,642 
at June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively, were posted (held) as collateral under derivative agreements 
(including both debt and investment derivatives) and thus are not readily available for use. 
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Fixed income includes U.S. Treasury debt securities with maturities of more than one year and funds that 
invest in these types of investments and nongovernment U.S. and non-U.S. debt securities. 

Equities includes U.S. and non-U.S. stocks and interests in funds that invest predominantly long but also 
short stocks and in certain cases are nonredeemable. The allocation by market is approximately: 25% 
domestic, 30% developed international, 30% emerging international, and 15% global. 

Hedged strategies include interests in funds that invest both long and short in U.S. and non-U.S. stocks, 
credit-oriented securities and arbitrage strategies. Approximately 80% of the hedged strategies portfolio is 
invested through equity oriented strategies, 10% through credit strategies, and 10% through multi-strategy 
funds. Virtually all of the Health System s investments in these funds are redeemable, and the underlying 
assets of the funds are predominately marketable securities and derivatives. 

Private capital primarily includes interest in funds or partnerships that hold illiquid investments in venture 
capital, buyouts, and credit. Certain private placement securities may also be held. These funds typically 
have periods of 10 or more years during which committed capital may be drawn. Distributions are received 
through liquidation of the underlying assets of the funds, which are anticipated to occur over the next 4 to 
10 years. 

Real assets include interests in funds or partnerships that hold illiquid investments in residential and 
commercial real estate, oil and gas production, energy, other commodities, and related services 
businesses. Additionally, certain liquid commodity- and real-estate related equities, private placement 
securities and related derivatives are included. These funds typically have periods of 10 or more years 
during which committed capital may be drawn. Distributions are received through liquidations of the 
underlying assets of the funds, which are anticipated to occur over the next 5 to 12 years. 

The Health System s investments are exposed to several risks, including liquidity, currency, interest rate, 
credit, and market risks. The Health System attempts to manage these risks through diversification, 
ongoing due diligence of fund managers, and monitoring of economic conditions. Due to the level of risk 
associated with certain investment securities, it is at least reasonably possible that changes in the values of 
investment securities will occur in the near term and that such changes could materially affect the amounts 
reported in the Health System s consolidated financial statements. 

The Health System may participate in programs to lend securities to brokers. To limit risk, collateral is 
posted and maintained daily at 100% to 105% of the market value of the lent securities depending on the 
type of security. Collateral generally is limited to cash, government securities, and irrevocable letters of 
credit. Both the Health System and security borrowers have the right to terminate a specific loan of 
securities at any time. The Health System receives lending fees and continues to earn interest and 
dividends on the loaned securities. 
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The Health System s total investment return for the years ended June 30 is detailed below: 

2019 2018

Net realized gains from sales of investments $ 92,777 143,244
Net unrealized gains 58,892 163,836

Total net gains 151,669 307,080

Investment income 38,183 30,174

Investment gains 189,852 337,254

Net realized losses on debt derivatives (8,006) (11,409)
Net unrealized (losses) gains on debt derivatives (20,387) 24,590

Total investment return $ 161,459 350,435

 

Investment return is classified in the consolidated statements of operations and changes in net assets as 
follows: 

2019 2018

Other operating revenue $ 7,394 7,273
Nonoperating income 153,383 341,109
Increase in net assets with donor restrictions 682 2,053

Total investment return $ 161,459 350,435

 

A summary of assets limited as to use and externally restricted funds at June 30 is as follows: 

2019 2018

Assets limited as to use:
Deposits with bond trustees $ 885 839
Investment securities posted as collateral for debt derivative

marks-to-market 2,954
Cash, receivables and investments designated to settle

estimated professional liability costs 42,238 38,408
Externally restricted assets 60,649 58,627

Total assets limited as to use 103,772 100,828

Less: current portion of assets limited as to use (17,334) (19,565)

Assets limited as to use, excluding current
portion $ 86,438 81,263
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(6) Liquidity and Availability 

Financial assets available for general expenditure within one year of June 30, 2019 include the following: 

Cash and cash equivalents $ 250,947
Patient accounts receivable, net 460,543
Other receivables 37,473
Due from the University, net 2,477
Short-term investments 562,095
Noncurrent investments 2,127,191

Total $ 3,440,726

 

The Health System manages its financial assets to be available as its operating expenditures, liabilities, 
and other obligations become due. The Health System invests cash in excess of daily requirements in 
short-term, highly liquid investments. Although the noncurrent investments disclosed in the table above are 
intended to be held long-term, management could utilize those investments within the next year if deemed 
necessary. In addition, the Health System maintains a $50,000 line of credit with a commercial bank, with 
no outstanding borrowing as of June 30, 2019, available to meet unanticipated liquidity needs. 

(7) Property and Equipment 

A summary of property and equipment at June 30 is as follows: 

2019 2018

Buildings and utilities $ 1,844,219 1,764,590
Furnishings and equipment 935,827 877,512
Buildings and equipment under capital lease obligations 131,401 128,441
Computer software 364,739 354,252

Depreciable property and equipment 3,276,186 3,124,795

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization (1,980,987) (1,837,182)

Depreciable property and equipment, net 1,295,199 1,287,613

Land and land improvements 141,306 137,727
Construction in progress 314,690 146,886

Property and equipment, net $ 1,751,195 1,572,226
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The following table summarizes other property and equipment information for fiscal years 2019 and 2018: 

2019 2018

Depreciation expense $ 157,446 156,603
Amortization of capital leases 5,512 4,160
Capital leases' accumulated amortization 34,452 28,860

 

(8) Indebtedness 

A summary of indebtedness at June 30 is as follows: 

Mandatory Fiscal Effective Outstanding
tender year of interest  principal

Series Underlying structure date1 maturity rate 2019 2018

Tax-exempt revenue bonds:
2005A Direct placement 06/01/2028 2028 2.83% $ 79,470 85,680
2005B Direct placement 05/29/2023 2028 2.47    25,725 27,735
2006A/B/C Direct placement 03/19/2025 2039 2.29    121,620 121,620
2012B Direct placement 06/01/2023 2023 3.07    23,490 28,650
2016B Direct placement 05/26/2026 2042 2.73    90,000 90,000
2016C Direct placement 05/26/2026 2042 2.59    90,000 90,000

Total variable rate 430,305 443,685

2012A Fixed rate N/A 2042 4.73    276,275 277,280
2016A Fixed rate N/A 2028 2.01    134,145 143,520
2016D Fixed rate N/A 2042 3.50    125,100 125,100

Taxable bonds:
2017 Fixed rate N/A 2047 3.92    600,000 600,000

Total fixed rate 1,135,520 1,145,900

Total indebtedness 1,565,825 1,589,585

Plus unamortized premium - net 50,634 56,207
Less unamortized debt issuance costs - net (17,142) (17,997)

Indebtedness, net 1,599,317 1,627,795

Less current portion (24,925) (23,760)

Indebtedness, net of current portion $ 1,574,392 1,604,035

1 Represents the date upon which the bonds are currently subject to mandatory tender by the bank.
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All Duke University Health System, Inc. Tax Exempt Revenue Bonds were issued by the North Carolina 
Medical Care Commission (NCMCC). The Health System is obligated to make payments of principal and 
interest that correspond to the obligations of the NCMCC under the bond agreements. The aggregate 
annual maturities of indebtedness for each of the five fiscal years subsequent to June 30, 2019 and 
thereafter are as follows: 

2020 $ 24,925
2021 25,970
2022 27,120
2023 28,350
2024 30,360
Thereafter 1,429,100

Total $ 1,565,825

 

The Health System must remain compliant with certain covenants and restrictions required by the trust 
indentures underlying its revenue bonds. These covenants include maintaining a required debt service 
coverage ratio and a specific liquidity target, as well as other nonfinancial restrictions. 

(9) Derivatives and Other Financial Instruments 

(a) Debt Derivatives 

The Health System has executed derivative financial instruments in the normal course of managing its 
debt portfolio. The Health System has three interest rate swap agreements that are designed to 
synthetically decrease the variable rate exposure associated with its portfolio of indebtedness. In 
addition, the Health System has one basis swap designed to reduce the interest rate risk on variable 
rate indebtedness by utilizing the spread between the yield curves for taxable debt securities and 
tax-exempt municipal debt securities. 

The following summarizes the general terms for each of the Health System s swap agreements: 

Current Health
Associated Original notional System

Effective date debt series term amount pays Health System receives

Interest rate:
August 12, 1993 2012B 30 years $ 23,490 5.090% SIFMA
May 19, 2005 N/A 23 years 238,400 3.601   61.52% of one-month LIBOR

plus 0.28%

April 1, 2009 Portfolio1 30 years 127,505 4.107   67.00% of one-month LIBOR

Basis:
July 6, 2001 N/A 20 years $ 400,000 SIFMA 72.125% of one-month LIBOR

1 The notional amount of the April 2009 Interest Rate Swap declines coincidentally with the principal for
Series 2006 bonds.   The residual portion is $5,885. 
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The fair value of each swap is the estimated amount the Health System would receive or pay to 
terminate the swap agreement at the reporting date, taking into account current interest rates and the 
current creditworthiness of the swap counterparties. The fair value is included in derivative instruments 
on the consolidated balance sheets, while the change in fair value and the net settlement amount 
incurred on the swaps are included as a gain or loss in investment income on the consolidated 
statements of operations. The debt derivative instruments contain cross-collateralization provisions that 
require each counterparty to post collateral if the fair value meets certain thresholds. 

The related financial information on each of these instruments at June 30 is as follows: 

Financial Information Related to Debt Derivative Instruments
2019 2018

Unrealized Realized Unrealized Realized
gain or (loss) gain or (loss) gain or (loss) gain or (loss)

Fair recognized recognized Fair recognized recognized

value 1 in income 2 in income 2 value 1 in income 2 in income 2

Derivatives not designated
as hedging instruments
under ASC Topic 815:

August 1993:
Interest rate sw ap $ (2,191) 355 (995) $ (2,546) 1,491 (1,142)

May 2005:
Interest rate sw ap (27,512) (5,090) (4,743) (22,422) 12,100 (6,623)

April 2009:
Interest rate sw ap (47,325) (15,547) (2,911) (31,778) 9,171 (3,540)

July 2001:
Basis sw ap 580 (105) 643 685 1,828 (104)

Total derivatives not
designated as hedging
instruments $ (76,448) (20,387) (8,006) $ (56,061) 24,590 (11,409)

1 Balance sheet classif ication is noncurrent derivative instruments.

2 The unrealized and realized gain (loss) on derivative instruments recognized in income is included in nonoperating investment income.

 

Health System debt derivative instruments contain provisions requiring long term, unsecured debt to be 
maintained at specified credit ratings from Moody s Investor Service and Standard and Poor s Rating 
Service, major rating agencies. If the ratings of the Health System s debt were to fall below certain 
benchmarks, the counterparty could request immediate payment on derivatives in net liability positions. 
At June 30, 2019 and 2018, the Health System s long term debt ratings exceeded these requirements. 
The aggregate fair value of all derivative instruments with credit risk related contingent features that are 
in a liability position on June 30, 2019 and 2018 is $77,028 and $56,746, respectively, for which the 
Health System has posted collateral of $0 and $2,954, respectively, in the normal course of business. If 
the credit risk related features underlying these agreements were triggered on June 30, 2019 and 
2018, the Health System would be required to post an additional $77,028 and $53,792, respectively, of 
collateral to its counterparties. 
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The Health System is exposed to financial loss in the event of nonperformance by a counterparty to 
any of the financial instruments described above. General market conditions could impact the credit 
standing of the counterparties and, therefore, potentially impact the value of the instruments on the 
Health System s consolidated balance sheets. The Health System controls this counterparty risk by 
considering the credit rating, business risk, and reputation of any counterparty before entering into a 
transaction, monitoring for any change in credit standing of its counterparty during the life of the 
transaction, and requiring collateral be posted when predetermined thresholds are crossed. The Health 
System is also exposed to interest rate risk driven by factors influencing the spread between the 
taxable and tax-exempt market interest rates on its basis swap. 

(b) Investment Derivatives 

Investment strategies employed by DUMAC and investment managers retained by DUMAC incorporate 
the use of various derivative financial instruments with off balance sheet risk. DUMAC uses these 
instruments for a number of investment purposes, including hedging or altering exposure to certain 
asset classes and cost-effectively adding exposures to portions of the portfolio. Positions are expected 
to create gains or losses that, when combined with the applicable portion of the total investment 
portfolio, provide an expected result. 

The following table provides the net notional amounts and fair value of the Health System s investment 
derivative activities at June 30, 2019 and 2018. It also provides the net income amounts included in 
investment income during fiscal years 2019 and 2018. 

Location in
financial

2019 2018 statements

Net notional amounts $ 3,364,054 2,925,380 N/A
Derivative assets 67,614 47,400 Investments
Derivative liabilities (37,712) (25,870) Investments
Net (loss) income (18,974) 23,807 Investment income
Posted collateral (3,174) 19,688 Short-term investments

 

(10) Fair Value Measurements 

The fair value of a financial instrument is the amount that would be received to sell an asset or paid to 
transfer or settle a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. 
ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurement, establishes a three-level fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the 
inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value. The hierarchy gives the highest priority to 
unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the 
lowest priority to measurements involving significant unobservable inputs (Level 3 measurements). The 
classification of an investment within the hierarchy is based upon the pricing transparency or ability to 
redeem the investment and does not necessarily correspond to the perceived risk of that investment. Inputs 
are used in applying various valuation techniques that are assumptions, which market participants use to 
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make valuation decisions, including assumptions about risk. Inputs may include price information, volatility 
statistics, operating statistics, specific and broad credit data, liquidity statistics, recent transactions, 
earnings forecasts, future cash flows, market multiples, discount rates, and other factors. 

Assets and liabilities measured and reported at fair value are classified within the fair value hierarchy as 
follows: 

Level 1  Valuations based on quoted market prices in active markets. 

Level 2  Investments that trade in markets that are considered to be active, but are based on dealer 
quotations or alternative pricing sources supported by observable inputs, or investments that 
trade in markets that are not considered to be active, but are valued based on quoted market 
prices, dealer quotations or alternative pricing sources supported by observable inputs. 

Level 3  Investments classified within Level 3 have significant unobservable inputs, as they trade 
infrequently or not at all. 

The following is a summary of the levels within the fair value hierarchy for the Health System s financial 
assets and liabilities measured at fair value: 

Investments
reported

June 30, 2019 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 264,956 264,956
Deposits with bond trustees 886 886
Short-term investments 562,095 455,420 106,675
Fixed income 498,361 35,576 359,488 14,095 89,202
Equities 633,972 399,322 6,264 228,386
Hedged strategies 997,234 8,290 11,891 977,053
Private capital 723,198 1,105 77,956 644,137
Real assets 386,809 8,222 5,535 8,099 364,953
Other 88,839 (190) 47,539 41,490

Total investment assets 4,156,350 1,173,587 537,392 100,150 2,345,221

Basis swap derivative 580 580

Total assets $ 4,156,930 1,173,587 537,972 100,150 2,345,221

Liabilities:

Interest rate derivatives $ 77,028 77,028

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value at June 30, 2019.
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Investments
reported

June 30, 2018 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 291,439 291,439
Deposits with bond trustees 839 839
Short-term investments 388,083 74,180 313,903
Fixed income 626,301 128,456 449,312 48,533
Equities 658,201 370,696 3,445 284,060
Hedged strategies 973,980 9,351 11,737 952,892
Private capital 586,198 461 61,193 524,544
Real assets 387,155 10,641 334 8,240 367,940
Other 75,592 60 37,695 37,837

Total investment assets 3,987,788 886,123 816,426 69,433 2,215,806

Basis swap derivative 685 685

Total assets $ 3,988,473 886,123 817,111 69,433 2,215,806

Liabilities:

Interest rate derivatives $ 56,746 56,746

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value at June 30, 2018.

 

The following methods and assumptions are used by the Health System in estimating the fair value of each 
class of financial instruments: 

Cash and cash equivalents, patient accounts receivable, other receivables, accounts payable, accrued 
salaries, wages, and vacation payable and related accruals, estimated third-party payor settlements, and 
other liabilities: The carrying amounts approximate fair value because of the short maturity of these 
instruments. 

Investments and deposits with bond trustees: Reported at fair value as of the date of the consolidated 
financial statements. 

Capital lease obligations: Estimated as the present value of future minimum lease payments during the 
lease term. 

Derivative instruments: Based on a mid-market position obtained from the swap counterparties. The Health 
System engages a management advisor to validate the reasonableness of the swaps  recorded fair value. 
Collateral posting requirements are determined each month using the mid-market positions. 
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The following tables present additional information about Level 3 financial instruments measured at fair 
value. Both observable and unobservable inputs may be used to determine the fair value of positions that 
the Health System has classified within the Level 3 category. As a result, the unrealized gains and losses 
for assets within the Level 3 category in the tables below may include changes in fair value that were 
attributable to both observable and unobservable inputs. 

Net realized
Balance and Balance

as of unrealized Net as of
June 30, gains transfers June 30,

2018 (losses) Purchases Sales out 2019

Asset category:
Fixed income $  (239) 19,169  (4,835)  14,095  
Private capital 61,193  19,505  9,844  (9,611) (2,975) 77,956  
Real assets 8,240  (141)    8,099  

Total $ 69,433  19,125  29,013  (14,446) (2,975) 100,150  

 

Net realized
Balance and Balance

as of unrealized Net as of
June 30, gains transfers June 30,

2017 (losses) Purchases Sales out 2018

Asset category:
Private capital $ 41,724  12,209  15,989  (8,729)  61,193  
Real assets 4,594  29  3,766  (149)  8,240  

Total $ 46,318  12,238  19,755  (8,878)  69,433  

 

The change in net unrealized gains (losses) related to Level 3 assets still held at June 30, 2019 and 2018 
was $23,190 and $10,109, respectively. During fiscal years 2019 and 2018, there were net transfers of 
$2,975 and $0, respectively, between Level 3 investments and investments reported at NAV. There were 
no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 investments during fiscal years 2019 and 2018. 

(11) Professional Liability Risk Program 

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the assets and liabilities of DCC, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Health System that insures a portion of the medical malpractice risks and patient 
general liability risks of Health System clinical providers and the PDC. Policy limits were $110,000 per 
incident for fiscal years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018 and $145,000 in the aggregate for fiscal years 
ended June 30, 2019 and 2018. DCC limits its exposure to loss through reinsurance and excess loss 
agreements. 
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Estimated professional liability costs include the estimated cost of professional liability in fiscal years 2019 
and 2018 for reported claims incurred in the DCC program. DCC evaluates its estimated professional 
liability on a discounted actuarial basis. The discount rate at June 30, 2019 and 2018 is 3.5%. Accrued 
professional liability costs excluding estimated incurred but not reported claims as of June 30, 2019 and 
2018 amounted to $42,238 and $38,408, respectively. Cash, other receivables, and investments in this 
amount have been designated by the Health System to settle these claims. Also included in estimated 
professional liability costs are estimated claims incurred but not reported related to the Health System in 
the amounts of $6,276 and $7,000 as of June 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. 

The estimated liability for professional and patient general liability claims will be significantly affected if 
current and future claims differ from historical trends. While management monitors reported claims closely 
and considers potential outcomes as estimated by its actuaries when determining its professional and 
general liability accruals, the complexity of the claims, the extended period of time to settle the claims and 
the wide range of potential outcomes complicate the estimation. In the opinion of management, adequate 
provision has been made for this related risk. 

(12) Benefit Plans 

(a) Pension and Retirement Plans 

Staff members of the Health System are eligible to participate in the University s defined contribution 
retirement plan. For the years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, the Health System contributed 
approximately $53,800 and $49,000, respectively, to this plan, which is reported in salaries, wages, 
and benefits expense in the consolidated statements of operations. The Health System expects to 
contribute $57,000 to this plan in fiscal year 2020. 

In addition, other full time Health System employees participate in the University s noncontributory 
defined benefit pension plan (ERP). The benefits for the defined benefit plan are based on years of 
service and the employee s compensation during the last ten years of employment. The Health System 
expects to contribute $16,800 to this plan in fiscal year 2020. The allocation of the prepaid pension 
asset or pension liability between the University and the Health System is based primarily on 
compensation expense of covered employees. Health System staff represent approximately 76% of the 
total University s defined benefit pension plan for fiscal years 2019 and 2018. 

(b) Postretirement Medical Plan 

In addition to the Health System s pension plans, the Health System sponsors an unfunded, defined 
benefit postretirement medical plan that covers all of its full time employees who elect coverage and 
satisfy the plan s eligibility requirements when they retire. The plan is contributory with retiree 
contributions established as a percentage of the total cost for retiree healthcare and for the healthcare 
of their dependents. The Health System pays all benefits on a current basis. Employees hired after 
June 30, 2002 are not eligible for Health System contribution to the cost of this benefit and must bear 
the full cost themselves if elected at retirement. As a healthcare provider, the Health System utilizes an 
incremental cost approach to determine its liability for the postretirement medical plan. The total liability 
reflects estimated additional costs to provide healthcare benefits to retirees within the Health System 
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plus the full cost to provide healthcare benefits to retirees at facilities other than Health System 
facilities. 

(c) Pension and Postretirement Medical Plans 

The measurement date for both the defined benefit pension plan and the postretirement health benefit 
plan is June 30. Pension and postretirement expense, pension contributions, and the associated 
liabilities are included in the following tables, which provide a reconciliation of the changes in the Health 
System s portion of the plans  benefit obligations and fair value of assets for the years ended June 30: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2019 2018 2019 2018

Reconciliation of projected
benefit obligation:

Obligation at beginning of
year $ 1,268,427 1,312,550 78,523 77,838

Service cost 53,880 57,071 890 743
Interest cost 53,122 48,593 3,245 2,851
Amendments 5,608
Actuarial loss (gain) 155,840 (120,100) 10,358 712
Benefits payments (36,710) (33,095) (4,348) (3,621)
Administrative expenses

(estimated) (3,501) (2,200)

Projected benefit obligation
at end of year $ 1,491,058 1,268,427 88,668 78,523

Reconciliation of fair value of
plan assets:

Fair value of plan assets at
beginning of year $ 1,075,610 985,355

Actual return on plan assets 62,044 108,555
Employer contributions 17,918 16,849
Benefits payments (36,710) (33,095)
Administrative expenses (3,682) (2,054)

Fair value of plan assets
at end of year $ 1,115,180 1,075,610

Funded status:
Net accrued benefit  liability $ (375,878) (192,817) (88,668) (78,523)
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The pension and postretirement benefits expected to be paid for the ten years subsequent to June 30, 
2019 are as follows: 

Pension Postretirement
benefits benefits

2020 $ 40,023 4,137
2021 42,813 4,300
2022 46,157 4,506
2023 50,043 4,679
2024 54,185 4,853
2025-2029 338,582 26,760

 

The expected benefits to be paid are based on the same assumptions used to measure the Health 
System s benefit obligation at June 30 and include estimated future employee service. 

The following table provides the components of net periodic benefit cost for the plans for the years 
ended June 30: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2019 2018 2019 2018

Service cost $ 53,880 57,071 890 743
Interest cost 53,122 48,593 3,245 2,851
Expected return on

plan assets (79,360) (74,779)
Amortization of

prior-service cost 1,208 847
Recognized actuarial

loss 6,563

Net periodic
benefit cost $ 28,850 38,295 4,135 3,594
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The prior-service costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the average remaining service 
period of active participants. The expected amortization of prior-service cost for fiscal year 2020 is 
$907 and $0 for the pension benefits and postretirement benefits, respectively. The expected 
amortization of actuarial losses for fiscal year 2020 is $8,548 and $129 for the pension and 
postretirement benefits, respectively. Included in net assets without donor restrictions are the following 
amounts that have not been recognized in net periodic benefit cost at June 30, 2019 and 2018, 
respectively: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2019 2018 2019 2018

Unrecognized prior service
cost $ 6,606 7,814

Unrecognized actuarial
losses (gains) 245,866 72,529 4,085 (6,273)

 

The assumptions used in the measurement of the Health System s benefit obligation and benefit cost 
are shown in the following table: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2019 2018 2019 2018

Obligation Cost Obligation Cost Obligation Cost Obligation Cost

Weighted average assumptions
     as of  measurement date:

Discount rate 3.60% 4.25% 4.25% 3.75% 3.48% 4.25% 4.25% 3.75%
Expected return on plan assets N/A 7.5% N/A 7.5% N/A N/A N/A N/A

Rate of  compensation increase 3.0%/2.0%1 3.0%/2.0%1 3.0%/2.0%1 2.5% N/A N/A N/A N/A

1Compensation increase for f irst 20 years of  service/thereafter

 

In order to determine the benefit obligation as of June 30, 2019, the per capita costs of covered 
healthcare benefits was assumed to increase 8.0% for non-Medicare eligible employees and 7.9% for 
Medicare eligible employees, declining to an ultimate annual rate of increase of 4.5% by 2035 for 
non-Medicare and 2030 for Medicare eligible employees. The benefit expense for fiscal year 2019 was 
driven by the rates of increase used to determine the benefit obligation as of June 30, 2018, which 
were 8.0% for non-Medicare eligible employees and 8.3% for Medicare eligible employees, declining to 
an ultimate annual rate of increase of 5.0% by 2033 for non-Medicare and 2028 for Medicare eligible 
employees. 
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Assumed healthcare cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for healthcare 
plans. A 1.0% change in assumed healthcare cost trend rates would have the following effects: 

One One
percentage percentage

increase decrease

Effect on total of service and interest cost components
of net periodic postretirement health care benefit cost $ 594 (463)

Effect on the healthcare component of the accumulated
postretirement benefit obligation 11,867 (9,600)

 

The defined benefit pension plan s investment strategy focuses on maximizing total return and places 
limited emphasis on liability matching and no emphasis on generating income. Over the long term, the 
plan s average exposure target is 48% equity (public and private investments in companies), 9% 
commodity (direct commodity exposure, commodity related equities, and private investments in energy, 
power, infrastructure and timber), 9% real estate (private real estate and REITs), 15% credit 
(investment-grade bonds, corporate bonds, bank debt, asset backed securities, etc.), 13% absolute 
return oriented strategies, 4% rates (public obligations including treasuries and agencies) and 2% 
U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected Securities. 

The expected return on plan assets is established at an amount that reflects the targeted asset 
allocation and expected returns for each component of the plan assets. The expected return on 
pension plan assets was developed using a stochastic forecast model of long term expected returns for 
each asset class. The rate is reviewed periodically and adjusted as appropriate to reflect changes in 
the expected market performance or in targeted asset allocation ranges. 
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The same levels of the fair value hierarchy as described in note 10 are used to categorize the pension 
plan assets. The Health System s portion of the assets was initially based on the Health System s 
employee liability as of June 30, 2008 and rolled forward each fiscal year using the Health System s 
associated employee benefit payments since fiscal year 2008. The fair value of the Health System s 
portion of assets available for pension benefits as of the June 30 measurement date is as follows: 

Investments
June 30, reported

2019 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Asset category:
Short-term investments $ 62,898  26,224  36,674    
Fixed income 159,662  20,627  115,435   23,600  
Equities 176,435  126,827  2,146   47,462  
Hedged strategies 259,848  1,576    258,272  
Private capital 291,843  627   30,401  260,815  
Real assets 157,579  2,801  1,695   153,083  
Other investments 6,915  (4,620) 11,535    

$ 1,115,180  174,062  167,485  30,401  743,232  

 

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value. 

Investments
June 30, reported

2018 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Asset category:
Short-term investments $ 61,108  22,138  38,970    
Fixed income 136,883  29,916  106,967    
Equities 186,514  116,392  1,302   68,820  
Hedged strategies 263,731  18,774    244,957  
Private capital 252,599  203   24,281  228,115  
Real assets 165,353  4,245  112   160,996  
Other investments 9,422  (4,423) 13,845    

$ 1,075,610  187,245  161,196  24,281  702,888  

 

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value. 
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The following tables present additional information about the Level 3 financial instruments available for 
pension benefits measured at fair value. Both observable and unobservable inputs may be used to 
determine the fair value of positions that the Health System has classified within the Level 3 category. 
As a result, the unrealized gains and losses for assets within the Level 3 category in the tables below 
may include changes in fair value that were attributable to both observable and unobservable inputs: 

Balance Net realized Balance
as of and Net as of

June 30, unrealized transfers June 30,
2018 losses Purchases Sales out 2019

Private capital $ 24,281  7,662  2,394  (3,015) (921) 30,401  

 

Balance Net realized Balance
as of and Net as of

June 30, unrealized transfers June 30,
2017 losses Purchases Sales out 2018

Private capital $ 17,930  5,073  4,728  (3,450)  24,281  

 

The change in net unrealized gains (losses) related to Level 3 assets still held at June 30, 2019 and 
2018 was $9,546 and $4,511, respectively, and was recorded within change in funded status of defined 
benefit plans on the consolidated statements of changes in net assets. During fiscal years 2019 and 
2018, there were net transfers of $921 and $0, respectively, between Level 3 and investments reported 
at NAV. 

At June 30, 2019 and 2018, the accumulated benefit obligation for pension benefits is $1,363,452 and 
$1,164,470, respectively, as compared to the fair value of the plan assets of $1,115,180 and 
$1,075,610, respectively. At June 30, 2019 and 2018, the plan is underfunded in relation to 
accumulated benefits by $(248,272) and $(88,860), respectively. 
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(13) Functional Expenses 

The Health System provides general healthcare services to residents within its geographic location. The 
following table presents expenses related to providing these services by both their nature and function for 
the year ended June 30, 2019 as follows: 

Healthcare General and
services administrative Total

Salaries, wages, and benefits $ 1,158,661 530,947 1,689,608
Medical supplies 934,185 934,185
Interest 55,445 55,445
Depreciation and amortization 139,606 23,352 162,958
Other operating expenses 488,362 222,715 711,077

Total $ 2,776,259 777,014 3,553,273

 

Expenses related to healthcare services and general and administrative were $2,578,247 and $734,278, 
respectively, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2018. The accompanying consolidated financial statements 
report certain natural expense classifications that are attributed to both healthcare services and general 
and administrative functions. Natural expenses attributed to more than one functional expense category are 
allocated using a variety of cost allocation techniques such as occupancy, services utilized, and time and 
effort. 

(14) Commitments and Contingencies 

(a) Leases 

(i) Capital 

The DRH facility lease, which is a forty year automatically renewing evergreen lease, is classified 
as a capital lease. The Health System made principal and interest payments for this lease of 
$8,337 and $9,667 in fiscal years 2019 and 2018, respectively. 

(ii) Operating 

The Health System leases various machinery, equipment, healthcare facilities, and office space 
under operating leases expiring at various dates through fiscal year 2037. Total rental expense in 
fiscal year 2019 for all operating leases is $42,647, consisting of $11,729 for machinery and 
equipment leases and $30,918 for facilities and office space leases. Total rental expense in fiscal 
year 2018 for all operating leases is $41,994, consisting of $10,445 for machinery and equipment 
leases and $31,549 for facilities and office space leases. 
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(iii) Commitments 

The following is a schedule by year of future minimum lease payments under leases as of June 30, 
2019 that have initial or remaining lease terms in excess of one year and future minimum capital 
lease payments: 

Capital Operating
leases leases Total

Year ending June 30:
2020 $ 10,698 39,015 49,713
2021 10,862 35,372 46,234
2022 11,031 34,324 45,355
2023 10,849 28,538 39,387
2024 9,372 24,198 33,570
Thereafter 248,252 117,558 365,810

Total minimum lease payments 301,064 279,005 580,069

Less sublease rentals from the PDC (18,232) (18,232)

Total minimum lease payments less subleases 301,064 $ 260,773 561,837

Less: interest portion (167,947)

Capital lease obligations 133,117

Less: current portion capital lease obligations (3,105)

Capital lease obligations, net of current portion $ 130,012

 

(b) Construction and Purchase Commitments 

At June 30, 2019, open contracts for the construction of physical properties and other capital 
expenditures amounted to approximately $454,000 and outstanding purchase orders for normal 
operating supplies and equipment amounted to approximately $5,800. 

(c) Line of Credit 

The Health System has an agreement with a commercial bank for a line of credit providing unsecured 
advances to the Health System of up to $50,000 for working capital needs that expires as of June 30, 
2020. At June 30, 2019 and 2018, there was no balance due under the agreement. Management 
expects to renew this line of credit annually under the same general terms and conditions as the 
existing facility. 
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(d) Self Insurance 

The Health System provides employee healthcare benefits, long term disability benefits, unemployment 
benefits, and workers  compensation benefits primarily through employer contributions, participant 
contributions, and excess loss insurance and manages those programs through third party 
administrators. In the opinion of management, adequate provision has been made for the related risks. 

(e) Legal Considerations 

Laws and regulations governing Medicare and Medicaid programs are complex and subject to 
interpretation. The Health System, in part through its Compliance Program, seeks to ensure 
compliance with such laws and regulations, and to rectify instances of noncompliance with 
governmental program (Medicare, Medicaid, and Tricare) rules. The Health System believes that it is in 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations and is not aware of any pending or threatened 
investigations involving allegations of potential wrongdoing that would have a material effect on the 
Health System s consolidated financial statements. Compliance with such laws and regulations is 
subject to future government review and interpretation as well as significant regulatory action, including 
fines, penalties, and exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 

In addition to the above, the Health System is involved in various legal actions occurring in the normal 
course of business. While the final outcomes cannot be determined at this time, management is of the 
opinion that the resolution of these matters will not have a material adverse effect on the Health 
System s financial position. 

(15) Subsequent Events 

The Health System has evaluated subsequent events from the balance sheet date through September 30, 
2019, the date on which the consolidated financial statements were issued, and determined that there are 
no other items to disclose. 
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Independent Auditors  Report 

Board of Directors 
Duke University Health System, Inc.: 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Duke University Health System, Inc. 
and Affiliates (the Health System), which comprise the consolidated balance sheets as of June 30, 2018 and
2017, and the related consolidated statements of operations, changes in net assets, and cash flows for the 
years then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Management s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements 
in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; this includes the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditors  Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We 
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors  judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Health 
System s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Health System s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also 
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated 
financial statements. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinion. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of Duke University Health System, Inc. and Affiliates as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, and 
the results of their operations, their changes in net assets, and their cash flows for the years then ended, in 
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. 
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Supplementary Information 

Our audits were performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial statements as a 
whole. The supplementary information in schedules 1 and 2 is presented for the purposes of additional analysis 
and is not a required part of the consolidated financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of 
management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the consolidated financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures 
applied in the audit of the consolidated financial statements and certain additional procedures, including 
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the consolidated financial statements or to the consolidated financial statements themselves, and other 
additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the consolidated 
financial statements as a whole. 

September 28, 2018 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Balance Sheets

June 30, 2018 and 2017

(In thousands)

Assets 2018 2017

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 277,957 181,939
Patient accounts receivable, net 420,981 365,185
Other receivables 34,962 31,111
Due from the University, net 9,071 —
Inventories of drugs and supplies 93,294 86,462
Other assets 28,143 23,867
Short-term investments 385,129 484,649
Assets limited as to use 19,565 29,951

Total current assets 1,269,102 1,203,164

Assets limited as to use 81,263 80,243
Investments 3,229,495 2,828,977
Property and equipment, net 1,572,226 1,486,426
Due from the University 429 569
Derivative instruments 685 —
Other noncurrent assets 46,569 41,827

Total assets $ 6,199,769 5,641,206

Liabilities and Net Assets

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable $ 167,205 116,482
Due to the University, net — 612
Other current liabilities 38,370 39,610
Accrued salaries, wages, and vacation payable 189,202 176,427
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net 1,846 13,522
Current portion of postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations 7,540 6,145
Current portion of indebtedness 23,760 23,340
Current portion of capital lease obligations 2,835 2,726
Current portion of estimated professional liability costs 16,611 16,276

Total current liabilities 447,369 395,140

Other noncurrent liabilities 39,931 37,955
Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations, net of current portion 274,628 410,486
Indebtedness, net of current portion 1,604,035 1,632,891
Capital lease obligations, net of current portion 128,535 124,845
Derivative instruments 56,746 80,651
Estimated professional liability costs, net of current portion 28,797 29,022

Total liabilities 2,580,041 2,710,990

Net assets:
Unrestricted 3,561,101 2,873,039
Temporarily restricted 44,593 43,472
Permanently restricted 14,034 13,705

Total net assets 3,619,728 2,930,216

Total liabilities and net assets $ 6,199,769 5,641,206

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Operations

Years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017

(In thousands)

2018 2017

Unrestricted revenues, gains, and other support:
Net patient service revenue (net of contractual allowances and

discounts) $ 3,474,616 3,214,218
Provision for bad debts (80,027) (46,118) 

Net patient service revenue less provision for bad debts 3,394,589 3,168,100

Other revenue 203,291 196,624

Total unrestricted revenues, gains, and other support 3,597,880 3,364,724

Expenses:
Salaries, wages, and benefits 1,570,877 1,491,281
Medical supplies 846,451 771,616
Interest 58,824 37,251
Depreciation and amortization 160,763 155,112
Other operating expenses 675,610 634,133

Total expenses 3,312,525 3,089,393

Operating income 285,355 275,331

Nonoperating income:
Investment income 341,109 295,591
Loss on extinguishment of debt — (18,328) 
Other 1,053 (11) 

Total nonoperating income 342,162 277,252

Excess of revenues over expenses 627,517 552,583

Change in funded status of defined benefit plans 155,112 91,092
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property and

equipment 633 519
Transfers to the University, net (95,200) (108,231) 

Increase in unrestricted net assets $ 688,062 535,963

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

Years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017

(In thousands)

2018 2017

Unrestricted net assets:
Excess of revenues over expenses $ 627,517 552,583
Change in funded status of defined benefit plans 155,112 91,092
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment 633 519
Transfers to the University, net (95,200) (108,231) 

Increase in unrestricted net assets 688,062 535,963

Temporarily restricted net assets:
Contributions for restricted purposes 3,735 2,319
Transfers (to) from the University, net (190) 74
Net assets released from restrictions used for operations (3,861) (4,317) 
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment (633) (519) 
Net realized and unrealized gains 2,070 1,799

Increase (decrease) in temporarily restricted net assets 1,121 (644) 

Permanently restricted net assets:
Contributions for endowment funds 146 (7) 
Transfers from the University, net 200 —
Net realized and unrealized (losses) gains (17) 12

Increase in permanently restricted net assets 329 5

Increase in net assets 689,512 535,324

Net assets, beginning of year 2,930,216 2,394,892

Net assets, end of year $ 3,619,728 2,930,216

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017

(In thousands)

2018 2017

Cash flows from operating activities:
Increase in net assets $ 689,512 535,324
Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to net

cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 160,763 155,112
Investment income (343,179) (297,390) 
Loss on the extinguishment of debt — 18,328
Net (gain) loss on other investments and disposals of property

and equipment (3,160) 882
Transfers to the University, net 95,190 108,157
Provision for bad debts 80,027 46,118
Restricted contributions received for long-term capital projects (21) (29) 
Permanently restricted contributions and associated

realized and unrealized gains (129) (5) 
(Increase) decrease in:

Patient accounts receivable (135,823) (43,844) 
Other receivables (4,355) (2,189) 
Inventories of drugs and supplies (6,832) (4,064) 
Other assets (7,066) (7,315) 

Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable 13,739 (6,267) 
Due to the University, net (8,276) (14,813) 
Other current liabilities (7,271) (10,259) 
Accrued salaries, wages, and vacation payable 12,775 18,593
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net (11,676) (5,722) 
Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations (134,463) (54,476) 
Other noncurrent liabilities 1,976 (27,183) 
Estimated professional liability costs 110 3,241

Net cash provided by operating activities 391,841 412,199

Cash flows from investing activities:
Capital expenditures (206,457) (188,847) 
Decrease in assets limited as to use 1,025 11,782
Sales of investments 2,819,539 1,635,032
Purchases of investments (2,792,713) (2,420,916) 
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets 161 627
Decrease (increase) in other assets 2,458 (1,301) 

Net cash used in investing activities (175,987) (963,623) 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017

(In thousands)

2018 2017

Cash flows from financing activities:
Payments on indebtedness and bank borrowings $ (23,340) (160,134) 
Proceeds from issuance of indebtedness — 740,200
Bond issuance and rate hedge costs (505) (14,606) 
Proceeds from restricted contributions and associated realized gains 731 676
Payments on capital lease obligations (3,042) (2,060) 
Transfers to the University, net (93,680) (111,856) 

Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities (119,836) 452,220

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 96,018 (99,204) 

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 181,939 281,143

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 277,957 181,939

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Cash paid for interest, net of amount capitalized $ 64,378 41,468

Supplemental disclosures of noncash investing/financing activities:
Change in fixed asset payables as of June 30 $ 37,300 7,246
Transfer of investments to the University — 501,417
Net transfers payable between the Health System and University 930 2,968
Net transfers to the University of property and equipment 3,549 3,359

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2018 and 2017 

(In thousands) 

8 (Continued) 

(1) Description of Organization, Related Parties, and the Private Diagnostic Clinic 

(a) Duke University Health System, Inc. (the Health System) 

The Health System is a North Carolina nonprofit corporation organized and controlled by Duke 
University (the University or the Parent). The Health System includes three hospitals operated as 
divisions and several subsidiaries and controlled affiliates, the most significant of which follow: 

 Duke University Hospital (DUH)  a quaternary care teaching hospital located on the campus of 
the University in Durham, North Carolina, licensed for 957 acute care and specialty beds, leased 
from the University, operated by the Health System and providing patient care and serving as a site 
for medical education provided by the Duke University School of Medicine (School of Medicine or 
SOM) and clinical research conducted by the School of Medicine. 

 Duke Regional Hospital (DRH)  a full service community hospital located in Durham, North 
Carolina, licensed for 369 acute care beds and providing patient care; DRH is owned by Durham 
County, North Carolina and leased to the Durham County Hospital Corporation which has in turn 
subleased DRH to the Health System for the identical duration under a forty (40) year automatically 
renewing evergreen  lease. 

 Duke Raleigh Hospital (DRaH)  a community hospital located in Raleigh, North Carolina, 
licensed for 186 acute care beds, leased from the University, operated by the Health System and 
providing patient care. 

 Duke University Affiliated Physicians, Inc. (DUAP)  a North Carolina nonprofit corporation, 
doing business as Duke Primary Care, consisting of twenty-six primary care physician practices 
located in Alamance, Chatham, Durham, Granville, Orange, Vance, and Wake Counties, North 
Carolina, seven urgent care centers located in Durham, Orange, and Wake Counties, and a 
pediatric practice with two locations in Durham County. 

 Durham Casualty Company, Ltd. (DCC)  a wholly owned subsidiary of the Health System, 
domiciled in Bermuda, insuring a portion of the medical malpractice risks and patient general 
liability risks of Health System clinical providers and the Private Diagnostic Clinic (PDC). 

The Health System also includes other separately incorporated affiliates and subsidiaries and 
unincorporated divisions not listed above whose accounts are included in the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements. All significant intercompany accounts and transactions are 
eliminated in consolidation. The Health System s accounts are included in the consolidated financial 
statements of the University. 

(b) The University 

Pursuant to a lease and operating agreement between the University and the Health System, the 
Health System acquired, or has acquired the right to operate, all of the operating assets of the 
University s health system and has assumed all of the University s liabilities and obligations related to 
the transferred assets. Under the Health System s current Master Trust Indenture, the owners of Health 
System bonds look solely to the Health System for repayment of those obligations. The operating 
agreement between the University and the Health System provides for certain common administrative 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2018 and 2017 

(In thousands) 

9 (Continued) 

services, human resources policy and practice, fiduciary responsibility, investment policies, and support 
for the School of Medicine. 

Certain shared administrative and general service expenses are incurred by the University for the 
benefit of the Health System. These are included within other operating expenses and amounted to 
approximately $39,063 and $37,385 in fiscal years 2018 and 2017, respectively. 

(c) School of Medicine (SOM) 

The SOM is organized and operated as part of the University and is not included in the Health 
System s consolidated financial statements. The Health System provides support to the SOM in the 
form of cash (and some noncash) equity transfers. Examples of transfers to the SOM include but are 
not limited to support of specific initiatives, specific departments, or general support for the Chancellor 
for Health Affairs or a departmental chair. For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, net 
unrestricted transfers to the University are as follows: 

2018 2017

Transfers to the School of Medicine $ 85,851  99,187  
Transfers to the University 7,801  6,470  
Transfers from the University/School of Medicine (2,000) (785) 

Total funded transfers, net 91,652  104,872  

Fixed assets and other unfunded transfers, net 3,548  3,359  

Unrestricted transfers to the University, net $ 95,200  108,231  

 

On July 1, 2016, the Health System transferred $510,000 consisting of $501,417 of Long Term Pool 
(LTP) investments and $8,583 in cash to the SOM to fund future academic activities. Of the $510,000 
transfer, $310,000 is intended to cover, in advance, planned SOM support for the ten-year period 
beginning July 1, 2016; the remaining $200,000 will be used to establish a quasi-endowment fund 
which, from 2017 2026, the SOM plans to leave intact with all income accumulated and added to the 
principal of the fund. The Health System plans to transfer $94,000 in cash (and some noncash) equity 
transfers to the University in 2019. 

(d) Private Diagnostic Clinic, PLLC (PDC) 

The PDC is a professional limited liability company consisting of physicians practicing primarily within 
Health System facilities and PDC clinics. The purpose of the PDC is to provide a structure separate 
from the University and the Health System in which the members of the physician faculty of the School 
of Medicine may engage in the private practice of medicine and still serve as members of the faculty of 
the University conducting clinical teaching and medical research. The PDC, under agreements with the 
University and the Health System, occupies and utilizes certain of the Health System s facilities. PDC 
physicians are not employed by the Health System, and the PDC is not included in the Health System s 
or the University s consolidated financial statements. 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2018 and 2017 

(In thousands) 

10 (Continued) 

The Health System has numerous agreements with the PDC. Many are for services related to clinical 
operations such as professional service agreements (PSA) for physician staffing of certain Health 
System facilities, medical directors, and lab services. The Health System, through its Patient Revenue 
Management Organization (PRMO), has contractual responsibility for the billing and accounts 
receivable operations of the PDC. DCC is the principal source of malpractice insurance for the PDC. 
The PDC subleases, at market rates, clinical and administrative space owned by the University and 
leased to the Health System, and space owned by the Health System. The Health System also 
subleases to the PDC, at full cost, leased space from nonaffiliated third parties. The following table 
summarizes the PDC-related revenue included in other operating revenue in the Health System s 
consolidated statements of operations: 

2018 2017

Billing and collection services $ 37,496  36,863  
Revenue under service agreements 57,974  58,087  
DCC malpractice insurance premiums 7,311  6,209  
Rental income 10,822  11,106  

Total $ 113,603  112,265  

 

For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, other operating expenses in the Health System s 
consolidated statements of operations include PDC-related expenses under service agreements of 
$145,454 and $131,707, respectively. The Health System has net payables to the PDC of $7,599 and 
$10,842 as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively, related to various transactions. 

(e) DUMAC, Inc. (DUMAC) 

DUMAC, a separate nonprofit support corporation organized and controlled by the University, manages 
multiple investment pools on behalf of the Health System and the University including the Health 
System Pool (HSP) and the Long Term Pool (LTP). DUMAC also manages the investment assets of 
the Employee s Retirement Plan of the University (ERP). 

(2) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

Significant accounting policies of the Health System are as follows: 

(a) Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents include assets invested in the University Short Term Account (STA), which 
the Health System utilizes to fund daily cash needs. The STA currently invests in short-term and highly 
liquid investments, which can be liquidated within thirty days. 

Cash and cash equivalents that are invested in the HSP and LTP are reported within short-term and 
noncurrent investments as these funds are not typically used for current operating needs. 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2018 and 2017 

(In thousands) 

11 (Continued) 

(b) Short-Term Investments 

Short-term investments include debt securities and other instruments with maturities of one year or less 
from the balance sheet date and are not included in cash and cash equivalents. 

(c) Investments 

(i) Reporting 

Investments are classified as trading securities. As such, investment income or loss (including 
realized and unrealized gains and losses on investments, interest, and dividends) is included in 
excess of revenues over expenses unless the income or loss is restricted by donor or law. 

(ii) Valuation 

Investments are recorded in the consolidated financial statements at estimated fair value. For 
investments made directly by the Health System whose values are based on quoted market prices 
in active markets, the market price of the investment is used to report fair value. For shares in 
mutual funds, fair values are based on share prices reported by the funds as of the last business 
day of the fiscal year. The Health System s interests in alternative investment funds such as fixed 
income, equities, hedged strategies, private capital, and real assets are generally reported at the 
net asset value (NAV) reported by the fund managers. Unless it is probable that all or a portion of 
the investment will be sold for an amount other than NAV, the Health System has concluded, as a 
practical expedient, that the NAV approximates fair value. 

(iii) Derivatives 

Derivatives are used by the Health System and external investment managers to manage market 
risks. The most common derivative strategies employed are total return swaps, futures contracts, 
and short sales. These derivative instruments are recorded at their respective fair values (note 8). 

(d) Assets Limited as to Use 

Assets limited as to use include funds on deposit with bond trustees, funds pledged as collateral under 
derivative swap agreements, externally restricted funds, and amounts required to settle estimated 
professional liability costs recorded in DCC. 

(e) Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment acquisitions are recorded at original cost or, where original cost data is not 
available, at estimates of original cost. Property and equipment under capital leases are initially valued 
and recorded based on the present value of minimum lease payments. Costs associated with the 
development and installation of internal-use software may be capitalized or expensed. These costs are 
expensed if they are incurred in the preliminary project or post-implementation/operation stages and 
capitalized if they are incurred in the application development stage and meet certain capitalization 
requirements. Depreciation and amortization is calculated on the straight-line basis over the estimated 
useful lives of the respective assets, except for leasehold improvements and property and equipment 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2018 and 2017 

(In thousands) 

12 (Continued) 

held under capital leases, which are amortized over the shorter of the expected useful life of the asset 
or related lease term. The estimated useful lives by asset type are as follows: 

Asset type Useful life

Buildings and utilities
Furnishings and equipment
Computer software

 

Gains and losses from the disposal of property and equipment are included in operating income. The 
portion of interest on the DUHS 2017 taxable bonds associated with the funding of qualifying assets is 
capitalized during the construction period, and interest capitalization will continue over the life of the 
bonds while qualifying capital projects are ongoing. Total interest cost of $3,100 and $129 was 
capitalized in fiscal years 2018 and 2017, respectively. 

(f) Asset Impairment 

The Health System assesses the recoverability of long lived assets by determining whether the 
carrying value of these assets can be recovered through undiscounted future operating cash flows 
generated by these assets. The amount of impairment, if any, is measured by comparison of the fair 
value of the assets to their carrying value. Fair value is determined using market data, if available, or 
projected discounted future operating cash flows using a discount rate reflecting the Health System s 
weighted average cost of capital. 

(g) Net Assets 

Net assets and revenues, expenses, gains, and losses are classified based on the existence or 
absence of externally imposed restrictions. Accordingly, net assets of the Health System and changes 
therein are classified and reported as follows: 

Unrestricted net assets  Net assets that are not subject to externally imposed stipulations. 

Temporarily restricted net assets  Net assets subject to externally imposed stipulations that may 
or will be met either by actions of the Health System and/or the passage of time. 

Temporarily restricted net assets are available for the following purposes at June 30: 

2018 2017

Health care services:
Health education $ 4,572  4,777  
Capital expenditures 18,494  19,212  
Other 21,527  19,483  

$ 44,593  43,472  
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Permanently restricted net assets  Net assets subject to externally imposed stipulations that they 
be maintained by the Health System in perpetuity. 

Revenues are reported as increases in unrestricted net assets unless use of the related asset is limited 
by donor imposed restrictions. Expenses are reported as decreases in unrestricted net assets. Gains 
and losses are reported as increases or decreases in unrestricted net assets unless use of the related 
asset is limited by donor imposed restrictions or law. Expirations of temporary restrictions of net assets 
(i.e., the donor stipulated purpose has been fulfilled and/or the stipulated time period has elapsed) are 
reported in other revenue in the consolidated statements of operations. Contributions for acquisitions or 
construction of property and equipment are released from restrictions in the period in which the assets 
are placed into service excluded from excess of revenues over expenses in the consolidated 
statements of operations. Unrealized gains and losses on permanently restricted net assets are 
included in the change in temporarily restricted net assets unless the donor stipulates that such activity 
be restricted to endowment, in which case it is included in change in permanently restricted net assets. 

(h) Excess of Revenues over Expenses 

Changes in unrestricted net assets that are excluded from excess of revenues over expenses include 
certain nonperiodic defined benefit plan accounting adjustments, permanent transfers of assets to and 
from affiliates for other than goods and services, and assets acquired using contributions, which by 
donor imposed restriction, must be used for the purposes of acquiring long lived assets. 

(i) Net Patient Service Revenue (Net of Contractual Allowances and Discounts) 

The Health System recognizes revenues in the period in which services are rendered. The Health 
System has agreements with third-party payors that provide for payments to the Health System at 
amounts that are generally less than its established rates. Payment arrangements include 
prospectively determined rates per discharge, reimbursed costs, discounted charges, and per diem 
payments. Accordingly, net patient service revenue is reported at the estimated net realizable amounts 
from patients, third-party payors, and others, including estimated retroactive adjustments under 
reimbursement agreements with third-party payors. Adjustments are accrued on an estimated basis in 
the period the related services are rendered and retroactively adjusted in future periods as changes to 
estimates become known and tentative and final settlement adjustments are identified. 

(j) Charity Care 

The Health System provides care to patients who meet certain criteria under its financial assistance 
policy without charge or at amounts less than its established rates. Because the Health System does 
not pursue collection of amounts determined to qualify as charity care, they are not reported as 
revenue or included in patient accounts receivable. 

(k) Derivative Financial Instruments 

The Health System has elected not to use hedge accounting with respect to any of its debt derivative 
financial instruments. Derivative financial instruments are recognized as assets or liabilities in the 
consolidated balance sheets at fair value. Realized and unrealized gains and losses on derivatives are 
included in investment income in the consolidated statements of operations. 
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(l) Income Taxes 

The Health System and substantially all of its affiliates are organizations described under 
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Such organizations are not subject to federal and 
state income tax on income related to their exempt purpose. Accordingly, no provision for income taxes 
is made in the consolidated financial statements for these entities. As of June 30, 2018, there were no 
material uncertain tax positions. 

(m) Use of Estimates 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts 
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities as of the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Significant items subject to such estimates and assumptions include valuation allowances for 
receivables, third-party reimbursement settlements, self-insurance liabilities, retirement obligations, and 
the carrying amounts of property, equipment, investments, and derivative instruments. Actual results 
could differ from those estimates. 

(n) Recently Issued Accounting Standards 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Accounting Standards Update 
(ASU) No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606), in May 2014 which outlines 
a single comprehensive model for recognizing revenue and supersedes most existing revenue 
recognition guidance, including guidance specific to the healthcare industry. This ASU establishes 
principles for reporting useful information to users of financial statements about the nature, amount, 
timing, and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from the entity s contracts with customers. 
Particularly, that an entity recognizes revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to 
customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in 
exchange for those goods or services. ASU 2014-09 is effective for fiscal year 2019. The Health 
System expects to record a decrease in net patient service revenue related to self-pay patients and a 
corresponding decrease in bad debt expense upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842), in February 2016. This ASU requires the 
recognition of lease assets and lease liabilities by lessees for those leases classified as operating 
leases under previous GAAP which have terms of greater than 12 months. This ASU defines a lease 
as a contract, or part of a contract, that conveys the right to control the use of identified property, plant, 
or equipment (an identified asset) for a period of time in exchange for consideration. This ASU retains a 
distinction between finance leases and operating leases. The result of retaining a distinction between 
finance leases and operating leases in the statement of operations and the statement of cash flows is 
largely unchanged from existing GAAP. ASU 2016-02 is effective for fiscal year 2020. The Health 
System expects to record an increase in lease assets and lease liabilities presented in the consolidated 
balance sheets upon adoption of the standard. 
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The FASB issued ASU 2016-14, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958), in August 2016. This ASU reduces 
the classes of net assets from three to two (net assets without donor restrictions and net assets with 
donor restrictions), increases quantitative and qualitative disclosures regarding liquidity, and requires 
reporting expenses by both their natural classification and their functional classification. ASU 2016-14 
is effective for fiscal year 2019. The Health System will make these changes in classification and 
additional disclosures in the financial statements and footnotes upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-18, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230)  Restricted Cash, in 
November 2016. This ASU requires entities to include in total cash and cash equivalents on the 
statement of cash flows the cash and cash equivalents that have restrictions on withdrawal or use. It 
also requires additional disclosure of the nature of restrictions on its cash and cash equivalents. 
ASU 2016-18 is effective for fiscal year 2020. The Health System will make these changes in 
classification and additional disclosures in the financial statements and notes upon adoption of the 
standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2017-07, Compensation  Retirement Benefits (Topic 715)  Improving the 
Presentation of Net Periodic Pension Cost and Net Periodic Postretirement Benefit Cost, in 
March 2017. This ASU requires entities that sponsor employee defined benefit pension and other 
postretirement benefit plans to report the service cost component in the same line item on the 
statement of operations as other salaries, wages, and benefits costs. The other components of net 
benefit cost will be presented separately outside of operating income. ASU 2017-07 is effective for 
fiscal year 2020. The Health System expects to record an increase in salaries, wages, and benefits 
upon adoption of the standard. 

(3) Net Patient Service Revenue and Estimated Third-Party Payor Settlements 

Patient service revenue, net of contractual allowances and discounts, but before the provision for bad 
debts, recognized in fiscal years 2018 and 2017 from major payor sources is as follows: 

2018 2017
Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

Commercial payors $ 1,984,479  57.1 % $ 1,845,688  57.4 %
Medicare 990,324  28.5 938,673  29.2
Medicaid 373,970  10.8 326,027  10.2
Self-pay patients 25,195  0.7 16,283  0.5
Other third-party payors 100,648  2.9 87,547  2.7

Total $ 3,474,616  100.0 % $ 3,214,218  100.0 %

 

The Health System has entered into payment agreements with third-party payors including certain 
commercial insurance carriers, health maintenance organizations, and preferred provider organizations. 
The basis for payment to the Health System under these agreements includes prospectively determined 
rates per discharge, prospectively determined daily rates, and discounts from established charges. The 
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Health System recognizes patient service revenue associated with services provided to patients who have 
third-party coverage on the basis of contractual rates for the services rendered. 

Net patient service revenue includes estimated retroactive adjustments under reimbursement agreements 
with governmental programs. Adjustments are accrued on an estimated basis in the period the related 
services are rendered and retroactively adjusted in future periods as changes to estimates become known 
and tentative and final settlement adjustments are identified. The effects of these retroactive adjustments 
are to increase net patient service revenue by $2,611 and $9,357 in fiscal years 2018 and 2017, 
respectively. The amounts due to and from governmental programs (Medicare and Medicaid) for final 
settlement of reimbursements are determined based upon cost reports filed annually with the respective 
programs. The reports for all years through June 30, 2007 for Medicare and June 30, 2014 for Medicaid 
have been substantially resolved with the Medicare Administrative Contractor and NC Department of 
Health and Human Services, respectively. In the opinion of management, adequate provisions have been 
made in the consolidated financial statements for adjustments that may result from final settlements of 
reimbursable amounts. The Health System, in part through its Compliance Program, seeks to ensure 
compliance with governmental program rules. The effects of retroactive adjustments from the compliance 
and other reviews are to reduce net patient service revenue by $938 and $8,148 in fiscal years 2018 and 
2017, respectively. In addition, net patient service revenue was increased by $30,482 in fiscal year 2017 
due to a re-evaluation of the need for additional liabilities related to inherent uncertainties in the estimation 
process for out-of-period revenue cycle adjustments and settlements. 

The Health System receives supplemental Medicaid payments from the State of North Carolina through a 
federally approved disproportionate share program (Medicaid DSH). Medicaid DSH payments are part of 
the Medicaid Program and are designed to offset a portion of the Medicaid losses incurred. Amounts 
recognized in the Health System s consolidated financial statements related to supplemental Medicaid 
follows: 

2018 2017

Supplemental Medicaid amounts included in net patient service
revenue $ 196,090  155,168  

Medicaid assessments included in other operating expenses (81,215) (72,412) 

Net supplemental Medicaid revenue in operating
income $ 114,875  82,756  

Net receivable (payable) from supplemental Medicaid included in
estimated third-party payor settlements, net $ 100  (11,768) 

 

There can be no assurance that the Health System will continue to qualify for future participation in this 
program or that the program will not be discontinued or materially modified. 
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For uninsured patients who do not qualify for charity care, the Health System recognizes revenue on 
the basis of its discounted rates. Uninsured patients automatically receive a discount from billed 
charges (only medically necessary services are eligible). On the basis of historical experience, a 
significant portion of the Health System s uninsured patients who do not qualify for charity care will fail 
to pay for the services provided. Thus, the Health System records a significant provision for bad debts 
related to uninsured patients in the period the services are provided. 

Patient accounts receivable, net at June 30 consists of the following: 

2018 2017

Patient accounts receivable $ 1,358,223  1,242,842  
Less:

Allowance for bad debts (53,652) (47,759) 
Allowance for contractual adjustments (883,590) (829,898) 

Patient accounts receivable, net $ 420,981  365,185  

 

The Health System analyzes historical collections and write-offs and identifies trends for each of its major 
payor sources of revenue to estimate the appropriate balance sheet allowance for bad debts and statement 
of operations provision for bad debts. For receivables associated with services provided to patients who 
have third-party coverage, the Health System analyzes contractually due amounts and provides an 
allowance for bad debts, allowance for contractual adjustments, provision for bad debts, and contractual 
adjustments on accounts for which the third-party payor has not yet paid or for payors who are known to be 
having financial difficulties that make the realization of amounts due unlikely. For receivables associated 
with self-pay patients or with balances remaining after the third-party coverage has already paid, the Health 
System records a significant provision for bad debts in the period of service on the basis of its historical 
collections. The difference between the discounted rates and the amounts collected after all reasonable 
collection efforts have been exhausted is charged off against the allowance for bad debts. 

The activity in the allowance for bad debts by major payor sources is as follows: 

Other
Allowance for bad debts Commercial Medicare Medicaid Self-pay third-party Total

Balance as of June 30, 2016 $ 23,800  22,078  5,984  5,013  4,936  61,811  
Provision for bad debts 27,997  2,311  606  14,700  504  46,118  
Less net w rite-offs (33,752) (6,340) (1,765) (15,713) (2,600) (60,170) 

Balance as of June 30, 2017 18,045  18,049  4,825  4,000  2,840  47,759  

Provision for bad debts 47,096  7,892  4,527  17,452  3,060  80,027  
Less net w rite-offs (43,260) (7,393) (3,976) (17,403) (2,102) (74,134) 

Balance as of June 30, 2018 $ 21,881  18,548  5,376  4,049  3,798  53,652  
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The Health System s net write-offs increased $13,964 from fiscal year 2017 to fiscal year 2018 and 
decreased $10,468 from fiscal year 2016 to fiscal year 2017. 

The Health System grants credit without collateral to its patients, most of whom are insured under 
third-party payor agreements. The mix of gross receivables from patients and third-party payors at June 30 
is as follows: 

2018 2017

Commercial payors 41.2 % 39.4 %
Medicare 33.6 34.8
Medicaid 14.2 15.6
Self-pay patients 3.1 3.1
Other third-party payors 7.9 7.1

100.0 % 100.0 %

 

(4) Charity Care and Other Community Benefits 

The Health System provides services at no charge or at a substantially discounted rate to patients who are 
approved under the guidelines of its financial assistance policy. The Health System does not pursue 
collection of amounts determined to qualify as charity care. Services qualifying for charity care 
consideration include emergent and medically necessary services as determined by a Health System 
physician. Patient household income in relation to the federal poverty guidelines is included in the 
determination for charity care qualification. 

While charity care is excluded from net patient revenue and receivables, the Health System maintains 
records to identify and monitor the level of charity care it provides. These records include the amount of 
charges foregone and estimated costs incurred for services and supplies furnished under its financial 
assistance policy and other equivalent service statistics. Costs incurred are estimated based on the ratio of 
total operating expenses to gross charges applied to charity care charges. The Health System received 
gifts and grants of $125 and $129 in 2018 and 2017, respectively, to subsidize charity care. 

In addition to charity care, the Health System provides services under the Medicare and Medicaid 
programs, medical education (for which payments received from Medicare and Medicaid are less than the 
full cost of providing these activities), and research activities. The Health System also provides both in-kind 
service contributions and direct support payments to Lincoln Community Health Center (LCHC) and the 
Durham Emergency Medical Services (EMS). LCHC is an outpatient clinic serving the Durham County, 
North Carolina community, supported in part by a U.S. Public Service Grant. EMS serves as the primary 
provider of emergency ambulance service in Durham County and is a unit of the Durham County 
government. 
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The Health System estimates charity care and other community benefits in accordance with Internal 
Revenue Code Section 501(r). Estimates of the cost of charity care and other community benefits provided 
during the years ended June 30 are as follows: 

2018 2017

Charity care at cost $ 97,700  96,710  
Unreimbursed Medicaid 95,186  109,019  

Total charity care and means-tested programs 192,886  205,729  

Health professionals education 69,202  65,277  
Cash and in-kind contributions to community groups 12,355  12,000  

Total other benefits 81,557  77,277  

Total charity care and other community benefits
at cost $ 274,443  283,006  

 

In addition to the above total charity care and other community benefits reported on Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) Form 990, Schedule H, the Health System also provided services under the Medicare 
program for which payments received were less than the full cost of providing the services. The estimated 
unreimbursed costs attributable to providing services under Medicare are $255,540 and $212,922 for the 
years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively. The Health System provides additional uncompensated 
care in the form of bad debts. Estimated uncompensated costs associated with bad debt accounts were 
$22,125 and $12,619 for June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively. 

(5) Cash and Investments 

The following is a summary of cash and investments included in consolidated balance sheets at June 30: 

2018 2017

Cash and cash equivalents $ 277,957  181,939  
Short-term investments 385,129  484,649  
Investments 3,229,495  2,828,977  

Cash and investments available for operations 3,892,581  3,495,565  

Assets limited as to use, current 19,565  29,951  
Assets limited as to use, noncurrent 81,263  80,243  
Less receivables and other assets included in assets limited as

to use (5,621) (5,734) 

Total cash and investments $ 3,987,788  3,600,025  
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The Health System invests through separate accounts and commingled vehicles (including limited 
partnerships). The fair value of cash and investments consists of the following at June 30: 

 

1 Includes the Health System s participation in pooled assets of $329,604 and $353,303 at June 30, 
2018 and 2017, respectively, which are managed by DUMAC. 

2 Includes unspent net proceeds from the issuance of the 2017 taxable bonds on June 6, 2017 as 
described in note 7 of $204,589 and $394,882 at June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively. 

3 Future commitments likely to be called at various dates through 2022. The Health System expects to 
finance these commitments with available cash and expected proceeds from the sales of securities. 

The Health System s investment classes are described in further detail below. Classes include direct 
holdings, which are generally marketable securities, or interest in funds, which are stated at NAV as a 
practical expedient for which the related investment strategies are described. 

Short-term investments include short-term U.S. Treasury, agency, corporate, and other highly liquid debt 
securities with an aggregate duration of less than a year. Short-term investments of $22,642 and $10,267 
at June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively, were posted as collateral under derivative agreements (including 
both debt and investment derivatives) and thus are not readily available for use. 
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Fixed income includes U.S. Treasury debt securities with maturities of more than one year and funds that 
invest in these types of investments and nongovernment U.S. and non-U.S. debt securities. 

Equities includes U.S. and non-U.S. stocks and interests in funds that invest predominantly long but also 
short stocks and in certain cases are nonredeemable. The allocation by market is approximately: 25% 
domestic, 25% developed international, 35% emerging international, and 15% global. 

Hedged strategies include interests in funds that invest both long and short in U.S. and non-U.S. stocks, 
credit-oriented securities and arbitrage strategies. Approximately 75% of the hedged strategies portfolio is 
invested through equity oriented strategies, 10% through credit strategies, and 15% through multi-strategy 
funds. Virtually all of the Health System s investments in these funds are redeemable, and the underlying 
assets of the funds are predominately marketable securities and derivatives. 

Private capital includes primarily interest in funds or partnerships that hold illiquid investments in venture 
capital, buyouts, and credit. Certain private placement securities may also be held. These funds typically 
have periods of 10 or more years during which committed capital may be drawn. Distributions are received 
through liquidation of the underlying assets of the funds, which are anticipated to occur over the next 4 to 
10 years. 

Real assets include interests in funds or partnerships that hold illiquid investments in residential and 
commercial real estate, oil and gas production, energy, other commodities, and related services 
businesses. Additionally, certain liquid commodity- and real-estate related equities, private placement 
securities and related derivatives are included. These funds typically have periods of 10 or more years 
during which committed capital may be drawn. Distributions are received through liquidations of the 
underlying assets of the funds, which are anticipated to occur over the next 5 to 12 years. 

Investment in LTP includes the Health System s participation in the LTP. Participation in or withdrawal 
from the LTP is based on the fair value per unit at quarterly intervals during the year. 

The allocation of underlying assets in the LTP at June 30 is as follows: 

2018 2017

Short-term investments 4.4 % 3.6 %
Equities 14.7 15.6
Fixed income 9.2 11.5
Hedged strategies 25.7 26.7
Private capital 27.9 24.5
Real assets 17.2 17.6
Other 0.9 0.5

Totals 100.0 % 100.0 %
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As of June 30, 2018, redemption frequency and the corresponding redemption notice period in days are 
shown below: 

Quarterly Greater Redemption
or than notice

Daily Monthly Annually 1 year Total period

Cash and cash equivalents $ 291,439     291,439  1 day
Deposits w ith bond trustees 839     839  1 day
Short-term investments 388,083     388,083  1 day
Fixed income 508,201  118,099  1   626,301  1 to 30 days
Equities 48,643  486,491  121,100  1,967  658,201  1 to 90 days
Hedged strategies  160,256  796,071  17,653  973,980  2 to 100 days
Private capital    586,198  586,198  N/A
Real assets  16,094  5,491  365,570  387,155  N/A
Investment in LTP    27,474  27,474  30 days
Other 28   37,727  10,363  48,118  N/A

Total $ 1,237,233  780,940  960,390  1,009,225  3,987,788  

 

The Health System s investments are exposed to several risks, including liquidity, currency, interest rate, 
credit, and market risks. The Health System attempts to manage these risks through diversification, 
ongoing due diligence of fund managers, and monitoring of economic conditions. Due to the level of risk 
associated with certain investment securities, it is at least reasonably possible that changes in the values of 
investment securities will occur in the near term and that such changes could materially affect the amounts 
reported in the Health System s consolidated financial statements. 

The Health System may participate in programs to lend securities to brokers. To limit risk, collateral is 
posted and maintained daily at 100% to 105% of the market value of the lent securities depending on the 
type of security. Collateral generally is limited to cash, government securities, and irrevocable letters of 
credit. Both the Health System and security borrowers have the right to terminate a specific loan of 
securities at any time. The Health System receives lending fees and continues to earn interest and 
dividends on the loaned securities. 
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The Health System s total investment return for the years ended June 30 is detailed below: 

2018 2017

Net realized gains from sales of investments $ 143,244  124,863  
Net unrealized gains (losses) 163,836  132,367  

Total net gains (losses) 307,080  257,230  

Investment income 30,174  24,769  

Investment gains (losses) 337,254  281,999  

Net realized losses on debt derivatives (11,409) (14,707) 
Net unrealized gains (losses) on debt derivatives 24,590  36,536  

Total investment return $ 350,435  303,828  

 

Investment return is classified in the consolidated statements of operations and changes in net assets as 
follows: 

2018 2017

Other operating revenue $ 7,273  6,426  
Nonoperating income 341,109  295,591  
Increase (decrease) in temporarily restricted net assets 2,070  1,799  
Increase in permanently restricted net assets (17) 12  

Total investment return $ 350,435  303,828  

 

Investment expenses charged directly to the Health System and netted in investment income were $4,561 
and $4,308 for fiscal years 2018 and 2017, respectively. 
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A summary of assets limited as to use and externally restricted funds at June 30 is as follows: 

2018 2017

Assets limited as to use:
Deposits with bond trustees $ 839  632  
Investment securities posted as collateral for debt derivative

marks-to-market 2,954  13,675  
Cash, receivables and investments designated to settle

estimated professional liability costs 38,408  38,710  
Externally restricted assets 58,627  57,177  

Total assets limited as to use 100,828  110,194  

Less current portion of assets limited as to use (19,565) (29,951) 

Assets limited as to use, excluding current portion $ 81,263  80,243  

 

(6) Property and Equipment 

A summary of property and equipment at June 30 is as follows: 

2018 2017

Buildings and utilities $ 1,764,590  1,694,185  
Furnishings and equipment 877,512  841,892  
Buildings and equipment under capital lease obligations 128,441  122,082  
Computer software 354,252  347,470  

Depreciable property and equipment 3,124,795  3,005,629  

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization (1,837,182) (1,693,895) 

Depreciable property and equipment, net 1,287,613  1,311,734  

Land and land improvements 137,727  117,790  
Construction in progress 146,886  56,902  

Property and equipment, net $ 1,572,226  1,486,426  
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The following table summarizes other property and equipment information for fiscal years 2018 and 2017: 

2018 2017

Depreciation expense $ 156,603  151,878  
Amortization of capital leases 4,160  3,234  

28,860  24,699  

 

(7) Indebtedness 

A summary of indebtedness at June 30 is as follows: 

Mandatory Fiscal Effective
tender year of interest Outstanding principal

Series Underlying structure date1 maturity rate 2018 2017

Tax-exempt revenue bonds:
2005A Direct placement 6/1/2028 2028 2.30 % $ 85,680  93,320  
2005B Direct placement 5/29/2023 2028 1.83 27,735  30,210  
2006A/B/C Direct placement 3/19/2025 2039 1.73 121,620  121,620  
2012B Direct placement 6/1/2023 2023 2.19 28,650  28,650  
2016B Direct placement 5/26/2026 2042 2.01 90,000  90,000  
2016C Direct placement 5/26/2026 2042 1.96 90,000  90,000  

Total variable rate 443,685  453,800  

2012A Fixed rate N/A 2042 4.73 277,280  278,305  
2016A Fixed rate N/A 2028 2.04 143,520  155,720  
2016D Fixed rate N/A 2042 3.52 125,100  125,100  

Taxable bonds:
2017 Fixed rate N/A 2047 3.92 600,000  600,000  

Total fixed rate 1,145,900  1,159,125  

Total indebtedness 1,589,585  1,612,925  

56,207  62,019  

(17,997) (18,713) 

Indebtedness, net 1,627,795  1,656,231  

Less current portion (23,760) (23,340) 

Indebtedness, net of current portion $ 1,604,035  1,632,891  

1 Represents the date upon which the bonds are currently subject to mandatory tender by the bank.
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On August 11, 2016, the Series 2016D bonds were issued in the par amount of $125,100 to fund an 
escrow account that was irrevocably placed with a trustee to meet the principal and interest payments of 
the 2010A refunded bonds ($120,000) until the first call date. The refunding meets the requirements for 
derecognition of the bond liability in fiscal year 2017. The refunding transaction resulted in a loss on 
extinguishment of debt of $18,328 in fiscal year 2017 representing the write-off of the unamortized bond 
issue costs related to the refunded bonds and the escrow funding requirements for principal and interest 
payments in excess of the face value of the 2010A refunded bonds. 

On June 6, 2017, the Health System issued its Series 2017 taxable bonds in the par amount of $600,000 to 
finance various capital additions and improvements at Health System healthcare facilities and pay certain 
expenses of issuing the bonds. The Health System executed a forward treasury rate lock agreement to 
hedge against potential rising interest rates during the period leading up to the issuance of the bonds. A 
rate lock payment of $7,889 is included in debt issuance costs and will be amortized to interest expense 
over the life of the bonds. 

All Duke University Health System, Inc. Tax Exempt Revenue Bonds were issued by the North Carolina 
Medical Care Commission (NCMCC). The Health System is obligated to make payments of principal and 
interest that correspond to the obligations of the NCMCC under the bond agreements. The aggregate 
annual maturities of indebtedness for each of the five fiscal years subsequent to June 30, 2018 and 
thereafter are as follows: 

2019 $ 23,760  
2020 24,920  
2021 25,970  
2022 27,120  
2023 28,350  
Thereafter 1,459,465  

Total $ 1,589,585  

 

The Health System must remain compliant with certain covenants and restrictions required by the trust 
indentures underlying its revenue bonds. These covenants include maintaining a required debt service 
coverage ratio and a specific liquidity target, as well as other nonfinancial restrictions. 

(8) Derivatives and Other Financial Instruments 

(a) Debt Derivatives 

The Health System has executed derivative financial instruments in the normal course of managing its 
debt portfolio. The Health System has three interest rate swap agreements that are designed to 
synthetically decrease the variable rate exposure associated with its portfolio of indebtedness. In 
addition, the Health System has one basis swap designed to reduce the interest rate risk on variable 
rate indebtedness by utilizing the spread between the yield curves for taxable debt securities and 
tax-exempt municipal debt securities. 
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The following summarizes the general terms for each of the Health System s swap agreements: 

Associated Current Health
debt Original notional System

Effective date series term amount pays Health System receives

Interest rate:
August 12, 1993 2012B 30 years $ 28,650  5.090 % SIFMA
May 19, 2005 N/A 23 years 257,030  3.601 61.520% of one-month

LIBOR plus 0.28%

April 1, 2009 Portfolio1 30 years 127,505  3.797 67.000% of one-month LIBOR

Basis:
July 6, 2001 N/A 20 years 400,000  SIFMA 72.125% of one-month LIBOR

1 The notional amount of the April 2009 Interest Rate Swap declines coincident with the principal for the Series 2006
bonds. The residual portion is $5,885.

 

The fair value of each swap is the estimated amount the Health System would receive or pay to 
terminate the swap agreement at the reporting date, taking into account current interest rates and the 
current creditworthiness of the swap counterparties. The fair value is included in derivative instruments 
on the consolidated balance sheets, while the change in fair value and the net settlement amount 
incurred on the swaps are included as a gain or loss in investment income on the consolidated 
statements of operations. The debt derivative instruments contain cross-collateralization provisions that 
require each counterparty to post collateral if the fair value meets certain thresholds. 
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The related financial information on each of these instruments at June 30 is as follows: 

 

Health System debt derivative instruments contain provisions requiring long term, unsecured debt to be 
maintained at specified credit ratings from Moody s Investor Service and Standard and Poor s Rating 
Service, major rating agencies. If the ratings of the Health System s debt were to fall below certain 
benchmarks, the counterparty could request immediate payment on derivatives in net liability positions. 
At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the Health System s long term debt ratings exceeded these requirements. 
The aggregate fair value of all derivative instruments with credit risk related contingent features that are 
in a liability position on June 30, 2018 and 2017 is $56,746 and $80,651, respectively, for which the 
Health System has posted collateral of $2,954 and $13,675, respectively, in the normal course of 
business. If the credit risk related features underlying these agreements were triggered on June 30, 
2018 and 2017, the Health System would be required to post an additional $53,792 and $66,976, 
respectively, of collateral to its counterparties. 

The 2009 interest rate swap is subject to a mandatory early termination right on June 1, 2020. When 
this right is exercised, the Health System may revoke it, at which time the Health System s collateral 
threshold reduces to $0 for the remainder of the swap agreement. 

The Health System is exposed to financial loss in the event of nonperformance by a counterparty to 
any of the financial instruments described above. General market conditions could impact the credit 
standing of the counterparties and, therefore, potentially impact the value of the instruments on the 
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Health System s consolidated balance sheets. The Health System controls this counterparty risk by 
considering the credit rating, business risk, and reputation of any counterparty before entering into a 
transaction, monitoring for any change in credit standing of its counterparty during the life of the 
transaction, and requiring collateral be posted when predetermined thresholds are crossed. The Health 
System is also exposed to interest rate risk driven by factors influencing the spread between the 
taxable and tax-exempt market interest rates on its basis swap. 

(b) Investment Derivatives 

Investment strategies employed by DUMAC and investment managers retained by DUMAC incorporate 
the use of various derivative financial instruments with off balance sheet risk. DUMAC uses these 
instruments for a number of investment purposes, including hedging or altering exposure to certain 
asset classes and cost-effectively adding exposures to portions of the portfolio. Positions are expected 
to create gains or losses that, when combined with the applicable portion of the total investment 
portfolio, provide an expected result. 

The following table provides the net notional amounts and fair value of the Health System s investment 
derivative activities at June 30, 2018 and 2017. It also provides the net income amounts included in 
investment income during fiscal years 2018 and 2017. 

Location in financial
2018 2017 statements

Net notional amounts $ 2,925,380  3,818,502  N/A
Derivative assets 47,400  46,589  Investments
Derivative liabilities (25,870) (23,426) Investments
Net income 23,807  26,929  Investment income
Posted collateral 19,688  (3,408) Short-term investments

 

(9) Fair Value Measurements 

The fair value of a financial instrument is the amount that would be received to sell an asset or paid to 
transfer or settle a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. 
ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurement, establishes a three-level fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the 
inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value. The hierarchy gives the highest priority to 
unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the 
lowest priority to measurements involving significant unobservable inputs (Level 3 measurements). The 
classification of an investment within the hierarchy is based upon the pricing transparency or ability to 
redeem the investment and does not necessarily correspond to the perceived risk of that investment. Inputs 
are used in applying various valuation techniques that are assumptions, which market participants use to 
make valuation decisions, including assumptions about risk. Inputs may include price information, volatility 
statistics, operating statistics, specific and broad credit data, liquidity statistics, recent transactions, 
earnings forecasts, future cash flows, market multiples, discount rates, and other factors. 
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Assets and liabilities measured and reported at fair value are classified within the fair value hierarchy as 
follows: 

Level 1  Valuations based on quoted market prices in active markets. 

Level 2  Investments that trade in markets that are considered to be active, but are based on dealer 
quotations or alternative pricing sources supported by observable inputs, or investments that 
trade in markets that are not considered to be active, but are valued based on quoted market 
prices, dealer quotations or alternative pricing sources supported by observable inputs. 

Level 3  Investments classified within Level 3 have significant unobservable inputs, as they trade 
infrequently or not at all. 

The following is a summary of the levels within the fair value hierarchy for the Health System s financial 
assets and liabilities measured at fair value at June 30: 

Investments
June 30, reported

2018 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 291,439  291,439     
Deposits with bond trustees 839  839     
Short-term investments 388,083  74,180  313,903    
Fixed income 626,301  128,456  449,312   48,533  
Equities 658,201  370,696  3,445   284,060  
Hedged strategies 973,980  9,351  11,737   952,892  
Private capital 586,198  461   61,193  524,544  
Real assets 387,155  10,641  334  8,240  367,940  
Investment in LTP 27,474     27,474  
Other 48,118  60  37,695   10,363  

Total investment assets 3,987,788  886,123  816,426  69,433  2,215,806  

Basis swap derivative 685   685    

Total assets $ 3,988,473  886,123  817,111  69,433  2,215,806  

Liabilities:
Interest rate derivatives $ 56,746   56,746    

Total liabilities $ 56,746   56,746    

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value at June 30, 2018.
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The following methods and assumptions are used by the Health System in estimating the fair value of each 
class of financial instruments: 

Cash and cash equivalents, patient accounts receivable, other receivables, accounts payable, accrued 
salaries, wages, and vacation payable and related accruals, estimated third-party payor settlements, and 
other liabilities. The carrying amounts approximate fair value because of the short maturity of these 
instruments. 

Investments and deposits with bond trustees: Reported at fair value as of the date of the consolidated 
financial statements. 

Capital lease obligations: Estimated as the present value of future minimum lease payments during the 
lease term. 

Derivative instruments: Based on a mid-market position obtained from the swap counterparties. The Health 
System engages a management advisor to validate the reasonableness of the swaps  recorded fair value. 
Collateral posting requirements are determined each month using the mid-market positions. 

The following tables present additional information about Level 3 financial instruments measured at fair 
value. Both observable and unobservable inputs may be used to determine the fair value of positions that 
the Health System has classified within the Level 3 category. As a result, the unrealized gains and losses 
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for assets within the Level 3 category in the tables below may include changes in fair value that were 
attributable to both observable and unobservable inputs. 

Net realized
and Net

Balance as unrealized transfers Balance as
of June 30, gains from of June 30,

2017 (losses) Purchases Sales Level 3 2018

Asset category:
Private capital $ 41,724  12,209  15,989  (8,729)  61,193  
Real assets 4,594  29  3,766  (149)  8,240  

Total $ 46,318  12,238  19,755  (8,878)  69,433  

 

Net realized
and Net

Balance as unrealized transfers Balance as
of June 30, gains from of June 30,

2016 (losses) Purchases Sales Level 3 2017

Asset category:
Private capital $ 39,177  (4) 7,650  (5,099)  41,724  
Real assets 4,468  1,371  1,592  (2,752) (85) 4,594  

Total $ 43,645  1,367  9,242  (7,851) (85) 46,318  

 

The change in net unrealized gains (losses) related to Level 3 assets still held at June 30, 2018 and 2017 
was $10,109 and $3,704, respectively. During fiscal years 2018 and 2017, there were net transfers of $0 
and $85, respectively, between Level 3 investments and investments reported at NAV. There were no 
transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 investments during fiscal years 2018 and 2017. 

(10) Professional Liability Risk Program 

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the assets and liabilities of DCC, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Health System that insures a portion of the medical malpractice risks and patient 
general liability risks of Health System clinical providers and the PDC. Policy limits were $110,000 per 
incident for fiscal years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017 and $145,000 in the aggregate for fiscal years 
ended June 30, 2018 and 2017. DCC limits its exposure to loss through reinsurance and excess loss 
agreements. 

Estimated professional liability costs include the estimated cost of professional liability in fiscal years 2018 
and 2017 for reported claims incurred in the DCC program. DCC evaluates its estimated professional 
liability on a discounted actuarial basis. The discount rate at June 30, 2018 and 2017 is 3.5%. Accrued 
professional liability costs excluding estimated incurred but not reported claims as of June 30, 2018 and 
2017 amounted to $38,408 and $38,710, respectively. Cash, other receivables, and investments in this 
amount have been designated by the Health System to settle these claims. Also included in estimated 
professional liability costs are estimated claims incurred but not reported related to the Health System in 
the amounts of $7,000 and $6,588 as of June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively. 
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The estimated liability for professional and patient general liability claims will be significantly affected if 
current and future claims differ from historical trends. While management monitors reported claims closely 
and considers potential outcomes as estimated by its actuaries when determining its professional and 
general liability accruals, the complexity of the claims, the extended period of time to settle the claims and 
the wide range of potential outcomes complicate the estimation. In the opinion of management, adequate 
provision has been made for this related risk. 

(11) Benefit Plans 

(a) Pension and Retirement Plans 

Staff members of the Health System are eligible to participate in the University s defined contribution 
retirement plan. For the years ended June 30, 2018 and 2017, the Health System contributed 
approximately $49,000 and $44,900, respectively, to this plan, which is reported in salaries, wages, 
and benefits expense in the consolidated statements of operations. The Health System expects to 
contribute $52,000 to this plan in fiscal year 2019. 

In addition, other full time Health System employees participate in the University s noncontributory 
defined benefit pension plan (ERP). The benefits for the defined benefit plan are based on years of 
service and the employee s compensation during the last ten years of employment. The Health System 
expects to contribute $15,700 to this plan in fiscal year 2019. The allocation of the prepaid pension 
asset or pension liability between the University and the Health System is based primarily on 
compensation expense of covered employees. Health System staff represent approximately 76% of the 
total University s defined benefit pension plan for fiscal years 2018 and 2017. 

(b) Postretirement Medical Plan 

In addition to the Health System s pension plans, the Health System sponsors an unfunded, defined 
benefit postretirement medical plan that covers all of its full time employees who elect coverage and 
satisfy the plan s eligibility requirements when they retire. The plan is contributory with retiree 
contributions established as a percentage of the total cost for retiree healthcare and for the healthcare 
of their dependents. The Health System pays all benefits on a current basis. Employees hired after 
June 30, 2002 are not eligible for Health System contribution to the cost of this benefit and must bear 
the full cost themselves if elected at retirement. As a healthcare provider, the Health System utilizes an 
incremental cost approach to determine its liability for the postretirement medical plan. The total liability 
reflects estimated additional costs to provide healthcare benefits to retirees within the Health System 
plus the full cost to provide healthcare benefits to retirees at facilities other than Health System 
facilities. 

(c) Pension and Postretirement Medical Plans 

The measurement date for both the defined benefit pension plan and the postretirement health benefit 
plan is June 30. Pension and postretirement expense, pension contributions, and the associated 
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liabilities are included in the following tables, which provide a reconciliation of the changes in the Health 
System s portion of the plans  benefit obligations and fair value of assets for the years ended June 30: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2018 2017 2018 2017

Reconciliation of projected
benefit obligation:

Obligation at beginning of
year $ 1,312,550  1,288,329  77,838  69,605  

Service cost 57,071  59,918  743  668  
Interest cost 48,593  44,526  2,851  2,377  
Amendments 5,608     
Actuarial (gain) loss (120,100) (48,088) 712  8,593  
Benefits payments (33,095) (30,230) (3,621) (3,405) 
Administrative expenses

(estimated) (2,200) (1,905)   

Projected benefit obligation
at end of year $ 1,268,427  1,312,550  78,523  77,838  

Reconciliation of fair value of
plan assets:

Fair value of plan assets at
beginning of year $ 985,355  894,564    

Actual return on plan assets 108,555  107,222    
Employer contributions 16,849  15,844    
Benefits payments (33,095) (30,230)   
Administrative expenses (2,054) (2,045)   

Fair value of plan assets
at end of year $ 1,075,610  985,355    

Funded status:
Net accrued benefit liability $ (192,817) (327,195) (78,523) (77,838) 
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The pension and postretirement benefits expected to be paid for the ten years subsequent to June 30, 
2018 are as follows: 

Pension Postretirement
benefits benefits

2019 $ 37,350  4,348  
2020 39,404  4,435  
2021 42,230  4,603  
2022 45,596  4,815  
2023 49,667  4,893  

315,496  26,338  

 

The expected benefits to be paid are based on the same assumptions used to measure the Health 
System s benefit obligation at June 30 and include estimated future employee service. 

The following table provides the components of net periodic benefit cost for the plans for the years 
ended June 30: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2018 2017 2018 2017

Service cost $ 57,071  59,918  743  668  
Interest cost 48,593  44,526  2,851  2,377  
Expected return on

plan assets (74,779) (70,407)   
Amortization of

prior-service cost 847  848    
Recognized actuarial

loss (gain) 6,563  14,133   (58) 

Net periodic
benefit cost $ 38,295  49,018  3,594  2,987  

 

The prior-service costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the average remaining service 
period of active participants. The expected amortization of prior-service cost for fiscal year 2019 is 
$1,208 and $0 for the pension benefits and postretirement benefits, respectively. The expected 
amortization of actuarial losses for fiscal year 2019 is $0 for both pension and postretirement benefits. 
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Included in unrestricted net assets are the following amounts that have not been recognized in net 
periodic benefit cost at June 30, 2018 and 2017, respectively: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2018 2017 2018 2017

Unrecognized prior
service cost $ 7,814  3,054    

Unrecognized actuarial
losses (gains) 72,529  233,114  (6,273) (6,985) 

 

The assumptions used in the measurement of the Health System s benefit obligation and benefit cost 
are shown in the following table: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2018 2017 2018 2017

Obligation Cost Obligation Cost Obligation Cost Obligation Cost

Weighted average assumptions
as of  measurement date:

Discount rate 4.25 % 3.75 % 3.75 % 3.50 % 4.25 % 3.75 % 3.75 % 3.50 %
Expected return on plan assets       N/A 7.5 %       N/A 7.5 %       N/A       N/A       N/A       N/A

Rate of compensation increase 3.0%/2.0%1 2.5 % 2.5 % 2.5 %       N/A       N/A       N/A       N/A

1 Compensation increase for f irst 20 years of service/thereaf ter

 

In order to determine the benefit obligation as of June 30, 2018, the per capita costs of covered 
healthcare benefits was assumed to increase 8.0% for non-Medicare eligible employees and 8.3% for 
Medicare eligible employees, declining to an ultimate annual rate of increase of 5.0% by 2033 for 
non-Medicare and 2028 for Medicare eligible employees. The benefit expense for fiscal year 2018 was 
driven by the rates of increase used to determine the benefit obligation as of June 30, 2017, which 
were 7.5% for non-Medicare eligible employees and 8.7% for Medicare eligible employees, declining to 
an ultimate annual rate of increase of 5.0% by 2028 for non-Medicare and Medicare eligible 
employees. 
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Assumed healthcare cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for healthcare 
plans. A 1.0% change in assumed healthcare cost trend rates would have the following effects: 

One One
percentage percentage

increase decrease

Effect on total of service and interest cost components
of net periodic postretirement health care benefit cost $ 516  (430) 

Effect on the healthcare component of the accumulated
postretirement benefit obligation 9,799  (7,790) 

 

The defined benefit pension plan s investment strategy focuses on maximizing total return and places 
limited emphasis on liability matching and no emphasis on generating income. Over the long term, the 
plan s average exposure target is 49% equity (public and private investments in companies), 13% 
commodity (direct commodity exposure, commodity related equities, and private investments in energy, 
power, infrastructure and timber), 11% real estate (private real estate and REITs), 13% credit 
(investment-grade bonds, corporate bonds, bank debt, asset backed securities, etc.), 5% interest rates 
(public obligations including treasuries and agencies) and 9% other (U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected 
Securities, non-U.S. inflation linked bonds and absolute return oriented hedge funds). 

The expected return on plan assets is established at an amount that reflects the targeted asset 
allocation and expected returns for each component of the plan assets. The expected return on 
pension plan assets is developed using a stochastic forecast model of long term expected returns for 
each asset class. The rate is reviewed periodically and adjusted as appropriate to reflect changes in 
the expected market performance or in targeted asset allocation ranges. 

The same levels of the fair value hierarchy as described in note 9 are used to categorize the pension 
plan assets. The Health System s portion of the assets was initially based on the Health System s 
employee liability as of June 30, 2008 and rolled forward each fiscal year using the Health System s 
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associated employee benefit payments since fiscal year 2008. The fair value of the Health System s 
portion of assets available for pension benefits as of the June 30 measurement date is as follows: 

Investments
June 30, reported

2018 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Asset category:
Short-term investments $ 61,108  22,138  38,970    
Fixed income 136,883  29,916  106,967    
Equities 186,514  116,392  1,302   68,820  
Hedged strategies 263,731  18,774    244,957  
Private capital 252,599  203   24,281  228,115  
Real assets 165,353  4,245  112   160,996  
Other investments 9,422  (4,423) 13,845    

$ 1,075,610  187,245  161,196  24,281  702,888  

 

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate. 

Investments
June 30, reported

2017 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Asset category:
Short-term investments $ 151,473  (92) 151,565    
Fixed income 23,155  3,479  19,676    
Equities 198,548  105,159  17,723   75,666  
Hedged strategies 253,366  1,852  3,550   247,964  
Private capital 200,706  232   17,930  182,544  
Real assets 152,994  10,646  (10)  142,358  
Other investments 5,113  (4,694) 9,807    

$ 985,355  116,582  202,311  17,930  648,532  

 

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate. 

The following tables present additional information about the Level 3 financial instruments available for 
pension benefits measured at fair value. Both observable and unobservable inputs may be used to 
determine the fair value of positions that the Health System has classified within the Level 3 category. 
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As a result, the unrealized gains and losses for assets within the Level 3 category in the tables below 
may include changes in fair value that were attributable to both observable and unobservable inputs: 

Balance Net realized Net Balance
as of and transfers as of

June 30, unrealized from June 30,
2017 losses Purchases Sales Level 3 2018

Private capital $ 17,930  5,073  4,728  (3,450)  24,281  

 

Balance Net realized Net Balance
as of and transfers as of

June 30, unrealized from June 30,
2016 losses Purchases Sales Level 3 2017

Private capital $ 16,501  (183) 3,144  (1,532)  17,930  

 

The change in net unrealized gains (losses) related to Level 3 assets still held at June 30, 2018 and 
2017 was $4,511 and $1,174, respectively, and was recorded within change in funded status of defined 
benefit plans on the consolidated statements of changes in net assets. During fiscal years 2018 and 
2017, there were no transfers between Level 3 and investments reported at NAV. 

At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the accumulated benefit obligation for pension benefits is $1,164,470 and 
$1,194,393, respectively, as compared to the fair value of the plan assets of $1,075,610 and $985,355, 
respectively. At June 30, 2018 and 2017, the plan is underfunded in relation to accumulated benefits by 
$(88,860) and $(209,038), respectively. 
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(12) Functional Expenses 

The Health System provides general healthcare services to residents within its geographic location. 
Expenses related to providing these services for each year ended June 30 are as follows: 

2018 2017

Health care services $ 2,578,247  2,318,328  
General and administrative 734,278  771,065  

$ 3,312,525  3,089,393  

 

(13) Commitments and Contingencies 

(a) Leases 

(i) Capital 

The DRH facility lease, which is a forty year evergreen lease, is classified as a capital lease. The 
Health System made principal and interest payments for this lease of $9,667 and $9,589 in fiscal 
years 2018 and 2017, respectively. 

(ii) Operating 

The Health System leases various machinery, equipment, healthcare facilities, and office space 
under operating leases expiring at various dates through fiscal year 2034. Total rental expense in 
fiscal year 2018 for all operating leases is $41,994, consisting of $10,445 for machinery and 
equipment leases and $31,549 for facilities and office space leases. Total rental expense in fiscal 
year 2017 for all operating leases is $40,939, consisting of $9,519 for machinery and equipment 
leases and $31,420 for facilities and office space leases. 
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(iii) Commitments 

The following is a schedule by year of future minimum lease payments under leases as of June 30, 
2018 that have initial or remaining lease terms in excess of one year and future minimum capital 
lease payments: 

Capital Operating
leases leases Total

Year ending June 30:
2019 $ 10,591  42,578  53,169  
2020 9,473  41,300  50,773  
2021 9,717  32,383  42,100  
2022 9,971  31,343  41,314  
2023 9,883  23,152  33,035  
Thereafter 257,798  89,164  346,962  

Total minimum lease
payments 307,433  259,920  567,353  

Less sublease rentals from the PDC  (19,149) (19,149) 

Total minimum lease
payments less
subleases 307,433  $ 240,771  548,204  

Less interest portion (176,063) 

Capital lease obligations 131,370  

Less current portion capital lease
obligations (2,835) 

Capital lease obligations,
net of current portion $ 128,535  

 

(b) Construction and Purchase Commitments 

At June 30, 2018, open contracts for the construction of physical properties and other capital 
expenditures amounted to approximately $451,600 and outstanding purchase orders for normal 
operating supplies and equipment amounted to approximately $8,900. 
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(c) Line of Credit 

The Health System has an agreement with a commercial bank for a line of credit providing unsecured 
advances to the Health System of up to $50,000 for working capital needs. At June 30, 2018 and 2017, 
there was no balance due under the agreement. Management expects to renew this line of credit 
annually under the same general terms and conditions as the existing facility. 

(d) Self Insurance 

The Health System provides employee healthcare benefits, long term disability benefits, unemployment 
benefits, and workers  compensation benefits primarily through employer contributions, participant 
contributions, and excess loss insurance and manages those programs through third party 
administrators. In the opinion of management, adequate provision has been made for the related risks. 

(e) Legal Considerations 

Laws and regulations governing Medicare and Medicaid programs are complex and subject to 
interpretation. The Health System, in part through its Compliance Program, seeks to ensure 
compliance with such laws and regulations, and to rectify instances of noncompliance with 
governmental program (Medicare, Medicaid, and Tricare) rules. The Health System believes that it is in 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations and is not aware of any pending or threatened 
investigations involving allegations of potential wrongdoing that would have a material effect on the 
Health System s consolidated financial statements. Compliance with such laws and regulations is 
subject to future government review and interpretation as well as significant regulatory action, including 
fines, penalties, and exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 

In addition to the above, the Health System is involved in various legal actions occurring in the normal 
course of business. While the final outcomes cannot be determined at this time, management is of the 
opinion that the resolution of these matters will not have a material adverse effect on the Health 
System s financial position. 

(14) Subsequent Events 

The Health System has evaluated subsequent events from the balance sheet date through September 28, 
2018, the date on which the consolidated financial statements were issued, and determined that there are 
no other items to disclose. 
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Independent Auditors  Report 

Board of Directors 
Duke University Health System, Inc.: 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Duke University Health System, Inc. 
and Affiliates (the Health System), which comprise the consolidated balance sheets as of June 30, 2017 and
2016, and the related consolidated statements of operations, changes in net assets, and cash flows for the 
years then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements. 

Management s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements 
in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles; this includes the design, implementation, and 
maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditors  Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We 
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. 
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors  judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud 
or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Health 
System s preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the Health System s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also 
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated 
financial statements. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinion. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of Duke University Health System, Inc. and Affiliates as of June 30, 2017 and 2016, and 
the results of their operations and their cash flows for the years then ended, in accordance with U.S. generally 
accepted accounting principles. 
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Supplementary Information 

Our audits were performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the consolidated financial statements as a 
whole. The supplementary information in schedules 1 and 2 is presented for the purposes of additional analysis 
and is not a required part of the consolidated financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of 
management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the consolidated financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures 
applied in the audit of the consolidated financial statements and certain additional procedures, including 
comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the consolidated financial statements or to the consolidated financial statements themselves, and other 
additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated, in all material respects, in relation to the consolidated 
financial statements as a whole. 

October 6, 2017 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Balance Sheets

June 30, 2017 and 2016

(In thousands)

Assets 2017 2016

Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 181,939 281,143
Patient accounts receivable, net 365,185 367,459
Other receivables 31,111 28,993
Inventories of drugs and supplies 86,462 82,398
Other assets 23,867 19,334
Short-term investments 484,649 237,859
Assets limited as to use 29,951 547,481

Total current assets 1,203,164 1,564,667

Assets limited as to use 80,243 78,617
Investments 2,828,977 2,024,867
Property and equipment, net 1,486,426 1,458,462
Due from the University 569 708
Other noncurrent assets 41,827 37,604

Total assets $ 5,641,206 5,164,925

Liabilities and Net Assets

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable $ 116,482 130,316
Due to the University, net 612 523,739
Other current liabilities 39,610 41,935
Accrued salaries, wages, and vacation payable 176,427 157,834
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net 13,522 19,244
Current portion of postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations 6,145 6,087
Current portion of indebtedness 23,340 22,275
Current portion of capital lease obligations 2,726 1,764
Current portion of estimated professional liability costs 16,276 15,612

Total current liabilities 395,140 918,806

Other noncurrent liabilities 37,955 65,138
Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations, net of current portion 410,486 465,020
Indebtedness, net of current portion 1,632,891 1,055,784
Capital lease obligations, net of current portion 124,845 121,653
Derivative instruments 80,651 117,187
Estimated professional liability costs, net of current portion 29,022 26,445

Total liabilities 2,710,990 2,770,033

Net assets:
Unrestricted 2,873,039 2,337,076
Temporarily restricted 43,472 44,116
Permanently restricted 13,705 13,700

Total net assets 2,930,216 2,394,892

Total liabilities and net assets $ 5,641,206 5,164,925

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Operations

Years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016

(In thousands)

2017 2016

Unrestricted revenues, gains, and other support:
Net patient service revenue (net of contractual allowances and

discounts) $ 3,214,218 3,049,954
Provision for bad debts (46,118) (72,841) 

Net patient service revenue less provision for bad debts 3,168,100 2,977,113

Other revenue 196,624 183,221

Total unrestricted revenues, gains, and other support 3,364,724 3,160,334

Expenses:
Salaries, wages, and benefits 1,491,281 1,349,876
Medical supplies 771,616 712,028
Interest 37,251 41,198
Depreciation and amortization 155,112 152,460
Other operating expenses 634,133 601,618

Total expenses 3,089,393 2,857,180

Operating income 275,331 303,154

Nonoperating income (loss):
Investment income (loss) 295,591 (139,946) 
Loss on extinguishment of debt (18,328) (25,078) 
Other (11) 1,629

Total nonoperating income (loss) 277,252 (163,395) 

Excess of revenues over expenses 552,583 139,759

Change in funded status of defined benefit plans 91,092 (316,047) 
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property and

equipment 519 2,635
Transfers to the University, net (108,231) (614,574) 

Increase (decrease) in unrestricted net assets $ 535,963 (788,227) 

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

Years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016

(In thousands)

2017 2016

Unrestricted net assets:
Excess of revenues over expenses $ 552,583 139,759
Change in funded status of defined benefit plans 91,092 (316,047) 
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment 519 2,635
Transfers to the University, net (108,231) (614,574) 

Increase (decrease) in unrestricted net assets 535,963 (788,227) 

Temporarily restricted net assets:
Contributions for restricted purposes 2,319 5,188
Transfers from the University, net 74 102
Net assets released from restrictions used for operations (4,317) (2,916) 
Net assets released from restrictions for purchase of property

and equipment (519) (2,635) 
Net realized and unrealized gains (losses) 1,799 (1,698) 

Decrease in temporarily restricted net assets (644) (1,959) 

Permanently restricted net assets:
Contributions for endowment funds (7) 2,089
Net realized and unrealized gains 12 107

Increase in permanently restricted net assets 5  2,196

Increase (decrease) in net assets 535,324 (787,990) 

Net assets, beginning of year 2,394,892 3,182,882

Net assets, end of year $ 2,930,216 2,394,892

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016

(In thousands)

2017 2016

Cash flows from operating activities:
Increase (decrease) in net assets $ 535,324 (787,990) 
Adjustments to reconcile increase (decrease) in net assets to net

cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization 155,112 152,460
Investment (income) loss (297,390) 141,644
Loss on the extinguishment of debt 18,328 25,078
Net loss (gains) on other investments and disposals of property

and equipment 882 (421) 
Transfers to the University, net 108,157 614,472
Provision for bad debts 46,118 72,841
Restricted contributions received for long-term capital projects (29) (795) 
Permanently restricted contributions and associated

realized and unrealized gains (5) (2,196) 
(Increase) decrease in:

Patient accounts receivable (43,844) (38,739) 
Other receivables (2,189) (58) 
Inventories of drugs and supplies (4,064) (5,241) 
Other assets (7,315) (4,173) 

Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable (6,267) (8,166) 
Due to the University, net (14,813) 8,697
Other current liabilities (10,259) (1,867) 
Accrued salaries, wages, and vacation payable 18,593 12,653
Estimated third-party payor settlements, net (5,722) 12,431
Postretirement and postemployment benefit obligations (54,476) 327,669
Other noncurrent liabilities (27,183) (1,370) 
Estimated professional liability costs 3,241 (3,799) 

Net cash provided by operating activities 412,199 513,130

Cash flows from investing activities:
Capital expenditures (188,847) (141,060) 
Decrease (increase) in assets limited as to use 11,782 (10,649) 
Sales of investments 1,635,032 1,601,666
Purchases of investments (2,420,916) (2,008,861) 
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets 627 388
Increase in other assets (1,301) (1,363) 

Net cash used in investing activities (963,623) (559,879) 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.
AND AFFILIATES

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016

(In thousands)

2017 2016

Cash flows from financing activities:
Payments on indebtedness and bank borrowings $ (160,134) (392,789) 
Proceeds from issuance of indebtedness 740,200 383,990
Bond issuance and rate hedge costs (14,606) (1,459) 
Proceeds from restricted contributions and associated realized gains 676 4,873
Payments on capital lease obligations (2,060) (1,416) 
Transfers to the University, net (111,856) (99,643) 

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 452,220 (106,444) 

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents (99,204) (153,193) 

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 281,143 434,336

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 181,939 281,143

Supplemental disclosure of cash flow information:
Cash paid for interest, net of amount capitalized $ 41,468 41,999

Supplemental disclosures of noncash investing/financing activities:
Change in fixed asset payables as of June 30 $ 7,246 (18,525) 
Transfer of investments to the University 501,417 —  
Net transfers payable between the Health System and University 2,968 511,443
Net transfers to the University of property and equipment 3,359 4,681

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2017 and 2016 

(In thousands) 

8 (Continued) 

(1) Description of Organization, Related Parties, and the Private Diagnostic Clinic 

(a) Duke University Health System, Inc. (the Health System) 

The Health System is a North Carolina nonprofit corporation organized and controlled by Duke 
University (the University or the Parent). The Health System includes three hospitals operated as 
divisions and several subsidiaries and controlled affiliates, the most significant of which follow: 

 Duke University Hospital (DUH)  a quaternary care teaching hospital located on the campus of 
the University in Durham, North Carolina, licensed for 957 acute care and specialty beds, leased 
from the University, operated by the Health System and providing patient care and serving as a site 
for medical education provided by the Duke University School of Medicine (School of Medicine or 
SOM) and clinical research conducted by the School of Medicine. 

 Duke Regional Hospital (DRH)  a full service community hospital located in Durham, North 
Carolina, licensed for 369 acute care beds and providing patient care; DRH is owned by Durham 
County, North Carolina and leased to the Durham County Hospital Corporation which has in turn 
subleased DRH to the Health System for the identical duration under a forty (40) year automatically 
renewing evergreen  lease. 

 Duke Raleigh Hospital (DRaH)  a community hospital located in Raleigh, North Carolina, 
licensed for 186 acute care beds, leased from the University, operated by the Health System and 
providing patient care. 

 Duke University Affiliated Physicians, Inc. (DUAP)  a North Carolina nonprofit corporation, 
doing business as Duke Primary Care, consisting of twenty-six primary care physician practices 
located in Alamance, Chatham, Durham, Granville, Orange, Vance, and Wake Counties, North 
Carolina, six urgent care centers located in Durham, Orange, and Wake Counties, and a pediatric 
practice with two locations in Durham County. 

 Durham Casualty Company, Ltd. (DCC)  a wholly owned subsidiary of the Health System, 
domiciled in Bermuda, insuring a portion of the medical malpractice risks and patient general 
liability risks of Health System clinical providers and the Private Diagnostic Clinic (PDC). 

The Health System also includes other separately incorporated affiliates and subsidiaries and 
unincorporated divisions not listed above whose accounts are included in the accompanying 
consolidated financial statements. All significant intercompany accounts and transactions are 
eliminated in consolidation. The Health System s accounts are included in the consolidated financial 
statements of the University. 

(b) The University 

Pursuant to a lease and operating agreement between the University and the Health System, the 
Health System acquired, or has acquired the right to operate, all of the operating assets of the 
University s health system and has assumed all of the University s liabilities and obligations related to 
the transferred assets. Under the Health System s current Master Trust Indenture, the owners of Health 
System bonds look solely to the Health System for repayment of those obligations. The operating 
agreement between the University and the Health System provides for certain common administrative 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2017 and 2016 

(In thousands) 

9 (Continued) 

services, human resources policy and practice, fiduciary responsibility, investment policies, and support 
for the School of Medicine. 

Certain shared administrative and general service expenses are incurred by the University for the 
benefit of the Health System. These are included within other operating expenses and amounted to 
approximately $37,385 and $34,697 in fiscal years 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

(c) School of Medicine (SOM) 

The SOM is organized and operated as part of the University and is not included in the Health 
System s consolidated financial statements. The Health System provides support to the SOM in the 
form of cash (and some noncash) equity transfers. Examples of transfers to the SOM include but are 
not limited to support of specific initiatives, specific departments, or general support for the Chancellor 
for Health Affairs or a departmental chair. For the years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016, unrestricted 
transfers to the University and other changes are as follows: 

2017 2016

Transfers to the School of Medicine $ 99,187  91,676  
Transfers to the University 6,470  8,263  
Transfers from the University/School of Medicine (785) (46) 

Total funded transfers, net 104,872  99,893  

Transfer payable to the School of Medicine  510,000  
Fixed assets and other unfunded transfers, net 3,359  4,681  

Unrestricted transfers to the University, net $ 108,231  614,574  

 

On July 1, 2016, the Health System transferred $510,000 consisting of $501,417 of Long Term Pool 
(LTP) investments and $8,583 in cash to the SOM to fund future academic activities. Of the $510,000 
transfer, $310,000 is intended to cover, in advance, planned SOM support for the ten-year period 
beginning July 1, 2016; the remaining $200,000 will be used to establish a quasi-endowment fund 
which, from 2017 2026, the SOM plans to leave intact with all income accumulated and added to the 
principal of the fund. The $510,000 of investments and cash are reported in current assets limited as to 
use and current due to the University, net, in the consolidated balance sheet of June 30, 2016. The 
Health System plans to transfer $94,500 in cash (and some noncash) equity transfers to the University 
in 2018. 

(d) Private Diagnostic Clinic, PLLC (PDC) 

The PDC is a professional limited liability company consisting of physicians practicing primarily within 
Health System facilities and PDC clinics. The purpose of the PDC is to provide a structure separate 
from the University and the Health System in which the members of the physician faculty of the School 
of Medicine may engage in the private practice of medicine and still serve as members of the faculty of 
the University conducting clinical teaching and medical research. The PDC, under agreements with the 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2017 and 2016 

(In thousands) 

10 (Continued) 

University and the Health System, occupies and utilizes certain of the Health System s facilities. PDC 
physicians are not employed by the Health System, and the PDC is not included in the Health System s 
or the University s consolidated financial statements. 

The Health System has numerous agreements with the PDC. Many are for services related to clinical 
operations such as professional service agreements (PSA) for physician staffing of certain Health 
System facilities, medical directors, and lab services. The Health System, through its Patient Revenue 
Management Organization (PRMO), has contractual responsibility for the billing and accounts 
receivable operations of the PDC. The PDC purchases its malpractice insurance coverage through 
DCC. The PDC subleases, at market rates, clinical and administrative space owned by the University 
and leased to the Health System, and space owned by the Health System. The Health System also 
subleases to the PDC, at full cost, leased space from nonaffiliated third parties. The following table 
summarizes the PDC-related revenue included in other operating revenue in the Health System s 
consolidated statements of operations: 

2017 2016

Billing and collection services $ 36,863  35,857  
Revenue under service agreements 58,087  53,048  
DCC malpractice insurance premiums 6,209  6,234  
Rental income 11,106  11,854  

Total $ 112,265  106,993  

 

For the years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016, other operating expenses in the Health System s 
consolidated statements of operations include PDC-related expenses under service agreements of 
$131,707 and $113,388, respectively. The Health System has net payables to the PDC of $10,842 and 
$4,666 as of June 30, 2017 and 2016, respectively, related to various transactions. 

(e) DUMAC, Inc. (DUMAC) 

DUMAC, a separate nonprofit support corporation organized and controlled by the University, manages 
multiple investment pools on behalf of the Health System and the University including the Health 
System Pool (HSP) and the LTP. DUMAC also manages the investment assets of the Employee s 
Retirement Plan of the University (ERP). 

(2) Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 

Significant accounting policies of the Health System are as follows: 

(a) Cash and Cash Equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents include certain assets invested in the University Short Term Account (STA), 
which the Health System utilizes to fund daily cash needs. The STA currently invests in short-term and 
highly liquid investments, which can be liquidated within thirty days. 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2017 and 2016 

(In thousands) 

11 (Continued) 

Cash and cash equivalents that are invested in the HSP and LTP are reported within short-term and 
noncurrent investments as these funds are not typically used for current operating needs. 

(b) Short-Term Investments 

Short-term investments include debt securities and other instruments with maturities of one year or less 
from the balance sheet date and are not included in cash and cash equivalents. 

(c) Investments 

(i) Reporting 

Investments are classified as trading securities. As such, investment income or loss (including 
realized and unrealized gains and losses on investments, interest, and dividends) is included in 
excess of revenues over expenses unless the income or loss is restricted by donor or law. 

(ii) Valuation 

Investments are recorded in the consolidated financial statements at estimated fair value. For 
investments made directly by the Health System whose values are based on quoted market prices 
in active markets, the market price of the investment is used to report fair value. For shares in 
mutual funds, fair values are based on share prices reported by the funds as of the last business 
day of the fiscal year. The Health System s interests in alternative investment funds such as fixed 
income, equities, hedged strategies, private capital, and real assets are generally reported at the 
net asset value (NAV) reported by the fund managers. Unless it is probable that all or a portion of 
the investment will be sold for an amount other than NAV, the Health System has concluded, as a 
practical expedient, that the NAV approximates fair value. 

(iii) Derivatives 

Derivatives are used by the Health System and external investment managers to manage market 
risks. The most common derivative strategies entered into are total return swaps, futures contracts, 
and short sales. These derivative instruments are recorded at their respective fair values (note 8). 

(d) Assets Limited as to Use 

Assets limited as to use include funds on deposit with bond trustees, funds pledged as collateral under 
derivative swap agreements externally restricted funds, and amounts required to settle estimated 
professional liability costs recorded in DCC. The investments and cash designated to fund the July 1, 
2016 $510,000 transfer to the University are also included in current assets limited as to use as of 
June 30, 2016. 



DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. 
AND AFFILIATES 

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

June 30, 2017 and 2016 

(In thousands) 

12 (Continued) 

(e) Property and Equipment 

Property and equipment acquisitions are recorded at original cost or, where original cost data is not 
available, at estimates of original cost. Property and equipment under capital leases are initially valued 
and recorded based on the present value of minimum lease payments. Costs associated with the 
development and installation of internal-use software may be capitalized or expensed. These costs are 
expensed if they are incurred in the preliminary project or post-implementation/operation stages and 
capitalized if they are incurred in the application development stage and meet certain capitalization 
requirements. Depreciation and amortization is calculated on the straight-line basis over the estimated 
useful lives of the respective assets, except for leasehold improvements and property and equipment 
held under capital leases, which are amortized over the shorter of the expected useful life of the asset 
or related lease term. The estimated useful lives by asset type are as follows: 

Asset type Useful life

Buildings and utilities
Furnishings and equipment
Computer software

 

Gains and losses from the disposal of property and equipment are included in operating income. 
Interest on borrowings to finance facilities is capitalized during construction, net of any investment 
income earned through the temporary investment of project borrowings for tax exempt bonds. 

(f) Asset Impairment 

The Health System assesses the recoverability of long lived assets by determining whether the 
carrying value of these assets can be recovered through undiscounted future operating cash flows 
generated by these assets. The amount of impairment, if any, is measured by comparison of the fair 
value of the assets to their carrying value. Fair value is determined using market data, if available, or 
projected discounted future operating cash flows using a discount rate reflecting the Health System s 
weighted average cost of capital. 

(g) Net Assets 

Net assets and revenues, expenses, gains, and losses are classified based on the existence or 
absence of externally imposed restrictions. Accordingly, net assets of the Health System and changes 
therein are classified and reported as follows: 

Unrestricted net assets  Net assets that are not subject to externally imposed stipulations. 

Temporarily restricted net assets  Net assets subject to externally imposed stipulations that may 
or will be met either by actions of the Health System and/or the passage of time. 
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Temporarily restricted net assets are available for the following purposes at June 30: 

2017 2016

Health care services:
Health education $ 4,777  5,891  
Capital expenditures 19,212  19,973  
Other 19,483  18,252  

$ 43,472  44,116  

 

Permanently restricted net assets  Net assets subject to externally imposed stipulations that they 
be maintained by the Health System in perpetuity. 

Revenues are reported as increases in unrestricted net assets unless use of the related asset is limited 
by donor imposed restrictions. Expenses are reported as decreases in unrestricted net assets. Gains 
and losses are reported as increases or decreases in unrestricted net assets unless use of the related 
asset is limited by donor imposed restrictions or law. Expirations of temporary restrictions of net assets 
(i.e., the donor stipulated purpose has been fulfilled and/or the stipulated time period has elapsed) are 
reported as reclassifications between the applicable classes of net assets if used to acquire capital 
assets; otherwise, they are recorded as unrestricted operating revenue. Unrealized gains and losses 
on permanently restricted net assets are included in the change in temporarily restricted net assets 
unless the donor stipulates that such activity be restricted to endowment, in which case it is included in 
change in permanently restricted net assets. 

(h) Excess of Revenues over Expenses 

Changes in unrestricted net assets that are excluded from excess of revenues over expenses include 
certain nonperiodic defined benefit plan accounting adjustments, permanent transfers of assets to and 
from affiliates for other than goods and services, and assets acquired using contributions, which by 
donor imposed restriction, must be used for the purposes of acquiring long lived assets. 

(i) Net Patient Service Revenue (Net of Contractual Allowances and Discounts) 

The Health System recognizes revenues in the period in which services are rendered. The Health 
System has agreements with third-party payors that provide for payments to the Health System at 
amounts that are generally less than its established rates. Payment arrangements include 
prospectively determined rates per discharge, reimbursed costs, discounted charges, and per diem 
payments. Accordingly, net patient service revenue is reported at the estimated net realizable amounts 
from patients, third-party payors, and others, including estimated retroactive adjustments under 
reimbursement agreements with third-party payors. Adjustments are accrued on an estimated basis in 
the period the related services are rendered and retroactively adjusted in future periods as changes to 
estimates become known and tentative and final settlement adjustments are identified. 
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(j) Charity Care 

The Health System provides care to patients who meet certain criteria under its financial assistance 
policy without charge or at amounts less than its established rates. Because the Health System does 
not pursue collection of amounts determined to qualify as charity care, they are not reported as 
revenue or included in patient accounts receivable. 

(k) Meaningful Use Incentive Revenue 

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 established incentive payments under the 
Medicare and Medicaid programs for certain professionals and hospitals that meaningfully use certified 
electronic health record technology. The Health System has recorded as revenue the estimated 
incentive amount for the entire reporting period in a lump sum at the point reasonable assurance of 
satisfying compliance requirements was determined by management. The Health System recognized 
meaningful use revenues of $2,363 and $5,081, in fiscal years 2017 and 2016, respectively, which is 
reported in other operating revenue. The income recognized is based on the cost report data, which is 
subject to change and audit by the government. In addition, the attestation of compliance is subject to 
audit by the government and subject to change. 

(l) Derivative Financial Instruments 

The Health System has elected not to use hedge accounting with respect to any of its debt derivative 
financial instruments. Derivative financial instruments are recognized as assets or liabilities in the 
consolidated balance sheets at fair value. Realized and unrealized gains and losses on derivatives are 
included in investment income in the consolidated statements of operations. 

(m) Income Taxes 

The Health System and substantially all of its affiliates are organizations described under 
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Such organizations are not subject to federal and 
state income tax on income related to their exempt purpose. Accordingly, no provision for income taxes 
is made in the consolidated financial statements for these entities. As of June 30, 2017, there were no 
material uncertain tax positions. 

(n) Use of Estimates 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting 
principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts 
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities as of the date of the financial 
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Significant items subject to such estimates and assumptions include valuation allowances for 
receivables, third-party reimbursement settlements, self-insurance liabilities, retirement obligations, and 
the carrying amounts of property, equipment, investments, and derivative instruments. Actual results 
could differ from those estimates. 
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(o) Recently Issued Accounting Standards 

The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Accounting Standards Update 
(ASU) No. 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606), in May 2014. This 
ASU establishes principles for reporting useful information to users of financial statements about the 
nature, amount, timing, and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows arising from the entity s contracts 
with customers. Particularly, that an entity recognizes revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods 
or services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be 
entitled in exchange for those goods or services. ASU 2014-09 is effective for fiscal year 2019. The 
Health System expects to record a decrease in net patient service revenue related to self-pay patients 
and a corresponding decrease in bad debt expense upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842), in February 2016. This ASU requires the 
recognition of lease assets and lease liabilities by lessees for those leases classified as operating 
leases under previous GAAP which have terms of greater than 12 months. This ASU defines a lease 
as a contract, or part of a contract, that conveys the right to control the use of identified property, plant, 
or equipment (an identified asset) for a period of time in exchange for consideration. This ASU retains a 
distinction between finance leases and operating leases. The result of retaining a distinction between 
finance leases and operating leases in the statement of operations and the statement of cash flows is 
largely unchanged from existing GAAP. ASU 2016-02 is effective for fiscal year 2020. The Health 
System expects to record an increase in lease assets and lease liabilities presented in the consolidated 
balance sheets upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-14, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958), in August 2016. This ASU reduces 
the classes of net assets from three to two (net assets without donor restrictions and net assets with 
donor restrictions), increases quantitative and qualitative disclosures regarding liquidity, and requires 
reporting expenses by both their natural classification and their functional classification. ASU 2016-14 
is effective for fiscal year 2019. The Health System will make these changes in classification and 
additional disclosures in the financial statements and footnotes upon adoption of the standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2016-18, Statement of Cash Flows (Topic 230)  Restricted Cash, in 
November 2016. This ASU requires entities to include in total cash and cash equivalents on the 
statement of cash flows the cash and cash equivalents that have restrictions on withdrawal or use. It 
also requires additional disclosure of the nature of restrictions on its cash and cash equivalents. 
ASU 2016-18 is effective for fiscal year 2020. The Health System will make these changes in 
classification and additional disclosures in the financial statements and notes upon adoption of the 
standard. 

The FASB issued ASU 2017-07, Compensation  Retirement Benefits (Topic 715)  Improving the 
Presentation of Net Periodic Pension Cost and Net Periodic Postretirement Benefit Cost, in 
March 2017. This ASU requires entities that sponsor employee defined benefit pension and other 
postretirement benefit plans to report the service cost component in the same line item on the 
statement of operations as other salaries, wages, and benefits costs. The other components of net 
benefit cost will be presented separately outside of operating income. ASU 2017-07 is effective for 
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fiscal year 2020. The Health System expects to record an increase in salaries, wages, and benefits 
upon adoption of the standard. 

(3) Net Patient Service Revenue and Estimated Third-Party Payor Settlements 

Patient service revenue, net of contractual allowances and discounts, but before the provision for bad 
debts, recognized in fiscal years 2017 and 2016 from major payor sources is as follows: 

2017 2016
Amount Percentage Amount Percentage

Commercial payors $ 1,845,688  57.4 % 1,790,723  58.7 %
Medicare 938,673  29.2 868,575  28.5
Medicaid 326,027  10.2 302,383  9.9
Self-pay patients 16,283  0.5 23,594  0.8
Other third-party payors 87,547  2.7 64,679  2.1

Total $ 3,214,218  100.0 % 3,049,954  100.0 %

 

The Health System has entered into payment agreements with third-party payors including certain 
commercial insurance carriers, health maintenance organizations, and preferred provider organizations. 
The basis for payment to the Health System under these agreements includes prospectively determined 
rates per discharge, prospectively determined daily rates, and discounts from established charges. The 
Health System recognizes patient service revenue associated with services provided to patients who have 
third-party coverage on the basis of contractual rates for the services rendered. 

Net patient service revenue includes estimated retroactive adjustments under reimbursement agreements 
with governmental programs. Adjustments are accrued on an estimated basis in the period the related 
services are rendered and retroactively adjusted in future periods as changes to estimates become known 
and tentative and final settlement adjustments are identified. The effects of these retroactive adjustments 
are to increase net patient service revenue by $9,357 and $4,404 in fiscal years 2017 and 2016, 
respectively. The amounts due to and from governmental programs (Medicare and Medicaid) for final 
settlement of reimbursements are determined based upon cost reports filed annually with the respective 
programs. The reports for all years through June 30, 2007 for Medicare and June 30, 2013 for Medicaid 
have been substantially resolved with the Medicare Administrative Contractor and NC Department of 
Health and Human Services, respectively. In the opinion of management, adequate provisions have been 
made in the consolidated financial statements for adjustments that may result from final settlements of 
reimbursable amounts. The Health System, in part through its Compliance Program, seeks to ensure 
compliance with governmental program rules. The effects of retroactive adjustments from the compliance 
and other reviews are to reduce net patient service revenue by $8,148 and $7,366 in fiscal years 2017 and 
2016, respectively. In addition, net patient service revenue was increased by $30,482 in fiscal year 2017 
due to a re-evaluation of the need for additional liabilities related to inherent uncertainties in the estimation 
process for out-of-period revenue cycle adjustments and settlements. 
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The Health System receives supplemental Medicaid payments from the State of North Carolina through a 
federally approved disproportionate share program (Medicaid DSH). Medicaid DSH payments are part of 
the Medicaid Program and are designed to offset a portion of the Medicaid losses incurred. Amounts 
recognized in the Health System s consolidated financial statements related to supplemental Medicaid 
follows: 

2017 2016

Supplemental Medicaid amounts included in net patient service
revenue $ 155,168  154,469  

Medicaid assessments included in other operating expenses (72,412) (68,032) 

Net supplemental Medicaid revenue in operating
income $ 82,756  86,437  

Net payable for supplemental Medicaid included in estimated
third-party payor settlements, net $ (11,768) (9,982) 

 

There can be no assurance that the Health System will continue to qualify for future participation in this 
program or that the program will not be discontinued or materially modified. 

For uninsured patients who do not qualify for charity care, the Health System recognizes revenue on the 
basis of its discounted rates. Uninsured patients automatically receive a discount from billed charges 
(excluding cosmetic services). On the basis of historical experience, a significant portion of the Health 
System s uninsured patients who do not qualify for charity care will fail to pay for the services provided. 
Thus, the Health System records a significant provision for bad debts related to uninsured patients in the 
period the services are provided. 

Patient accounts receivable, net at June 30 consists of the following: 

2017 2016

Patient accounts receivable $ 1,242,842  1,239,379  
Less:

Allowance for bad debts (47,759) (61,811) 
Allowance for contractual adjustments (829,898) (810,109) 

Patient accounts receivable, net $ 365,185  367,459  

 

The Health System analyzes historical collections and write-offs and identifies trends for each of its major 
payor sources of revenue to estimate the appropriate balance sheet allowance for bad debts and statement 
of operations provision for bad debts. For receivables associated with services provided to patients who 
have third-party coverage, the Health System analyzes contractually due amounts and provides an 
allowance for bad debts, allowance for contractual adjustments, provision for bad debts, and contractual 
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adjustments on accounts for which the third-party payor has not yet paid or for payors who are known to be 
having financial difficulties that make the realization of amounts due unlikely. For receivables associated 
with self-pay patients or with balances remaining after the third-party coverage has already paid, the Health 
System records a significant provision for bad debts in the period of service on the basis of its historical 
collections. The difference between the discounted rates and the amounts collected after all reasonable 
collection efforts have been exhausted is charged off against the allowance for bad debts. 

The activity in the allowance for bad debts by major payor sources is as follows: 

Other
Allowance for bad debts Commercial Medicare Medicaid Self-pay third-party Total

Balance as of June 30, 2015 $ 19,508  22,604  7,605  4,059  5,832  59,608  
Provision for bad debts 42,026  9,066  2,407  17,927  1,415  72,841  
Less net w rite-offs (37,734) (9,592) (4,028) (16,973) (2,311) (70,638) 

Balance as of June 30, 2016 23,800  22,078  5,984  5,013  4,936  61,811  

Provision for bad debts 27,997  2,311  606  14,700  504  46,118  
Less net w rite-offs (33,752) (6,340) (1,765) (15,713) (2,600) (60,170) 

Balance as of June 30, 2017 $ 18,045  18,049  4,825  4,000  2,840  47,759  

 

The Health System s net write-offs decreased $10,468 from fiscal year 2016 to fiscal year 2017 and 
decreased $8,036 from fiscal year 2015 to fiscal year 2016. 

The Health System grants credit without collateral to its patients, most of whom are insured under 
third-party payor agreements. The mix of gross receivables from patients and third-party payors at June 30 
is as follows: 

2017 2016

Commercial payors 39.4 % 41.2 %
Medicare 34.8 35.8
Medicaid 15.6 11.4
Self-pay patients 3.1 3.2
Other third-party payors 7.1 8.4

100.0 % 100.0 %

 

(4) Charity Care and Other Community Benefits 

The Health System provides services at no charge or at a substantially discounted rate to patients who are 
approved under the guidelines of its financial assistance policy. The Health System does not pursue 
collection of amounts determined to qualify as charity care. Services qualifying for charity care 
consideration include emergent and medically necessary services as determined by a Health System 
physician. Patient household income in relation to the federal poverty guidelines is included in the 
determination for charity care qualification. 
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While charity care is excluded from net patient revenue and receivables, the Health System maintains 
records to identify and monitor the level of charity care it provides. These records include the amount of 
charges foregone and estimated costs incurred for services and supplies furnished under its financial 
assistance policy and other equivalent service statistics. Costs incurred are estimated based on the ratio of 
total operating expenses to gross charges applied to charity care charges. The Health System received 
gifts and grants of $129 and $25 in 2017 and 2016, respectively, to subsidize charity care. 

In addition to charity care, the Health System provides services under the Medicare and Medicaid 
programs, medical education (for which payments received from Medicare and Medicaid are less than the 
full cost of providing these activities), and research activities. The Health System also provides both in-kind 
service contributions and direct support payments to Lincoln Community Health Center (LCHC) and the 
Durham Emergency Medical Services (EMS). LCHC is an outpatient clinic serving the Durham County, 
North Carolina community, supported in part by a U.S. Public Service Grant. EMS serves as the primary 
provider of emergency ambulance service in Durham County and is a unit of the Durham County 
government. 

The Health System estimates charity care and other community benefits in accordance with Internal 
Revenue Code Section 501(r). Estimates of the cost of charity care and other community benefits provided 
during the years ended June 30 are as follows: 

2017 2016

Charity care at cost $ 96,710  81,504  
Unreimbursed Medicaid 109,019  86,398  

Total charity care and means-tested programs 205,729  167,902  

Health professionals education 65,277  62,835  
Cash and in-kind contributions to community groups 12,000  11,592  

Total other benefits 77,277  74,427  

Total charity care and other community benefits
at cost $ 283,006  242,329  

 

In addition to the above total charity care and other community benefits reported on Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) Form 990, Schedule H, the Health System also provided services under the Medicare 
program for which payments received were less than the full cost of providing the services. The estimated 
unreimbursed costs attributable to providing services under Medicare are $212,922 and $183,077 for the 
years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016, respectively. The Health System provides additional uncompensated 
care in the form of bad debts. Estimated uncompensated costs associated with bad debt accounts were 
$12,619 and $19,251 for June 30, 2017 and 2016, respectively. 
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(5) Cash and Investments 

The following is a summary of cash and investments included in consolidated balance sheets at June 30: 

2017 2016

Cash and cash equivalents $ 181,939  281,143  
Short-term investments 484,649  237,859  
Investments 2,828,977  2,024,867  

Cash and investments available for operations 3,495,565  2,543,869  

Assets limited as to use, current 29,951  547,481  
Assets limited as to use, noncurrent 80,243  78,617  
Less receivables and other assets included in assets limited as

to use (5,734) (6,731) 

Total cash and investments $ 3,600,025  3,163,236  

 

The Health System invests through separate accounts and commingled vehicles (including limited 
partnerships). The fair value of cash and investments consists of the following at June 30: 

Unfunded

2017 2016 commitments3

Cash and cash equivalents $ 196,234  305,636   
Deposits with bond trustees 632  1,628   
Short-term investments 498,324  259,728   
Fixed income 691,673  319,195   
Equities 512,131  413,919   
Hedged strategies 840,742  599,831  554  
Private capital 458,456  394,172  183,242  
Real assets 344,329  288,266  144,015  
Investment in LTP 25,050  524,422   
Other 32,454  56,439   

Total cash and investments1 3,600,025  2 3,163,236  $ 327,811  

Less cash and investments included in
assets limited as to use (104,460) (619,367) 

Cash and investments available
for operations $ 3,495,565  2,543,869  
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1  30, 
2017 and 2016, respectively, which are managed by DUMAC. 

2 Includes $394,882 of unspent net proceeds from the issuance of the 2017 taxable bonds on June 6, 
2017 as described in note 7. 

3 Future commitments likely to be called at various dates through 2021. The Health System expects to 
finance these commitments with available cash and expected proceeds from the sales of securities. 

The Health System s investment classes are described in further detail below. Classes include direct 
holdings, which are generally marketable securities, or interest in funds, which are stated at NAV as a 
practical expedient for which the related investment strategies are described. 

Short-term investments include short-term U.S. Treasury, agency, corporate, and other highly liquid debt 
securities with an aggregate duration of less than a year. Short-term investments of $10,267 and $29,001 
at June 30, 2017 and 2016, respectively, were posted as collateral under derivative agreements (including 
both debt and investment derivatives) and thus are not readily available for use. 

Fixed income includes U.S. Treasury debt securities with maturities of more than one year and funds that 
invest in these types of investments and nongovernment U.S. and non-U.S. debt securities. 

Equities includes U.S. and non-U.S. stocks and interests in funds that invest predominantly long but also 
short stocks and in certain cases are nonredeemable. The breakout by market is approximately: 20% 
domestic, 25% developed international, 35% emerging international, and 20% global. 

Hedged strategies include interests in funds that invest both long and short in U.S. and non-U.S. stocks, 
credit-oriented securities and arbitrage strategies. Approximately 70% of the hedged strategies portfolio is 
invested through equity oriented strategies, 10% through credit strategies, and 20% through multi-strategy 
funds. Virtually all of the Health System s investments in these funds are redeemable, and the underlying 
assets of the funds are predominately marketable securities and derivatives. 

Private capital includes primarily interest in funds or partnerships that hold illiquid investments in venture 
capital, buyouts, and credit. These funds typically have periods of 10 or more years during which 
committed capital may be drawn. Distributions are received through liquidation of the underlying assets of 
the funds, which are anticipated to occur over the next 4 to 10 years. 

Real assets include interests in funds or partnerships that hold illiquid investments in residential and 
commercial real estate, oil and gas production, energy, other commodities, and related services 
businesses. These funds typically have periods of 10 or more years during which committed capital may be 
drawn. Distributions are received through liquidations of the underlying assets of the funds, which are 
anticipated to occur over the next 5 to 12 years. 

Investment in LTP includes the Health System s participation in the LTP. Participation in or withdrawal 
from the LTP is based on the fair value per unit at quarterly intervals during the year. 
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The allocation of underlying assets in the LTP at June 30 is as follows: 

2017 2016

Short-term investments 11.5 % 12.1 %
Equities 16.7 15.5
Fixed income 1.9 1.8
Hedged strategies 27.3 29.4
Private capital 24.5 22.9
Real assets 17.6 16.4
Other 0.5 1.9

Totals 100.0 % 100.0 %

 

As of June 30, 2017, redemption frequency and the corresponding redemption notice period in days are 
shown below: 

Quarterly Greater Redemption
or than notice

Daily Monthly Annually 1 year Total period

Cash and cash equivalents $ 196,234     196,234  1 day
Deposits w ith bond trustees 632     632  1 day
Short-term investments 498,324     498,324  1 day
Fixed income 586,011  105,662    691,673  1 to 30 days
Equities 43,847  411,299  54,808  2,177  512,131  1 to 90 days
Hedged strategies  115,337  704,747  20,658  840,742  2 to 100 days
Private capital    458,456  458,456  N/A
Real assets  24,542   319,787  344,329  N/A
Investment in LTP    25,050  25,050  30 days
Other   22,994  9,460  32,454  N/A

Total $ 1,325,048  656,840  782,549  835,588  3,600,025  

 

The Health System s investments are exposed to several risks, including liquidity, currency, interest rate, 
credit, and market risks. The Health System attempts to manage these risks through diversification, 
ongoing due diligence of fund managers, and monitoring of economic conditions. Due to the level of risk 
associated with certain investment securities, it is at least reasonably possible that changes in the values of 
investment securities will occur in the near term and that such changes could materially affect the amounts 
reported in the Health System s consolidated financial statements. 

The Health System may participate in programs to lend securities to brokers. To limit risk, collateral is 
posted and maintained daily at 100% to 105% of the market value of the lent securities depending on the 
type of security. Collateral generally is limited to cash, government securities, and irrevocable letters of 
credit. Both the Health System and security borrowers have the right to terminate a specific loan of 
securities at any time. The Health System receives lending fees and continues to earn interest and 
dividends on the loaned securities. 
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The Health System s total investment return for the years ended June 30 is detailed below: 

2017 2016

Net realized gains from sales of investments $ 124,863  101,980  
Net unrealized gains (losses) 132,367  (218,760) 

Total net gains (losses) 257,230  (116,780) 

Investment income 24,769  24,619  

Investment gains (losses) 281,999  (92,161) 

Net realized losses on debt derivatives (14,707) (15,487) 
Net unrealized gains (losses) on debt derivatives 36,536  (27,829) 

Total investment return $ 303,828  (135,477) 

 

Investment return is classified in the consolidated statements of operations and changes in net assets as 
follows: 

2017 2016

Other operating revenue $ 6,426  6,060  
Nonoperating income (loss) 295,591  (139,946) 
Increase (decrease) in temporarily restricted net assets 1,799  (1,698) 
Increase in permanently restricted net assets 12  107  

Total investment return $ 303,828  (135,477) 

 

Investment expenses charged directly to the Health System and netted in investment income were $4,308 
and $3,039 for fiscal years 2017 and 2016, respectively. 
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A summary of assets limited as to use and externally restricted funds at June 30 is as follows: 

2017 2016

Assets limited as to use:
Deposits with bond trustees $ 632  1,628  
Investment securities posted as collateral for debt derivative

marks-to-market 13,675  21,869  
Cash and investments designated to settle transfer to

the University  510,000  
Cash, receivables and investments designated to settle

estimated professional liability costs 38,710  34,785  
Externally restricted assets 57,177  57,816  

Total assets limited as to use 110,194  626,098  

Less current portion of assets limited as to use (29,951) (547,481) 

Assets limited as to use, excluding current portion $ 80,243  78,617  

 

(6) Property and Equipment 

A summary of property and equipment at June 30 is as follows: 

2017 2016

Buildings and utilities $ 1,694,185  1,601,864  
Furnishings and equipment 841,892  810,080  
Buildings and equipment under capital lease obligations 122,082  115,751  
Computer software 347,470  342,365  

Depreciable property and equipment 3,005,629  2,870,060  

Less accumulated depreciation and amortization (1,693,895) (1,567,358) 

Depreciable property and equipment, net 1,311,734  1,302,702  

Land and land improvements 117,790  88,262  
Construction in progress 56,902  67,498  

Property and equipment, net $ 1,486,426  1,458,462  
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The following table summarizes other property and equipment information for fiscal years 2017 and 2016: 

2017 2016

Depreciation expense $ 151,878  149,603  
Amortization of capital leases 3,234  2,857  

24,699  21,465  

 

(7) Indebtedness 

A summary of indebtedness at June 30 is as follows: 

Mandatory Fiscal Effective
tender year of interest Outstanding principal

Series Underlying structure date1 maturity rate 2017 2016

Tax-exempt revenue bonds:
2005A Direct placement 6/1/2028 2028 1.54 % $ 93,320  100,615  
2005B Direct placement 5/29/2023 2028 1.22 30,210  32,570  
2006A/B/C Direct placement 3/19/2025 2039 1.19 121,620  121,620  
2012B Direct placement 6/1/2023 2023 1.49 28,650  28,650  
2016B Direct placement 5/26/2026 2042 1.26 90,000  90,000  
2016C Direct placement 5/26/2026 2042 1.36 90,000  90,000  

Total variable rate 453,800  463,455  

2010A Fixed rate N/A N/A 4.93  120,000  
2012A Fixed rate N/A 2042 4.73 278,305  279,570  
2016A Fixed rate N/A 2028 2.05 155,720  167,075  
2016D Fixed rate N/A 2042 3.53 125,100   

Taxable bonds:
2017 Fixed rate N/A 2047 3.92 600,000   

Total f ixed rate 1,159,125  566,645  

Total indebtedness 1,612,925  1,030,100  

62,019  53,599  
Less unamortized debt

(18,713) (5,640) 

Indebtedness, net 1,656,231  1,078,059  

Less current portion (23,340) (22,275) 

Indebtedness, net of
current portion $ 1,632,891  1,055,784  

1 Represents the date upon w hich the bonds are currently subject to mandatory tender by the bank.

 

On May 26, 2016, the Series 2016A, B, and C bonds (collectively, the Series 2016 bonds) were issued in 
the aggregate par amount of $347,075 to (1) fund an escrow account that was irrevocably placed with a 
trustee to meet the principal and interest payments of the 2009A refunded bonds ($180,000) until the first 
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call date; (2) refund the 2005C privately placed bonds ($107,380); and (3) refund a portion of the 2005B 
privately placed bonds ($72,620). The Series 2016A bonds were issued at a premium of $36,915. The 
refunding meets the requirements for derecognition of the bond liability. The refunding transaction resulted 
in a loss on extinguishment of debt of $25,078 in fiscal year 2016 representing the write-off of the 
unamortized bond issue costs and discount on bonds payable related to the refunded bonds and the 
escrow funding requirements for principal and interest payments in excess of the face value of the 2009A 
refunded bonds. 

On August 11, 2016, the Series 2016D bonds were issued in the par amount of $125,100 to fund an 
escrow account that was irrevocably placed with a trustee to meet the principal and interest payments of 
the 2010A refunded bonds ($120,000) until the first call date. The refunding meets the requirements for 
derecognition of the bond liability in fiscal year 2017. The refunding transaction resulted in a loss on 
extinguishment of debt of $18,328 in fiscal year 2017 representing the write-off of the unamortized bond 
issue costs related to the refunded bonds and the escrow funding requirements for principal and interest 
payments in excess of the face value of the 2010A refunded bonds. 

On June 6, 2017, the Health System issued its Series 2017 taxable bonds in the par amount of $600,000 to 
finance various capital additions and improvements at Health System healthcare facilities and pay certain 
expenses of issuing the bonds. The Health System executed a forward treasury rate lock agreement to 
hedge against potential rising interest rates during the period leading up to the issuance of the bonds. A 
rate lock payment of $7,889 is included in debt issuance costs and will be amortized to interest expense 
over the life of the bonds. 

All Duke University Health System, Inc. Tax Exempt Revenue Bonds were issued by the North Carolina 
Medical Care Commission (NCMCC). The Health System is obligated to make payments of principal and 
interest that correspond to the obligations of the NCMCC under the bond agreements. The aggregate 
annual maturities of indebtedness for each of the five fiscal years subsequent to June 30, 2017 and 
thereafter are as follows: 

2018 $ 23,340  
2019 23,760  
2020 24,925  
2021 25,970  
2022 27,120  
Thereafter 1,487,810  

Total $ 1,612,925  

 

The Health System must remain compliant with certain covenants and restrictions required by the trust 
indentures underlying its revenue bonds. These covenants include maintaining a required debt service 
coverage ratio and a specific liquidity target, as well as other nonfinancial restrictions. 
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(8) Derivatives and Other Financial Instruments 

(a) Debt Derivatives 

The Health System has executed derivative financial instruments in the normal course of managing its 
debt portfolio. The Health System has three interest rate swap agreements that are designed to 
synthetically decrease the variable rate exposure associated with its portfolio of indebtedness. In 
addition, the Health System has one basis swap designed to reduce the interest rate risk on variable 
rate indebtedness by utilizing the spread between the yield curves for taxable debt securities and 
tax-exempt municipal debt securities. 

The following summarizes the general terms for each of the Health System s swap agreements: 

Associated Current Health
debt Original notional System

Effective date series term amount pays Health System receives

Interest rate:
August 12, 1993 2012B 30 years $ 28,650  5.090 % SIFMA
May 19, 2005 N/A 23 years 279,955  3.601 61.520% of one-month

LIBOR plus 0.28%

April 1, 2009 Portfolio1 30 years 127,505  3.797 67.000% of one-month LIBOR
Basis:

July 6, 2001 N/A 20 years 400,000  SIFMA 72.125% of one-month LIBOR

1 The notional amount of the April 2009 Interest Rate Swap declines coincident with the principal for the Series 2006
bonds. The residual portion is $5,885.

 

The fair value of each swap is the estimated amount the Health System would receive or pay to 
terminate the swap agreement at the reporting date, taking into account current interest rates and the 
current creditworthiness of the swap counterparties. The fair value is included in derivative instruments 
on the consolidated balance sheets, while the change in fair value and the net settlement amount 
incurred on the swaps are included as a gain or loss in investment income on the consolidated 
statements of operations. The debt derivative instruments contain cross-collateralization provisions that 
require each counterparty to post collateral if the fair value meets certain thresholds. 
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The related financial information on each of these instruments at June 30 is as follows: 

Financial information related to debt derivative instruments
2017 2016

Unrealized Realized Unrealized Realized
gain or gain or gain or gain or
(loss) (loss) (loss) (loss)

recognized recognized recognized recognized

Fair value1 in income 2 in income 2 Fair value1 in income 2 in income 2

Derivatives not designated as
hedging instruments under
ASC Topic 815:

August 1993:
Interest rate sw ap $ (4,037) 2,097  (1,266) (6,134) 28  (1,431) 

May 2005:
Interest rate sw ap (34,522) 18,347  (8,641) (52,869) (8,320) (9,996) 

April 2009:
Interest rate sw ap (40,949) 15,493  (4,171) (56,442) (17,757) (4,502) 

July 2001:
Basis sw ap (1,143) 599  (629) (1,742) (1,780) 442  

Total derivatives
not designated
as hedging
instruments $ (80,651) 36,536  (14,707) (117,187) (27,829) (15,487) 

1 Balance sheet classif ications are noncurrent derivative instruments.

2 The unrealized and realized gain (loss) on derivative instruments recognized in income is included in nonoperating investment (loss)
income.

 

Health System debt derivative instruments contain provisions requiring long term, unsecured debt to be 
maintained at specified credit ratings from Moody s Investor Service and Standard and Poor s Rating 
Service, major rating agencies. If the ratings of the Health System s debt were to fall below certain 
benchmarks, the counterparty could request immediate payment on derivatives in net liability positions. 
At June 30, 2017 and 2016, the Health System s long term debt ratings exceeded these requirements. 
The aggregate fair value of all derivative instruments with credit risk related contingent features that are 
in a liability position on June 30, 2017 and 2016 is $80,651 and $117,187, respectively, for which the 
Health System has posted collateral of $13,675 and $21,869, respectively, in the normal course of 
business. If the credit risk related features underlying these agreements were triggered on June 30, 
2017 and 2016, the Health System would be required to post an additional $66,976 and $95,318, 
respectively, of collateral to its counterparties. 

The 2009 interest rate swap is subject to a mandatory early termination right on June 1, 2020. When 
this right is exercised, the Health System may revoke it, at which time the Health System s collateral 
threshold reduces to $0 for the remainder of the swap agreement. 

The Health System is exposed to financial loss in the event of nonperformance by a counterparty to 
any of the financial instruments described above. General market conditions could impact the credit 
standing of the counterparties and, therefore, potentially impact the value of the instruments on the 
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Health System s consolidated balance sheets. The Health System controls this counterparty risk by 
considering the credit rating, business risk, and reputation of any counterparty before entering into a 
transaction, monitoring for any change in credit standing of its counterparty during the life of the 
transaction, and requiring collateral be posted when predetermined thresholds are crossed. The Health 
System is also exposed to interest rate risk driven by factors influencing the spread between the 
taxable and tax-exempt market interest rates on its basis swap. 

(b) Investment Derivatives 

Investment strategies employed by DUMAC and investment managers retained by DUMAC incorporate 
the use of various derivative financial instruments with off balance sheet risk. DUMAC uses these 
instruments for a number of investment purposes, including hedging or altering exposure to certain 
asset classes and cost-effectively adding exposures to portions of the portfolio. Positions are expected 
to create gains or losses that, when combined with the applicable portion of the total investment 
portfolio, provide an expected result. 

The following table provides the net notional amounts and fair value of the Health System s investment 
derivative activities at June 30, 2017 and 2016. It also provides the net income (loss) amounts included 
in investment (loss) income during fiscal years 2017 and 2016. 

Location in financial
2017 2016 statements

Net notional amounts $ 3,818,502  2,278,740  N/A
Derivative assets 46,589  49,942  Investments
Derivative liabilities (23,426) (16,121) Investments
Net income (loss) 26,929  (25,485) Investment income (loss)
Posted collateral (3,408) 7,132  Short-term investments

 

(9) Fair Value Measurements 

The fair value of a financial instrument is the amount that would be received to sell an asset or paid to 
transfer or settle a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. 
ASC Topic 820, Fair Value Measurement, establishes a three-level fair value hierarchy that prioritizes the 
inputs to valuation techniques used to measure fair value. The hierarchy gives the highest priority to 
unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and the 
lowest priority to measurements involving significant unobservable inputs (Level 3 measurements). The 
classification of an investment within the hierarchy is based upon the pricing transparency or ability to 
redeem the investment and does not necessarily correspond to the perceived risk of that investment. Inputs 
are used in applying various valuation techniques that are assumptions, which market participants use to 
make valuation decisions, including assumptions about risk. Inputs may include price information, volatility 
statistics, operating statistics, specific and broad credit data, liquidity statistics, recent transactions, 
earnings forecasts, future cash flows, market multiples, discount rates, and other factors. 
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Assets and liabilities measured and reported at fair value are classified within the fair value hierarchy as 
follows: 

Level 1  Valuations based on quoted market prices in active markets. 

Level 2  Investments that trade in markets that are considered to be active, but are based on dealer 
quotations or alternative pricing sources supported by observable inputs or investments that 
trade in markets that are not considered to be active, but are valued based on quoted market 
prices, dealer quotations or alternative pricing sources supported by observable inputs. 

Level 3  Investments classified within Level 3 have significant unobservable inputs, as they trade 
infrequently or not at all. 

The following is a summary of the levels within the fair value hierarchy for the Health System s financial 
assets and liabilities measured at fair value at June 30: 

Investments
reported

2017 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 196,234  196,234     
Deposits with bond trustees 632  632     
Short-term investments 498,324  139,563  358,761    
Fixed income 691,673  162,871  482,204   46,598  
Equities 512,131  241,815  9,517   260,799  
Hedged strategies 840,742  8,610  8,391   823,741  
Private capital 458,456  441   41,724  416,291  
Real assets 344,329  23,063  (352) 4,594  317,024  
Investment in LTP 25,050     25,050  
Other 32,454   22,994   9,460  

Total assets $ 3,600,025  773,229  881,515  46,318  1,898,963  

Liabilities:
Interest rate derivatives $ 79,508   79,508    
Basis swap derivative 1,143   1,143    

Total liabilities $ 80,651   80,651    

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value at June 30, 2017.
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Investments
reported

2016 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 305,636  305,636     
Deposits with bond trustees 1,628  1,628     
Short-term investments 259,728  126,056  133,672    
Fixed income 319,195  16,044  262,311   40,840  
Equities 413,919  120,915  4,795   288,209  
Hedged strategies 599,831  44,736  5,294   549,801  
Private capital 394,172  224   39,177  354,771  
Real assets 288,266  13,160  540  4,468  270,098  
Investment in LTP 524,422     524,422  
Other 56,439  4,275  44,895   7,269  

Total assets $ 3,163,236  632,674  451,507  43,645  2,035,410  

Liabilities:
Interest rate derivatives $ 115,445   115,445    
Basis swap derivative 1,742   1,742    

Total liabilities $ 117,187   117,187    

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate of fair value at June 30, 2016.

 

The following methods and assumptions are used by the Health System in estimating the fair value of each 
class of financial instruments: 

Cash and cash equivalents, patient accounts receivable, other receivables, accounts payable, accrued 
salaries, wages, and vacation payable and related accruals, estimated third-party payor settlements, and 
other liabilities. The carrying amounts approximate fair value because of the short maturity of these 
instruments. 

Investments and deposits with bond trustees: Reported at fair value as of the date of the consolidated 
financial statements. 

Capital lease obligations: Estimated as the present value of future minimum lease payments during the 
lease term. 

Derivative instruments: Based on a mid-market position obtained from the swap counterparties. The Health 
System engages a management advisor to validate the reasonableness of the swaps  recorded fair value. 
Collateral posting requirements are determined each month using the mid-market positions. 
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The following tables present additional information about Level 3 financial instruments measured at fair 
value. Both observable and unobservable inputs may be used to determine the fair value of positions that 
the Health System has classified within the Level 3 category. As a result, the unrealized gains and losses 
for assets within the Level 3 category in the tables below may include changes in fair value that were 
attributable to both observable and unobservable inputs. 

Net realized
and Net

Balance as unrealized transfers Balance as
of June 30, gains from of June 30,

2016 (losses) Purchases Sales Level 3 2017

Asset category:
Private capital $ 39,177  (4) 7,650  (5,099)  41,724  
Real assets 4,468  1,371  1,592  (2,752) (85) 4,594  

Total $ 43,645  1,367  9,242  (7,851) (85) 46,318  

 

Net realized
and Net

Balance as unrealized transfers Balance as
of June 30, gains (from) to of June 30,

2015 (losses) Purchases Sales Level 3 2016

Asset category:
Fixed income $ 280  1    (281)  
Private capital 46,409  (3,752) 8,724  (6,769) (5,435) 39,177  
Real assets 3,283  (1,019) 2,026  (1,261) 1,439  4,468  

Total $ 49,972  (4,770) 10,750  (8,030) (4,277) 43,645  

 

The change in net unrealized gains (losses) related to Level 3 assets still held at June 30, 2017 and 2016 
was $3,704 and $(3,763), respectively. During fiscal years 2017 and 2016, there were net transfers of $85 
and $4,277, respectively, between Level 3 investments and investments reported at NAV. There were no 
transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 investments during fiscal years 2017 and 2016. 

(10) Professional Liability Risk Program 

The accompanying consolidated financial statements include the assets and liabilities of DCC, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Health System that insures a portion of the medical malpractice risks and patient 
general liability risks of Health System clinical providers and the PDC. Policy limits were $110,000 per 
incident for fiscal years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016 and $145,000 in the aggregate for fiscal year 2017 
and $155,000 in the aggregate for fiscal year 2016. DCC limits its exposure to loss through reinsurance 
and excess loss agreements. 

Estimated professional liability costs include the estimated cost of professional liability in fiscal years 2017 
and 2016 for reported claims incurred in the DCC program. DCC evaluates its estimated professional 
liability on a discounted actuarial basis. The discount rate at June 30, 2017 and 2016 is 3.5%. Accrued 
professional liability costs excluding estimated incurred but not reported claims as of June 30, 2017 and 
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2016 amounted to $38,710 and $34,785, respectively. Cash, other receivables, and investments in this 
amount have been designated by the Health System to settle these claims. Also included in estimated 
professional liability costs are estimated claims incurred but not reported related to the Health System in 
the amounts of $6,588 and $7,272 as of June 30, 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

The estimated liability for professional and patient general liability claims will be significantly affected if 
current and future claims differ from historical trends. While management monitors reported claims closely 
and considers potential outcomes as estimated by its actuaries when determining its professional and 
general liability accruals, the complexity of the claims, the extended period of time to settle the claims and 
the wide range of potential outcomes complicate the estimation. In the opinion of management, adequate 
provision has been made for this related risk. 

(11) Benefit Plans 

(a) Pension and Retirement Plans 

Staff members of the Health System are eligible to participate in the University s defined contribution 
retirement plan. For the years ended June 30, 2017 and 2016, the Health System contributed 
approximately $44,900 and $40,400, respectively, to this plan, which is reported in salaries, wages, 
and benefits expense in the consolidated statements of operations. The Health System expects to 
contribute $46,200 to this plan in fiscal year 2018. 

In addition, other full time Health System employees participate in the University s noncontributory 
defined benefit pension plan (ERP). The benefits for the defined benefit plan are based on years of 
service and the employee s compensation during the last ten years of employment. The Health System 
expects to contribute $14,900 to this plan in fiscal year 2018. The allocation of the prepaid pension 
asset or pension liability between the University and the Health System is based primarily on 
compensation expense of covered employees. Health System staff represent approximately 76% and 
75% of the total University s defined benefit pension plan for fiscal years 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

(b) Postretirement Medical Plan 

In addition to the Health System s pension plans, the Health System sponsors an unfunded, defined 
benefit postretirement medical plan that covers all of its full time employees who elect coverage and 
satisfy the plan s eligibility requirements when they retire. The plan is contributory with retiree 
contributions established as a percentage of the total cost for retiree healthcare and for the healthcare 
of their dependents. The Health System pays all benefits on a current basis. Employees hired after 
June 30, 2002 are not eligible for Health System contribution to the cost of this benefit and must bear 
the full cost themselves if elected at retirement. As a healthcare provider, the Health System utilizes an 
incremental cost approach to determine its liability for the postretirement medical plan. The total liability 
reflects estimated additional costs to provide healthcare benefits to retirees within the Health System 
plus the full cost to provide healthcare benefits to retirees at facilities other than Health System 
facilities. 
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(c) Pension and Postretirement Medical Plans 

The measurement date for both the defined benefit pension plan and the postretirement health benefit 
plan is June 30. Pension and postretirement expense, pension contributions, and the associated 
liabilities are included in the following tables, which provide a reconciliation of the changes in the Health 
System s portion of the plans  benefit obligations and fair value of assets for the years ended June 30: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2017 2016 2017 2016

Reconciliation of projected
benefit obligation:

Obligation at beginning
of year $ 1,288,329  1,007,657  69,605  66,141  

Service cost 59,918  47,518  668  628  
Interest cost 44,526  47,171  2,377  2,887  
Actuarial (gain) loss (48,088) 216,003  8,593  3,928  
Benefits payments (30,230) (28,335) (3,405) (3,979) 
Administrative expenses

(estimated) (1,905) (1,685)   

Projected benefit
obligation at end of
year $ 1,312,550  1,288,329  77,838  69,605  

Reconciliation of fair value
of plan assets:

Fair value of plan assets
at beginning of year $ 894,564  938,903    

Actual return (loss) on
plan assets 107,222  (29,329)   

Employer contributions 15,844  15,163    
Benefits payments (30,230) (28,335)   
Administrative expenses (2,045) (1,838)   

Fair value of plan assets
at end of year $ 985,355  894,564    

Funded status:
Net accrued benefit liability $ (327,195) (393,765) (77,838) (69,605) 
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The pension and postretirement benefits expected to be paid for the ten years subsequent to June 30, 
2017 are as follows: 

Pension Postretirement
benefits benefits

2018 $ 33,793  3,621  
2019 36,337  3,819  
2020 38,936  3,935  
2021 42,333  4,109  
2022 46,126  4,300  

295,963  23,239  

 

The expected benefits to be paid are based on the same assumptions used to measure the Health 
System s benefit obligation at June 30 and include estimated future employee service. 

The following table provides the components of net periodic benefit cost for the plans for the years 
ended June 30: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2017 2016 2017 2016

Service cost $ 59,918  47,518  668  628  
Interest cost 44,526  47,171  2,377  2,887  
Expected return on plan

assets (70,407) (66,433)   
Amortization of prior-service

cost (asset) 848  1,024  (58) (1,225) 
Recognized actuarial loss 14,133     

Net periodic
benefit cost $ 49,018  29,280  2,987  2,290  
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The prior-service costs are amortized on a straight-line basis over the average remaining service 
period of active participants. The expected amortization of prior-service cost for fiscal year 2018 is 
$848 and $0 for the pension benefits and postretirement benefits, respectively. The expected 
amortization of actuarial losses (gains) for fiscal year 2018 is $6,563 for the pension benefits and $0 for 
postretirement benefits. Included in unrestricted net assets are the following amounts that have not 
been recognized in net periodic benefit cost at June 30, 2017 and 2016, respectively: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2017 2016 2017 2016

Unrecognized prior
service cost (asset) $ 3,054  3,901    

Unrecognized actuarial
losses (gains) 233,114  332,010  (6,985) (15,636) 

 

The assumptions used in the measurement of the Health System s benefit obligation and benefit cost 
are shown in the following table: 

Pension benefits Postretirement benefits
2017 2016 2017 2016

Obligation Cost Obligation Cost Obligation Cost Obligation Cost

Weighted average assumptions
as of measurement date:

Discount rate 3.75 % 3.50 % 3.50 % 4.75 % 3.75 % 3.50 % 3.50 % 4.50 %
Expected return on plan

assets N/A 7.50 N/A 7.50 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Rate of compensation

increase 2.50 2.50 2.50 3.00 N/A N/A N/A N/A

 

In order to determine the benefit obligation as of June 30, 2017, the per capita costs of covered 
healthcare benefits was assumed to increase 7.5% for non-Medicare eligible employees and 8.7% for 
Medicare eligible employees, declining to an ultimate annual rate of increase of 5.0% by 2028 for 
non-Medicare and Medicare eligible employees. The benefit expense for fiscal year 2017 was driven by 
the rates of increase used to determine the benefit obligation as of June 30, 2016, which were 7.5% for 
non-Medicare eligible employees and 6.9% for Medicare eligible employees, declining to an ultimate 
annual rate of increase of 5.0% by 2023 for non-Medicare and 2022 for Medicare eligible employees. 

Assumed healthcare cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for healthcare 
plans. A 1.0% change in assumed healthcare cost trend rates would have the following effects: 

One One
percentage percentage

increase decrease

Effect on net periodic postretirement health care benefit cost $ 418  (351) 
Effect on accumulated postretirement benefit obligation 9,793  (8,284)  
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The defined benefit pension plan s investment strategy focuses on maximizing total return and places 
limited emphasis on liability matching and no emphasis on generating income. Over the long term, the 
plan s average exposure target is 49% equity (public and private investments in companies), 13% 
commodity (direct commodity exposure, commodity related equities, and private investments in energy, 
power, infrastructure and timber), 11% real estate (private real estate and REITs), 13% credit 
(investment-grade bonds, corporate bonds, bank debt, asset backed securities, etc.), 5% interest rates 
(public obligations including treasuries and agencies) and 9% other (U.S. Treasury Inflation Protected 
Securities, non-U.S. inflation linked bonds and absolute return oriented hedge funds). 

The expected return on plan assets is established at an amount that reflects the targeted asset 
allocation and expected returns for each component of the plan assets. The expected return on 
pension plan assets is developed using a stochastic forecast model of long term expected returns for 
each asset class. The rate is reviewed periodically and adjusted as appropriate to reflect changes in 
the expected market performance or in targeted asset allocation ranges. 

The same levels of the fair value hierarchy as described in note 9 are used to categorize the pension 
plan assets. The Health System s portion of the assets was initially based on the Health System s 
employee liability as of June 30, 2008 and rolled forward each fiscal year using the Health System s 
associated employee benefit payments since fiscal year 2008. The fair value of the Health System s 
portion of assets available for pension benefits as of the June 30 measurement date is as follows: 

Investments
Reported

2017 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Asset category:
Short-term investments $ 151,473  (92) 151,565    
Fixed income 23,155  3,479  19,676    
Equities 198,548  105,159  17,723   75,666  
Hedged strategies 253,366  1,852  3,550   247,964  
Private capital 200,706  232   17,930  182,544  
Real assets 152,994  10,646  (10)  142,358  
Other investments 5,113  (4,694) 9,807    

$ 985,355  116,582  202,311  17,930  648,532  

 

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate. 
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Investments
Reported

2016 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 at NAV1

Asset category:
Short-term investments $ 146,074  (330) 146,404    
Fixed income 21,654  3,261  18,393    
Equities 176,257  65,101  8,261   102,895  
Hedged strategies 229,370  19,726  4,703   204,941  
Private capital 173,580  115   16,501  156,964  
Real assets 132,288  5,902  603   125,783  
Other investments 15,341  (4,035) 19,376    

$ 894,564  89,740  197,740  16,501  590,583  

 

1 Fund investments reported at NAV as a practical expedient estimate. 

The following tables present additional information about the Level 3 financial instruments available for 
pension benefits measured at fair value. Both observable and unobservable inputs may be used to 
determine the fair value of positions that the Health System has classified within the Level 3 category. 
As a result, the unrealized gains and losses for assets within the Level 3 category in the tables below 
may include changes in fair value that were attributable to both observable and unobservable inputs: 

Balance Net realized Net Balance
as of and transfers as of

June 30, unrealized from June 30,
2016 losses Purchases Sales Level 3 2017

Private capital $ 16,501  (183) 3,144  (1,532)  17,930  

 

Balance Net realized Net Balance
as of and transfers as of

June 30, unrealized from June 30,
2015 losses Purchases Sales Level 3 2016

Private capital $ 18,818  (1,934) 3,557  (1,556) (2,384) 16,501  

 

The change in net unrealized gains (losses) related to Level 3 assets still held at June 30, 2017 and 
2016 was $1,174 and $(1,627), respectively, and was recorded within change in funded status of 
defined benefit plans on the consolidated statements of changes in net assets. During fiscal years 2017 
and 2016, there were net transfers of $0 and $(2,384), respectively, between Level 3 and investments 
reported at NAV. 
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At June 30, 2017 and 2016, the accumulated benefit obligation for pension benefits is $1,194,393 and 
$1,164,883, respectively, as compared to the fair value of the plan assets of $985,355 and $894,564, 
respectively. At June 30, 2017 and 2016, the plan is underfunded in relation to accumulated benefits by 
$(209,038) and $(270,319), respectively. 

(12) Functional Expenses 

The Health System provides general healthcare services to residents within its geographic location. 
Expenses related to providing these services for each year ended June 30 are as follows: 

2017 2016

Health care services $ 2,318,328  2,131,791  
General and administrative 771,065  725,389  

$ 3,089,393  2,857,180  

 

(13) Commitments and Contingencies 

(a) Leases 

(i) Capital 

The DRH facility lease, which is a forty year evergreen lease, is classified as a capital lease. The 
Health System made principal and interest payments for this lease of $9,589 and $9,600 in fiscal 
years 2017 and 2016, respectively. 

(ii) Operating 

The Health System leases various machinery, equipment, healthcare facilities, and office space 
under operating leases expiring at various dates through 2032. Total rental expense in fiscal year 
2017 for all operating leases is $40,939, consisting of $9,519 for machinery and equipment leases 
and $31,420 for facilities and office space leases. Total rental expense in fiscal year 2016 for all 
operating leases is $39,026, consisting of $9,463 for machinery and equipment leases and $29,563 
for facilities and office space leases. 
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(iii) Commitments 

The following is a schedule by year of future minimum lease payments under leases as of June 30, 
2017 that have initial or remaining lease terms in excess of one year and future minimum capital 
lease payments: 

Capital Operating
leases leases Total

Year ending June 30:
2018 $ 10,413  40,300  50,713  
2019 9,186  37,765  46,951  
2020 8,069  31,135  39,204  
2021 8,313  27,699  36,012  
2022 8,569  27,389  35,958  
Thereafter 268,220  91,327  359,547  

Total minimum lease
payments 312,770  255,615  568,385  

Less sublease rentals from the PDC  (23,661) (23,661) 

Total minimum lease
payments less
subleases 312,770  $ 231,954  544,724  

Less interest portion (185,199) 

Capital lease obligations 127,571  

Less current portion capital lease
obligations (2,726) 

Capital lease obligations,
net of current portion $ 124,845  

 

(b) Construction and Purchase Commitments 

At June 30, 2017, open contracts for the construction of physical properties and other capital 
expenditures amounted to approximately $69,400 and outstanding purchase orders for normal 
operating supplies and equipment amounted to approximately $3,100. 

(c) Line of Credit 

The Health System has an agreement with a commercial bank for a line of credit providing unsecured 
advances to the Health System of up to $50,000 for working capital needs. At June 30, 2017 and 2016, 
there was no balance due under the agreement. Management expects to renew this line of credit 
annually under the same general terms and conditions as the existing facility. 
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(d) Self Insurance 

The Health System provides employee healthcare benefits, long term disability benefits, unemployment 
benefits, and workers  compensation benefits primarily through employer contributions, participant 
contributions, and excess loss insurance and manages those programs through third party 
administrators. In the opinion of management, adequate provision has been made for the related risks. 

(e) Legal Considerations 

Laws and regulations governing Medicare and Medicaid programs are complex and subject to 
interpretation. The Health System, in part through its Compliance Program, seeks to ensure 
compliance with such laws and regulations, and to rectify instances of noncompliance with 
governmental program (Medicare, Medicaid, and Tricare) rules. The Health System believes that it is in 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations and is not aware of any pending or threatened 
investigations involving allegations of potential wrongdoing that would have a material effect on the 
Health System s consolidated financial statements. Compliance with such laws and regulations is 
subject to future government review and interpretation as well as significant regulatory action, including 
fines, penalties, and exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 

In addition to the above, the Health System is involved in various legal actions occurring in the normal 
course of business. While the final outcomes cannot be determined at this time, management is of the 
opinion that the resolution of these matters will not have a material adverse effect on the Health 
System s financial position. 

(14) Subsequent Events 

The Health System has evaluated subsequent events from the balance sheet date through October 6, 
2017, the date on which the consolidated financial statements were issued, and determined that there are 
no other items to disclose. 
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Appendix C: Appendix A from Bond Offering 

• Duke University Health System Series 2020  







U.S. 
News and World Report

U.S. News and World Report

U.S. News and World Report

U.S. News and World Report



U.S. News and World Report

U.S. News and World Report;

U.S. News and World Report;

U.S. News and World Report



ex officio

Ex-Officio

Ex-Officio

Ex-Officio

Ex-Officio

Ex-Officio



A. Eugene Washington, MD

 
William J. Fulkerson, Jr., MD, (68), 

 
Kenneth C. Morris

 
Thomas Owens, MD, (50),



 
Jeffrey M. Ferranti, MD, MS,

 
Monte D. Brown, MD,

 
Robert N. Willis, Jr., CPA,



Duke University Hospital

U.S. News and World Report 

Duke Raleigh Hospital



Duke Regional Hospital



 

Associated Health Services, Inc.,

 

DUHS Global, LLC

Duke Affiliations Network, Inc.

Duke HomeCare & Hospice

Duke Integrated Network, Inc.

Duke PRMO, LLC
 

Duke Quality Network, Inc.

 

Duke University Affiliated Physicians, Inc.

 

Durham Casualty Company, Ltd.,

 

Gothic HSP Corporation 

Gothic Corporation



Health System Medical Strategies, Inc. 

Triangle Endoscopy Center, LLC 

Watts College of Nursing, Inc. 





U.S. News & World Report



Cardiology and Cardiothoracic Surgery

U.S. 
News & World Report 

Geriatrics

Neuroscience

Oncology

U.S. News & World Report



Ophthalmology

U.S. News & World Report

Organ Transplantation

Orthopedics

U.S. News & World Report

Pulmonology and Respiratory Medicine



Urology

U.S. News & World Report 





Duke University Affiliated Physicians, Inc.

Private Diagnostic Clinic, PLLC





(Stratasan) 

(Stratasan)

 (Bureau of Labor Statistics)

(Stratasan)



(NC Inpatient State 
Data) 



(NC Inpatient State Data)

(NC Inpatient State Data)



3

3

3

3

1 Only includes North Carolina patients in the SSA. 
2 Includes both managed and owned facilities. 
3 Only includes discharges to North Carolina hospitals as Virginia hospital data is not 
available. 









Leases (Topic 842)

n Cost and Net Periodic Postretirement Benefit Cost



Three Months Ended September 30, 2019 Compared with Three Months Ended September 30, 
2018



Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2019 Compared with Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2018. 

Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2018 Compared with Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2017





















 

 

Appendix D: Rating Agency Reports 

• Duke University Health System S&P credit rating report as of December 30, 2019 

• Duke University Health System Moody’s credit rating report as of December 23, 2019 

• Duke University Health System Fitch credit rating report as of December 20, 2019 
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Primary Credit Analyst:
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Duke University Health System, North Carolina;
System

Credit Profile

US$299.297 mil taxable bnds ser 2020 due 06/30/2042

Long Term Rating AA/Stable New

North Carolina Med Care Comm, North Carolina

Duke Univ Hlth Sys, North Carolina

North Carolina Med Care Comm (Duke Univ Hlth Sys)

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed

Rationale

S&P Global Ratings assigned its 'AA' rating and stable outlook to Duke University Health System (DUHS), N.C.'s $299

million fixed-rate series 2020 taxable bonds. Proceeds are expected to refund all but approximately $3 million of

DUHS' series 2012A bonds.

At the same time, we affirmed our 'AA' rating on fixed-rate debt issued by the North Carolina Medical Care

Commission for DUHS and our 'AA' rating on DUHS' series 2017 taxable fixed-rate bonds. The outlook is stable.

The rating reflects very strong demand for DUHS' clinical services due to robust demographics and the system's brand

and reputation despite location in a competitive service area. Even with capacity constraints, DUHS has been able to

increase revenue and volume and maintain robust cash flow and margins. DUHS is in the middle of a period of

elevated capital spending, with expansion projects under way on all three of its inpatient hospital campuses and a

major focus on building out a comprehensive ambulatory network of urgent care, surgery centers, and medical office

buildings. These projects are being financed by proceeds from the series 2017 bonds as well as internal cash flow.

DUHS anticipates that, along with declines in unrestricted reserves with the funding of the system's $2.5 billion capital

plan through 2024, there will also likely be some margin compression as the new projects come on line. Nevertheless,

we believe DUHS has ample room to accommodate some pressure on the financial profile at the current rating level,

even considering its slightly elevated debt levels and moderate debt service coverage relative to the rating level. In

addition, DUHS has a history of exceeding projected financial performance, so we believe there is limited risk of a

materially diminished financial profile during the outlook period and beyond.

The rating also includes a positive one-notch adjustment reflecting DUHS' close relationship with 'AA+' rated Duke

University (see rating report published Jan. 22, 2019, on RatingsDirect) including geographic proximity, common

strategic and operational planning including investment management, shared name and branding, and intertwined

mutually beneficial relationship with the Duke University School of Medicine (DUSOM), which also includes shared

leadership.

The rating reflects our assessment of DUHS':
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• Balance sheet, characterized by still-healthy levels of unrestricted reserves relative to operating expenses and debt

even with heightened capital spending;

• Robust regional economic and demographic fundamentals, with strong employment and population growth;

• Consistent ability to meet or exceed budgeted financial targets;

• National reputation and solid local market share, although there is strong regional competition;

• Generally favorable volume trends despite capacity constraints; and

• Stable leadership team working in close cooperation with Duke University and the DUSOM.

Offsetting credit factors include our assessment of DUHS':

• Moderately elevated debt for the rating level, which constrains debt service coverage;

• High forecasted capital spending with associated construction and operational risk;

• Uncertainty surrounding the state's transition to Medicaid managed care; and

• Material annual financial support to the DUSOM.

Outlook

The stable outlook reflects DUHS' solid enterprise profile and ample unrestricted reserves, which together provide

stability to the rating during this period of increased capital spending.

Upside scenario

A higher rating is unlikely during the two-year period covered by this outlook due to sizable capital plans and

associated construction risk stemming from several large capital projects. However, we could consider a positive

outlook after completion of the current capital cycle and with a trend of debt service coverage, debt metrics, and

unrestricted reserves in line with a higher rating level.

Downside scenario

While not anticipated, we could consider a lower rating or negative outlook with unexpected material dilution in

unrestricted reserves or significant additional debt without a commensurate increase in assets, as debt-related metrics

are somewhat elevated for the rating level. In our opinion, unplanned transfers to the university that strain operations

or the balance sheet and lessen DUHS' ability to make capital investments could also result in rating pressure.

Enterprise Profile: Very strong

Healthy economic fundamentals

DUHS serves a primary service area (PSA) population of about 1.9 million residents, with meaningful population and

employment growth above national averages anticipated to continue through the outlook period. Because of the

system's tertiary services, DUHS' secondary service area encompasses another 15 counties in North Carolina and

Virginia. DUHS' construction projects and ambulatory expansion are necessary to accommodate market growth.
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The system's PSA consists of seven counties surrounding its hospitals, including Wake, Durham, and Orange, all of

which are rated 'AAA' and that, together, form the Research Triangle region of North Carolina. Research Triangle Park

is an internationally prominent center for high-technology research and light manufacturing that currently houses more

than 225 international organizations and approximately 50,000 employees. Wake County, home to Duke Raleigh

Hospital, is the second-most populous county in the state and home to the state capital of Raleigh (AAA) and is also

experiencing robust employment growth. Duke University and Duke Regional Hospitals are located in Durham (AAA),

which is also one of the anchors of the broad and diverse Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill metropolitan statistical area.

Significant service area competition

DUHS has two significant competitors in its service area--UNC Health Care System (UNC) and WakeMed Health. All

three systems have very similar and stable inpatient market shares at 31%, 28%, and 24%, respectively, in federal fiscal

year 2018, and are all aggressively expanding and competing for physicians and patients to preserve market share and

accommodate service area growth. Both DUHS and UNC draw from a broader region and rely less on the immediate

service area for patients compared with WakeMed, which is largely focused on the broader Raleigh market. DUHS and

WakeMed offer consolidated cardiac and oncology services in the region.

Volumes at DUHS have been steadily growing and increased again in fiscal 2019 compared with fiscal 2018 despite

capacity issues. Inpatient discharges, surgeries, and outpatient visits are all above prior-year levels through the first

three months of fiscal 2020, and are contributing to the almost 11% year-to-date increase in net patient service

revenue. Management continues to seek creative short-term ways to create capacity including adding incremental new

beds, care redesign, and constructing ambulatory facilities, which can take volume pressure off the hospital campuses

for certain less acute services. Once the expansion projects are completed and DUHS can open its full complement of

licensed beds, management expects inpatient volume to rise at a faster pace. Supporting this projected growth is

recruitment of physicians, which is already proceeding.

Construction projects are under way

Slightly over half of DUHS' five-year $2.5 billion expected capital spending is targeted toward three main projects

under way on the inpatient campuses and major ambulatory expansion. The inpatient projects include expansion at

DUH (a 350-bed patient tower opening in 2021), Duke Raleigh Hospital (a patient tower housing additional

intermediate and intensive care beds and expanded surgical services opening in 2021), and Duke Regional Hospital (an

expanded emergency department and a hub for inpatient behavioral health also opening in 2021). While the projects

will not increase the licensed bed capacity, they will add sufficient beds to allow the hospitals to operate at licensed

capacity with all private rooms as well as provide additional observation beds and shelled space for potential future

growth depending on certificate of need approvals. DUHS' occupancy was approximately 80% on average for fiscal

2019. Ambulatory expansion has been ongoing for several years with 19 centers underway and eight more being

planned.

Revenue pressure

DUHS has a solid base of commercial business and moderate reliance on governmental payers, but there is broad

revenue pressure throughout the region and at the state level. DUHS and the largest and dominant commercial payer

in the state--Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC)-- have a joint venture to offer a Medicare Advantage

Plan beginning in January 2020; however, BCBSNC has also made changes to plans in the past that have not benefited
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DUHS. North Carolina's state treasurer is expected to continue efforts to reduce hospital and physician rates for

services provided to state employees, although the state was not initially successful in gaining any concessions.

Finally, the state's Medicaid managed care reform efforts continue to be delayed. DUHS--along with 11 leading health

systems in North Carolina, including UNC and WakeMed--participates in a provider-sponsored health plan that

unsuccessfully bid for the state's capitated Medicaid business. While unsettling, we believe all these risks are

manageable for DUHS at the current rating level, especially given the continued robust demand for services, focus on

costs and efficiencies, and because the organization typically exceeds budgeted expectations, which provides an

inherent operating cushion.

DUHS' joint venture with LifePoint Health provides clinical excellence and quality oversight to a group of 14

community hospitals located in four states including N.C. and Virginia. Duke Lifepoint Healthcare is typically accretive

to the DUHS' operations. Although a late 2018 change in ownership and subsequent involvement with a private equity

firm have resulted in increased business uncertainty, we do not expect that the changes in the business model will be a

significant financial threat to DUHS.

Management and governance

DUHS' senior vice president, chief financial officer, and treasurer announced his retirement effective June 2020.

Because of the deep financial bench at DUHS, effective coordination of shared resources with Duke University, and

relatively long lead time, we do not anticipate any operational issues due to this change.

The system is a controlled affiliate of Duke University with close board and management relationships between the

university and health system. The president of the university sits on DUHS' board as does the dean of the DUSOM.

DUHS' president has historically been a physician who also serves as Chancellor for Health Affairs at the university,

which provides a single leadership focus to the medical school, faculty practice plan, and hospitals. DUHS also benefits

from access to DUMAC LLC, Duke University's asset management company, which holds a segregated and relatively

liquid investment account for DUHS. DUHS and the DUSOM continue to seek ways to increase strategic and

operational alignment between DUSOM's faculty practice plan (Private Diagnostic Clinic) and DUHS' employed

physicians while continuing to operate independently under the school of medicine and health system, respectively.

Table 1

Duke University Health System Inc. & Affiliates -- Enterprise Statistics

--Three months ended Sept.

30-- --Fiscal year ended June 30--

2019 2019 2018 2017

PSA population N.A. 1,900,000 1,900,000 1,827,940

PSA market share (%) N.A. 30.6 30.9 30.9

Inpatient admissions 17,280 68,612 66,997 66,606

Equivalent inpatient admissions 44,913 173,600 166,009 162,661

Emergency visits 45,960 187,429 186,239 187,234

Inpatient surgeries 6,729 26,598 25,548 25,364

Outpatient surgeries 12,244 47,827 47,384 45,609

Medicare case mix index 2.4586 2.4151 2.3733 2.4113

FTE employees 19,179 18,403 17,471 16,801
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Table 1

Duke University Health System Inc. & Affiliates -- Enterprise Statistics (cont.)

--Three months ended Sept.

30-- --Fiscal year ended June 30--

2019 2019 2018 2017

Active physicians N.A. 2,679 2,460 2,449

Based on net/gross revenues Net Net Net Net

Medicare (%) 33.9 29.5 28.9 29.6

Medicaid (%) 12.8 10.9 10.9 10.3

Commercial/Blues (%) 51.1 56.4 57.1 57.3

N/A--Not applicable. N.A.--Not available. Inpatient admissions exclude normal newborn, psychiatric, rehabilitation, and long-term care facility

admissions.

Financial Profile: Very strong

Healthy margins and cash flow above median levels

DUHS consistently posts margins and cash flow that are generally above median levels and typically above budget as

well. Even with slightly elevated debt metrics, debt service coverage is adequate for the rating level and consistently

4x-5x, partially on the strength of typically excellent nonoperating revenue.

The system exceeded its budgeted earnings expectations in fiscal 2019 and is ahead of budget and prior-year

performance through the first quarter of fiscal 2020 ending Sept. 30. Volume increases including surgery, higher patient

acuity, and benefits from pharmacy revenue, as well as a disciplined focus on cost controls, and operational and

clinical efficiencies continue to result in healthy margins. Management typically exceeds budgeted expectations (5%

operating margin without S&P Global Ratings' adjustments), and might do so again in 2020. However, we have built

into this affirmation the possibility for both slightly lower margins and reduced unrestricted reserves over the next

several years when the new projects come on line, and also due to labor and pharmaceutical expense, revenue

pressure, high capital spending, and continued support for the DUSOM.

All three hospitals provide meaningful operating income to the enterprise, which we view favorably, although the

flagship Duke University Hospital (DUH) remains by far the largest contributor. Only Duke University Affiliated

Physicians (doing business as Duke Primary Care), which employs more than 250 physicians and mid-level providers,

consistently posts operating losses.

Meaningful university support

DUHS provides annual support to the DUSOM under an agreement, which uses a metric-based formula, and made

routine transfers averaging $100 million annually from 2015 through 2019, which S&P Global Ratings includes as part

of operating expenses. While the annual support is substantial, DUHS recognizes the importance of the physician

pipeline and benefits from being the sole provider of the majority of ancillary services used by the faculty physicians.

This rating anticipates an additional $100 million transfer to the DUSOM ($20 million annually for five years) for

technology and other initiatives as well as continued routine transfers; we believe both are manageable at the current

rating level. The rating does not anticipate any near-term, large lump-sum payments to Duke University, similar to

those made in fiscal 2006 ($280 million) and fiscal 2017 ($510 million).
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High unrestricted reserves provide ample balance-sheet flexibility

DUHS' balance sheet remains robust in terms of days' cash on hand and unrestricted reserves relative to debt. The

system's recent capital spending well above depreciation expense has weakened days' cash on hand and unrestricted

reserves relative to debt over the past few years and the trend is expected to continue. Although thinner unrestricted

reserves will offer less balance-sheet cushion, we believe DUHS can accommodate the planned reductions to less than

2x unrestricted reserves to debt and to slightly under 300 days' cash on hand without a rating change, assuming no

material change in the enterprise profile and continued strong levels of cash flow and debt service coverage. In

addition, if margins and cash flow exceed expectations, unrestricted reserves and associated metrics might not decline

as much as projected.

We consider DUHS' asset allocation to be fairly aggressive with about two-thirds invested in equities and alternative

investments. However, as an offset, we also recognize the highly diversified portfolio within asset classes and

sophisticated investment management strategy employed in conjunction with Duke University. Management reports it

could liquidate $567 million of its unrestricted reserves daily. Total unrestricted reserves cover DUHS' contingent

liabilities by over 9x as of June 30, 2019.

Limited contingent liabilities but slightly elevated debt metrics

DUHS' contingent debt profile consists of about $430 million of variable-rate direct purchase bank debt (about 25% of

$1.7 billion total debt and capital leases outstanding as of June 30, 2019). Leverage ratios, including the debt burden

and debt as a percent of capitalization, are elevated for the rating level although they are moderating quickly.

Management indicates that DUHS has no material additional debt plans during the outlook period.

Five different banks hold DUHS' direct purchase debt with the earliest termination in May 2023. Because DUHS'

metrics are far from the covenants that trigger acceleration--1.2x debt service coverage and 80 days' cash on hand, and

with ample unrestricted reserves above contingent liability debt balances and proven market access, we do not

consider these transactions to be a credit risk. DUHS also has three interest rate swap agreements and one basis swap

with notional amounts totaling $789 million. DUHS had no collateral posted at June 30, 2019, and a negative mark to

market of $77 million.

A significant drop in the discount rate resulted in a material change to DUHS' defined-benefit pension plan, which we

consider to be adequately funded with assets equal to 75% of the projected benefit obligation at the end of fiscal 2019.

However, the absolute value of the benefit obligation above plan assets is manageable at $375 million compared with

almost $4 billion of unrestricted reserves.

As of Sept. 30, under Financial Accounting Standards Board ASU 2016-02, DUHS has booked a current and long-term

$327 million operating lease liability and a commensurate $323 million operating lease right-of-use asset. We have

historically incorporated lease risk into lease-adjusted debt service coverage and we believe this continues to capture

risk associated with lease exposure. Including the operating lease liability into our calculation of leverage brings DUHS'

debt as a percent of capitalization to 36%. While the audit presentation now provides more clarity on the actual value

of the lease liability, the actual lease obligations incurred by DUHS are unchanged and therefore this is not a credit

factor.
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Table 2

Duke University Health System Inc. & Affiliates -- Financial Statistics

--Three months ended

Sept. 30-- --Fiscal year ended June 30--

Medians for 'AA' rated

health care system

2019 2019 2018 2017 2018

Financial performance

Net patient revenue ($000s) 943,539 3,631,391 3,394,589 3,168,100 3,224,352

Total operating revenue ($000s) 992,514 3,829,047 3,590,126 3,357,826 MNR

Total operating expenses ($000s) 969,292 3,657,835 3,419,134 3,212,331 MNR

Operating income ($000s) 23,222 171,212 170,992 145,495 MNR

Operating margin (%) 2.34 4.47 4.76 4.33 4.40

Net nonoperating income ($000s) 24,271 131,370 174,969 150,081 MNR

Excess income ($000s) 47,493 302,582 345,961 295,576 MNR

Excess margin (%) 4.67 7.64 9.19 8.43 6.70

Operating EBIDA margin (%) 7.92 10.38 11.20 10.50 10.10

EBIDA margin (%) 10.11 13.36 15.32 14.33 12.40

Net available for debt service ($000s) 102,840 528,991 576,957 502,646 576,957

Maximum annual debt service ($000s) 114,602 114,602 114,602 114,602 MNR

Maximum annual debt service coverage (x) 3.59 4.62 5.03 4.39 6.40

Operating lease-adjusted coverage (x) 2.74 3.64 3.95 3.49 4.70

Liquidity and financial flexibility

Unrestricted reserves ($000s) 3,946,010 4,057,238 3,892,581 3,495,565 3,565,073

Unrestricted days' cash on hand 387.9 423.7 436.0 417.3 314.10

Unrestricted reserves/total long-term debt

(%)

230.7 238.0 224.7 198.9 264.00

Unrestricted reserves/contingent liabilities

(%)

917.0 942.9 877.3 770.3 843.10

Average age of plant (years) 12.3 12.2 11.4 10.9 10.50

Capital expenditures/depreciation and

amortization (%)

211.0 203.4 128.4 121.7 153.20

Debt and liabilities

Total long-term debt ($000s) 1,710,477 1,704,404 1,732,570 1,757,736 MNR

Long-term debt/capitalization (%) 31.6 31.4 32.7 38.0 22.70

Contingent liabilities ($000s) 430,305 430,305 443,685 453,800 MNR

Contingent liabilities/total long-term debt

(%)

25.2 25.2 25.6 25.8 41.50

Debt burden (%) 2.82 2.89 3.04 3.27 1.90

Defined-benefit plan funded status (%) N/A 74.79 84.80 75.07 88.20

N/A--Not applicable. N.A.--Not available. MNR--Median not reported.
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Credit Snapshot

• Security pledge: Securing the bonds is a general obligation of the combined group, which consists of the

obligated group (DUHS, DUH, Duke Raleigh Hospital, Duke Regional Hospital, and Duke HomeCare and

Hospice), and two designated members. Gothic HSP Corp., which holds DUHS' interest in the pooled funds

managed by a subsidiary of Duke University, is a designated member. In addition, Gothic Corp., a Duke

University-controlled affiliate, is a designated member of the combined group pursuant to an obligatory

contract, which provides access to the portion of investments it holds on behalf of DUHS. S&P Global Ratings'

analysis includes all related corporations, including several that are not obligated, such as employed

primary-care physicians and a captive insurance company, as well as DUHS' portion of unrestricted reserves

held at Gothic Corp. Duke University is not responsible for repayment of DUHS' debt.

• Organization description: DUHS is a controlled affiliate of Duke University in Durham. The health system

operates three hospitals: 979 licensed-bed DUH on the university campus; 369 licensed-bed Duke Regional

Hospital (leased under a 40-year evergreen capital lease from Durham County) located approximately four miles

from DUH; and 186 licensed-bed Duke Raleigh Hospital, 28 miles away in Raleigh. DUHS employs 450

physicians and works closely with DUSOM and its 1,800-specialty physician faculty practice plan, the Private

Diagnostic Clinic.

Ratings Detail (As Of December 30, 2019)

Duke Univ Hlth Sys taxable bnds ser 2017 dtd 06/01/2017 due 06/01/2047

Long Term Rating AA/Stable Affirmed
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Update to credit analysis

Summary
Duke University Health System (DUHS, Aa2) will be nationally recognized as a leading
provider of tertiary and quaternary services, benefiting from its role as the academic medical
center (AMC) of Duke University's (Aa1 stable) School of Medicine. DUHS will maintain solid,
albeit declining, days cash as it continues to fund various capital projects including new bed
towers at two of its hospitals and a major renovation and expansion at its third. We expect
DUHS will maintain very solid margins as it has historically aided by high patient demand.
These strengths will help to offset moderately high leverage for the rating category. Going
forward, the system will face additional headwinds including start-up expenses associated
with new facility openings as well as the shift of a key commercial payor contract to value-
based with downside risk. DUHS will face ongoing local and regional competition, especially
in light of the presence of another major AMC, University of North Carolina Hospitals.
While both provider cuts related to the state employee health plan and the state's Medicaid
managed care model are on hold for now, these issues will provide possible risk in the future.
Furthermore, given its relative reliance on 340B income, DUHS will face uncertainty if there
are legislative changes to drug pricing.

Credit strengths

» National presence and internationally renowned clinical reputation as the academic
medical center for Duke University's School of Medicine will support strong patient
demand

» Strong operating performance will be highlighted by very good, albeit moderating,
operating cash flow margins

» Very good absolute and relative cash measures will be maintained despite some
moderation

» High growth, economically strong primary service area will provide stability

Credit challenges

» Expansive capital project needs will contribute to moderately high leverage for the rating
category

» Ongoing and new headwinds, including new facility start-up costs, payor rate constraints
and value-based contracts, will challenge management’s ability to achieve very good
operating performance
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» Highly competitive market will require continuous capital investment and favorable compensation models

» While currently on hold, the state's health plan-related provider cuts and new Medicaid managed care program will provide future
uncertainty; 340B reliance will raise risk

Rating outlook
The stable outlook reflects our expectation that despite additional headwinds, DUHS will maintain operating cash flow margins in
the double digit range and will exceed its budget, as it has historically. The stable outlook also incorporates our view that DUHS's
demonstrated competency in large scale construction projects will support stable operations amid its current capital cycle. A
meaningful downturn in financial performance and/or days cash would likely result in an outlook or rating change given the system's
moderately high leverage.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade

» Expanded geographic diversification and enterprise

» Material and durable improvement in financial performance

» Ability to sustain substantially lower leverage and materially stronger days cash

Factors that could lead to a downgrade

» Weaker operating results that would represent new, lower level of performance

» Greater than expected decline in liquidity or increase in leverage

» Heightened competition or changes in state reimbursement programs that result in market share loss

» Additional financial burden associated with Duke University and its School of Medicine

Key indicators

Exhibit 1

Duke University Health System, NC

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Operating Revenue ($'000) 3,043,699 3,154,274 3,358,298 3,590,607 3,829,392

3 Year Operating Revenue CAGR (%) 7.2 7.6 9.0 5.7 6.7

Operating Cash Flow Margin (%) 15.0 12.2 10.5 11.2 10.4

PM: Medicare (%) 42.5 43.3 43.3 44.2 44.4

PM: Medicaid (%) 10.9 10.6 11.1 10.8 10.9

Days Cash on Hand 402 329 417 436 424

Unrestricted Cash and Investments to Total Debt (%) 247.0 220.5 200.8 226.2 238.8

Total Debt to Cash Flow (x) 1.9 2.2 3.3 2.9 2.8

Based on financial statements for Duke University Health System, Inc. and Affiliates ending June 30; net transfers to Duke University represented as an operating expense; FY 2016 excludes
$510 million transfer to the School of Medicine which occurred on July 1, 2016
Investment returns normalized at 5%.

Source: Moody's Investors Service

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Profile
DUHS is a three hospital system with over 1,500 staffed beds. The system is anchored by Duke University Hospital (DUH), a nationally
and internationally prominent AMC. 979-bed DUH is located on the university's campus in Durham, NC; 369-bed Duke Regional
Hospital (DRH) is operated under a long-term lease from the Durham County Hospital Corporation; 186-bed Duke Raleigh Hospital
(DRaH) is located in Raleigh. DUHS is owned by Duke University. Only faculty physicians of the University's School of Medicine
can admit to DUH; faculty physicians, Duke Affiliated physicians and credentialed community physicians can admit to other DUHS
facilities.

Detailed credit considerations

Market position: national presence will help mitigate regional competition
DUHS will benefit from a national and international reputation for clinical excellence, stemming from its position as a tertiary and
quaternary academic medical center for Duke University's School of Medicine. Spanning three inpatient campuses, DUHS will continue
to enjoy good demand for advanced services as evidenced by solid volume trends (over 70,000 discharges in fiscal 2019) and strong
revenue growth. Admissions grew by about 2.2% but combined with observation stay growth of -1.7%, DUHS's inpatient volume was
essentially flat. Inpatient trends will be affected by capacity constraints, which should be alleviated as new beds are brought on (see
below).

DUHS will make ongoing annual cash transfers (see discussion below) to Duke University and its School of Medicine in support of
its academic mission; although DUHS is separately incorporated, it is a controlled affiliate of the University. DUHS's standing will
continue to benefit from the University's emphasis on research. DUHS also will benefit from participation in the University's investment
corporation (discussed below).

The system will continue to face strong local and regional competition from the University of North Carolina Hospitals (Aa3 stable)
located in Chapel Hill, a full service academic medical center, Rex Healthcare in Raleigh (A2 stable and owned by UNC Hospitals)
and WakeMed (A2 stable), also in Raleigh. For fiscal 2018, DUHS reported inpatient market share of 30.6%, followed closely by UNC
Hospitals (including Rex) with 28.3% and WakeMed with 23.6%.

DUHS's competitive positioning will benefit from added inpatient capacity and expanded outpatient access points as it completes
multiple inpatient tower and renovation as well as outpatient projects. DUHS and WakeMed will have some potential financial upside
associated with their joint cardiology and oncology programs at the WakeMed campus.

The commercial payor environment will remain challenging. Overall rate increases will continue to be well below historical highs. In
addition, DUHS will take on additional reimbursement risk having signed (in January 2019) a three-year value-based contract with
Blue Cross Blue Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC). This BCBSNC state-wide initiative would expose DUHS to downside risk beginning
January 1, 2021 and would tie rates to performance measures.

Two state programs, which would introduce reimbursement and volume risk, will be averted for the time being. The state's Medicaid
managed care program, which involves capitated risk, was originally set to begin in November 2019. DUHS and 11 other health systems
formed a provider-led health plan, which was not selected in the initial bid process. The state treasurer's plan to reduce provider
payments for its state employee health plan has also been put on hold; this follows the decision of DUHS and other key health systems
to not join the network.

Operating performance, balance sheet and capital plans: liquidity will help to offset moderately high leverage; ability to
achieve good margins will become more challenging
The ratings reflect our expectation that DUHS will exceed budgeted performance as it has historically (e.g. DUHS's fiscal 2019
operating cash flow (OCF) margin came in at 10.4% compared to its budget of about 8.1%). Management's budgeted fiscal 2020 OCF
margin is about 7.3%.

Management will face more challenges due in part to payor pressures and the introduction of value-based contracts that are tied to
performance measures and involve greater downside risk. Management expects DUHS will see higher expense growth, associated with
a difficult labor market and service related costs. Positive offsets will include strong volume trends and higher acuity as new inpatient
capacity comes on in calendar 2021.
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Projects will include new bed towers at two of its inpatient campuses (to create more private rooms), a renovation and expansion
project (of the ED and behavioral unit) at its third hospital site, as well as numerous ambulatory site additions or expansions. The health
system will face risks with the simultaneous construction of these inpatient projects, with all three expected to be open in calendar
2021.

Total expenses and transfers to the University and its School of Medicine will continue to be sizeable and will include operating support
for clinical faculty as well as formula-based annual transfers. DUHS expects to transfer about $112 million in fiscal 2020, a bit above
fiscal 2019's $91 million (due largely to a reclassification of expenses). Beyond these formula-based transfers, which Moody's considers
an operating expense, the current rating does not anticipate additional material transfers to the University; DUHS made a $510 million
quasi endowment transfer to the University in fiscal 2016.

Over the coming year, the system's leverage will remain above-average for its rating category (2.82 times in fiscal 2019) following a rise
in debt in 2017.

LIQUIDITY
Absolute cash and cash metrics will remain solid but will likely decline over the next few years as DUHS completes an extensive
number of capital projects and plans to fund these without additional debt. All taxable proceeds from the Series 2017 financing have
been drawn. DUHS forecasts include about $2.5 billion that will be spent between fiscal 2020 to 2024. DUHS estimates that if all
projects are completed as planned, it will need about $650 million of balance sheet cash to fund projects between fiscal 2020 and
2022. However, capital spending has historically been slower than what has been budgeted and cash balances have not declined
materially to date. The current rating reflects a slower degradation in days cash compared to DUHS's budget.

DUHS's long-term unrestricted cash will continue to be invested with DUMAC, the University's separate limited liability corporation
that manages the University's investments. DUHS's funds are largely separately held and not comingled with University assets. Asset
allocation will be somewhat aggressive based on current allocations. As of June 30, 2019, DUHS's funds in DUMAC were invested as
follows: equities (11.8%), hedge funds (26.4%); private equity (17.6%); cash (12.5%); fixed income (20.5%) and the remainder in real
estate, commodities and other investments. DUHS also maintains short-term cash reserves of about $251 million at June 30, 2019 that
is not invested with DUMAC.

Debt structure and legal covenants
We expect DUHS will have ample cushion under covenants in both its MTI and bank agreements. Under its MTI, DUHS must maintain
at least 1.20 times debt service coverage; measured annually, this covenant would require a consultant call in if breached. If coverage
were to be less than 1.0 times for two consecutive years, an event of default would be declared. A variety of bank covenants are more
stringent; the toughest requires 1.20 times coverage measured as frequently as quarterly, based on rolling 12-month periods; a breach
of this covenant would be an immediate event of default. Certain bank agreements also require 80 days cash on hand, measured twice
a year.

DEBT STRUCTURE
DUHS's debt structure will provide limited risk as it is weighted to fixed rate. About 25% is variable rate; all variable rate debt
obligations are private placements with multiple banks and contain long tenors. There is however, a 30-year bullet maturity associated
with the Series 2017 bonds; we use a smoothing amortization schedule, which will result in a MADS of about $115 million including a
recent refunding transaction. Once the major construction is completed, management plans to begin establishing an internal sinking
fund to prepare for the bullet in 2047.

DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES
DUHS will have exposure to derivatives with three floating-to-fixed rate swaps hedging its variable-rate exposure and one basis swap.
At fiscal year end 2019, the total notional amount of the fixed payer swaps was about $389 million and the basis swap was $400
million. The net termination value of the swaps was a negative $77 million; DUHS did not post collateral to swap counterparties.

PENSIONS AND OPEB
DUHS's already somewhat leveraged balance sheet will be further burdened with an unfunded pension liability of about $376 million
at fiscal year end 2019, up from about $193 million the prior year. Combined with operating leases of about $327 million (as of
September 30, 2019), using the new accounting guidelines adopted on July 1, 2019, adjusted debt to cash flow in fiscal 2019 would
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have been about 4.43 times. This compares to about 4.14 times using the previously calculated debt equivalent figure of about $170
million. The system also carries about $89 million in unfunded post retirement benefits. DUHS participates in Duke University's defined
benefit pension plan.

Legal security
Payments are an unconditional general obligation of DUHS. DUHS is the only member of the obligated group under the Master
Indenture. The three DUHS hospitals are operating divisions of DUHS. In addition to the obligated group, Gothic HSP and Gothic
Corporation are Designated Members. Duke University is not obligated on DUHS's bonds.

ESG considerations
DUHS's long-tenured CFO, who oversaw a period of favorable financial results, will retire in June 2020. That said, DUHS will continue
to benefit from the presence of several other seasoned senior managers in finance and operations. Going forward, we anticipate that
the team will continue to focus on improvement initiatives amid heightened sector-wide and market challenges. Management's
ongoing ability to exceed budgeted performance will support the rating.

DUHS will benefit from strong demographics, including favorable population growth and a well-diversified economy. This good
economy and the presence of other providers, however, will continue to contribute to competitive salaries and recruitment challenges
as mentioned above.

Although North Carolina will continue to be susceptible to hurricane activity, Durham County's inland position will help to mitigate this
risk.
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20 Dec 2019 New Issue

Fitch Rates Duke University Health System (NC) Series
2020 Revenues Bonds 'AA'

Fitch Ratings-New York-20 December 2019: Fitch Ratings has assigned a 'AA' rating to

approximately $ 299 million fixed rate series 2020 revenue bonds issued by Duke University Health

System, Inc. (Duke Health).

Duke Health's existing Issuer Default Rating (IDR) and revenue bond ratings are 'AA'.

The Rating Outlook is Stable

SECURITY

Debt payments are unsecured, general obligations of the Duke Health obligated group.

USE OF PROCEEDS

Proceeds of the series 2020 bonds will be used to refund certain maturities of the North Carolina

Medical Care Commission revenue bond series 2012A (maturities 2023 through 2042) and pay for

the costs of issuance. The bonds are expected to sell the week of Jan. 6, 2020

KEY RATING DRIVERS

Revenue Defensibility: 'bbb'; Leading Clinical Reputation in a Demographically Favorable Market

Duke Health maintains a strong clinical reputation, bolstered by its academic affiliation with Duke

University School of Medicine and has maintained a stable, slightly leading market share in a

demographically favorable service area. The system's revenue composition is characterized by

moderate Medicaid and self-pay source and nearly 60% of its revenues are generated from

outpatient services.

Operating Risk: 'a'; Robust Operating Profitability and Significant Capital Spending

Duke Health's operating flexibility is assessed as strong based on history of robust operating



profitability. Operating EBITDA margins remain strong and above 10% even when including the

transfers to the University which the system reports as net asset transfers. The system has

substantial capital needs in order to address capacity constraints at several facilities and to expand

its ambulatory footprint. Capital spending will remain high through the forward look, well

outpacing depreciation expense, but manageable given the system's strong cash flow generation.

Financial Profile: 'aa'; Strong Financial Profile Through the Cycle

Duke Health's financial profile shows resilience through the application of the mild economic

stress demonstrating financial metrics consistent with our strong assessment with net adjusted

debt to adjusted EBITDA at a negative (favorable) position through the entire stress case scenario

and cash to adjusted debt at better than 170% in the outer years of the scenario.

Asymmetric Additional Risk Considerations

No asymmetric additional risk considerations were applied in this rating determination.

RATING SENSITIVITIES

Sustained Strong Credit Profile: Fitch expects Duke Health to maintain solid operating profitability

needed to support its large capital spending. Prolonged failure to generate sufficient cash flow

during the period of heightened capital spending, while not expected, resulting in erosion of the

system's strong liquidity could introduce downward rating pressure.

Maintaining Stable Market Share: Duke Health's investment in addressing capacity constraints at

its hospitals and expanding of ambulatory touchpoints should enable the system to maintain its

market position. An increase in competitive pressures resulting in significantly lower utilization

leading to retrenchment of its market share could potentially affect the rating.

CREDIT PROFILE

Duke University Health System (Duke Health) is a large integrated delivery system operating an

academic medical center - Duke University Hospital (979 licensed beds) and Duke Regional

Hospital (369 beds), both located in Durham, NC and Duke Raleigh Hospital (186 beds) in Raleigh,

NC. Operations include home care and hospice services and a primary care practice. In fiscal 2019

(year-end June 30) the system reported $3.8 billion of total operating revenues. The credit group

accounts for approximately 94% of total consolidated operating revenues and 95% of 2019

consolidated total assets. Fitch's analysis is based upon Duke Health's consolidated financial



statements.

Asymmetric Additional Risk Considerations

No asymmetric additional risk considerations were applied in this rating determination.

For a more detailed assessment of Duke Health's 'AA' revenue bond rating, please see Fitch's press

release dated July 18, 2019.

Contact:

Primary Analyst

Eva Thein

Senior Director

+1-212-908-0674

Fitch Ratings, Inc.

Hearst Tower

New York, NY 10019

Secondary Analyst

Olga Beck

Senior Director

+1-212-908-0772

Committee Chairperson

Kevin Holloran

Senior Director

+1-512-813-5700

In addition to the sources of information identified in Fitch's applicable criteria specified below,

this action was informed by information from Lumesis.

Media Relations: Sandro Scenga, New York, Tel: +1 212 908 0278, Email:

sandro.scenga@thefitchgroup.com

Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com

Applicable Criteria

Public Sector, Revenue-Supported Entities Rating Criteria – Effective May 28, 2019 to November 7,

/app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/RPT_10064680


2019 (pub. 28 May 2019)

U.S. Not-For-Profit Hospitals and Health Systems Rating Criteria – Effective May 28, 2019 to Nov. 27

2019 (pub. 28 May 2019)

Additional Disclosures

Solicitation Status

Endorsement Policy

ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE

READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING THIS LINK:

HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS. IN ADDITION, RATING

DEFINITIONS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE AGENCY'S

PUBLIC WEB SITE AT WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM. PUBLISHED RATINGS, CRITERIA, AND

METHODOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THIS SITE AT ALL TIMES. FITCH'S CODE OF CONDUCT,

CONFIDENTIALITY, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, AFFILIATE FIREWALL, COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER

RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT

SECTION OF THIS SITE. DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS RELEVANT INTERESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT

HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/SITE/REGULATORY. FITCH MAY HAVE PROVIDED ANOTHER

PERMISSIBLE SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS RELATED THIRD PARTIES. DETAILS OF THIS

SERVICE FOR RATINGS FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST IS BASED IN AN EU-REGISTERED ENTITY

CAN BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS ISSUER ON THE FITCH WEBSITE.

Copyright © 2019 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street,

NY, NY 10004. Telephone: 1-800-753-4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or

retransmission in whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. In issuing

and maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including forecast information), Fitch

relies on factual information it receives from issuers and underwriters and from other sources

Fitch believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable investigation of the factual information

relied upon by it in accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains reasonable verification of

that information from independent sources, to the extent such sources are available for a given

security or in a given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the

third-party verification it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its

issuer, the requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is offered and

sold and/or the issuer is located, the availability and nature of relevant public information, access

to the management of the issuer and its advisers, the availability of pre-existing third-party

verifications such as audit reports, agreed-upon procedures letters, appraisals, actuarial reports,

engineering reports, legal opinions and other reports provided by third parties, the availability of

independent and competent third- party verification sources with respect to the particular security

/app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/RPT_10064680
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or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's ratings

and reports should understand that neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party

verification can ensure that all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a

report will be accurate and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the

accuracy of the information they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and

other reports. In issuing its ratings and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts, including

independent auditors with respect to financial statements and attorneys with respect to legal and

tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of financial and other information are inherently

forward-looking and embody assumptions and predictions about future events that by their

nature cannot be verified as facts. As a result, despite any verification of current facts, ratings and

forecasts can be affected by future events or conditions that were not anticipated at the time a

rating or forecast was issued or affirmed.

The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any

kind, and Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will meet any of

the requirements of a recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness

of a security. This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and

methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating and updating. Therefore, ratings and reports

are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or group of individuals, is solely

responsible for a rating or   a report. The rating does not address the risk of loss due to risks other

than credit risk, unless such risk is specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale

of any security. All Fitch reports have shared authorship. Individuals identified in a Fitch report

were involved in, but are not solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are

named for contact purposes only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a

substitute for the information assembled, verified and presented to investors by the issuer and its

agents in connection with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any

time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not provide investment advice of any

sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Ratings do not comment

on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular investor, or the

tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any security. Fitch receives fees

from issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors, and underwriters for rating securities. Such fees

generally vary from US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In

certain cases, Fitch will rate all or a number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or

guaranteed by a particular insurer or guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to

vary from US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent). The assignment,

publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent by Fitch to use its

name as an expert in connection with any registration statement filed under the United States

securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United Kingdom, or the

securities laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic publishing



and distribution, Fitch research may be available to electronic subscribers up to three days earlier

than to print subscribers.

For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an

Australian financial services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide credit

ratings to wholesale clients only. Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended to

be used by persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001

Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally

Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the NRSRO's credit

rating subsidiaries are listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are authorized to issue credit

ratings on behalf of the NRSRO (see https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory), other credit

rating subsidiaries are not listed on Form NRSRO (the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings

issued by those subsidiaries are not issued on behalf of the NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO

personnel may participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf of the NRSRO.

ENDORSEMENT POLICY - Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that ratings produced

outside the EU may be used by regulated entities within the EU for regulatory purposes, pursuant

to the terms of the EU Regulation with respect to credit rating agencies, can be found on the EU

Regulatory Disclosures page. The endorsement status of all International ratings is provided within

the entity summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for all structured

finance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on a daily basis.

https://www.fitchratings.com/site/fitch-home/regulatory
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/fitch-home/regulatory
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